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S~ INTRODUCTION

I. The proceedings of the 1964 Army Science Conference is a
compilation of all papers presented at the conference. Its

S•purposes are to:

a. Provide a historical record of the conference

b. Provide source material for scientists engaged
in research

c. Enable conference participants to review papers

in which they have a special interest

2. The report consists of three volumes as follows:

Volume I Unclassified papers, principal
authors, A thru H

Volume II Unclassified papers, principal
authors, I thru Z

Volume III Classified papers, alphabetically
by principal authors

3. Three Invited Papers, which were presented at the Opening
General Session are grouped together at the beginning of

Vilume 1. These papers are essentially different in nature
inasmuch as they were oriented toward the general scientific
and lay interests of a mixed audience, rather than reporting
on a specific research effort within a given discipline.

4. All experiments involving live animals which are reported
in the Proceedings were performed in accordance with the
principles of laboratory animal care as promulgated by the
National Society for Medical Research.

WILLIAM W. DICK, Jr.
Lieutenant General, GS
Chief of Research and Development
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IKRATH and SCHNEIDER

THE REALIZATION OF ACTIVE SEISMIC SYSTEMS
AND THEIR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

KURI IKRATH and W. SCHNF IDER
U. S. ARMY ELECTRONILo Kbt:ARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABOKATORIES

FORT MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY

INTRODUCT ION:
Steady-state seismic waves could be used for seismic com-

munication if seismic transducers were available that would serve as
efficient transmitters and receivers. An approach has been made to
the development of effici6,at transducers with an elastic analogue to
tuned radio transmitters. The latter use a quarter wave dipole an-
tenna as a resonant matching transformer between the drive system
and the radio propagation medium. Analogously, the seismic trans-
ducers described below have an artificial elastic transmission line
section that acts as a resonant matching transformer between the low
Impedance of the electrodynamic speaker drive systems and the high
mechanical Impedances of seismic propagation media.

DISCUSS ION:
Two transducers are shown in Figures I and 2. With respect to

Figure 1, first and second resonant vibration modes are about 80 and
260 cps, which roughly correspond to the one-quarter and three-quar-
ter wave resonances of the elastic transmission line. The exact op-
erating frequency that corresponds to the ground reasonance mode de-
pends upon the mechanical impedance of the ground medium. In this
mode, the reactance part of the mechanical ground Impedance Is tuned
by the output reactance of the elastic transmission line section. The
detuning by different ground media, which is the load impedance for
the transducer, is usually less than 3 cps; to compensate for fre-
quency discrepancies that may arise when transmitter and receiver
are placed on diff,!rent ground media, some of the transducers have
been equipped with a mechanical frequency trimmer, in the form of an
adjustable large compliance in series with the mass of the drive coil.

The transmitter performance characteristics of one 80-cps trans-
ducer are shown In Figure 3. The transducer piston and vertical
ground-surface displacement velocity of sand-gravel soil, and the
electrical Input impedance, are plotted versus frequency for con-
stant drive power. The receiver performance characteristics of a

I
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transducer are shown In Figure 4. Here, the open-circuit voltage out-
pet is plotted versus frequency for a constant shake-table displace-
ment, end the practical voltage step-up ratio is given. The nominal
80 cps transducers can be operated continuously with 10 watts of
drive power, and Intermittently with up to 20 watts. The electrical
input impedance depends upon the ground medium and Is between 3 and 6

ohms. The drive system Is electrodynamic, employing a permanent cera-
mic magnet. The static force versus deflec~ion characteristic of the
slotted steel tube which serves Ps the artificial elastic transmission
line transformer section h.as a slope of 105 newtons/meter. The slots
correspond to shunt capacitances and the mass of the slot sections
correspond to serial Inductances in the analogous electrical trans-
mission line.

Though differing in size and weight, the uominal 12-cps trans-
ducer, shown in Figure 2, is similar to that of Figure 1. Here, a
conventional locomotive coil spring Is used as the elastic transmis-
sion-line section. The necessary high Q and low frequency of this
transducer provide some difficulties for the drive circuit. Typical
performance data for this transducer for sand-gravel soil are: 0.6
and 3.3 mn/sec vertical and horizontal ground-surface displacement
velocities, respectively, at a distance of I meter, at 12.5 cps, and
with I watt of drive power; input impedance 30.4 ohms (including 3.5
ohms d-c resistance) and 50- percent power bandwidth for constant
ground-surface displacenent, approximately ± 0.02 cps.

The precise efficiency of the transducers is difficult to deter-
mine. The difference of the electrical input Impedance on and off
the soil surface, which is in the order of 2 to 3 ohms, indicates
that the efficiency is of the order of 30 percent or more. A prac-
tical measure of the efficiency of the transducers is expressed by
the fnilowing experimental data: with 10 mw of transducer drive
power, an 80-cps seismic signal produced in the soil of the Hexagon
yard was received at a distance of 300 feet with a 2:1 signal-to-
noise amplitude ratio with the use of a ParJB-4 lock-in amplifier-
detector circuit to partly overcome the manmade seismic noise caused
by traffic and machinery around and in the laboratory. Similarly, in
the ice cover of Lake Waramough, Conn., which is approximately t iO-cm
thick, 80 mw of transducer drive power produced a flexural wave re-
ceived at a distance of 300 feet with a transducer and an a-c milli-
voltmeter as 80 cps voltage with a 30-db signal-to-noise ratio.

The efficiency of the transmitter-transducer is ultimately de-
pendent on the elastic range of the seismic medium. Specifically,
local overstressing of the ground medium at the edges of the trans-
ducer piston reduces the radiation efficiency at high-drive-power
levels. On sandy soil, for example, a small amount of signal strengtl-
is gained by increasing the drive-power level of the 80-cps trans-
ducers above 6 to 7 watts. These considerations, and the performance
characteristics of ground-resonant transducers, largely determine the
applications to which the transducers may be put in active seismic
systems.

In active systems, seismic waves are launched along the surface
and into the ground under the control of the system operator.

2
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Dependent upon the particular applications (communication, geological
exploration, and surveillance), the original characteristics of the
waves are used either to transmit Information or their variations dur-
ing propagation ore used to yield information about properties of the
seismic medium and about natural or manmade boundary conditions of
the medium. Active seismic systems may be classified by the form and
function of signal paths between transmitter and receiver. The nar-
row bandwidth of the 80-cps transducers, for Instance, limits signal-
ling speeds to one or two bauds/sec. In all other cases, the conven-
tional methods of signal-carrier modulation are possible within the
given limits (including striking the transmitter-transducer).

On the surface of the weathered layer of the earth, the communi-
cation ranges are short. The amplitude of an 80-cps cw seismic sig-
nal received versus distance on a dirt road at the Earle Test Area,
N. J., Is shown in Figure 5. The wiggles of the curve come from In-
terference between seismic-wave modes of different speeds. The sys-
tem used for this measurement consists of two transducers only, a
signal generator with audio amplifier, and an &-c voltmeter with pre-
amplifier. The actual range limitations are the elastic range end
the noise, which In this case comes from the wideband transistor pre-
amplifier. When the transmitter drive power was doubled from 6 to 12
watts, there was an Increase of only 25 percent in signal amplitude
at 500 feet. With a more sophisticated system, using a phase-detec-
tion system with a ParJB-4 lock-in amplifier as a receiver, a com-
munications range of up to 0.3 miles, which ran partly through a
wooded area, was bridged with a 4:1 signal-to-noise amplitude ratio
(Figure 6).

Since the power radiating from one transducer Is limited by the
el4stic range of the seismic medium, there Is a definite need for
seismic-transmitter arrays and a means of controlling the direction
of the radiated wave. Preliminary tests with a two-transducer array
demonstrated that It was possible to make significant Improvements in
the communication range along and through the weathered layer of the
earth. The propagation velocity of seismic signals in soil is ex-
tremely low, and the frequency dispersion is large.

Three different methods with corresponding circuits were used to
measure the phase velocity and group velocity of seismic waves In
sand-gravel soil and in floating sheets of lake ice. Measurements
were made of the accumulated phase of received relative to trans-
mitted 80-cps cw seismic signals versus distance with radio and cable
feed forward systems in Figure 7a-b. The slope of the accumulated
phase-versus-distance curve of Figure 8 yields the wave-length and
phase velocity in the respective distance region. The phase-velocity
transition from 410- to 170)-m/sec occurs 22 m from the transmitter,
at the same distance where the wiggle appears on the signal amplitude-
versus-distance curve. Beyond 50 m distance, a high-speed propaga-
tion mode of 433 m/sec phase velocity is resumed. Practically the
same values are measured with the standing-wave method In the respec-
tive distance region. The Interference of a low-speed mode from one
transducer with a high-speed mode of the other transducer results in
the respective distance range in a double-periodic standing wave

3
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(Figure 9). In the same way, the group velocities are measured by
recording time phase of the envelope of a modulated seismic wave re-
ceived at different distances from the tr, smitter or at different
distances between receivers. We used recordings of 80-cps signals,
100 percent modulated with 0.16 cps, received at distances up to lOOm.
The mean group velocity on sand-gravel soil was determined to be ap-
proximately 120 m/sec at 80 cps.

Sy the same methods and measurement systems, the attenuation and
phase velocity of 80- and 260-cps flexural waves were determined in
the sheets of Ice on Lake waramoug, Conn. and Lake Hopatcong, N. J.
The theoretical unique dependence of the phase and group velocity of
flexural waves on the thickness of the floating ice sheets (1) was
verified experimentally with a high degree of numerical accuracy.
With the conventional values for the elastic properties of "standard
ice' and water (I), the Ice thickness on Lake Waramough was 32 cm, as
derived by wavelength measurement. Eight days later, it was found to
be 40 cm. The standing-wave method of measuring the flexural wave-
lengths at 80- and 260-cps was used at Lake Hopatcong. The experi-
mental wavelengths ratio was found to agree within 3 percent with the
theoretical ratio for the existing Ice thickness of 50 cm.

The measurement of the propagation characteristics of seismic
wave in sand-gravel soil, in almost entirely wooded terrain, and in
lake ice supplied the necessary experience required for the appl ice-
tions and operation of specific active seismic systems for coununi-
cations and surveillance. The systems found to be most versatile and
useful are the seismic-electric feed forward and feedback systems.
The open-loop system (Figure 70), with an sxternal signal generator,
was used for phase-velocity measurements and for communication. The
radio signal can be used for communications purposes and 1ill carry
one part of the Information, and the seismic signal will mct as the
standard of coherence carrying the other part of the infotrmation re-
quired to decode the radio signal or vice versa, the radio signal can
be used to supply the standard coherence for the detectioni of the
seismic signal. Since seismic signals 30 to 40 db below -the micro-
seismic noise can be detected with this system, it is applhcable to
protected communications. Obviously, larger distances can be bridged
by buried seismic relays analogous to radio relay, and by directed
seismic wavebeams into ducting ground layers. In another application
of the open-loop system, changes of propagation velocity of seismic
surface waves, produced by the loading of the ground-surfaces by ve-
hicles, are recorded as relative phase changes of the received signals.
Theoretical calculations show that changes of the ground-surface
boundary conditions manifest themselves as changes of attenuation and
velocity of selsmiic waves.

Figure 10 shows a recording of the phase change of the received
relative to the transmitted seismic cw signal caused by &i car moving
very slowly on a 70-m portion of the transmission path. In like
manner, weather-produced changes of seismic-propagation character-
istics of sand-gravel soil have been recorded over severail weeks at
the Earle Test Area. The Introduction of a switching circuit which
when activated by the received seismic wave, turns the scismic trans-
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mitter-transducer off via radio, and upon interruption of the seismic
wave reception turns the transmitter on again leads to a seismic
multivibrator system. The resultant seismic signal Is a pulse-modu-
lated single-frequency wave. Since the pulse duration depends in
part on the distance and propagation characteristics of the seismic
medium, it is possible to derive the group velocity from measurements
of the pulse repetition rate at different distances. Natural or man-
made changes of the seismic-propagation condition will bring about
corresponding changes of the pulse rates. The close-loop system,
(Figure 7b) without an external signal source, appears to be the most
practical for surveillance. Two operating conditions ore possible.
With critical gain, a 50- to 150-m seismic electric-loop system acts
as an extremely sensitive seismic detector. With overcritical gain,
the system becomes a seismic oscillator, the frequency of which is
within the limits set by the transducers dependent upon the propaga-
tion characteristics of the seismic-transmission path. Hence, quasi-
static changes of the ground-surface boundary conditions (for Instance
by a vehicle) are therefore recorded as changes of the frequency pro-
duced by mixing of the seismic-oscillator signal with a reference
signal of constant frequency. Figure 11 shows recordings of the beat-
frequency signal produced by a vehicle slowly moving in the seismic-
transmission path.

During these experiments, it was observed that the beat-frequency
changed rather abruptly when the vehicle was about 60 m from the trans
mitter and 30 m fram the receiver. Hamever, the exact initial frequ-
ency of the seismic oscillator is not re-established upon removal of
the vehicle from the seismic-propagation path. At present, it is
possible to speculate only concerning the cause of this residual per-
manent change. Conceivably, it can be attributed to the permanent
change of the surface-wave path produced by.the tracks in the soft
soil.

CONCLUS IONS:
The experimental seismic transducers, together with the ancil-

lary devices and circuits described, proved valuable as measurement
instruments in the investigation of elastic-wave propagation in sand-
gravel soil and lake ice. Seismic communication at 80-cps carrier
and 2-cps bidwidth, over a distance of up to 0.5 km in soil-covered,
partially wooded terrain (Earle Test Area) was achieved with less
than 14 watts of 80-cps transducer drive power, employing a ParJJ-4
lock-in amplifier. It was found that a minimum of 10 mw of 80-cps
transducer drive power is necessary for the detection of the radiated
selsnic signal at a distance of about 100 m on sand-gravel soil as in
the courtyard of the Hexagon Building and vicinity. This figure is a
measure of the efficiency of the transducers compared to other con-
ventional seismic-wave exciters and receivers. The transducer's
transmitter-conversion ratio, defined as vertical ground-surface dis-
placement velocity at 0.305 m from the edge of the transducer piston,
per square root of the drive power, is .64 mm sec iWatt1T and its
peak electrical Impedance is 6.2 ohms. The transducer's receiver-
conversion ratio is 0.1 to 0.15 open-circuit volts/mm/sec ground-
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surface displacement velocity. In practice, the transducer output
voltage is stepped up from 6 to 16 times, with a transformer to
match the transducer Impedance to the Input impedances of conven-
tional transistor preamplifiers and a-c millivoltmeters. Several
systems Involving these transducers as seismic-wave transmitters and
receivers have been designed and tested In the field. A continuous
seismic-wave phase-distance graph was recorded with one of these
systems. From this graph, the seismic-wave phase velocities of the
various propagation modes were derived. A seismic standing-wave
measurement system was designed and tested. The phase velocities of
the seismic waves derived from the standing wave-versus-distance
graph were found to be In agreement with those derived from the sig-
nal-versus-distance attenuation curve (I) which were predicted theo-
retically, and the velocity (mode) transition occurred at the sam
distance from the seismic transmitter.

Group-velocity measurements were made by measuring the phase of
the envelope of a 100-percent modulated 80-cps seismic signal (modu-
lated with 0.16 cps) as a function of distance between receivers.
Pulse-signalling systems were tried, and It was found that the strati-
fication of the ground produces ripples in the top of the pulses.
Pecordings of amplitude end phase of seismic signals were made on a
continuous basis to Investigate the effects of weather on the eles-
tic-wave propagation characteristics of the weathered layer of the
earth. Ground-surface loading experiments were conducted, and cor-
responding changes of the seismic-wave propagation conditions were
recorded In various ways, with active seismic systems having open-
and closed-feedback-loop circuits. The propagation characteristics
of flexural waves In thin lake ice were Investigated, using active
seismic systems. The applied steady-state measurement methods and
techoiques yielded data that are In close agreement with theory, and
with date derived by other Investigators from conventional dynamite
blast-excited wave recordings.

REFERENCE:
(I) ELASTIC WAVES in LAYERED MEDIA, Ewing, Jerdetzky and Press,

(McGraw-Hill 1957) pp 298 and 305.
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TERRAIN AND EXPERWINTAL SITUP AT
EARLE TEST AREA
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SURGE WAVES IN AflnUATIC VRAPONS
EDWI B. 3AMN SIM - HCENY ?. BMSVU Sla

U.S. AMU WZAPCKS COMAND
$1RUMFIRLD ARMORY

SPRN GFILD, ,ASS.

OIJECTIVE:
To uinilmis the dynamic stresses and increase the service

life of automatic weapon driving springs.

CONCLUSIONS:
1, The propagation velocity, c, associated vith the ave

Equat 4 on is inversely proportional to the spring Indez, At, i.o.
c - 8u,000 d In/sec. d

D

2. A graphical solution of the Wave Equation show that a
compression time-to-surge time ratio, T./T a 2, causes the dynamic
stresses to be equal to the static stresses. Since this ratio is a
function of the spring dimensions, proper selection of d. D, and I
can minimise the dynamic stresses.

3. A 10-cell finite difference representation of the wa
Equation provides adequate analog computer solutions.

4, The equations of motion of a distributed mass system and
the finite difference equations are identical.

5. The analog computer can be used to solve realistic
automatic weapon surge weve problems by extending the program to
include preload, friction, buffer devices, looking forces and impulse
due to exploding amunition.

6. The analog computer may be utilized to evaluate the
damping forces In single and uultistrand vire springs, thereby
providing design paraneters to minImixe the dynamic stresses.
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d *........... rediaeter

D ..... :.....la Coil Diameter ofsrg

SF, V ................... Load or force an spring
I o*.....................Load-deflectioa rate, spring stiffness
k *...........tfes/atlength of spring

14 ................ J~ssof spring
a 0*.....................Jass/mit length
r 0*6000000*0000*000000008pecific weight of spring wire
W ... aee~~e..Vih of spring
CG ........... Jouu of torsion for spring steel

A S 00..00.00*00000*....Change Of stress
t **.** ... *..*Time

T ............ Travel time of disturbance over
length of spring wire

TS 660.040..44060*06*96..Duration of cospression stroke
V 00*00000000060**0090*.70.Veioty
C eo*....... ............ Propagstiou velocity
g *...........Geiaiolconstant
D/d ...........pigindex
N1 0000400000*00*..60..96.N'uber Of active Coils
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The driving spring is one of the primary component in en
autoustic weapon system. A wall designed driving spring will insure
proper weapon function aver extended endurance life. Although
manufacturing processes such as shot peening, cold-netting, and
stress relieving have extended the lift of springs, premature fail-
urea still occur.

It has been observed (Figure 1) that whe an lmepct is
Iriparted to a spring9 the load to not distributed uniformly through-
out the length of the spring and that sm coils tend to oscillate,
Furtherure,, the stresses between adjacent coils are hbiher than
those predicted by static considerations. bhen a repetitive load
is applied, the clashing of coils, which cause the rate of the spring
to change, can be observed, These observed changes indIcate that a
disturbance at the loaded and of the sprir4 is propagated through the
spring wire. Therefore, If a driving spring Is to be properly
designed, the propagation of the surge wave must be taken into con-
sideration.

It has been found that springs fabricated from stra•ded wire
are superior to those fabricated from single wive in both endurance
and fatigue, As these springs are compressed, the pressure betwmem
adjacent strands is increased, thereby creating a dping device.
Consequently, the ampltude of the surge wve is attenuated.

V 91"TONNSHIS:
The basic formulae used for the design of helical round wire

springs are:

Iced-deflection rate: K -

Stress-deflection rate: -* L

Load-Stress rate: P I r ds3

Solid height: Hs= N • d. ..............

Stranded wire springs react essentially the same as single
wire springs, Lee., the spring colls are subjected to a twisting
moent upon compression. This twisting momet requires that the
sprigs helix be of opposite direction to the stand helix (Figure 2),
In this case the twisting moment tends to cause the individual
strands to "wind up" and tighten the strands. This tightening
increasep the friction between strands and Introduces a dmping
which is beneficial in dynmic applications.

17
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The basic formulae for design of stranded wire springs are
proportional to thoae used foe single wire. The load-deflection rate
of a stranded wire spring is determined by smming the rates of the

individual siagle wires; wiereas the stress-deflection rate is
obtained by the given formula for an Individual wire diameter. This
indicates that the behavior of a stranded wire spring it similar to
a number of single wire springs acting in parallel.

DKIMA FOOMMJ :

The Impact at the free end of a spring will cause any point
on the spring to vibrate back and forth about its original position.
The displacement of the moving end coil is not equally distributed
among all ths coils; consequently the stresses are not equal. Since
a spring is nothing more than a piece of streip~bt wire wound into a
helix, it Is expected that the motion of a point on a spring would be
similar to the notion of a cross-sectional area of a rod. The general
equation of notion, a

describes many physical systems and is knomw as the Wave Squation.

When a spring is compressed by a force parallel to its
length, there exists a longitudinal coipression and a lateral
expansion. In the case of a short spring, the lateral and lonSitu-
dinal motions of a point will be of the sm order of magnitude.
Therefore, this lateral motion cannot be neglected without serious
risk of error. When the length to diameter ratio of a spring is
large, the lateral motion is small relative to the longitudinal
motion. Therefore, the inertial effect of the lateral motion may be
neglected without introducing serious error.

If the distances to two points, A and B, on an uncompressed
spring are x andxtdX (Figure 3), any compressive force vtil cause
point A to move a distance u and to occupy a new position a. '.
Point B will also move to a new position B' which is IX + d i 4 U
from the reference line. The displacement due to the compressivw--
force of points A and B is Lk and u-+ !•Ld) , respectively.
Therefore, the relative displacement is 4 Adx mee
is the unit elongsation. 1) X

The force at any point may then be given by F = k

The force/unit length is ± = kaax

hence the difference in force across the element is aF = k•d)<

18
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The inertial force of the elemntdix is ' i d Xnd by
d'Alembert's principle

The dimensions of k end a are M A t- 2 and m A-7 respectively6
therefore, /•7- has the dimensions of velocity, lime "C" of Equa-
tioj is defined as the pTop&Ption velocity of a disturbance,

V/Qmn is then the propagation velocity of a surge wve In a spring.
In terms of load-deflection rate and wmight of the entire spring

-_ _ - k LL 7- • - wv -.. . .. . . .. . . Y
By letting the spring lengthL=T ND • ad spring weight w - 4--_L.
and substituting Equation lintoEquation 7, the propagation velocity
in obtained in terms of spring Index

Using the usual values for g, r, and 6
results in the following approzimate fosamla

c a 88,600_d is/ea.. ......... SD

Theref re, the propagation velocity of the surge mave to
a function of spring Index, Do

d

bhen the dynmic motion in a spring is considered, the time,
T, for a disturbance to travel the entire length of the spring wire,
L, is defined as the surge time e ,, _-,: ir

T C V ; - . .T

Haere the surge time, T, is given as a function of the basic
spring dimensions. The surge time Increases with spring Index and
is much greater for smaller springs than for lengthy oaes*

CRAVMCAL SOUJION:
The utility of the derived relationship is denonstrated by

considering twm illustrated examples. In each case the spring its
suddenly compressed f::cm its free height to a displacement of two
Inches by a mass moving with a constant velocity of 400 in/sec. The
springs considered are defined by the following parameters:

d .100 in .109 in
D .840 In .840 in
N 8 8.93
us 4 in 4 in
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therefore 
4.

*.50 W 9,450 i~n/ss
T 2 eesc. 2.5 ose,.

The propagation of the sw:ge wave is illustrated in

Figure 4., The status of Spring A is studied for the times

t 0, 2, &, 5, 69 mid 6.5 msee.
At t*

The first coal is give. an impact and it starts to move at
a velocity of 00 in/sac and all co.ls have loads and stresses equal
to "eroe since it "quires 2 msoft tor the surge evoe to travel the
entire length of spring irte, succesaive coils start to ove with a
velocity of 400 in/sac at .25 me"c. tLitervals.

At t g 2 MMI
All the coils are moving at 4M• in/see and the surge wave

arrives at the anchored end of the springa. This surge move Is re-
flected at the bouindry, and the sign of the propagated velocity is
changed. When the surge wave arrives at each coil at .25 =see.
intervals, the propagated velocity is elual And apposite to that
of the coil; therefore, the resultant cool1 velocity is sero.

AtL I g .
The surge %ove is reflected a isecand time again causing a

chamge In the sign of the velocity. Slizce all calls are motionless,
the velocity is imparted to succesuivu coils at .25 moec. intervals.

As t t mose,.
The first coil is abruptly halted. This action causes a

second surge wave to be propagated. Since the relative velocity
change ts -4W00 in/se. the second dsLurbance propagates a negative
velocity.

SAt t * 6 use€.

The first surge wave is reflected a third tim.

At t-- 6.5 Msec.
The ftrst and the second surge waves arrive sIa..aneously

at coil V7. Since both surge avyes are negative and the coil is
moving with a positive velocity, the resultant velocity of coil #7

* is -400 In/sc. The other coils are influenced by the propagated
surge voes at such times as the waves reuire to travel the distance
betesen successive coils.

At other tins
Slace friction wse not considered, the magnitude of the

propagated surge wves will remain constant and the spring coils will
otiin to ospillate as dictated by the propagation velocity.
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-ram Equation 3a the chamg in the stress is
S5D

This relationship shows that, for each 0.1 inch change in relative
displAcement of adjacent coils, the change in the stress is

AS, = SZ.2200 S/IJN 1

For a comparison, the values of corresposdisg static stress"s
are also found. Since the free end is displaced one-half its
mejlim stroke, the compression of each coil is one-half of the
original displacement. For Spring A, each coil having a rate of
244 lbs/in will be displaced .25 inch; therefore, the static stress
is 5 = 130,500 L M/1 1r4

Quantitative analyses of the coil displacements (Figure 4)
shcw that a peak stress is

A 5= 0oB,8oo LR/1W 2

Furthermore, the dynmic stress In the uiddI.e coils is 20 per cent
higher and that of the end coils is 60 per cent higher than the
corresponding stresses in the static case.

Considering Spring 5 (Figure 5), the time for the disturbance
to travel the entire length of the spring is 2.5 ssec. and the
reflected surge wave will arrive at the first coil after 5 mw--.
Since this is also the sas time at wich the first coil is halted,
the resultant propagated velocity is sero.

These dynmic coil displaceimts are identical to those
obtained by static compression of Spring L. Therefore, the stresses
are equal and the dynamic stresses are ainimised.

If the compression time is defined as T8, it can be seen
(Spring 3) that for a ratio

the dynmic stresses equal the static stresses. Therefore, in the
design of driving springs, the Tg/T ratio may be optimized by the
proper selection of d, D, and N.

ANALWG g~tgM AýflC:
The graphical solution provides a good rapid approach to the

design of driving springs, but occasions exist wlhen the illustrated
method is ineffective. Failure is attributed to the fact that the
ramp function is not typical of the displacement of the spring end
in an operating automatic weapon. A triangular or a fully rectified
sine move function would be sore representative. Ivan so, these
functions do not Include the recoiling mses at the free end and the
force applied by an exploding round of amumition. When the mass
and the applied force are considered, neither the graphical nor
analytic solutions of the Wave Equation can be resdily obtained
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without tedious tine-consumning computation. Thereforp, it is
expedient to utilise en analog computer.

Because an analog compucer is capable of solvinK ordinary
differential equations, finite difierences ar. utilized to transform
the Wave Equation Into a system of total differentLal equations.
The Wave Equation, being a function of time and displacement, i.e.
U( xt), is transforeud by obtaining solutions for the verLable.U at
certain predetermined distan.-es, xiL, by dividIng the length into 'u"
cello (Figure 6).

Since - -i
designaetiasthe vlope at avy midpoint, then from Figure 6

Z)L IV ý_h -, -A

When the slopes of cousecutive midpoints are knowm, the second
derivatives may b obtained as

Lk4 2U Lk LkbI-

The Wave Equati.a may then be represented by (n-1)
difference equations:

"a t V'-• LA %A- 4- LA.- • .. • h

viHER- 3= 1

For 4h*e Jave Equation representing a spring anchored on one end and
free on the o.her the boundary conditions are

L " L= 0T X-O
I, -r

W1fen the spring is divided into eight equal increments, the
seven differeence equations are

LA. 7 k 7 LA-y )kL_ (114 K

A spring having a stiffness K and mass M may be represented
as the distributed mess system shomw in Figure 7. If this spring is
divided into n equal parts, the mass and stiffness of each elemmt is

The equation of motion of any mas element other than the
first may be written as

22 (Xn.•-X•-L-,)- 0
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The equation of motion for the first mass element isVY, x'," - K .,(-2 × Z ÷ý* x z.) =o0

If the spring is divided into eight equal parts, then the
(n-1) equations of notion become1 V1

"'. -
. .. .. , 

,I3
~............... ............

V1,'•---•(x x - x., a
Since M and K are mass and stiffness for the entire spring,

the mass/unit length and stiffness/unit length are, respectively,

A

Hence,,

Comparison of the difference equations (Equation 10) with the
equations for the distributed mass system shows that the equations
are identical. Hence, it is concluded that the distributed mass
system is a finite difference representation of the Wave Equation.
This conclusion permits the analysis of a realistic weapon system
where otherwise it might be difficult to Impose precise boundary
conditions on the Wave Equation. Problems involving preloaded
springs, viscous and coulomb, buffer action, lockLng, and the appli-
cation of repetitive gas forces can now be readily solved.

The Wave Equation has been solved by the separation of
variables. Comparison of the normal mode frequencies shows that
although the finite differesc frequmcies are som••hat lower than
the true frequencies, a 10-cell representation of the Wave Equation
on an analost comauter will prxvide solutions within the desires
accuracy limits. In terms of a spring, a 10-cell representation will
produce solutions for consecutive tenths (102) of wire length.

The analog computer solution for Spring k (Figure 8)
comparet favorably with that obtained by use of the graphical method
(Figure 4).

When an analog computer is solving a system of differential
equations, the internal voltages are analogouv to the displacementa,
velocities, and accelerations and they are proportional to the
individual dynamic forces exerted on all cell elents, The dynamic
stresses between any two points may than be recorded (Figure 9) as a
function of time.

The motion of the first coil may be. readily changed from a
ramp function to a repetitive triangular maye by simply introducing
an electronically operated switch to change the velocity of the first
coil at predatermined displacements. The surge wave propagation for
this condition is shomw in Figure 10.
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Since the boundary conditions considered in the previous

inetaces axre not ropreeent4tive of practical weapon applicatioas, a

more realistic condition was considered, i.e., an impulsLve force

applied to a .245 pound bolt. The resulting propagation of the surge
rayes is showm in Figure 11.

In my real spring system, the surge maves are eventually
dned out. 7nternal hysteresis and boundary reflection losses,
along with friction between stranda in vultistrand wire springs,

introduce the diping factors. Since these factors have never been

evaluated, they are not considered In the designing of a spring.

The analog computer progra may be readily extended to consider
viscous, coulomb and boundary reflection da•ping. A study may then

be performed to define the doging parameters thereby providing the

spring deaiaper with accurate design data.
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SURFACE DEPENDENCE OF MAGNETOSTATIC MODE LINEWIDTHS
IN YTTRIUM IRON GARNET

GEORGE R. JONES
HARRY DIAMOND LABORATORIES

WASHINGTON, D. C.

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic materials that are electrical insulators have many
useful applications to electronic devices. The properties of one such
ferrimagnetic substance, yttrium iron garnet (YIG), make it particu-
larly interesting to microwave technology. Some of the unioue prop-
erties of this material have made possible a wide variety of micro-
wave devices that are useful to many differing military systems. A
particularly important property is that well-prepared single-crystal
specimens of YIG have exceptionally narrow ferromagnetic resonance
linewidths at microwave frequencies. The Harry Diamond Laboratories
has contributed to the development of applications of this material
and to studies of the fundamental physical processes underlying its
useful properties.

The particular study that is reported here represents one
phase of a detailed study of factors that influence the ferromagnetic
resonance linewidth. The degree and method of surface preparation
have been found to influence greatly the observed resonance linewidth
of spherical specimens of YIG. It was found that irregularities in
the sample, either on the surface or distributed over the volume
provided a means by which energy was coupled from the ferromagnetic
resonance mode to a large number of degenerate short wavelength spin-
wave states, after which the magnetic excitation energy in these spin-
waves was dissipated by other processes. It was not until recently
that detailed measurements of the sample surface made possible a
quantitative test of the degenerate spinwave theory as applied to
surface irregularities (I). The behavior of the uniform precession
mode of ferromagnetic resonance alone was considered.

The observed linewidths of the magnetostatic modes (2) did
not appear to be related in an orderly manneto the magnetic
properties or to the surface irregularities. The purpose of this
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work was to determine what additional factors were required in an
adequate descriptlon of the magnetostatic mode linewidths. It was
found that substantially the same process as in the uniform precession
taken place, but that consideration of the configuration of the
fields associated with these modes is required to provide a general
theory of surface dependent linewidth broadening of magnetostatio
modes by degenerate spinwave scattering.

II. THEMR

The surface dependence of the magnetostatic mode linewidths
is associated with a transfer of energy via surface irregularities
from the resonant mode into degenerate spinwave modes. Once in the
form of spinwaves, the energy is dissipated by other processes. The
transfer of energy from the resonant mode appears as loss mechanism,
thus the resonance line appears to be broadened.

Both the mapietostatic resonance modes and the spinwaves are
solutions of Maxwell's equations coupled to an equation for magnetic
motion. The equation of motion is linearized by restricting it to
small excitation of the resonance. The separate behavior of the
magnetostatic modes and the spinwaves is developed in the choice of
appropriate approximations.

The magnetostatic mode description was developed by
Walker (2). Dipolar fields resulting from the termination of the
magnetization at the surface are significant in determining the
resonant frequency of the mode. Since the sample is small compared
to the wavelength of ordinary electromagnetic waves at the resonant
frequency, the magnetostatic approximation can be used: Curl H 0.
The lowest order mode of this system, the uniform precession mode,
was explained much earlier by Kittel (3). The wave functiorsused
here are those for spherical samples given by Fletcher and Bell (4).
The observable magnetostatic modes are described by functions that
vary slowly over the sample.

The spinwaves are magnetic waves of very short wavelengths
compared to those of the ordinary electromagnetic wave of the same
frequency (5). The dispersion equation for classical spinwaves
was derived by Polder (6) and the properties of exchange, a quantum
mechanical effort, were inserted later. These semiclassical spin-
waves are described by a similar dispersion equation. The wave
function for these spinwaves are given by Auld (7) and are used
here in order to include the exchange effects. The dispersion
equation, plotted in fig. 1, is useful to show schematically the
relationships between the various waves. The long waves, with
small k,, correspond to magnetostatic modes and are observed as
discrete resonances. The short wavelengths correspond to spinwaves.

The extreIT*1ý short waves, associated with very large k., are the
exchange dependent spinwaves.
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Magnetostatic modes are coupled to spinwaves by the dipolar
fields that result from termination of the magnetization at the ir-
regular surface. Perturbation theory expansions of the effects of
the irregular surface include two first order terms. These correspond
to the dipolar field associated with termination of the static mag-
netization and the magnetization associated with the resonant mode.
Both cases are treated in detail in an earlier paper (1).

The calculated surface dependent linewidth is given in
eq. (1).

(AH) =4 rRA5 )surface 2
(2rI/r )Z

W(1) k3 2 d3× J½(U'+Xf)res s

k~L'K)e 2 k+ks2 r(4rrM )/(2H)i/2+(41,M5 )/(zi)]

+IcosS cos mI (1sin8 sino) 2slh22 k2 W(Z))Im(r2'•)e 2 (I)

(sine+u/wr-inp)2 + cos c co

where W(Z) is a spectrum function resembling a power spectrum. It
is derives from a Fourier analysis of the surface in the two dimen-
sional surface wave vector k . The integration over 1• is restricted
to values corresponding to propagation of spinwaves kS k M
is the saturation magnet.ization of the material, r is the Tius 9f
the sphere. The transverse magnetism associated with the resonant
mode is m(re,:p). 2 The angular frequency of the resonance is w and

w = yFH + (D/h)k ] in which y is the gyromagnetic ratio, H is the
magnetic field in the material, D is the exchange parameter and k is
the wave number of the spinwave where k /k sin e in beth integrals.
The Zeeman energy integral contributes 2 = ?m(p,e,•)! dv.

The linewidth calculation Enq. (1), requires an evaluation of
the surface spectrum function 0(): This is obtained by performing
a Fourier analysis of the surface. Experimental data (1) have
shown that certain surfce pl-e••rations allow considerable simplifi-
cation. Incompletely polished spheres (0.5 to 2.0 oersted line-
widths) have been analyzed with an interference microscope. Insertion
of the spectrum function, thus obtained in Eq. (1), showed that the
integral corresponding to static dipolar fields was negligible. The
integral corresponding to periodic fields could be written as a prod-
uct of two separate integrals.
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&,i) 4 { F's dk W(k) IQ, M') (2)(aIsurface = •. hs ds .

(2nT/r ) z

where
d dc o 1+sine sinp)2 sin2e m(r,e,CP)ý

I(WM 5 ) fde ! (2 2 2
(sin e + /ul sin cp + COS e cos CP

Numerical evaluation of I(w,M ,) was made by automatic computer at
the National Bureau of Standards. The integral over k reduced to
a single number describing the surface. s

The surface dependent linewidth, however, is not a complete
evaluation of the linewidths as observed. In addition to coupling
by the surface irregularities, crystal imperfections distributed
throughout the volume of the sample may provide additional coupling
to the degenerate spinwaves (8). Loss mechanism by which the mag-
netic energy is transferred directly to non':agnetic excitation of
the solid may prove significant. Observations by Nemarich (9)
indicate, nevertheless, that when such contribution is important,
the direct relaxation process is observed to be nearly independent
of other parameters at a particular frequency; thus, it is constant
for a set of magnetostatic modes at one frequency. The several
linewidth contributions are additive and the general linewdith may
be written

(AH)total = (AH) surface + (AH)v 1lumr + (AH)direct*

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Observations of the linewidths of a number of the magneto-
static modes were taken from a report given by R. L. White (10).
Because detailed surface mnasurements were not available, an appro-
priate value was obtained by m.eans of a best fit by least squares
of three components: (AH)surf, e the surface linewidth, (Ai) o
where a similar volume irreg g rity constant is selected, arl°ume
(6H)V, the linewidth component constant for all modes. The
firs crecficients depend on the magn '0osJtic mode, but in
differen' ways because of differences in tho mechanism by which
they occur.

The calculated linewidth contribution of degenerate scatter-
ing by volume-distributed inmerfections was negligible. The other
two parameters were found to be typical of sindlarly prepared
spheres (1). Comparisons with two sets of data are given in
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figures 2 and 3. These linewidths are obtained from one sphere
in two different orientations and they are treated independently.
The pairs of points for each mode show very good agreement between
linewidths conforming to the theoretica! model end those observed.

The close conformity of the observations to theoretically
expected behavior indicates that the semiclassical degenerate spin-
wave model adequately accounts for the aeemingly erratic behavior of
the magnetostatic mode linewidths. In addition, one interesting
possibility lies in a potential method of determining the extent
to which a given specimen may have its resonance narrowed by
polishing without the need of actual final polishing. This would
be based on the relative linewidths of several magnetostatic modes
obsenred while the sample surface is still in an unfinished state
of polish.
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MAGNETOST'TI MODE

WAVE NUMBER

Fig. I Magnetic Dispersion Relation for Fixed Magnetic
Field Showing Spinwaves and Mlagnetostatic Modes.
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A NEW GRAVITY METER

HENtY P. KAIUS
HARRY DIAMOND LABORATOR&'-'.:!-'

WASHINGTON, D. C.

IU SWM

For the absolute determination of gravity, methods employing
Kater's reversible pendulum are usually employed. Relative measure-
ments are made with pendulum or spring type gravity meters. Pendulum
observations are tim1 consuming and the equipment is bulky. An accu-
racy of 1 part in 100 is obtainable. Spring type gravity meters de-
liver fast and easy to make readings with an accuracy of I part 4n
10-8, but the meters have to be compared frequently with pendulum
type instruments.

The unit of acclleration due to gravity is the gal where
I gal = 1 cm per see. Hence, 1 g = 980 gal.

The change of gravity with height gives us a physical picture
of the required accuracy.

9h A g (I -"V)

g is the sea level value
h is the altitude in meters
R is the earth radius (6370 • 10 m)
for h = 3m, we obtain a reduction of g by about 1 milligal.

Hence, If we lift the gravity meter from the floor to the ceiling of
a room, the instrument should give a definite reading.

A new method for the determination of gravity will be described
which is rapid and easy to apply and still has a sensitivity of at
least I mgal. After the instrument has been calibrated once, meas-
urements are repeatable without further calibration. It is hoped
that future advances in the art will make a sensitivity of .1 or even
.01 mgal feasible. The method should be applicable at sea and in ai/-
planes because the output of the instrument Is obtained as an AC volt-
age, the average of which can easily be obtained by integration.
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centripetal acceleration by mans of en AC null method whereby a
single transducer Is exposed to equal pressure amplitudes from g
and from the centripetal acceleration. In this way, the transducer
characteristic is rendered non-critical.

In figure 1, a long arm with length rl is shown, rotating around
A with angular velocity w1 and carrying at its end a mass mIl. Around
ml two short arms with length r2 are rotating with a2 and -02 rela-
tive to the first *-rm, carrying masses ml. A strain gage type trans-
ducer T is inserted in the long arm, gen rating a voltage proportion-
al to the radial stress existing in the arm. The axles through A and
B are horizontal. The rotations are produced by motors and maintain-
ed at constant angular velocities.

Lot IwlJ bw equal to Ie 1. This means that, while the lcng arm
performs one revolution, the short arms revolve once around the long
arm. As shown in figure 2, the phase of the revolutions is adjusted
in such a way that, for the long arm pointing vertically up, the two
masses P2 are together at their highest point. While the long arm
points vertically down, the two masses are again together and point-
ing upwards.

One can guess intuitively how the system works: For the long arm
pointing up, gravity compresses the transducer. For the arm pointing
down, gravity expands the transducer. The centrifugal force, however,
works just in the opposite direction. The long arm is lengthened by
the short arms in its up position and shortened by its down position
so that the centrifugal force expands the transducer more in the up
position than in the down position. For a certain value of ml and
m2 avd for a certain w wl = 62, complete cancellation of the AC
output occurs so that g can be determined by measuring a.

The transducer together with a high gain amplifier and detector
are used as a null indicator. Only two elements have to be controlled
with high accuracy, namely w and r 2 . This will be explained later
after the equations of motion have been established and after an
error analysis has been performed.

ANALYSIS

The design as shown in figure 1 is just one special arrangement.
In order to keep the treati1ent as general as possible, it will be
assumed that l i w2. The problem is defined by the determination
of the acceleration of a particle P on a moving curvo. This accel-
eration is the resultant of: a, - the acceleration of constraint;
82 - the relative acceleration (found as if the curve were at rest);
a3 - the Loriolis acceleration (twice the product of the relative
velocity of the particle along the curve by the angular velocity of
the curve); al - the acceleration of constraint of any point P on a
moving curve is the resultant of: a,, - the acceleration of point A
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around which the curve rotates; 12 - nP from P to A, due to the
rotation of AP about A; 013 - ro perpendicular to AP.

Assuming that only one mass . is rotating and further assuming
that a, az:d ea are uniform and thai all elements are rigid (no bend-
ing of the arms), we can determine the radial acceleration along rl:
(the centripetal accelerations are assumed positive for directions
towards A and, for t = 0, the initial position of n2 is at its high-
est point).

For mass nm2 : all = 0

a12 = w1
2 (r, + r2 co0 u02t)

413 = 0
a, V-12 (rl + r 2 008 m2t)
a2 = w22 r 2 cot w2t

a3 = 2I 02 co0 0 2t

ar o e2 rl + ( 1 + 02 )2 r 2 Cos 0 t

For mass ml: ar = al = w12 rI (a2 = 0 , a3 = 0).

For two masses n2 counter rotating, the Coriolis term a3 dis-
appears because of mutual cancellation of the two accelerations. We
obtain for m2 and ft2': = 2 + + r2  00i 02t -sr :Ul2rI (.12 + a22)r o lt

It is interesting to show that, if radial acceleration is considered,
the function of two counter-rotating masses m2 is equivalent to the
function of a single mass 2m2 , swinging radial'y along the large arm
with sinusoidal motion as shown in figure 3.

s = r 2 cos w2t ; i = - W2 r 2 sin m2t ; i = - 0252 r2 08 02t.
Because we assume the acceleration towards A is positive, the rela-
tive acceleration of 2m2  is: 02 =02 r c

Hence: all = 0; '12 ` wl2 (rl + r 2 coi 02t); '13 = 0

'2 = )22 r 2 cos a2t; 33 = 0: tr =l r1 2 ( + + 022 ) r 2 co0 w2 t.

This is the some value we obtained before for two counter-rotating
masses.

We are now ready to write the equation for the radial force in
our idealized (not bending) system.

The sign for the forces directed outward from A are assumed to
be positive. Fr 2m2aE 1

2 rI + (012 + W22 )r2 Got w2 t]+ ml 012 r 1

0'e



-(m, 2+2) g 0co wit FDC + FC + FG.

In figure 4, Fr is plotted versus tim. It consists of three arts;

rOC, a constant force, FC at frequency ; and FG at frequency R
FOC and F. only would exist if the axes were vertical. FG is caused
by graviti. For clarity, it is assumed that wl<u12. The value of
gravity could now be determined if FC is compared with FG. In order
to compare two voltages with different frequencies, however, recti-
fiers are necessary. In addition, the same transducer sensitivity
wouldbe required for wl and w. These drawbacks can be avoided by
'Making wi = w2 so that the transducer is driven by two periodic
forces with the same frequency and the same amplitudes with opposite
phases. A real null method can now be applied for the measurement of
gravity.

If w = w1 = w.ý and if only AC voltages with the frequencyw
are derived from the transducer, we obtain:

E =K E4m2 OF 2 - (ml + 2m2) g] cos wt (1)

K is the voltage produced by the transducer per unit force. For
E = O, we obtain: 4,Q 02 a_2 ca/sec2

g (ml + 2m2 )
r is measured in cm and ws in radians per sec.

We can now determine the required accuracy of the components for
a non-bending system. If g has to be measured with an accuracy of
I part in 10O, ml, m2, and r 2 have to be stable to I part in I06.
, has to be controlled to one part in 2.106 because = 2.4. It
should be noted that the g-reading is independent of ro r r1 r a non-
rigid system, it will be shown that rl has to be controlled to 4
parts in 10,000.

For a g of 980 cm/sec 2 , the equation supplies also the correct
relation between wit r 2 , ml and mg:

w2 r2 = 245 ml + 2f2
M2

For the design of the instrument, the following constants will be
chosen: r 1 = 30 cm, r2 = 10 am, w = 2Tr • 10 = 62.8, ml = 159 grams,
m2 = 1 gram.

THE BEDING OF THE LARGE ARM

Because the new method is based on the comparison of two AC-
voltages, their waveforms should be as free from distortion as possi-
ble. This is indeed the case if all elements of the apparatus are
rigid. In a practical machine, however, bending of the arms will
occur, causing phase-modulation of the angular velocity. Again, in
order to keep the equations as general as possible, it will be assum-
ed that w1 and ws2 are not equal.
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The moment of inertia I of the total system changes periodical-

ly with frequency because of the rotation of the small arms. The

angular momentum tends to remain constant so that w1 will be modu-
lated with frequency •. If the motor would drive the long arm

through a heavy flywheel and if the shaft between flywheel and arm
were not flexible, the arm would be driven with essentially uniformi velocity.

Now, the flywheel and the unflexible shaft can be replaced by
an arrangement as shown in figure 5. By extending the long arm to
the other side of the main bearing and by rotating two additional
masses as shown, the angular momentum will remain constant.

For 2 small masses as shown in figure 1:

(WlI) 2 m2 = W 2m2 (r, 2 + r 2
2 + 2r, r 2 cos 0t).

For 4 small masses as shown in figure 5:

(0ll)4 U 2 : I 2m2 (r12 + r22 + 2rl r2 cos w2 t + rl 2  2_

2rI r 2 cos w2 t). Therefore: (WiI)4m2 ` Wl • 4m2(rlR + r 2)1 2.
It can be seen that the angular momentum is constant. We can assume,
therefore, that the long arm Is driven with the uniform angular ve-
locity wI. Due to the f2 rotation of the small arms, tangential
forces on point B are produced, bending the long arm periodically
wwith an angle excursion y and causing a new angular velocity w(t)
of B. Neglecting second order effects, w(t) will be a sinusoidally

i phase-modulated wave. The tangential acceleration is caused by
the Coriolis term (a 3 ). at = -2I a2 r 2 sin w2t

The acceleration is assumed to be positive in clockwise direction.
The force acting on the long arm is: Ft = +2m2 -2, w2 r 2 sin uwt.
Ft can also be computed by deriving the torque which is the time
derivative of the angular momentum all. The torque acting on the
system Is: T d •(wl1) A d 1 .2m2(r 12 + r 22 + 2r, r2 cos 02 t).

T = -4m2 aw 2 rI r 2 sin a2t.
Hence, the tangential force acting on B is:

t r-L = U"2 l e2 r 2 sin 02 t.
For: m2 = I gram, w = w1= 2= 2w 10 and r2 = 10 cm

Ftmax = 158000 dynes = 160 gram force.

Assuming that this force acts on a beam with a length -( 20 cm
(2/3 or rl), the bending angle y can be computed. A beam with
rectangular cross-section (a = b = 3) is assumed although a tubular
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design with similar stiffness will probably be chosen for a practi-
cal design. The deflection: . & F = 3 *0 .0 cm.

h = 3 bFtl i- a

E Is Young's modulus (2 - 106 Kg/cm2 for steel)

y = 1.5 10"6 indiana.
Actually, the bending angle will be smaller because the constant
centrifugal force jncreases the effective stiffness of the beam.
A value of y = 10-A, however, will be assumed for further computa-
tions in order to accommodate any additional bending which may be
caused by the transducer mounting. Hence, the long arg is periodi-
cally bent back and forth with a maximum angle y = 10- radians. The
phase angle of B is: 0 = wit + y sin w2t

w = = Wl + W2 Y cos W2t

THE TOROUE EXERTED ON THE SMALL ARMS

The torque exerted on each short arm is caused by accelerations
of mi, perpendicular to r 2 . The only term to be considered is a 12 ,
the acceleration of m2 due to its rotation around A. There is no
perpendicular component of the terms 82 and a3.

Figure 6 shows the vector diagram.S 2 j =l ;l I = r- 31t !%
rl2 I inSi nw~t

a1 1 i (w2 -w)t ' - sin (ft-w 1 )t

a12 = 2 ; ap = 812 sin (w2 - w1 )t = l 2 r, sin w2t;
sin (w2 - wl) t

Fp = -m2 wl2rI sin wt.

For r2 = 1 gram, w1 = 27r - 10 and r 1 = 10 cm.

F p max 39500 dynes = 40.5 gram force.

The torque Tmix = Fp . r 2 = 405 gram cm.

This value is so low that the bending angle of the small arm can be
neglected. Still, the torque has to be considered for the design of
the motor, driving the two small arms so that excessive periodic
phase excursions can be avoided. Second order effects caused by de
are so small that they do not have to be considered.

THE EFFECT OF BENDI)NG OF THE LARGE ARM ON THE RADIAL CENTRIFUGAL
FORKE

It was shown before that, because of the Coriolis acceleration,
the angular velocity of B is not uniform. Hence, in order to com-
pute the radial forces with greater accuracy, el has to be replaced
by w(t). to= a + w 2 y cos 02 t'

The analysis of t e rigil system has lid to the equations:
For masses 2-: Arst.: w1 r1 +(wI 2 + W2 )r 2 cos m2 t.

4*
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For mass m1 :amt = W12

Replacing wI by w we obtain:
For masses m2:(02 = rl( w 2 2 2cos 2 ftt + 2wlv2ycos w2 t) +

+ r 2 (w1
2 + w2

2y2cos 2  t + 2 6102Y w2 t)cos 02t +

+ r2  2 20Cos 02t.

Because: Co$ 2 a + coig =

3 cs025 a r (w 2+ j'A 2Y2y+.12  2,ycos 2 2t + 2w1 2ay e2t) +4r2

2 1o t 2 2 3§ 22r2 (wl cos 4 t 0+u2 Y cos 3e 2t + W2  y cos w2t +

ole2y + wl"2-y cos 2w2 t) + r 2 (w2
2 Cos w2 t).

The DC term: rl w12 + I rl v22 Y 2 + r2  l 2 Y"
The term at the fundamental frequency:

cos w2 t~r2 (w 2 + W22) + 3 r2 022 y2 + 2r1 62 Y3'
At the second harmonic: cos 2w2 t(½ rI wm , 2 + r 2  l y2

At the third harmonic: cos 3w2 t(I r2 022 Y2 ).
For mass in1 : 1  ++ y00a s = rl(wl 2 + y2 cos 2 w2t + 2w, we y cos w2t).

ml _ 2 1 22a r1= (• w + 2-2 y + 1 62 y cos 2 2t + 2,1 u2 y cos w2 t).

The DC term: rl 01 2 +1 rl W22 Y2.

At fundamental frequency: cos w2 t(2r1 *I w2 y).

At the second harmonic: cos 2w2 t(! r1 W22 y•).

Neglecting all terms containing y2, we finally obtain the radial
forces: (radial forces are assumed to be positive in outward direc-
tion). FIC = (mi + 2m2)ri w,2 + 2m2 r2 W1 02 Y"

F 2 = coS w2 tE2m2 r 2 (.12 + 022)+(2m, + 4m2 )rI l w2 y].
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""= co=C 2s 2t(2%2 r 2 0l12 0)

FIX and F2.2 are rejected by frequency selective means. For

max 2 2m=W2 F2 4W  m2 r 2 + 2W(M2 + ml) r, y.

For mI = 159 gram, mg = 1 gram, rI = 30 cm, r 2 = 10 am and y 10-S,
the second part of this expression is 400 times smaller thai the
first part. Hence, for a required accuracy of 1 part in 109, the
segond part has to b kept stable with an accuracy of 400 parts in
100 or 4 parts in 10. This means that if the bending of the large
arm is considered, r 1 and y have to be kept within four parts in
10000.

THE EFFECT OF BENIING OF THE LARGE ARM ON THE RADIAL GRAVITY FORCE

It has been shown that, for the rigid system, the gravity force
is: FG = (ml +%2 ) g cos *It

a = g cos * (t).

It was also shown that, for the system with the bending arm:
C = OI + 02 y co0 62t

t
0(t) =0 edt = Olt + y tin w2t.

ag = g cos (wlt + y sin W6t).

because: cos (o + 0) = cos a cos P - sin o sin 0;

a= g=cos Olt 0os (y sin 62 t)-sin Wlt sin (y sin W2t)

coo (y sin w2t) = Jo(y) + 2J 2 (y) cos 2s 2 t + 2J 4 (Y) coo 4. 2 t +

sin (•y sin w2t) = 2J,(-y) sin 02t + 2J 3 (y) cos 3e 2 t + ...

Jn(y) is the Bessel function of the first kind of the nth order. y
is the argument of the Bessel function in question).
ag = g[Jo(y) cos Olt + 2J2(Y) coS Olt cos 2w2 t - 2Jl(y) sin Olt sin

w2t - 2J 3 (Y) sin unt cos 3*2 t]

because:cos * cos 0 = [cos (a - 0) + cos (a + 01

sin a sin p = [cos (a - p) - cos (a + 03

49 CJo(y) cos Olt - Jl(y)cos(wl - O2 )t + Jl(Y)cos(W1 + 62 )t +

+J2(y)cos(Wi - 2q)t + J2 (y)cos(wl + 2w2 )t - J 3 (Y)cos(Gl - 3w2 )t

+J3 (Y)cOS(Ol + 3w2 )t - ...
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For a small argument, the following approxi tions can bo made:
* ~2

Only the fundamental AC component of the transducer voltsee is
utilized. The bending of the arm produc|s a reduction oa this volt-
age by the factor Jo(y). For a y of 10-", this reduction is

4 and represents an error in the reading of gravity of 2.54 4

parts in 1011.

Hence, the bending of the long arm will practically not modify
the transducer output. As shown before, this output consists of a
wave with a frequency of 10 cps. (w = el = u2 ).

Figure 7 shows a schematic design of the apparatus. The small
masses m2 and ml are carried by two thin aluminum disks. For the
control of speed these disks support on their periphery a magnetic
recording signature of 100,000 waves. Assuming a radius of 11 cm,
the circumference of the disks is 69 cm. The recorded wavelength
is, therefore, .69 - 10-3 cm, a value which is actually used in
good recorders. The disks are driven by two motors M and N' with
10 revolutions per second. Two magnetic heads H and H' are arranged
on the long arm.

The speed control of the long arm is carried out the some way.
A disk D with magnetic recording on its rim is coupled to the arm.
Magnetic head K is employed to pick up the recorded wave. Hence,
while the disks rotate with 10 rps, the heads will deliver waves
with a frequency of 1 Mc/sec. Disk D carries an additional mag-
netic signature on its surface which produces in the magnetic head
L a wave with a frequency of 10 cps. The long arm together witi,
disk D are driven by motor N.

Figure 8 shows a block diagram of the servo-loops. Motors M
and N' are slaved to motor N by comparing the waves from K with the
waves from H and H' in the phase detectors P and P'. Whenever N or
N' advance or retard with respect to N, a positive or negative volt-
age is developed in P end P'. These voltages are employed in the
motor control devices MC and MC' to produce exact speed and phase
synchronism between N and N and N'. The slaving operation could,
of course, be performed mechanically. It is, however, believed that
an electronic system is more exact and has the advantage that less
weight has to be supported by the moving parts.

The 10-cycle wave derived from transducer T is used to control
the speed of motor N. Inspecting equation 1, it can be seen that
the expression for E consists of two parts: The centrifugal wave
and the gravity wave. For E = 0, their amplitudes are identical

a-'S - . - - - - - - - - -... .. . . . . . . .. . ... . - -...... .. . .... .-. ... . .
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and, if i is measured, g can be determined. If n is too high or
too low, the phbse of I will be either 00 or 10W compared with the
phase of the gravity wave alone. This phase reference is delivered
by transducer L. The amplified wave from T is compared with the
output from L in the phase-sensitive rectifier Q. If its output
is positive or negative, N is speeded up or slowed down by action of
motor control NC.

Finally, the I Me wave from the magnetic head K is compared
with the output from a master clock CL in the mixer MI. The
difference frequency is measured in the counter CC. Because
AR = 2 and assuming that the m=ster clock delivers I Me and that
t&is frequency corresponds to a cert in g, a deviation of g by I
milligal will produce a beatnote of I ape. Observation of this
beatnote for a period of 10 seconds should be sufficient to deter-
mine the exact value of the beat-frequency.

Actually. it will take longer to perform a measurement of g.
The output of T will contain a certain amount of noise due to an
unavoidable amount of bearing-roughness so that the bandwidth of
amplifier A has to be restricted. The same effect can be achieved
by introducing a low pass filter after the phase-sensitive detector
Q. Whichever method is used, the time of response of the instrument
will be increased. If the instrument is used on a periodically
accelerated platform, additional integration networks have to be
applied after Q.

Variations of the torque that the motor N has to deliver are
reduced by extending the long arm to the other side and by the addi-
tion of 2 more motors for the rotation of two additional small mass-
es as explained before. These motors are driven in phase-synchro-
nism with N and N'.

Figure 9 shows the transducer mounting.* It is very important
that the transducer should respond only to radial forces. It should
be as insensitive as possible to any lateral stress of the arm. The
long arm consists of parts 1 and 2. They are connected by means of
thin flexible membranes 3, permitting free radial but impeding
lateral motions. The transducer is connected between part 1 and 2'
which is connected to part 2 by r flexible part 4. Part 2' can
again be subdivided into parts 2", 2"', etc. This way, a "filter"
is formed, eliminating any undesired bending of the transducer by
a tilting action of part 2.

The alignment of the instrument, i.e., any deviation from the
horizontal, is not critical. Let us assume that the instrument is
tilted about the axis of the largi arm by an angle V. The centrifu-
gal wave will now be phase shifted by a with respect to the gravity
wave. A phasor diagram is shown 4n figure 10. It is assumed that
for correct alignment P = K 4ft or r2 : K(mI + 2m2)g. (See equation

Suggested by Mr. B. N. Horton.
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1). After the two waves have been compared in the phase sensitive
rectifier Q, an error voltage •I will be produced which is propor-
tional to P(l - Cos 0) : P • r . For an accuracy of 1 part in 106,

AE has to be kept smaller than P • 10-6. Hence:

p p . 16-6and a 16-3 radianc.

This mans that a has to be smaller than 25 arc seconds, an adjust-
ment which can easily be performed by conventional mians.
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THE MAXIMUM DISSOCIATION ENERGIES OF DIATOMIC MOLECULES
OF TRANSITION ELES1ENTS

Part I. Upper Limits for Titanium, Chromium, and Manganese

ARTHUR KANT and BERNA STRAUSS
U. S. ARMY MATERIALS RESEARCH AGENCY

WATERTOWN, MASSACHUSETTS 02172

INTRODUCTION

The dissociation anergies for most of the homonualear diatom-
ic molecules (dimers) of the main group elements(lI-) (periodin
groups) IAto VIIA and groups IB and IIB are known. The dissociatioi.
energies of the main group dimers when plotted against atomic number
(Figure 1)(1) show a periodicity which allows for approximate estima-
tions of dissociation energies of unknown dimers within these groups.
However, no dissociation data has been reported for the transition
elements and no empirical or theoretical means of prediction of the
energetics of these molecules are currently available.

A consideration of the equilibrium between a solid element
and its vapor shows that the ratio of dimers to atoms in the
vapor will increase with temperature if the heat of sublimation of the
element* is greater than the dissociation energy (bond energy)t of the
corresponding dimer. For if H is the heat of sublimation and D the
dissociation energy, then the heat of reaction for the process M s)
+ M(g) - M2 (g) is H. - D,; the equilibrium constant is P /P1 (P and
P, are partial presjures of monomer and dimer respectivefy); anA
Z In (P./P,)/Z T - (H5 - D )/RT so that P , /P, increases with tempera-
ture if H > D.. Kant•) gas shown that the heat of sublimation is
greater tdan the dissociation energy for all elements forming non-
molecular crystals. Table I is a summary of available data and it is
seen that all the metallic elements, with the exception of arsenic and
antimony, possess a positive H. - D.. Neither of these elements has a
metallic crystal structure and it is a reasonable deduction from this
table that the gaseous phase of all metals will be largely polymeric
(dimers and perhaps higher polymers) at sufficiently high temperatures.

*Process M(s) - M(g); M is the element and s and g refer to solid and
tgas respectively.
Process M2 (g) - 2 M(g).
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TABLE I

Heat of Sublimation - Dissociation Energy
He - D A •H

i i t, .A n s e D 2. . '6 H

Group Element kcdl/mol atom koal/mol koul/mol

IA U 38.4 26.0) 12.4
26.0 is 0() 18.0K 21.5 12..(6) $.5Rb 20.0 11.0(s) 9.0

Cm 10.7 10.0 8____.7

IS Cu 81.1 46.1 35
A9 66.4 37.5 31
As 64.7 ,2.0 33

IIA *9 36.0 1.1 27
Co 42.2 5.5 37

IIB Zn 31.0 5.5 27
Cd 27.0 2.0 25
H9 15.0 1.4 13.6

IIJA a 141.0 69 72
Al 76.0 4 32
Go 65.0 32(2) 33
Ia 57.0 23(2) 34
_1" 43.0 14(2) 29

IVA C 171 143 20
Si 104 74 30
Go 90.0 66.5 24
so 71.0 46 26
Pb 46.6 23 24

VA Am 69 90.8 -22
Sb G3 69 -6
BA 40 46 2

Transition NI 101.3 57(1)(" 44

*Values from Reference 4.
"*Values from Reference I unless otherwise noted.

Accordingly, we are attempting to identify the dimers of the
transition elements and estimate their bond energies by using a com-
bination of Knudsen equilibrium effusion techniques with mass spectro-
metric analysis at high temperatures. In this paper, the first of a
series, the results for titanium, chromium, and manganese are des-
cribed. Although no diatomic molecules of these elements have been
found, from the limits of detectability of our instrumentation an(
statistical thermodynamics it is possible to establish their maxim•..
dissociation energies.

EXPERIMENTAL

The measurements were obtained with a time of flight mass
spectrometer. F'gure 2 is a schematic representation of the effusion
cell and high teaoe.2atu;.e source assembly. The effusion cell was a
tantalum crucible conrtatinin- athoria liner in which the metal sample
was placed. This liner was used because of its relative chemical
stability toward the metals under investigation. Both the tantalum
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crucible and the thoria liner had 1 holes in their covers. The
holes were designed in such manner (c, Figure 2) that the perimeter of
the hole was effectively of zero thickness. The crucible was heated
by electron bombardment. Two 8-mil tugesten filaments were used for
this purpose, each forming a semicircle on the side of the crucible
opposite that on which the optical pyrometer was sighted in order to
minimize reflection of light into the pyrometer. One filament was
placed in the upper half of the crucible (above the cover junction)
and the other filament in the lower half. The filaments were main-
tained at a fixed desired level of about 800 to 3000 volts negative
with respect to the crucible, and the electron emission from each
filament could be varied independently by varying the current through
each filament.

Temperature measurements were made by sighting an optical
pyrometer alternately on two blackbody holes (1 mm diameter by 5depth) located on the upper and lower halves of the crucible. Light
from the blackbody holes passed through a plane Pyrex sighting window
prior tn impinging on the optical pyrometer. Temperature corrections
for the window were made by prior calibration against a Bureau of
Standards calibrated lamp with and without the window in the path of
the light. The correction increases with temperature, being about
+ 20*K at 2000*K and + 30*K at 25OOK. The window was provided with a
magnetically operated shutter so that the corrections did not vary
during a run as a result of deposition of material from the hot sur-
faces. It was found experimentally that by using two filaments (upper
and lower) it was possible to adjust the current in each filament so
that the temperatures of the upper and lower blackbody holes were as
close as desired. By making the upper and lower blackbody hole tem-
peratures the same, temperature gradients in the crucible were mini-
mized. The temperatures recorded are the mean of the upper and lower
holes. A maximum difference of 0.54 of the temperature (*K) was con-
sidered acceptable but in most cases the temperatures of the holes
were as close as could be read on the pyrometer (1 30 at 20000K).

The ratio of surface area of the metal sample to that of the
effusion cell hole was kept high (approximately 100) in order to
establish equilibrium within the crucible. Unless the value of the
sticking coefficient (fraction of molecules or atoms that strike and
stick to the metal surface) is exceptionally low, equilibrium will be
attained in the crucible.

Molecules effusing from the cell hole pass through the 1-mm
water jacket slit (a, Figure 2) and beam-defining source slit (b,
Figure 2) and then through the electron beam of the mass spectrometer.
The intensity or ion current of the particular species under investiga-
tion of the ions thus formed is recorded by means of standard
techniques.

To insure that the ion current for a particular mass origi-
nated in the crucible, the crucible was moved by means of a brass
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bellown-micrueeter arrangement so that the molecular beam no longer
impinged on the mass spectrometer electron beam. The heating filament
posts and filament move with the crucible so that little temperature
perturbation of the crucible occurs during the motion. The ion cur-
rent resulting from a particular species originating from the crucible
is then determined from the difference of the ion currents when the
beam is in the ON position (crucible centered) and in the OFF position.
Temperatures were read simultaneously on the optical pyrometer. The
fact that a lateral displacement of the crucible of approximately 1 Mm
decreases the ion current intensity to zero shows that the species
under investigation actually originate from effusion through the l-amu
crucible hole.

The pressure in the volume surrounding the crucible is main-
tained between lO6 to 10"7 = of Hg. This insures that the molecules
in the molecular beam suffer no deactivating collisions and allows, as
described under "Calculation", for the estimation of partial pressures
of the species under study from their recorded ion currents.

As a check on the apparatus the existence of Ag 2 was con-
firmed and its dissociation energy determined. A value of D(Ag-Ag) of
37 1 4 kcal/mol was obtained, which is in agreement with that of the
literature. 11.8)

CALCULATION

The molar free energy of an n atomic molecule M. in terms of
its partial pressure and partition junction Q. is given by(s)

Fa a -RT In QkT + FT in P +H (1)

where H0 is the heat content of M. at absolute zero. The dissociation
energy BO (DO 2 HO - HO) of the diatomic molecule at absolute zero
may be oftained by equating twice the molar free energy of the monomer
to the molar free energy of the diver. The result is in kcal/mol

DO T3 / 2 Mi/2  92
2.30 T -log P1 ÷log(P*2 -/P1)*log o Z.-log v÷2.8247 (2)

where P the pressure is in millimeters of Hgl, and

P 2 , P, * pressure of dimer, monomer in Knudsen cell

M * mass of monomer in atomic mass units

r i interatomic distance of dimer in angstroms

g2 , g, * electronic partition function o.' dimer, monomer

v -vibrational partition function of diner-uI- exp.(--!)]"

T * temperature, *K in Knudsen cell

w * vibrational frequency in wave numbers (cm"1)
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The partial.3ressure of the monomers is taken from the data of Stull

and Sinks, ( ' The ratio of pressures P,/P1 , provided the molecules in

the beam suffer no deactivating collisions, may be obtained from the

known relationship between pressure in the Knudsen cell and ion inten-

sity in the mass spectrometer 3) and is Pt/P1  ,
where 1*/I* is the ratio of ion intensity of dimer to monomer in the

mass spectrometer, a ,/o' the ratio of ionization cross sections, and

TI/^1 the ratio of multiplier detection efficiencies. For a mono-
isotopic element the ion intensity ratio is directly measured from the
observed ion currents of the dimer and monomer. Otherwise the ratio
is calculated from the ion currents of a particular monomer and dimer
mass, determined mass spectrometrically, using the known isotopic
abundances and the fact that the mass distribution of the dimer is
random. Although Otvos and Stevenson's (10) theoretical estimate of
q1/02 is 0.5, experiments indicate that the ratio is expected to be
between 1 and 0.5(l) and the ratio -y./7i varies between 1 and the
)&-(I) Accordingly, a value of unity is chosen for the product ratio
and P°/P 1 is taken equal to the I*/I,* with an estimated uncertainty of
a factor of 2. This leads to an error in DO of 3.3 koal at 4OO&K and
1.7 koal at 1200*K. The maximum ion intensity ratio is estimated from
6.id limits of detectability of the dimer (i.e., from the noise level
of .h recorder, the minimum signal that can be ascertained is deter-
mined at the mass position of the dimer) and the observed intensity of
the atomic specie. The electronic partition function of the latter is
calculated from the known atomic energy levels. (11) The molecular
constants, vibrational and electronic partition functions, as well as
the interatomic spacing for the ground state, must be estimated since
the molecular Ti 2 , Cr2 , and Mn2 are unknown. Interatomic distances in
diatomic molecules do not differ much from crystal spacings of the
corresponding element and Pauling's•e2 ).estimates of single covalent
radii are for known molecules good to a few percent. In any
case the error arising from this source is not expected to be more
than 0.5 kcal and thus is negligible. Vibrational frequencies were
taken as 1.25 times the Debye frequency of the corresponding metal
crystal. A comparison of Debye frequencies and known symetric dia-
tovic molecule frequencies showed that the factor 1.25 gives somewhat
better correlation than a previous assumption of approximate equality
of these two frequencies. " Frequencies calculated by Badger's
rule (4) are within 25% of the Debye calculated values. An uncertainty
of 30% in the estimated frequencies corresponds to an uncertainty in
the dissociation energy of approximately 1 kcal.

An inspection of Equation 2 shows that the maximum calculated
dissociation energy occurs if the diatomic molecule is in 11 atate.(16|
Provided that there are no low-lying electro-ic molecular states that
contribute to the partition function* the lowest maximum dissociation
energy that car be calculated involves a molecular state of A > o

*It is expected that degenerate and closely lying atomic levels will
be widely separated because of the large electric field at small
internuclear distances.
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(mAltiplicity of 2) and maximm spin. The maximum spin occurs when
one electron from each atom is paired in a single bond and the remain-

ing electrons fill the d shells of each atom in the molecule according
to Hund's rule. Higher spins are possible if promoted electrons in
the 4p or 4d shell exist in an unpaired manner but such states are
considered improbable. According to these considerations, the electron
configuration of the d shell of each atom (nonbonded part) is 3d$, 3•d,
and 3d6 for Ti, Cr, and Mn respectively and the corresponding molec-
ular states of maximum multiplicity are 74, 11A, and $A (A > 0).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The upper limits to the dissociation energy for both 11 and I
the maximum multiplicity molecular states are given in Table II along
with the data and molecular constants used in their computatiun. The I
•osition of these transition dimere in the fourth period based on a |

Y" state is also shown in Figure 1. It is perhaps improbable that the
ground state of molecules of this type would be singlets end a maximum
value between those given for both limits is to be preferred. An

upper limit of 40 kcal for dissociation energy of chromium based on 11

state has been reported previously. 0)

Reference to Table I shows that the difference between the
heat of subl.!-ation and dissociation energy AHr is almost constant for
many of the main and subgroups of the periodic table. The average
differences for the various groups are: IA, 10; IB, 35; IIE (excluding
mercury), 26; IIIA (excluding boron), 33; and IVA, 26. It is also to
be noted that the AHr for most of the elements in Table I, except for
the alkalis and boron, is between 25 and 40 kcal/mol, while the cor-Sresponding values for Ti, Cr, and Un are much higher, being greater

than 68, 51, and 45, respectively. Work currently being done in this
laboratory") indicates that the dissociation energy (calculated accord-
ing to Equation 2 and assuming a 12 molecular ground state) of Ni1 is
57 kcal/mol yielding a Ur of 42 kcal/mol. The larger difference for
these transition elements results from the relatively high stability
of the transition element solids (large heats of sublimation).

TABLE II

Dissociation W.nergies, Data and Molecular Constants

TmunuaMoor *mi. mm~e ,.iD

Vapor r * 00 imurn
Mom lertlent K 21 Iftr) staet'n• 1,1,( A) IkIt• h altJ.pyJt

Ti 2451 2.8x10-* 0.73 19-325 331 5.6 2.65 56.1 45.1

Cr 1.01 3.9x10'5 0.27 78 7 400 3.82 2.34 43.6 31.9

1b 1500 .3.1z10'6 0.67 163 * 34823.5212.34,21.2 12.4
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Verhaegen et a*Z3) have shown that a, the ratio of the heat
of sublimation to the dissociation energy, H,/PDfalls into three

categories: Category 1, 0.5 % a 5 1.0 consasting of the elements of
group VA (8sp 3 outer electron configuration), VIA (sep 4), and VIIA

(82p5); Category 2, 1.2 5 a i 2 consisting of elements in groups IA

(s1), IB (d' s'), lilA (s p1, In a is 2.5, T1 a is •), and IVA (s-p');
Category 3, a * 5 consisting of elements in group IA (el) and lib
(d00). Category 1 consists of molecules forming, at least in part,

molecular crystals, and category 3 consists of elements which, because

of the s2 configuration form very weak diatomic molecules (either

promotional energy is required to form a binding state such as alpA or

the low bond energy results from Van der Waal forces). Category 2

consists of all elements forming nonmolecular crystals and having

available bonding electrons in the ground state. The heat of sublima-
tion of titanium, chromium, and manenese are 113.3, 95.5, and 67
kcal/mol, respectively, and the corresponding minimum a's are 1.93,
2.2, and 3.2, so that at least the latter two elements and probably
titanium do not belong to Category 2. Nickel, although a transition
element, is in Category 2, having an a value of 1.75.15) It is inter-
esting to note that this value is very close to that of copper(a - 1.78(2)).

The following model of binding qualitatively explains the
limited results thus far obtained for the dissociation energies of the
transition element. It is assumed that the dimers are single bonded
and that bonding arises from overlap of an a electron from each atom.
The ground state electron configuration for the first group of transi-
tion elements is 3d*-24s 2 (with the exception of chromium which is
3d' 14s) and the lowest lying state above the ground state has a con-
figuration 3d*' 14s from which bonding is assumed to arise. States
involving the configuration Wd0 1 4s4p are of much higher energy than
3d" 14s. The lowest lying level for the configuration 3d"149 is,
according to Hund's rule, a state in which the s electron is aligned
parallel to the remaining unpaired electrons in the d shell. Bonding
theory( 1 7 ) shows that in the binding state (valence state) the bonding
electron spin must be random with respect t. the spins of the remain-
ing electrons. Thus the valence state is a state consisting of part s
spin parallel to remaining spins and part antiparallel, the parts
being weighted in such manner as to make the spin of the bonding
electron random. Moffat (11) has shown how to calculate valence states.
In the case of the configuration 3da'1 4s the result is particularly
simple since in altering the spin of the a electron the total orbital
mcmentum number L does not change and it is found that the random
state is simply a mixture of the s parallel and antiparallel case
weighted according to their spin multiplicity. As an example the case
of manganese is considered. The ground state configuration is 3d$4s2
with a level designation IS. The promoted configuration is 3d4s, the
lowest state of which is ID (a spin parallel to remaining spins) and
the corresponding higher state of antiparallel spin is 4D. The energy
of the valence state above the ground state is then 3/5(E 6 D). 2/5(E4 )
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where ]•e and 3e4 are the energies of these states above the ground
state. Yn Table III the ground state, the promoted states, the
valence states, and their corresponding energies are listed. The
values are taken from Moore's Atomic Energy Levels. (L1)* The disso-
ciation energy Is, in terms of the valence state energy E...,
D a (Ds), -a2 E.., twhere (D,),, is the dissociation energy of
twe dimer •o'atom's! the valence date (process M. -* sebo
A (D )v ). It should be noted that the treatment given here is
somewhat esimlar to that used by Griffith(t I) in correlating cohesive
energies of transition elements.

The dissociation energy to atoms in the valence states cor-
responds to the energy to break an s bond. Thus nickel with a valence
state energy of 3 kcal/mol atom should have a dissociation energy of
only 6 koal/mol less than for a bonding, while the manganese dissocia-
tion energy should be 112 koal lower than for s bonding (i.e., if any
bonding for manganese exists it would, according to these assumptions,
be due to Van der Waal forces). The maximum dissociation found for
manganese (12.0 to 21.0 kcal) and the dissociation energy of Ni (57.0
(11), or 50.0 ($A)] are in agreement with predictions from this model.
The nickel values correspond to an s bonding energy of 63 to 56
kcal/mol which may be compared to the dissociation energies of the
somewhat similar molecules of Cu, Ag2 , and Au. (atomic stE.Pa Md14s9
4d0 04s, and 50 1 04s; ET.. - 0) o0 46, 38, and 52 kcal/mol respectively.

TABLE III

Valence State Energies for Configuration

3d 14s

I(Pra1l1e) mtormrel Veloancto to tate Steto
Groved

i tTr Term t Tertm •ar

f N1 3d14 (3r) 3D 0.se ID 9.7 3S/4(3D),1/4(1 D) 3.0
co 30dalt(4r) 4r ma~ 3F 21.3 g/3 (4F) +1/3 (2r) 1400

re 3d'4@3 (5D) &F 20.0 3r 34.0 s/*(5F)+3/0( 3r) 26.0

k 3042, A() D 43.0 6 $7.0 V/s ()WO/sD) 56.0

Cr Wdh4e( A) 7S 0.0 SS 22.0 ,/12(3S)+3/12(3S) 3.0

v sdiS2( 4r) kD 6.0 D 24.0 3/3(%)+2/S( 4D) 13.0

TI 30•d4( 3r) Sr 19.0 3F 33.0 s/O(5F) +3/8(3 F) 24.0
L - - -L -

*Spin orbit coupling is negligible in computing valence states. The
lowest spin orbit term J was taken as the appropriate energy. Other
choices give valence state energy differences which are insignificant.
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From the known dissociation energies of AuCr (50.4 kcal/
mol"")) and of Au, (51.5 kcal/mol), it is possible to make a rough
estimate of the dissociation energy of Cr. using Pauling's relation-
ship between eleotronegativity X and dissociation energies.

D (AuCr) - 1/2 EDT . (Cr,)-D(Au,)] + 23.06 [X, .. (Cr)
- X(Au)]| where the v.s. subscript refers to the valence state (sub-
scripts for Au and Aus omitted because Au valence state is the same
as ground state). It is readily seen from the relationships D(AuCr)
D. (AuCr) - ET (Cr) andD(Cr3 ) -D, *.(Cr ) -21 (Cr) that D(AuCr) -

) D(Au,11 • as.06 Ex, (Crje- X(uL e. vtU .lectronegativ-
ities are estimated by Pauling% mothodt1 ' X ; (I .,*I! )/130 where I
and Ea are the ionization potentials and electron arfin~ties in kcal
respectively. The electronegativity values, obtained using Moore's
Tables(lI) for ionization potential and assuming 1, a 0, are X.
(Cr) - 1. 12 and X(Au) a 1.63, and the estimated dissociation energy of
Cr is D(Cr,) a 37 koal. This is in agreement with our maximum
vafue. Chromium bonding energy should be 18 kcal (Table III) less
than for the valence state bonding energy which thus corresponds to
55 koal/mol. This is not far different from the corresponding d8*1 s
bonding for nickel and copper of approximately 50 koal, and points to
the possibility that the dimers of the transition elemnt may have
approximately the same valence state bonding energy. It is evident
that the remaining Group I transition elements (Cu, Foe and V), pro-
vided the model is approximately correct, should have rather low dis-
sociation energies and thus dimers will be found only at temperatures
substantially higher than used in the present work.
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Figure 2. EFFU3101 CELL AID NIIN TENPWEATURE SOUNCE ASSEMBLY.
a. Mater jacket slit; b. Same defining slit: c. Tantalum
crucible, thorla liner, and blackbody holes: d. Tantalum
radiation sheldls; a. Vas spectrometer housing; f. has
sectroeter ioniing electron beam: g. Filament supporting
pest (tantalum); h. Water cooled jacket; 4. Nicromter-
bellow* arrangement; J. Nigh temerature assembly pumping sort.

v. S. ARMY MITERIALS INESAICII MSENCY
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TUB RLMATION B3¶VUN CLOUD CHARA PIECIPITATION
AND LIGNINO DIBCURM

HzIMz W. ,A•EMIR
U. B. AW BICTRONICB IM&RCH AND EJW? PYW t ,,ORA1OI

FORT tD!Ot)UTH, MW JIeN

An extensive thunderstoru research is carried out by
USAM RDL as "'In-House Laboratory Director's Program" which, In col-

laboration with "cloud physics and cloud modification experimenti",
aims to correlate the meteorological and the electrical features of a

thunderstorm in a qualitative and ai for as possible quantitative way.

To obtain an adequate set of date of the electric condition
of an individual storm from a ground aetvorkj, the following idea va
pursued: The electric field of a lightning dsUcharge, which is easily
measured at the ground, will ref;*ct the stationary field of the
cloud charges inside the thunderstorm. Rach 11ghtning flash may be
considered as a probe which senses the stationiAry field alog its
pat:.. Therefore the records of the lightnimp discharges will furnish
a series of flashlight pictures of the electric cordition as It
develops during the life cycle of the store.

First It van necessary to develop a theory, which links
together the different electric pLramters -f a thunderstorm such as
precipitation charge, stationary electric fields. and lightning dis-
charges, This theory serves a dual purpose,. It determines the physi-
cal quantities to be recorded and hereby helps to plan an effective
measuring networkp and it shows how the recorded ata, shall be evalu-
ated to obtain basic electric quantities, which cannot be measured
directly., As this theory deviates from and in some respect even con-
tradicts the present ideas of the mechanism of the charge generation
in the thundercloud and the lightning discharge, it seem vorthwhile
to formulate and dMscuss It as a separate entity even tbough the
experimental part of the research is not yet completed.

1. CHARMS DISTRIBUT'ION IN THE TH1.NRCLOJUD

Investigations of the electrification of precipitation

started as early as 1885.(1) Since then, a steady stream of theories
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(2-9) an the charge gnrittion In thnmdersto•- has been proposed and
discussed. None of then explains all of the difforent observations
on thun•i• torm electricity; end objection. hve been raised from
different points of view such as polarity, charge-generating power,
efficiency of liquid as vael as solid precipltation laboratory
experimnts, end mnny others.

There is general a4.emnt that the thunderstorm has a
positive pollarity, maning that the main positive chage Is located
in the top and the ±u negative charge in the bottom of the thunder-
cloud. Beclov the negative charge exists a msaler poel~ve-charge
pocket. This tripolar charge distribution is clearly depicted in
the thu n otorm model of sstron and Robinson (1) (Fi•,• l). Other
models have been proposed by Schomlazad (U), iohn V 12)j, and Vonne-
gat (9), as shown In Pip. lb, c, and dp respectively. The first
three models (a, b, and c) ar based on charge separation by precipl-
tation, and the last moel., d, on charge separation by convective air-
current * The positive polarity of the storm is common to all of
them, but they differ from each other in the shape, size, and arrange-
mnt of the Ind vLdual charge centers.

The amot of charge for the positive and negative moln
chazge center is given by Simpson and Robinson as +24 coulombs and
.20 coulombs. Schonland as sums the values of ±A00 coulombe The
author (13) calculated L positive charge of 40 coulcubs and a negs-
tive char• of -310 coulombs for the main charge centers.

The striking differamne between these values results from
the fact that Simpson and Robinson as vall as Schonland calculated
the cloud harges from masured field data according to the electro-
static theory, while the author based his calculation on the theory
of current flow. This introduced the conductivity X of the cloud and
the surrounding air as a deciding factor In the thunderstorm Vheory,
mA. it possible to connect the cloud charge Q and the conduction cur-
rent I through the simple relationship q = . I with each other (6 is

the dielectric constant) and, as Tamur (a. has shorn, explains the
xstery of the recovery curve. (The recovery curve is the rapid
regeneration of the electric field after a lightning flash to its pre-
flash value.) '1'be larger amunt of the negative cloud charge makes
it easier to understand that a thunderstorm Is able to produce light"
ning discharges vhich destroy each 20 coulomb of the cloud charge
every 20 seconds on the average without exhausting itself.

2. THE CLOUD DISCHARG(

If the charge acciumalation In the thundercloud reaches such
"a value that the generated electric field exceeds the breakdown value,
"a lightning discharge will occur. It is not necessary that the break-
down value of the field extends over the entire distance of the flash.
It is sufficient vhen this value is surpassed in a small area, which
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ve may call the starting point of the flash. This and other features
of the lightning discharge can be easily deduced fras FPipe 2, b,
and .* In the thunderstorm• f ztl (PFI. 2). two equally larp spheres
ame placed one above the ot4er. The upper sphere in fifled with posl-
tive charge and the lover sphere vlth negative charge of the sam
amount and of constant density. Figure 2 shows a p'apb of the
potential function 0 (solid Line) throagh the center of the 8oe1
against altitude h. The field F - I0/ is represented by the dashed
line. The inximm field strength Fum iW at the midpoint between the
spheres* This will be the starting point of the flash. Near the cen-
ter points of the spheres, the field strength F passes through the
"value zero (maread F - 0 in Fig. a) and reverses its sign on the way
further up or down. A lightning flash, which starts at Fax and grows
upwards and donwards, will find an adwer•e field for further growth
after passing through the centers of the space charges. The lightning
will stop growing vben the field strength at Its tips no longer
exceeds the breakdown value 7 b. The corresponding potential value of
Ob (Fig. 2b),. defined as the differmno'_s between the lightning poten-
tial and that of the potential fumction 0 at the location of the
lightning tips, Is given by the praiteformala (lhi)

b - 2.5 z• b

An important conclusion can be drawn from FI*. 2L and b.
The lightning flash, represerted by the heavy vertical line in Fig. 2b,
vill never roach the ground. The field strength at ',A tip Vill be
less than the breakdon value vben the tip reaches the ba" of the
cloud. The lightning wrllrmain a cloud discharge. A ground ds-
charge cannot be generated by & charg distribution such as given In
Fig. 2. To produce pound discharges, the lover positive space charge
has to be present, as will be shown later. Therefore, if thunder-
store are recorded which produce only cloud dischargs., a cbarp dis-
tribution in the cloud as given in Fig. 2L can be assumd.

The lightning ehannel can be considered as a conducting rod
exposed to the electric field generated by the cloud charges. There-
fore, influence cham are induced in the upper and lower ends of the
channel of opposite polarity to the cloud charps* This would be f"-
a cloud flash negative influence charge at its upper and, and positive
at its lover end. The net charge of a cloud flash is zero and Its
polarity is negative.

The charge per unit length q on the lightning channel is
* shown in Fig. 2c (dabhed line). It is the mirror 1mge of the poten-

tial function 0 with regard to a vertical line representing the
lightning channel. An approximate forzmAla (14) connecting q and
is given by
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The proportionality factor a can be interpreted as the capacity per
unit length of the lightning chamml. It he& the mappa'oodte VaLIUS
of 25 z 10-1 Fp/a (14i),

It may be worthwhile to point out now differences between
the commnly used concept at the lightning discharge and that developed
here. In general, It is assumd that the lightning flash starts In
the centar of, soy, the negative space charge. e y the develnopnt of
a large network or fine stresmare, the l1ghniW collects the cloud
discharges and trans-yorts tbom almn Its ahamnw, either to the pound
(pound discharge) or to another space-charge center of opst
polarity (cloud discharge).he ln"bighning stops if Vhe supply of cloud
charge Is exhausted. After the coMpletion of the flash, the cloud, as
well &As the lIghtming channel itself, Is dischargoed

in the concept proposed here, the ighftning starts between
two cbarge centers, where the electric field has- a ALZuMM value.
(in the canter of the spae. charge.. the field would be qpprozidmtely
soezo) The direction of cbmarnzl growth Is up as well as down under
the influence of the field. The lightning does not collect cloud
charges., and therefore It, Is not necessary to Introduce a hypobthtical
network of fine stmemors. There Is only & separation of Ions and
electrons In the hiaily Ionized lightn-in channl itself to build up

the no 1es sary influence charges. The concept Is that of an uncharged
conducting rod exposed to an electric fiEld.* The lighnin flash
stops,, not because the cloud charges are exhausted, but because the
field strength at Its tips does not exceed the breakdown value. After
the lightjni stop@., the lightning channel in filled with influence
chares. B ach half Of the channe carries inrluence charges Of 4APo-
site polailty to the surrounding cloud charges. The net char~ge of the
vebole channel Is zeros, After the cloud flash is completedj, a slow
netrliato process begins between the Influence carg~es of the

ligtnig hannel end the surrounding cloud charge of opposite polari-
t.only this pro~cess should rightly be called the discharge of the

cloud ")y the lightning .

3. TIM GROUND oITCWVCI

if we add the lower positive charge pocket to the positive
and neg~tive main charge centoe~xs we obtain the charge distribution of
the SIqinsom-Iobinsn thuanderetozu models This Is shown In Fig. 3a,*
side by side with the crspcon8IS potential function 0 in Fig. 3b.
We sme that two areas with strong electric fields exist,, marited scand
&S in ?Ig. 2b. The upper ones sc, Is the starting point for cloud
dischargesj, and corresponds to the point Fja In Fig. a. The lover
one,p sigp Is due to the presence of the positive pocket charge and is
the starting point for ground discharges. In a similar maxwe as the
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cloud flash, the pound flash paow from Its starting point to both
sides until its lover end reachm the ground. This vL. happen only
if the field strength ?b at the lover tip remains greater +Awn or
equal to the breakdow.2 field, or 1 - is alvasy greater than.O
(see Fig. 3b)., where 01 is the potent2 of the lightning *hame'l,
and 0 the potential. of the ground. If the breakdown field could not
be mZntained on the downward travel of the lover tUp, the lIgbtning
woud stop paoing and end up as an air discharge. The equation

1- mo b 2.53Fbm- 7.5xl0 6 v/m (3)

gives the minimm potential difference against groutz, Vhich the
leader stroke of a ground flesh anst have to reach the round. In
Eq. 3 IS set 01 - 0: ob a - 3 z lob V/r.

It is easy nov vo immie the conditions for the cbarge
distribution of a thunderstorm that produces predominantly gound dis-
charges and fev or no cloud discharges. Tbey am as follows: 1) The
upper positive cbarge center should be weak, 2) the lover negative
charge center should be strong. and 3) the lover positive pocket
charge should exist. Figre 3c saove the potential function of such
a charge distribution.

If the lower end or the lighumIng channel ouches %be
ground, the light4ni will, assum ground poteuntial I$. This is accom-
plished during the phase of the main, or return, stroke. With respect
to the h 0 graph In Fig. 3b., it means that the lightning channelI
(heavy vertical line) shLts to the riht from the to the value.
The new position and the new charge distribution (broken 1i) mare
shown in Fig. 3de We see that after the conpletion of the main stroke
the lightning channel carries, on its upper part, a large anount of
positive Influence charge, and on its lower part a smaller amiunt of
negative influence charge* The not charge on the channel In no longer
zero, but positive* This means that during the main Stroke the chan-
nel has acquired positive charge from the gound or that negative
charge has been conducted into the ground. The anount of this charge
Qm is represented in Fig. 3d by the rectangular hatched area. It an
be easily calculated from the capacity c of the channel and the
potential difference 01 - 0o before and after the man stroke.

QM. m€ (01 - 0o)-. (4)

If we assume that the length of the channel is 14 ke, that
the capacity per unit length has the previous v ueof 25 x 10-12 F/u,
and 0j - Oo has the mini-m= value of - 7.5 x 100 V, ve obtain for the

inima. char brought to earth by the first main Stroke Qn a -0.75
coulomb. This value my have to be doubled or tripled according to
the nunber of branches of the considered 1ightnin flash, as each
branch ould increase the capacity. But even so, the value of ,min
has the right order of magiltude, as compared to mnasured data aval-
able In the literature This is a remrkable result Insofar as
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Q is based owy an the value of the breakdown field strength at
the round and the length of the lightning channel, but does not
imply ay data from the thunderstorm. For successive main strokes in
a multiple flash, the value of Qgdn would, in general, be lover
becaume the breakdown field in the pre-ionized channel Is lower, and
only the length added to the channel by the considered niltiple stroke
has to be taken Into account.

Each successive leader main stroke sequsnce vwil extend the
channel higher up or sideways Into the cloud until the Vhole negative
charged arse of the cloud is penetrated by the f2ash. Therefore,
ground discharges vith a large number of maltiple strokes indicate a
large area of the negative cloud charge. Flashes with one main strobe
indicate a smal region of the negativw charge center. It Is inter-
eating to review the different thunderstorm models in Fig. 1 frou this
point of view. Schooland'm and Vonnegut's modals, Fig. lb and d, are
apt to give high-order maltiple strokes. SU~eon-Robinson's and Wic-
mann's model, Fig. la and o, vill generate ground flaeshe with only
one or a low-order of nltiple strokes.

. RLATION H M PROPfTIE OF TM ZLTC F ZD OP A LIMMG
DICRAR( AMl THUUT-OMPR DJ'

The s number of charge-generating theoriee and the
fWaiure to explain all the electrical features of different types of
tbunderetoiw by ono of them suggest the idea that several kinds of
c hargi" mechanism are at work in different peats of the thunderstorm.

tNer 15) observed on the mountain observatory at the Zugpitse
that strong electric fields are alvays associated with gpal precL-
pitation. This correlation was so p that It led him to the
introduction of the graupel dipole, with a negative polarity, which
produces part of the negative cloud charge and the positive spe
charge pocket at the base of the cloud. Rattner attributed the upper
positive charge and the other part of the negative chbLgI in the hiher
level of the cloud to the snw dipole.

The author (13) pointed out that it is doubtful that anmy of
the three cloud berges can be identified with the charge riding on
the precipitation particleso The precipitation charge lacks the
ability to aceutilate and concentrate In a certain cloud volume. The
cloud charges can be better Interpreted as the charges left behind,
vh •e the precipitation carries way the chae of opposite sign.
This leads to the conclusion that either two sign reversals In the
preclpitation-charging mehanism are required to account for a trl-
polar thundercloud or that at least two, if not three, different
charge machanim amr present which my work on different precipita-
tion particles. The second alternative would then agree with Rattner's
snow and graupel dipole. With respect to the lishtnina dischawo this
would mean that the number of cloud discharges reflect the efficiency
of the charging mechanism• n the upper part, and the number of ground
discharges the efficiency of the charging mechanism in the lover part
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of the clOud. A record of the Polarity or the flsesk at the
round (e4PtTve for cloud and po@itiw tor gOun i1s8hoas) WuAld

give an easy mem to follow tbe se oq t of the respective chag
centers and t*:ir oorrespoudIng precipitation paztiloes arwag the
life history of the storm,

With the stvaug tie between the lover positive spece chear
pockelt and grovnd discharges, the following relatian my be stated
as a working b•pothesi. Thundersto= VAh pra dt1sha Oa• e-
tsa,ý preecpitatiom In the fom orf gr•pplv those vithakt sud 6Us-
ares do wet. It Is wt Deeessawy that the grsupe pellet resshes

the ground stll. as grsaupel; It may be malted to a raindrap Ca the
vwy Amn. ftt its ezateae at the base of the cloud Is reiquled.

As sheam earlier, the positive polarity or the Vpwmd die-
charge and the negative polarity of the cloud discharge follow frv
the positive polarity of the thundercloud cherge. Falconer and
Schaefer (16) *Ad Vomenut and Moore (17) report mssuraeat of
strong negative electric fields, indicating & negtive charge Over-
head, from the cirrus deck accompanying the Worcester tornado. If
this Implies that a torna is topped with a negative charged anvil
above the upper positive charge center, cloud flasbas with positive
as wall as negative polarity would be produced. This vould msh a
tornado easily identifiable from the polarity records of lightnin
flashes alone.

A characteristic feature for the activlty of a thunderstorm
would be the number of lightning discharges produced In a gilvn time
Interval. Brook and ,itagava (18) datf ed as activity Ind= A the
freqjuency of lightning occurrence in a period ot five minutes* The
tim interval of lightning discharges In VeakP, inte, and
heavy storm is about 5 minutes, 30 seconds. and 3 seacds., respec-
tively. An activity index of 1., 10, and 100 would then result.
One could develop this method further by differentiating betmeen the
number of cloud and ground flashes. The cloud flash Index Ac vould
then Indicate the activity of the upper positive charge center, and
the ground flash index A that of the lower positive charge center.
Jones (19) used the number of spherics per second emitted from a
"tornado for his tornado identification and warning system. From his
data we may •e•er that a tornado produces about six -g 4n per
second. This would result In a tornado activity Index of 1800.
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Figure 2.
a. Thunderstorm with equal positive and negative chargeb. Potential function #t oginst altitude h witn cloud dischargec. Chage density g of cloude discharge
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Figure 3.

a. Tripolar thunderstorm model after Simpson and Scrase
b. Potential function # again~t altitude h with ground

discharge leader
c. Potential Function * for ground discharges only
d. Potential function * and main stroke
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THE EFFECT OF STRAIN RATE
ON YIELDING CHARACTERISTICS

OF HIGH STRENGTH ALLOY STEELS

D. P. KENDALL
WATERVLIET ARSENAL

WATERVLIZT, N. Y.

INTRODUCTION

The effect of rate of loading or strain rate on the flow
characteristics of metals has long been of interest. The affect was
first studied in tin by Ludwik(l)who proposed a linear relationship
between the flow stress and the logarithm of the strain rate. Sub-
sequent investigations by Nadai and ManJoine( 2 )showed that yiald and
tensile strengths are not continuously lindar with logarithmic strain
rate for several pure metals and low alloy steel. Theso materials
exhibit specific ranges oi strain rate sensitivity but are virtually
insensitive to strain rate effects outside these ranges. The range
of rate sensitivity and the strength increase are very deptndtnt an
material and temperature.

Clark and 4ood( 3 )reporced increases in the tensile strengths
of several engineering materials at strain rates in excess of 100 in/
in/sec including increases of from 0 to 23 percent for heat-treated
alloy steels. Due to the nature of the impact type test used they
did not detcrmine the variation ir. strength as a function of strain
rate.

There have been many recent investigations, using various
techniques, into the effects of strain rate on mechanicel prcperties.

utach of this work was presented at two symposia on high rata defor-
mation( 4 ),(S). Virtually all of this work, however, was limited to
mild steel and ielatively low strength metals and alloys. For medim
strength alloy steels Abbe( 6 )and Haer and Cadle(7), using pressur-
ized cylinder techniques, have veported increases in yield strength
of approximately 15 percent at strain rates of 2 and 6 in/in/sec.

It is the purpose of thi-s current work to determine the
relationship between yield strength and strain rate for a series of
high and ultra high alloy steels at strain rates in the range from
10-4 to 10 in/in/sec.
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A special high rate tensile testing system developed at
.atervliet Arsenal was used to obtain the majority of data presented
in this work. This machine is capable of developing forces in excess
of 60,000 pounds in less than one millisecond. It operates on the
principle of rapid fluid transfer from a high pressure, liquid
charged accumulator to a hydraulic cylinder which rapidly loads a
standard tensile specimen. The test system is shown in Figure 1 with
a schematic diagram in Figure 2.

The operation of the system is as follows: The high speed valve
is closed by introducing a gas (nitrogen) pilot pressure of 1500 psi
beneath the plunger. The accumulator is then charged with water to a
pressure of 10,000 to 15,000 psi. The system is fired by opening the
electro-pneumatic trigger valve allowing high pressure to be exerted
over the top of the valve plunger causing the valve to open slightly.
High pressure fluid direztly from the accumulator will then flow into
the space above the plunger forcing it rapidly downward, thereby
uncovering the outlet port of the valve and permitting rapid fluid
transfer from the accumulator to the hydraulic cylinder. This
results in a rapidly applied tensile load on the specimen. The
volume and compressibility of the water in the accumulator is suf-
ficient to allow up to one half inch of specimen elongation without
a significant decrease in load. The strain rate is controlled by
means of adjustable throttle valves in the line connecting the high
speed valve and hydraulic cylinder.

The instantaneous load on the specimen is measured by means
of a strain gaged loading bar or load cell into which the specimen
is threaded. The load cell is instrumented to cancel any effects of
bending and its output is connected to one channel of a Sanborn,
light beam type, oscillographic recorder having a frequency response
of DC to 5,000 cps. The entire load recording system is calibrated
periodically in a conventional Riehle 60,000 pound tensile testing
machine. The instrumentation is calibrated electrically before each
test by shunting a standard resistor across one arm of the load cell
bridge circuit. The ma:dmum total error of load measurement is esti-
mated to be plus or minus two percent.

To measure strain the specimen is instrumented with two,
one inch gage length, high elongation strain gages which are con-
nected to other channels of the oscillographic recorder. One load-
time and two strain-time curves are thus obtained. In addition, the
amplified load and strain signals are simultaneously fed into the
Y and X axes, respectively, of an X-Y storage type cathode ra;
oscilloscope to obtain a stress-strain curve directly.
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MATERIALS AND SPECIMENS

The materials investigated in this work are two moderately
nigh strength and two ultra high strength alloy steels. The former
are a standard 4340 steel (static yield strength of 158,000 psi) and
a modified 4330 steel (static yield strength of 148,000 psi). The
latter are a type H-I1 high chromaun, steel (static yield strength of
250,000 psi) and an 18 percent nickel mar-aging steel (static yield
strength of 275,000 psi).

All specimens except the modified 4330 were machined from
one inch diameter bar stock. The modified 4330 specimens were cut
from a large gun tube forging in the transverse direction. The

I chemical composition and heat treatuent for all specimens are shown
in Table 1.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In order to compare some results of the experimental pro-
cedure used in this work with those of other investigations the upper
yield strength of an annealed 1018 steel was determined as a function
of elastic strain rate. These data are shown in Figure 3A along with
results previously reported by Krafft and Sullivan(3)for a similar
material. The agreement between the two investigations is quite good.

The yield strengths at 0.2 percent offset for 4340 steel and
for modified 4330 steel are shown in Figures lB and IC, respectively.
The 4340 steel shows a slight linear increase in strength over the
range of strain rates investigated. The overall increase in strength
is 4J percent. The modified 4330 steel appears to exhibit no signifi-
cant increase in strength up to a strain rate of abouL 1.0 in/in/sec.
Above this rate a linear increase is seen with a strength increase of
about 11 percent at a strain rate of 10 in/in/sec.

The yield strengths of two ultra high strength alloys are
shown as a function of strain rate in Figure 4. Data for H-11 stcel
are shown in Figure 4A. Very little increase in strength is seen for
strain rates up to about 0.1 in/in/sec after which the strength
increases approximately linearly up to a total increase of 10 percent
at 10 in/in/sec.

Figure 4B shows the yield strength of the mar-aging steel
as a function of strain rate. This material shows a linear increase
in strength over the entire range of strain rates with an overall
increase of about 9 percent.

In the above figures each data point represents a single
test specimea. The short vertical line representing plus or minvs
two percent of the strength level indicates the range of estimated
experimental error for the data. This represents a range of points
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through which a line may be drawn which will truly represent the data
within experimental accuracy.

Although not considered as part of this investigation, it
was also observed that the ultimate tensile strength increases in
the same manner as the yield strength maintaining about the same
difference between yield and tensile strength. The plastic strain
rate at the ultimate tensile strength differs significantly from the
elastic strain rate due to the elasticity of the test system. A
comparison of both yield and tensile strengths as a function of
elastic strain rate would therefore be highly questionable.

It should also be noted that no variation in ductility, as
measured by reduction in area, could be seen for any of the materials
investigated over the full range of strain rates.

Most metals exhibit a decrease in yield and flow stress
with increasing temperature over ranges in which no structural or
phase changes occur. It might also be expected that strength would
be affected by strain rate, but in the opposite sense (increasing
strength with increasing strain rate). However, prediction of what
the precise effect of strain rate would be based on some model of
yielding and flow for an alloy steel would not be possible at this
time since the actual yielding mechanisms in iron-carbon martensitic
alloy structures have not been determined with any degree of certain-
ty. The existence of regions of relative insensitivity to strain
rate and regions of linear increasing strength and of some "critical"
strain rate or transition zone at the boundary between these two
regions do not fit into any conventional model of yielding and flow.

It is obvious that further work in this area is required.
Extension of the range of strain rates to both higher and lower rates
and testing of more specimens will be accomplished to establish the
exact shape of the curves with greater confidence. The effect of
temperature will also be considered along with studies in fatigue
and fracture toughness.

CONCLUSIONS

For the four representative high and ultra-high strength
alloy steels investigated, the increase in yield strengt), over a
range ot strain rates from 10-4 to 10 in/in/sec varies from 4ý to

11 percent depending on the material.

As is the case with pure metals and lower strength alloys,

the increase in yield strength is linear with logarithmic strain
rate over some specific increment of strain rate.

The extent of this linear range varies with the material

and may be as narrow as one order of magnitude or may extend over
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more than five orders of magnitude. For all cases the maximum rate

investigated is still within the range of linear strength increase,
indicating further increases in strength at strain rates greater
than 10 in/in/sec.
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THE DYNAMIC STRESS-STRAIN RELATION FOR A
SAND AS DEDUCED BY STUDYING ITS SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION

CHARACTERISTICS IN A LABORATORY DEVICE

T. E. KENNEDY AND IST LT. A. J. HENDRONp JR.
WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION

VICKSBURG, MISSISSIPPI

INTRODUCTION

When an instantaneous preF-rre is applied to a solid, it is
known that either elastic waves, ps.itic waves or shock waves will be
propagated by the solid away from the location of the disturbance or
area of pressure application. The type and velocity of wave propa-
gated will of course depend on both the magnitude of the pressure and
on the equation of state of the material at the level of stress
applied. Thus, when a material is taken through a stress cycle by a
passing wave front, the form of the wave that is allowed to exist is
dependent on the shape of the stress-strain (r-9 ) curve followed
during the stress cycle.

Consider a solid column of material that Is seml-infinite in
length, of circular cross-section and has an instantaneous pressure
(an impulse) applied to its free surface, Figure 1. This column is
further confined in such a manner that the strain perpendicular to
the direction of wave propagation Is zero. It Is now assumed that
the solid material of the column will Initiate and support the pro-
pagation of a shock wave. Thus, under the action of the applied
impulse p(T) a shock wave is initiated and propagates down the
column with a velocity of propagation V. . At a time t w V this
front will have reached a vosition x = V• .r as shown In Figure 1.
During a very mall time, dV' , the shock front will have moved to
the position x - V5 • (t+ d'Z) and the infinitesimal volume of
material A • Vs • dl , shown shaded in Figure 1, will attain a
particle velocity Up. Figure 2 gives a representation of the volume
being acted upon by the shock front where ABCD Is the original volume
of the column material traversed by the shock in a time di' and EDCF
is the volume of the shocked material after the particles behind plane
BC have acquired a particle velocity Up, Therefore, from Newton's
first law, the relation for impulse-momentum across the shock front
is expressed as:
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P- A • dT - V dt ' A ""O " Up

P 0 p 0P"V v. "O5 o"p (1)

i
where O is the initial density of the material and A is the
cross-sectional area of the column.

The work done by the shock on the element shown in Figure 2
during the time dT is equal to the kinetic energy, the energy of
deformation aud any heat energy which arises duc to the dishipative
nature of the material in the column. Therefore, for conservation of
energy

P • A * U d' = V d" - A (A Q +AS + 1/2 o U 2)
p s o p

P 'Up = Vs (AQ +AS + 1/2 too Up2) (2)

where A Q is the change in heat energy which may be reflected in a
change in temperature anid £& is the energy .)f deformation.

The strain in the infinitesimal volume illustrated in
Figure 2 is given by

U
I = = (3)

Combining Equation (3) with Equation (1), the velocity of shock wave
propagation can be expressed as:

V = [(PI)/( 1/2 (4)

Therefore, it is concluded from Equation (4) that the shack velocity
is a function of tkie secant modulus, P/E , of the material which is
concomitant with the pressure level of the shock. Since a particular
shape of the stress-strain curve was not assumed in the derivation of
Equation (4), the results of Equation (4) are valid for any material
which can sustain a -true shock. By combining the relationships
stating the conservation of momentum and energy as given by Equations
(1) and (2) respectively, the following relation is obtained

P , V = P V(AQ+A$+1/2 t 2)
p o p o•p

21/2 P V p AQ + AS (5)

Thus, one-half of the work done by the shock on an element as shown
in Figure (2) is realized as kinetic energy and the other half is
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manifested in the energy of deformation as reflected by the area
enclosed under the stress-strain curve up to the shock pressure$ P,
and as energy dissipated from the shock into the medium as heat.

Ny combining Equations (3), (4), and (5), it can be shown

that

1/2 P. = AQ + AS (6)

Therefore, the energy represented by the area under the stress-utrain
curve must be equal to ow less than 1/2 P • if a shock wave is to
be propagated. Figure (3) shows three types of stress-strain curves
which a real solid may manifest under dynamic loading.

If a column of linearly elastic material is subjected to a
shock of magnitude P then the energy of deformation is equal to the
area OAB in Figure (3a). Since the area OAB is also equal to 1/2P .E
then, from Equation (6), AQ is obviously zero and a shock should
continue to propagate undiminished down the column at tho same velocity
as an elastic impulse.

Let us now consider the case of a material which has a con-
cave upward stress-strain curve as shown in Figure (3b). If this
material is traversed by a shock wave of magnitude P, the energy of
deformation,AS , plus the energy dissipated as heat is equal to the
quantity 1/2 P -S which is the area of the triangle ABC In Figure
(3b). Since the shaded area beneath the stress-strain curve Is the
energy required to deform the material, then the unshaded area between
the line AB and the stress-strain uurve represents that portion of the
energy, AQ,which is dissipated into the medium as heat as the shock
traversed the material. Since this process is physically possible,
there is no reason to believe that the shock will not continue to
propagate as a shock in such a material. The velocity of propagation
of the shock would be directly proportional to the secant modulus,
P/46 , commensurate with the stress level of the shock as given by
Equation (4).

Consider a column of materitl witu a stress-strain curve as
shown in Figure (3c) which is initially subjected to a shock loading
of magnitude P, then by Equation (6) the energy of defordation,AS
plus the energy flux, AQ, must be uqual to the quantity l.1/ P .6
ar given by the area of triangle ABC in Figure (3c); the shaded area
beneath the stress-strain curve, AB , is obviously greater than the
area of the triangle ABC. Therefore, in order for Equation (6) to
be satisfied, the quantity, &Q, would have to be negative and equal
in absolute magnitude to the area between the line AB and the stress-
strain curve in Figure (3c). A negative value of AQ however implies
that the shock wave would have to draw energy out of the material to
propagate which it not physically possible and the Initial shock
loading therefore would not continue to propagate as a shock. In such
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a medium the front lengthens with distance along the bar because each
level of stress propagates at a velocity proportional to the square
root of the tangent modulus of the stress-strain curve, (8). One
would therefore expect that a decreasing frequency would be apparent
in the particle velocity-time curves as well as an attenuation of
peak velocity.

In the discussion presented above, it has been tacitly
assumed that the stress-strain relation is known for a given material.
This is true only it the static relation can be used as a basis of

* analysis. However, it the dynamic stresu-strain curve under shock
loading is different from the static relation, the above analysis can

be used as a framework for analyzing the experimental data acquired
in shock loading materials In order to deduce the dynamic stress-strain

relations. I
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN

In 1963, a device for conducting tests pertaining primarily
to underground protective structures was put into operation by the
Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi. This device,

Sh. Small Bl8zt Load Generator (SBW), is capable of developing

dynamic loads of 250 psi or le with a rise time of less than 0.005
seconds on a soil test sample having an exposed circular surface of
12 square feet, Figure 4. The dynamic loading function P(t) is
developed by detonating PETN (pentaerythritol tetranitrate) in two

firing tubes mounted in the bonnet.

The test configuration was essentially a confined column of Itit sand thirteen and a half (13.5) feet in length and 4-feet in diameter. •

The base 4f this column had a sand-clay interface which was blended by
mixing th' finaa 6-inches of the sand in the column with the clay.
This transition area was provided to mtstiaize any reflections that
migit occur because of the interface. The sand was placed in the

lower 9.5-fee- in 6-inch lifts and vibrated to obtain a unifozm
dense condition. The upper 4-fe t of sand was placed using a
"sprinkling" technique which gives near maximm density without
vibrating and thus, without the danger of displacing or damaging the
Sburied gages, (2). Denisity measurements indicated that an in place
density of 110 lb/cu. it. with a variation of 0.8 lb/cu. ft. was
achieved by employing this placement technique. In order to eliminate
the penetration of gases into the sand, a problem which caused great

difficulty during earlier testAng, a neoprene diaphragm was placed
across the surface of the column.

A lclyavailable sand called "Cook Creek Sand," obtained

near Culkin, Mississippi, was used in all tLe testa. The sand is aine

uniform, fine sand as shown by the grain size ditribution curve
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given in Figure 5 and is classified as SP in the Unified Soil
Classification System. The effective grain size Dl0 , of the sand is
0.02 mm, the uniformity coefficient, C u, is 1.6 and the specific
gravity is 2.65. The Cook Creek sand has particle shapes varying
from round to angular, with subrounded shapes predominating. Maximum
and minimum laboratory dry densities were determined as 110.8 and
93.3 lb/cu. ft. respectively by standard WES laboratory prncedures as
given in (6). The static, one-dimensional stress-strain curves for
Cook Creek sand in one-dimensional compression are shown for various
densities in Figure 6. The effective angle of internal friction for
Cook Creek sand at the test density of 110 lb/cu. ft. is 420.

The over-all objective of the study was to evaluate the
free-field response of sand in the SiLO in order to facilitate the
evaluation of the response of test structure configurations tested in
sand. This objective was achieved by measuring the stress and
acceleration throughout the sand column. To obtain the acceleration
measurements, 5OOg range strain-gage type accelerometers manufactured
by the Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation, were used. These
were placed at various depths down the center line of the sand column
to obtain particle acceleration and by integration, particle velocity
and particle displacement. They were weighted in such a maner that
the weight of displaced sand was equal to the weight of the accelero-
meter'. The stress gages used were piezo-electric type gages supplied
by the Road Besearch Corporation in England. The locations of the"e
were changed in the top 4-feet every five firings to obtain complete
stress coverage of this area with a minimum number of gages. One of
these gages was placed at a depth of 8.5-feet and over-pressure was
monitored by means of Lwo PT-110 blast pressure gages mounted in the
SBLO bonnet. The PT-110 gages were purchased from the Dynisco
Corporation and were of the strain-gage type.

A total of thirty-eight (38) firings were made on the test
configuration during the test series. Three initial firings were
made to calibrate the gages for range and then seven groupes of five
firings each were made with the stress transducers at seven depths.
These depths were at the surface, 0.5-feet, 1.0-feet, 1.5-feet,
1.0-feet, 3.0-feet and 4.0-feet deep. It was found necessary to
pre-load any test specimen three times before repeatable conditions
existed. For this reason, the data obtained in the last two firings
in each group were the only data used in evaluation of the results.
An over-pressure of 70 psi was used during all firings with the
exception of one, two and three. These were fired at 190 psi, 100 psi
and 100 psi respectively. It was found that these higher over-
pressures over-ranged the accelerometers within the upper part of the
column; thus, the lower over-pressure (70 psi) was used to avoid
damage to the instrumentation.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on the shape of the static, one-dimensional stress-
strain curve for the sand, It was assumed that the wave form would
exhibit shock characteristics. This assumption was shown to be
correct with "shocking up" taking place within the first few inches
of wave travel and with the shock front continuing to propagate,
Figure 7. It was noticed that the stress record at the 8.5-foot
level showed that the front had lost the characteristics of a shock
front and now was typical of a plastic wave. This implied that in
the region between 4.0-feet and 8.5-feet, the stress cycle went
through a point of reversal of curvature or inflection on the stress-
strain curve. The assumption that the static stress-strain curve
does not differ significantly from the dynamic curve, (3), appears to
be valid only in the high stress region. Thus, the observed loss of
shock characteristics at lower stress levels was suspected prior to
testing, especially in view of the data presented by (9).

In order to obtain the location of this point of inflection
on the dynamic stress-strain curve, the arrival time of the wave
front was examined, Figure 8, in conjunction with the shape of the
wave observed at different depths, Figure 7. Figure 8 shows that the
plot of time arrival versus depth becomes non-linear at a depth of
about 7.0-feet. It is also apparent from the shape of the wave form
at 8.5-feet on Figure 7 that the wave is no longer a shock wave, but
exhibits the characteristics of a plastic wave. The wave has
therefore been transformed in shape as it traveled from a depth of
4.0-feet, where it was last recorded as a shock, to a depth of 8.5-
feet, where it was next recorded as a plastic type wave shape. The
fact that the rise time of the pulse increased between the depths of
4.0-feet and 8.5-feet indicates that the dynamic stress-strain rela-
tion of the sand up to the pressure level of the peak stress propagatd
in this region is concave about the strain axis. Since a shock was
observed in the upper 4.0-feet the dynamic stress-strain curve must
be concave about the stress axis for the peak stress levels experienced
in this region. Figure 9 ahows that the peak stress at the 4.0-foot
level was 40 psi while the peak stress at the 8.5-foot level was 18
psi (Ile stress gage at 8.5-feet registered a stress of 20 psi and
after correction for burial, 10% over-registration under non-shock
loading, a stress of 18 psi was obtained.). Therefore, it is
concluded that the point of inflection joining the two portions of
the stress-strain curve with opposite curvature Is located between
18 psi and 40 psi. In developing Figure 9, it was assumed that the
over-registration for shock conditions in the region of stress above
the 4-foot depth was a constant factor. Thus, it was assumed that
the over-registration of the near surface gages was the same percent
over-registration as that of the other shock loaded gages. The
region between 4.0-feet and 8.5-feet is a region in which this
correction factor would not apply because of the transition from
shock to non-shock conditions.
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To further locate the inflection point, the accelerometer
records were integrated at the 9.6-foot and at the 7.0-foot depths to
obtain particle displacement (The particle velocity was forced to zero
to correct the zero drift In the acceleration records.). The differ-
ence between these two displacements was then used to compute the
average strain between the 7.0 and 9.8-foot depths. A value of
6.0 X 10-5 was obtained for the axial strain.

Figure 10 shows an approximation of the dynamic stress-strain
curve for Cook Creek sand which was constructed on the basis of the
information discussed above. The portion of the stress-strain curve
between 40 and 80 psi is located approximately along a secant modulus
of 48,500 which was calculated from the shock velocity in the upper
4-feet of 1500 feet/second. The value of the axial strain and stress
at 8.5-feet (6.0 X 10-5 and 18 psi respectively) gave a polnt#A, on
the curve. It is emphasized however, that the value of the strain
for point A can be in considerable error since the calculated value
of the str'in is dependent upon the difference between the double
integration of two accelerometer records. The authors feel however,
that these data contribute significantly toward pointing out the
general qualitative shape of the dynamic stress-strain curve for Cook
Creek sand. The initial slope of the stress-strain curve should be
related to the sonic velocity through sand. The initial slope of
82,000 psi shown in Figure 10 corresponds to a sonic velocity of
2000 ft/sec observed for Ottawa sand at a confining pressure of 10 psi
by (10). Sonic velocity data were not available for Cook Creek sand.
The smooth curve shown in Figure 10 is the dynamic stress-strain
relation inferred for dense (110 lb/ft 3 ), Cook Creek sand from the
data presented above and the static stress-strain curve is shown for
comparison. Although there appears to be a considerable difference
between the dynamic and the static stress-strain curve at the lower
pressure levels, it is apparent that the difference becomes less
significant with pressure level. For example, the difference between
the two curves at 70 psi is less than 15 percent, which definitely
demonstrates a strain-rate effect, but one which Is not as significant
as at the lower stress levels. The strain rate effect observed for
Cook Creek sand at 70 psi is of the same order of magnitude as the
strain rate effect observed by (9) for Ottawa sand at 200 psi which
showed that the dynamic strain was 2/3 the static strain.

In this paper, the propagation of a shock wave through
various types of materials has been considered and the behavior
unique to each type of material has been discussed. While the
theoretical relationships could not be used to predict behavior
without prior knowledge of the dynamic stress-strain relation for the
sand, the relationships derived were useful in deducing the dynamic
stress-strain relation from the observed behavior. The data observed
from a series of tests indicate that the dynamic stress-strain
relation for Cook Creek sand is concave about the strain axis at
lower stress lewels and concave about the stress axis at higher
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stress levels. It appears that the point of inflection on the
dynamic stress-strain curve Is between 18 and 40 psi. The available
data also indicates that the difference between the static and
dynamic stress-strain relations becomes less significant at higher
pressures. Further experiments are needed to establish in more
detail the quantitative, dynamic stress-strain for Cook Creek sand,
but the results of these pilot tests indicate the general shape of
the curve and have yielded information which will aid in planning
future sand column experiments.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE GERMANIUM-PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL
UNDER ITENSIVE MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT

E. KITTL, S. J. SHAPIRO and K. J. BPZONK-ALA
U. S. ARMY ELECTRONICS RESEARCH

AND DEVEL1PM'T LABORATORTF-9
FORT MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY

1. Introduction:

The theory of the photovoltaic cell which ures the built
in potential of a p/n semiconductor junction foe: collectii>g charge
carriers, which. are created by photon interaction with the valence
electrons of the semicc.nductor crystal, is wel known and published
in the literature (1) through (4). The technsology for fabricating
practical Si-cells has reached an optimum p":rformanc, ;otential of
approximately 15% conversion efficiency in sun light of e-_th
environment. Although a theoretical perfo-rmance potential of 22%
conversion efficiency has been quoted for thl single crystal Si-cell
when illuminated with sun light of 135 mW/cm• intensity, practical
limitations in processing technicyes and materials control will
permit only an insignificant improvement at unreasonable cost over
the present 15% efficiency optimum. IL this paper, we will be
concerned with the two major limiting factors responsible for the
low conversion efficiency: (1) The spectral energy distribution of
the incident light and its relationship to the p/n junction current
collection mechanism, and (2) the limitation of the junction
potential on doping level and material characteristics. From the
presently accepted theory two general conclusions can be drawn:
(1) Monochrciatic light of slightly shorter wave length than the
3quivalent of the energy gap in the semiconductor material should
produce the highest conversion efficiency and (2) maximum doping
and an abrupt junction are desirable for maximum cell output voltage
but do not necessarily lead to m.aximum conversion efficiency because
heavy doping degrades the curren', collection efficiency of the
junction.

A third anl very important consideration concerns those
factors limiting the power output density of the cell when the
radiation input density is increased by a factor 100 or 1000 compared
to normal sun light.
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Two negative effects are immediately obvious:
(1) txoessive thozsa.l beating of the cell by the losses of the con-
version process, and (2) an increasing voltage-drop due to series
resistance. TheMse two problems can be solved by appropriate engi-
nearing designs. On the other hand, there are positive effects which
tend to increase the conversion efficiency. The junction voltage
rises with photon current density until the Fermi potential limit is
reached. An increasing density gradient of the excess minority
carriers will iMrove the current collection efficiency and make it
less dependent on the diffusion controlled recombination rate.
However, very little is known about the expected deviation from the
electrical characteristics of the p/n junction at the quoted extreme
high photon injection level. Some experimental tteidence of perform-
ance at this extreme high photon injection level is presented in this
paper and where possible an explanation will be attempted.

2. Criteria for Output Optimization.

a. Doping level and open circuit voltage (See Fig. 1).

A p/n junction at thermal equilibrium exhibits a
potential difference between the p and n type material which can be
directly derived from the different position of the Fermi Level in
the p and n type matertals. The diagram is drawn using the potential
half-way between the energy gap as reference potential. The Fermi
potential of the p type Laterlal is drawn above and of the n type
majerial below with reference to the doping level given in atoms per
cm5 of the host material. As this figure directly relates to the
resistivity of the doped material, a second scale shoving this param-
eter is given for convenience. This diagram is drawn for Ge and
shows the range of temperature dependence from 200 to 4000 K. It is
seen that the potential difference across the junction increases with
the doping level or decreases with the resistivity of the doped
material. The upper limit Is the energy gap of the host material
reduced by the ionization potentials of the donor and acceptor atoms
in the host material. It is also seen that at low temperature, this
limit can be approached at relatively low doping levels which have
the advantage of preserving life time and mobility of the doped
material. This junction potential represents the upper limit of the
open circuit voltage. This upper limit is asymptotically approached
if a sufficient number of hole-electron pairs are generated by the
photons absorbed in the cell and collected by the Junction. High
doping levels, low operating temperature and high photon injection
level are necessary for maximum output voltage. Because of the
adverse affect of doping on minority carrier life time and current
collection efficiency, the open circuit voltage seldom exceeds 50%
of the energy gap potential at normal light intensity of solar influx.
However, at extreme high light intensity and lower temperatures, 75%
of the energy gap voltage may be reached.
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b. Junction depth and spectral response.

The major absorption mechanism of light in a semi-
conductor cMyetal can be interpreted by a collision process between
the r' t•ns end the valence electrons of the at=ms forming the
crystal lattice. This absorption process im described by the
familiar exponential law:

-. ((X) d

I

where T--------..transmitted light energy to depth d
I ---------- incident light energy
O(W) ----a bsorption coefficient
d ---------- penetration depth

The absorption coefficient is a strong function of the wave length
and the seaiconductor material. Its typical dependence on wave
length is shown in Fi.. 2 for Ge (5) of high resistivity. In accord-
ance with Equation (1) 95% of the radiation is absorbed at a depth
d = 3/a(A) cm. It is seen that short wave light is absorbed near
the surface; long wave light penetrates deep before it is fully
absorbed. This phenomenon is very significant for the performance
of the photovoltaic cell. When a photon of sufficient energy
(F~h> Eg) coLUAdes with a valence electron, it is absorbed and
impairs so much kinetic energy to the electron that the latter can
break the bond to the lattice atom and is free to diffuse through the
lattice. It becomes a conduction electron and at the came time
leaves a vacancy called a hole. This process is called hole-electron
pair generation by photone. The p-n junction collects these free
charge cexriers and presents a useful output potential of the device
as described in Paragraph 2.a. above. Electrons and holes must
diffuse from their region of creation to the junction before they can
do useful work in the photovoltaic cell. The process of diffusion
meets many obstacles; crystal imperfections, atoms of the doping
material and the thermal vibration of the lattice create a limited
life time and mobility for these minority charge carriers and only a
fraction will be collected by tho junction potential and create
useful current of the cell. It is obvious that a hole-electron pair
created near the surface of the semiconductor p-n junction has less
chance to reach the junction than a hole-electron pair generated
right in the vicinity of the junction. This means that the photon
response zurve of the cell, as shown in Fig. 5, will exhibit a maxi-
m=m for that wave length which corresponds to a penetration depth
equal to the junction depth. Another important aspect of the
absorption mechanism of the photon and the current collection mecha-
rdsm of the p-n junction is the problem of quantum efficiency uhich
will be discussed in the next paragraph in more detail.
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a. Optimization for onochrcumatic Light.

Usually the aesuiqtion is made that the absorption
mechan•sm of photons In a semieonductor follows the Exponential Lay
(See Equation 1). In the case of monochromatic light, there is a
de4faite distribution of the generation of charge carriers (hole-
electron pairs) with respect to the depth beneath the Illuminated
surface. The classical photovoltaic theory assumes that charge
neutrality must eedst In each volume increment under steady state
conditions. Therefore, it Is possible to write a flow equation (6,7)
and solve It yielding a current voltage relationship of the ill.umi-

k • p/n Junction device. While no doubt exists that the dominant
'i,'on process in a semiconductor favors the photons vith an

c. close to the energy gap cf the material, very little Is known
on the absorption mechanism of the higher energy photons up to 2-3
times the gap energy (8). The quantum mechanical concept that one
valence electron can only absorb the gap energy from the incident
photon and the excess energy of the photon 1s wasted and converted
into phonon energy of the lattice is expected to hold only under the
following specific conditions: (1) The number of photons, which are
available to produce hole-electron pairs in a given volume of
absorbing material is small compared to the number of valence elec-
trona in the swr'e volumc. In this ease, the excess kinetic energy
Mah' a valence electron say have after , collision with an energetic

photon will not r.,=e the overall electron temperature of the valence
electrons approciably and the nontribution of the thermal oxcitation
(generation) of hole-electron pairs is small. (2) The probability
that the excess energy (E-Eg) of the valence electron after a colli-
sion with an energetic phonon Is dissipated in the lattice is much
higher than the collision probability between free conduction elec-
trons. This again means that the electron teqperature is in equilib-
rium •ith the lattice and thermal excitation Is negligible. (3) The
number of unfilled trapping levels with energy states inside the gap
is small compared to the number of energetic photons. In this case,
two step excitation processes which can produce hole-electron pairs
are of negligible significance. (4) Cyclotron type resonance
ionization at ', - % have a gain factor lower than 1 and
are n=n-exiatant. (5) Radiative recombinations produce only photons
of E < Eg for which the material is transparent. This energy is
then lost by reradiation. If a qualitative appraisal is made of
these asaumption. (1) through (5) at high illumination level of
monochromatic light, it folloim that Condition (1) can not be con-
sidered valid if the number of excess free charge carriers p
generated in a certain absorption volume of the n typo material
approaches the number of the valence electrons available. At a
generation rate g( A ) and a recombination rate r(p) this condition
exists for: p &Sph -K ( 1) Trp3 /3 = 1023

For K( •) 103 cm3', pr a 10-3 sec and Nph = 3 x 102 3 1"2 &;c-

Ip" -0.5 x 105 amperes/c 2 .
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It Is seen that thNo condition can not occur for
ong wave l swhere a (A) €C 10 , however a ( ' ) rise& very fast

if the wave length of the light is reduced and at a wave length of
1/3 of Xg ( Xg a he/Eg) in Goe, the injection level approachea values
which will require modification of the olassical1 as-towtion of Q - 1,
If the photon current iches values of 10-100 A/am .

With regard to Asswption No. 2, it is also obvious
that the electron tu~erature of the conduction electrons will rise
faster than the lattice teerature when the photon injection level
is ticreased. This also increases the contribution of thermal exci-
tation. Very little is known about the contribution to the carrier
generation by suitable intermediate energy levels between the valence
and conduction band. Cyclotron type resonance ionization seem very
plausible for n - 4/% a 2 or 3 but will diminish for higher values
of n. The significance of radiative recabination has been treated
in the literature (9) and shall not be discussed here. RMdiative
recombination will reduce quantum yield and collection efficiency.

In s•muarizing the expected effects of high density
monochromatic photon injection in a p/n junction type photovoltaic
cello it is predicted that the cell response curve may show pro-
nounced resonance peaks at . a * A6 and A = 1/3 Ag and the quantum
yield is ewected to rise above 1 for E ) Eg. In general, I+ is
expected that the collection efficiency of hole electron pairs will
drop toward the violet part of the spectrum but at sufficient high
injection densities locally created field gradients may have the
opposite effect. This should become more obvious if experiments are
performed with monochromatic light of short wave length and high
intensity as for instance with a ruby laser light source.

3. Experimental Study Using the 13-U Spectrophotometer.

a. Modification of Spectrophotometer.

Previous spectral response studies of photovoltaic
cells have been characterized by the use of light sources of low
radiant intensity and low relative beam power in the visible region
of the spectrum which do not reflect the actual operating conditions
of the cells. To overcome this difficulty, a Model 33 U Perkin-Flmer
double beam spectrophotometer was modified to incorporate the use of
a 1600 watt high pressure Xenon arc lamp (10). The arrangement of
the optics is shown in Fig. 4. Single beam mode of operation is
used. In simply by-passing the source and recombining optics, this
arrangement allows the return of the instrument to normal double beam
ratio operation without the need for optical realignment. Good
ventilation of the source housing is required to eliminate the
discomforting concentration of czone produced in the vicinity of
this type of lamp.
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b. Beam Power Calibration.

Operation of the monochromator with a slit width of
2000 microns gave the high beam power required while retaining a
tolerable degree of spectral resolution. The dimensions of the illu-
minated exit slit were 2 m x 15 mm. The thermocouple ellipsoid
produces an image reduced 6.27 x so that the slit image measures
0.319 mm x 2.39 mm at the thermocouple receiver plane. The receiver
size is only 0.212 rnn x 1.912 nm, and therefore considerable spill
over of image energy occurs. Assuming the energy to be uniformly
distributed over the image area for 2 mm slits, an area correction
factor fa - 1.82 is applied to all measurements of beam power.

A calibration of the radiometric responsivity, R of
the thermocouple was made using a 25 cm x 25 •a x 33 cm laboratory
constructed blackbody with a 5 mn aperture. Measurements were made
at source temperatures of 900, 1000 and 11000 C, indicated by a
thermocouple in contact with the massive iron core of the blackbody
source. Power input, P to the thermocouple which is to be calibrated
isP .A. r (2)

where W = source radiance, watts/cm2 ; d = source aperture dia., cm;
D • distance from source to receiver, cm; Ar = receiver area,
cm"; r = reflectance of t.c. diagonal at 45 degrees.

The responsivity, R is v/p whexr v is the detector rms output when
ccmpared to a de test signal amplified in an identical manner. A
value of 1.47 jaV/pW is obtained for this detector which is in good
agreement with manufacturers data. It has been assumed that the
thermocouple receiver surface is "black" at least to 5 microns.
Recent measurements (U1) taken on thermocouple detectors of this type
bear out this assumption to within a few percent, and therefore no
opectral corrections to the radiometric calibration were taken.

In calculating beam power to the photovoltaic cell
under test the relative transmission of the alternate beam paths is
t'/r'r" where r' and r" are the reflectances of the thermocouple
diagonal and ellipsoid respectively and t' is the transmittance of
the fused silica lens. Since the level of beam power with 2 =m slits
would cause the detector output to exceed 25 piV and saturate the
preamplifier, a neutral density filter is inserted at the entrance
slit when power input is measured. The filter consisted of a stack
of three air spaced, density 1.15, inconel evaporated on 1.6 mm
thick fused silica plates.

For an observed detector signalvvwe may now
calculate the power i:j.iut to a photovoltaic cell under test

R R. V. (3)

",1.0
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If AX is the spectral slit width (12) at A and A. is the exit slit
area then the spectral irradiance at the exit slit is

P. A, t, (,j) 'v, (4)-

Experimental curves obtained for Pi and P&, are shown in Fig. 5 for
62 amps arc current. For this wavelength region of interest we have
assumed the detector to be "black".

c. Photocell detector calibration.

To obtain input power measurements for the laser
light experiments described below it was necessary to employ an RCA
925 phototube as a detector capable of resolving short ((1 psec)
pulse durations. Responsivity of this detector was determined at
0.694 and 1.055 microns in the previously calibrated beam of the
spectrometer.

d. Experimental Study of Ge Photovoltaic Cells.

Spectral response measurements were performed on
Germaniun photovoltaic cells prepared by Delco Radio Division of
General Motors Corporation. A typical cell is pictured in Fig. 3.
It is an alloyed junction n+/p cell (13) with a resistivity of 0.0228
ohm-cm in p and 0.15 ohm-cm in the n region. The n Ge wafer is 150
microns thick and the p layer is only 2 microns in thickness. The
n surface is illuminated and shows the gridded contact structure.

When the cells are mounted on the spectrophotometer,
they are illuminated by a 1 cm x 0.3 cm image of the exit slit. The
light generated current output of the cell is recorded on a strip
chart recorder with wave length indicated. Illumination levels are
great enough to reduce the effects of cell shunt resistance on the
V-I characteristic to negligible proportions.

Applying the input spectral irradiance data to the
cell output and normalizing on the basis of equal number of photons
we have obtained the relative photon response characteristics shown
for two Ge cells in Fig. 6. Both cells show expected response peak
at 1.45 microns but also exhibit unexpected rise in response in the
region between 0.8 and 1.3 microns. Previous data taken under low
level illumination fail to exhibit this characteristic. Both cells
show the dropping response expected at the shorter wavelengths due
to the depth of the junctions. The rapid loss of response found as
photon energy approaches the cut-off wavelength X g a 1.86 F is
attributed to the fact that the cells are not sufficiently thick to
absorb at the longer wavelengths and the thinner cell clearly shows
this limitation.
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For the cell OM-59C which gave an I - 13.5 mA at
0.96 microns when Pi a 22.2 aW, we ccute a converston efficiency,
91 according to the relationship

assumning an anticipated Voi - 0.3 V and a V-I curve factor of 0.7.
Tking the reflectance ofhe cell to be invariant with A and equal
to 0.34,, the curve shown In Fig. 7 is drawn representing a projected
conversion efficiency for this cell. Using thia data and the data
of Fig. 6 an absolute value for Q v 1.32 at 1.16 microns results.

We actually observed a Voc - 180 WV and a curve
factor of 0.5 for this cell, which gave an actual efficiency of 5.5%
at 0.96 microns (uncorrected for reflectance).

4. Experimental Study Using Lasers.

The laser is the simplest, high intensity, monochromatic
light source available. Selection of this type of source, particu-
larly the fluorescent pulse of the laser, eliminated the need for
complex cooling systems for selective narrow band filters and test
samples. Furthermore, in the actual axperimental apparatus the
simplicity was enhanced by the interchangeability of the two differ-
ent laser crystals, Neodymium, and Ruby. However, certain problems
inherent in this type of light source (e.g. Calibration of beam
power, flash lamp light leakage, and millisecond pulse duration) had
to be overcome or ccmpensated for. Another problem with this type of
light source is the selection of appropriate laser crystals of fixed
wave length. Table I (14) gives the selection of materials and their
properties.

Table I

Wavelength Operating TemperatureMaterial (Micron) Mode Max. (oK)
Cr+3 - A120 3  .69 Pulsed 300
1d13 - glass 1.o6 Pulsed 300
]r+3 - CW0o4 1.61 Pulsed 77
5i+3 - CaWO4  1.91 Pulsed 77
The experimental investigation reported in this paper covers only
results on Ruby and Neodymium laser experiments. Initial experiments
showed that the photovoltaic cell could not resolve the individual
high energ laser pulses. It was, therefore, decided to use only the
fluorescent pulse output of the crystal which extends over a
sufficiently long time.

2 Initially the cell power output densities of 1 - 3
watt/cm were available from the fluorescent pulse, but upon further
investigation of the pulse, it was found that some of the pump lamp
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energy, which detracted from the spectral purity of the fluorescent
pulse, was present in the pulse. This energy was eliminated, in the
case of the ruby crystal, by using a narrow band filter, passing
0.6943 ±.0017 micron writh 50% transmission at its peak, and in the
case of the Neod~4um-0lass rod, by using a narrow band filter,
passing 1.055 ±.015 micron with 31% transamssion at its peak. By
eliminating the unwanted energy outside of these narrow bands, we
also cut down the energy within the band, so that the maxinum power
density reached in these experiments was 150 milliwatt/a , which is
stilL a reasonably high power density for monochromatic light of this
high spectral purity. Future experiments will be conducted with
higher power fluorescent pulses and subsequenj laser pulses to
achieve power densities beyond 1 - 3 watts/cm . Input power densitlie
were measured with an RCA 925 Phototube calibrated on the Perkin
Elmer 13 U Spectrophotcmeter to yield sensitivities of 0.0059 micro-
amps/microwatt for the ruby crystal and 0.0080 microaqs/microwatt
for the Neodymium Glass rod.

The final problem involved the tracing of a V-I
characteristic at the peak of the fluorescent pulse. Frao a typical
pulse shown in Fig. 8C it is seen that the pulse is constant to with-
in 10% variation for at least 500 microseconds. Actual chopped
traces of a photodiode output and the test cell current plotted
against time, show that the V-I characteristic is traced at a consrA t
input levftl. This is true because the test cell current has dropped
off to zero before the photodiode output has begun to decay.

An electronic triggering circuit, seen in Fig. 9, was
designed to trace the V-I characteristic curve in less than 500
microseconds. In the discharge loop, the R.C. time constant is 100
microseconds. Tbhree time constants are enough to discharge the
circuit to 5% of its initial value. Now, with the photodiode in the
circuit placed in such a position as to see the same light that the
test cell sees, the V-I characteristic curve is traced in the firse
300 microsecond of the 1i±ht pulse of Fig. 8C.

Typical res-ults from data taken on a Ge cell are shown
in Table II: (G.M. 52N)

Table II
Crystal Pin 1"ut max. It I-SC VOCa

Ruby" -my 274.mw s ma .05V .56 s
Nd Glass 18.95aw 6.65 my 35.1 % 55 ma .195 V .62

Figure 8 shove the atual data from which Table II is
computed. The iwat power in determined from the input pulses by

the formula:

~in VM
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VhrG Vu is the peak voltage of the pulse, R. is the load resistance
(1 msth) Sx Is the sensitovitya of the phototube at wavelength X,
and f Is the filter facor of a neutral density filter, used on the
phot;ube so that the mamum current throuh the tube would not be
exceeded. The output power in simly the maximum power point from
Curves 8B and 8D, and the efficiency is:

,I Pout

The area factor a is defined as:

Pmax

5, CCCLUSIONS:

The experimental results show that maxlzu monochromat.a c
conversion efficiencies occur at a wavelength of 1.5 microns and
reach projected values of 30 percent assuming electrical output
characteristics of 0.3 volts open circuit and 0.7 curve factor lich
can be achieved at current densities in the order of 1.0 amp./cm 6
Copared to low intensity results the photon response of these cells
shows a remarkable improvement at these higher intensities in the
region of 0.8 to 1.3 microns. Based on these results, it is obvious
that spectral matching of source and photovoltaic converter cell wvill
became less critical at high Injection level. There are indications
that a germanium cell for instance may perform as well as or better
than the Si or GaAs cells in highly concentrated sunlight. If this
is the case, there will be significant changes in the design theory
of thermophotovoltaic converters and solar power converters utilizing
highly concentrated sunlight. Laser experiments have yielded a
conversion efficiency of 35% at 1.055 microns (Nd-Glass Laser). This
higher efficiency correlates reasonably well with the data obtained
from spectrometer measurements. However, it should be noted that the
laser data indicates a rise in Qzantum Efficiency to Q = 2.0, about
4 times the level deduced from the spectrometer measurements. Such
results can be explained by the increased spectral density (about
1000 tines) of this laser light, over the density realized in the
monochraneter. On the basis of these experiments, further studies
should be made at higher intensities and at wavelengths more closely
corresponding to the region of the spectral response peak of the Oe
cell. More basic studies a•e also encouraged to probe into the
mechanisns giving rise to the Quantum efficiencies higher than 1.0
which were observed in this work.
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MOLECUlAR STRUCTURE AND PROTEIN STABILITY:
THE ACID DEItATuRATION OF a LACTALBUMIN

MARTIN J. KRONMAN, ROBERT BLUM, RAYMOND ANDREOTTI,
RAMA VITOL and LEO HOLMES
U. S. AIE NATICK LABORATORIES

NATICK, MASSACHUSETTS

Introduction
The unique properties of a protein in solution depend to a

large degree on the manner in which the folded polypeptide chain
determines the spatial relationships between amino acid side chains.
The mainteinsnce of metabolic functions, the organization of complex
structures such as muscle, or stability of a biological fluid such as
milk will ultinately depend upon preservation of the conformational
integrity of constituent proteins or protein-enzymes. The wide range
of functional properties that proteins exhibit is paralleled by
equally wide ranges of stabilities to heat or other denaturing agents.
It thus seems reasonable to ask the question - what molecular features
convey stability to a protein?

Aside from the contributions made by disulfide bridges of
cystine, the "bonds" which stabilize proteins are generally non-
covalent in nature. They include: (a) intra-peptide chain hydrogen
bonds, (b) hydrogen bonds involving amino acid side chains, (c)
"hydrophobic bonds" (Van der Waa?.s interactions) between non-polar
amino acid side chains such as valine, leucine, tryptophan, etc., (d)
coulombic interactions, i.e., attraction and repulsion of ionized
amino acid side chains such as glutamyl, lysyl, etc. While without
doubt all of these "bonds" make some contribution to the stability of"
a protein, their relative importance has yet to be firmly established.
The investigations to be reported here represent an attempt to provide
a basis for making such an assessment. Our approach has been to dis-
rupt the protein molecule partially and then attempt to describe what
molecular events have occurred during the process, i.e., which kind
of bonds have been broken and which remain intuct.
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The protein studied, a lactalbumin, a constituent of milk

whey, has a molecular weight of 16.2 x 10P (1). Its sedimentation

constant, (1.93 S), together with the molecular weight cited, indicate

that the protein molecule in its native state is nearly spherical (1).

It contains 125 amino acid residues held together in a single peptide

chain by four intramolecular disulfide bridges (15). Aside from the
absence of aVy sulfhydryl groups and the high tryptophan content (5

residues) (10), the relative occurrence of the various amino acids
does not appear to be out of the ordinary, e.g., the ratio of non-

polar to polar amino acids is comparable to proteins with radically
different characteristics (1). One of the more unusual characteris-

tics of Cc lactalbumin is its extraordinary resistance to thermal

denaturation, e.g., one can maintain solutions of the protein at

90* C for extended periods without producing irreversible changes.

Likewise, exposure of a lactalbumin to extremes of pH

appears to produce only reversible "denaturation-like" effects. In
this paper we shall describe the low pH process. By all of thie gen-

erally invoked criteria of denaturation - loss of solubility (in-

creased aggregation) and alteration of internal molecular structure

(changes in molecular shape, optical rotation, ultraviolet spectra,
etc.) - the changes occurring in aX lactalbumin at low pH may be
called denaturation.

Aggregation at Acid pH

At pH's below 4 C1 lactalbuimin shows a marked propensity
toward aggregation. This can be seen from the ultracentrifuge
patterns shown in Figure 1. At pH 6 (Figures lb and li) the bound-
aries are essentially symmetrical and unchanging with time. The
sedimentation constant corresponding to taese boundaries is essen-
tially that for the native molecule of molecular #ieight 16.2 x 10P.
No cha-ge in molecular size occurs during the 24 hours of exposure
to this pR. Observations made at pH 2, on the other hand, indicate
the presence of a polymerization process. This is seen by comparison
of the patterns of Figure lb and id with la and 1c. In the latter
case a new boundary, indicated as An appears. This boundary corres-
ponds to a new species of molecular weight > 300,000. The relative
areas under the boundaries A (essentially unpolymerized protein)'

I Actually, component A corresponds to "associated" a lactalbumin,
ices. dimer or perhaps trimer. However, since its molecular weight
(32,000 to 48,000) is so much lower than that of the aggregate

(300,000), for our purposes we have called it unaggregated protein.
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and An give the relative amounts of these components. Comparison or

Figures la and lc reveals that the amount or aggregate, An, increases

with time. While the rate of aggregation is dependent on parameters

such as protein concentration, ionic strength, pH and ionic species,

at pH's below 4 (with sufficient time) aggregation will proceed to a

point where all of the protein moves as component An or even beyond

this to formation of gel. In spite of the grossness of this process,

the aggregation can be completely reversed by adjustment of the pH

to values above 6.

The polymerization process can be followed by measurement
of solubility in ammonium sulfate solutions. In these experiments a
solution of a lactalbumin at a given pH and at 25* C was rapidly
buffered to pH 6.6 with immediate addition of buffered saturated
ammonium sulfate to a final concentration of 2.1 M. Aggregated C
lactalbumin is insoluble under these conditions and can be removed
by centrifugation. The rate of insolubilization decreases with
decreasing pH (Figure 2). Shown also is the rate curve for aggrega-
tion occurring at pH 2 where the supporting electrolyte was 0.15 N
KNO3 rather than 0.15 N KCl. The marked increase in the rate of
aggregation in the presence of nitrate ion is the consequence of'.
binding of the anion to the protein molecule with. concomitant rekvc-
tion of the molecular charge. Similar studies with' other anions show
that their sequence of effectiveLess in promoting aggregation is the
same as the sequence of'binding of such ions to proteins (3).

The characteristics of the aggregation process are suw r-
ized in Table 1. Of particular importance are the effects of pH,
ionic strength, and anion binding on the rate of aggregation. These
demonstrate that in pH range 2 to 3.5 the rate of aggregston is

essentially determined by electrostatic factors, i.e., ýas electro-

static repulsion between a lactalbumin molecules is reduced bj an

increase in ionic strength or by reducing the molecular charge Vb

increasing the p1 or by enhanced anion binding, the rate of aggrega-

tion is increased. We would anticipate, therefore, that as the pH

approached the isoelectric point (4.25 to 4.5) the electric charge

would tend to zero and the rate of aggregation would take on a maxi-

ml value. This, however, is not the case (Figure 3). The curve
represents the percent soluble at various pR's after 24 hours. The

anount soluble reaches a minimum at about PH 3.5 and then increases

as we go toward the pH of minimum charge (the isoelectric point),

i.e., the rate of aggregation is maximal at pH 3.5 and then decreases

as we go to higher values.
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The most reasonable explanation of this unexpected observa-
tion is that while electrostatic repulsive forces continue to de-
crease above PH 3.5, the attractive forces decrease even more dras-

tically in this same pH interval. This could be brought about by a
change in the conformation of protein molecule yielding molecular

surfaces with greater mutual affinity. Evidence for such a change

in conformation has been obtained by a variety of physical measure-

Ments.

Changes in Molecular Shape
A comparison of the sedimentation properties of the mono-

meric a lactalbumin molecule at pH 2 and at pH 8.55 reveals a differ-
ence in molecular shape. This is illustrated by the ultracentrifuge

data summarized in Table 2. In the native state (pH 8.55) the fric-
tional ratio is near unity indicating that the molecule is compact

and nearly spherical with a radius of about 19 R. In the denatured

state (pH 2) the frictional ratio increases to about 1.3 correspond-

ing to either an elongation of the molecule to yield a more ellipsol-
dal shape, or to isotropic swelling of the spherical molecule. In
the latter case the radius would be about 23 R.

Differential Ultraviolet Spectra

Differential ultraviolet spectra represent a sensitive

means of detecting changes in the environment of aromatic amino acid
residues such as tyrosine, tryptophan and phenylalanine (5). TYpical
curves obtained for a lactalbumin are shcwn in Figure 4. These are

spectra of acidified solutions of ag lactalbumin measured relative to
identical concentrations of protein at pH 6. The spectra, character-

ized by peaks at about 286 and 293 rmg, are typical of tryptopban and
indicate that the environment of such groups at acid pE Is different

from that of the reference protein at pH 6 (5). As the spectra in

Figure 4 indicate, the amplitude of the mims, decrease with Increas-
ing pH. This is shown in greater detail in Figure 5 where we have

plotted the amplitude of the 293 peak, A m, as a function of pa.

The bulk of the change in L2 occurs in the pH region 3 to 4j, both

at 25* C and at low temperature (2 to 4' C). Setting aside for the

moment the question as to the molecular origin of these difference
spectra, we can assume that the pH dependence of A12.3 corresponds

2 A gap exists in the 25* C curve since measurements cannot be made

in the isoelectric region because of low protein solubility.
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to the pH dependence of the conforuational change identified with the

denaturation. Thus, the decrease in rate of aggregation observed
above pH 3.5 (Figure 3) must be the consequence of a reversion of the

molecule to its native state at these higher p3i's.

A scheme describing the behavior of a lactalbumin in acid

solution can be written as:

AN 0 4 * 4 D ... AD (denaturation) (1)

these steps are instantaneous and are followed by a slow process:

nA D ()n (aggregation) (2)

Where A is the native protein and 4~Al ' AD "..A rpesn0

series of denatured form of somewhat different structure. We have
found It necessary to postulate more than one denatured form to ex-

plain the temperature dependence of the spectral change (4).

Ultraviolet Fluorescence

Further evidence for changes in the environment of trypto-

phan groups has been obtained from the ultraviolet fluorescence of a

lactalbumin solutions. These involve wavelength shifts of the emis-

sion maxim., as well as increases in quantum yield. The pH dependence
of relativo intensity (R.I.) at 340 mg, assumed to be proportional to

relative yield, is shown in Figure 6. The abrupt increase in yield

below pH 4 indicates that the conformational change involves separa-

tion of tryptophan side chains from other portions of the molecule

which possess quenching properties. The nature of these groups is

at present unknown.

Origin of Spectral Changes

While the changes in the absorption and emission spectra of

a lactalbumin clearly demonstrate the existence of a conformtional

change at low pH, they do not in themselves tell us the nature of
this change. Environmental changes consistent with these observa-
tions would include breaking of hydrogen bonds, greater mutual sepa-
ration of tryptophan residues, increased separation of charges from
chromophores &nd gross unfolding of the protein molecule with trans-
fer of tryptophan residues from non-polar regions of the protein
molecule to more intimate contact with the aqueous medium. The lat-
ter process has been freqaently invoked to explain the so called
"denaturation blue shift", i.e., the type of difference spectrum
shown in Figure 4. Unfortunatelyo it is rare that direct evidence
which can confirm this hypothesis is available.
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In order to resolve this ambiguity ye have mde use of a
relatively now technique which allows us to distinguish "'buried"
tryptophan t from those in contact with water. This method, the so
called solvent perturbation procedure,, is based on the fact that a
"molecular probe", i.e.,, a sual inert molecule,, on coming into close
contact with a chromophore such as a tryptophan group will alter its
spectral properties slightly (8). In practice, one determines the

difference spectrum of a pair of protein solutions of identical con-

centration and pH, one containing the perturbant molecules, the other

perturbant-free (8, 9). The magnitude of the spectral change rela-

tive to a suitable standard such as N-acetyl tryptophan ethyl ester

is a measure of the extent of exposure of the chromophores. The per-

turbant. employed are shown in Table 3. The second colum of the
Table gives their molecular radii (Einstein-Stokes spheres) as calcu-

lated from diffusion constants. If we lagine a protein molecule in

which some tryptophAns are completely buriedp other project freely

into tWh aqueous medium and still others are partially buried in
"crevices" in the surface, it can be seen that the use of "probes" of

various sizes should enable us to estimte the size of these
"crevices".

The results. obta~ned with a lactalbumin are swarized in

Figure 7. The horizontai line uarked "full exposure" represents the

five tryptophans found by chemical analysis (lQ). As seen in the

Figure, at 1 C near pH 6 all five groups are buried with respect to

sucrose, glycerol and ethylene glycol (the 2.2 to 5 R perturbants).

A reference to Table 3 indicates that either all groups are completely

buried or lie in "crevlces" amlier than 2.2 2 - the molecular radius

of the smllest probe, ethylene glycol. At this same temperature ab

we pass through the transition region (Figure 5) - pH 3 to 4 - the
structure becomes altered such that one tryptophan residue becomes

accessible to the medium. The "crevice" size for this group mnst be

larger than 4.7 R since it will admit a sucrose molecule.

Increasing the temperature from 1 to 25* C near pH 6

exposes two groups to the 2-5 R perturbants. However, acidification

of the protein through the transition region (pH 3 to 4) at 25* C

does not involve exposure of additional groups (Figure 7), two groups

still being exposed to solvent.

It is of interest to note that in 1959 Weil and ao-o.-kers

(ii) found that chymotryptic attack of ar lactalbumin, followed by

treatment with carboxypeptidase, liberated only two moles of trypto-
phan implying that three tryptophan groups are buried and hence
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inaccessible to enzymtic attack. These results are amply supported
by our solvent perturbation measurements.

Measurements employing the 1 R perturbant (heavy water)
reveal three groups exposed to solvent both at pH 6 and in the region
2 to 3 7'Fiure 7). Since only two groups were exposed to the 2 to 5
R perturbants, we can conclude that one of the three buried groups
must lie in a "crevice" larger than 1 2 but smaller than 2.2 R.
While the 1 R perturbant gives slightly different quantitative
results as compared to the other, it is important to emphasize the

fact that no change in groups occurred on going from pH 6 to low pH,
indicating that the transition does not involve increased permeabil-

ity of the molecule to water.

If we now compare the results sumarized in Figures 5, 6
and 7 certain conclusions can be drawn as to the nature of the alter-
ation in tryptophan environment. Although no additional groups are
exposed in going from pH 6 to pH 2 at 25e C (Figure 7), marked changes
in the absorption and emission spectra occur. The latter must be due
to changes in local group interactions. The increase in molecular
size (Table 2) observed in acid solutions suggests that the swelling
of the molecule permits greater free rotation of amino acid side
chains with concomitant reduction of interactions with neighboring
groups. The magnitude and directions of these spectral changes are
consistent, for example, with the breaking of a hydrogen bond from
tryptophan to an acceptor group, yet unknown (12). To our knowledge
this is the first unambiguous demonstration that the large spectral
changes associated with denaturation need not be the result of expo-
sure of chromophores to the medium. Clearly, many previous studies
of protein denaturation will have to be reconsidered in light of
these findings.

The transiticn at low temperature is more complex than at
25 degrees. As Figure 7 indicates, acidification of a lactalbumin
from pIH 6 to 2 involves the exposure of one tryptophan group. None-
theless, the magnitude of the spectral change (Figure 5) is too large
to be accoimtable solely on the basis of an exposure of a single
group. The simplest explanation of the observations at low tempera-
ture is that the transition involves more than one conformational
change. This was a conclusion that was previously reached in formu-
lating Equation 1. The total change involving tryptophan would
result from both an exposure of one group and increased free rotation
of buried groups in the interior of the molecule as was suggested for

the 25* C transition. Direct verification of the hypothesis
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unfortunately, is beyond the capabilities of present physical-bio-
chemical methods.

Rotatory Dispersion Measurements

In addition to alterations of the environment of side
chains such as tryptophan, the low pH denaturation of a lactalbumin
involves a change in the folding of the polypeptide backbone. Evi-
dence for this has been obtained from rotatory dispersion measure-
meaet. Interpretation of these data has been made in terms of the
Yang-Moffitt equation (13):

,0 0 + b0 0. (3)

where [me] is the reduced mean residue rotation, i.e., the specific
rotation reduced to mean residue weight and corrected for the wave-
length dependence of the refractive index, X is the wavelength of
light and SO, bO and X0 are parameters characteristic of the protein.

X0 is generally taken to be 212 w•. The parameter bo, which can be
evaluat- 1 graphically from the data using Equation 3, is very sensi-
tive to changes in secondary structure, For example, for synthetic
polypeptides, bO will take on values ranging from 0 to -630 degrees
when the polypeptide backbone is converted to a 100% helical struc-

ture from a random coil (13). Applying the same procedure to pro-
teins, one can estimate the percentage of the polypeptide chain in
helical fc,- from the relationshipbO •

% Heý.. 100 60(4

The results of a series of rotatory dispersion measurements
made over the ,13 to 578 W range are shown in Figure 8. Near pH 6
and below abet pH 3.3, values for b0 at 0 and 25 degrees were indis-
tinguishable with experimental error. At piH's above 3.3 and some-
what below 5.5 solubility problems precluded measurements at 25' C.
Comparison of Figure 8 with Figures 5 and 6 indicate that the spec-
tral transition occurring below pH 4 is paralleled by a change in

the folding of the polypeptide chain. The bO vglue of a lactalbumin
at pH 6 indicates that the native protein has about 35% of the poly-
peptide chain in hydrogen bonded helical form. At low pH we find a
b0 value corresponding to about 24% helix. Thus,, a lactalbumin upon
denaturation at low pH loses about a third of its helical content,
the transformation presumably being helix - random coil.
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The close agreement of the bO values obtained near pA 6 at
0 and 25 degrees (Figure 8, filled and unfilled symbols) is particu-
larly interesting in view of the burying of tryptophans observed at
low temperature (Figure 7). It would appear that the conformetional
change associated with the latter process does not involve any
change in backbone conformation.

A Pictorial View of the Low aR Denaturation

A view of the overall denaturation-aggregation process at
25 degrees is shown in Figure 9 (see also Equations 1 and 2). This
picture should not be taken too literally since it is only intended
to suimarize visually our interpretations of the experimental obser-
vations. The symbols W represent tryptophan residues, two of

which are deeply buried in the interi e molecule in the region
of certain interacting wide chains (---. ). The third buried
group is in a narrow crevice at the upper right hand surface of the
molecule. Two others are freely accessible to the aqueous medium.

The denaturation step at pH's below 4 (pH 2, for example)
involves swelling or elongation of the molecule, together with sepa-
ration of the buried tryptophan side chains from the interacting
groups without, however, any additional tryptophans being exposed.
At the same time about 1/3 of the helical backbone (ft) is
converted to a more random structure ( ). During this pro-
cess certain key side chains ( ---- C ) - probably non-polar in
nature - are brought from the interior of the molecule to its sur-
face where they are now available for interaction with other non-
polar groups (----@). This latter process produces polymers
such as those shown at the lower part of the Figure. To conserve
space we have shown only a cluster of three molecules. Experiment-
ally we find that aggregates contain an excess of 20 molecules.

This crude picture clearly represents only a first approx-
imation to a description of the molecular changes occurring during
denaturation. We expect to refine this formulation by the applica-
tion of other techniques which can tell us about the environment of
groups such as tyrosine, glutamic and aspartic acids, lysine and
histidine. We hope in this way to come closer to an answer to our
original question - what holds protein molecules together?
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TABLM 1

Characteristic@ of Aggregation Reaction in pH Region 2 to 3.5

""lrameter Effect on Rate

decreasing protein cone. decreasing

decreasing temperature decreasing

decreasing ionic strength decreasing

binding of anions increasing

decreasing pH decreasing

Molecular Size of Native and Denatured g Lactalbumina

PH State Sedimentation Frictional Spherical Radius
Constant Ratio (&

8.55 native 1.93 S 1.C2-1.06 19

2.00 denatured 1.6 S 1.2 -1. 3 23

Data taken from Kronmn, et al., (2), 25* C, 0.15 K X01

b 20 - 30% hydration

Characteristics of Perturbants

Perturbant Effective Radius(it)

20% Sucrose 4.T

20% Glycerol 2.T

20% Ethylene Glycol 2.2

90% Heavy Water 1
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HIGH SPr= PENETRATION
OF NON-WOVEN FABRICS

ROY C. IAIBLE
U. S. ARMY NATICK IABORATORIES

NATICK, MASSACHUSETTS

At low areal densities needle-punched non-woven fat Tics have
proven to exhibit ballistic resistance superior to the nylon fabric
presently used in personnel armor. This fact is of considerable aca-
demic and practical interest because years f research on woven fab-
rics have resulted in only marginal improvements over the nylon basket
weave fabric.

The following study was conducted in an attempt to determine
the reasons for the good ballistic resistance of felts especially as
compared to the behavior of nylon fabric. High speed photography was
used to follow the missile-target interaction with time while labora-
tory tests were conducted to study those stress-strain properties of
felts which might be related to their ballistic properties.

-XPERDIW1NTAL MATERIALS

The major target material for the ballistic studies was a
needle-punched rolon felt with the follotding characteristics.

Staple Length 3"
Thickness of Felt 0.1"
Areal Density i.87oz/ft 2

Fiber Type 6 denier nylon tire cord

Method of Preparation

The felt was prepared by needling a parallel laid bat fol-
lowed by pressing with a flat bed press to attain the desired thick-
ness of 0.1".

In addition a series of felts differing in fiber type were
prepared (Felters Corporation, Millbury, Mass.) in order to obtain
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materials with varling ballistic limit values, These felts ave 3Lst-
ed in the following Table,

TAKS I
________FELT §RMF1

Fiber Staple Felt Azeal

FL koryliomi 100% acrylic-i 6 2 0.060 3.3
nL 34odacrylic 100% modacz7ric 50%-3 l 0.078 3.2

50%-12
FL Polyethylene 100% polyettqlene 4 1½ M.0eg 3.4
FL Polyproplene 100% polypropylene 6 1" 0.074 3.4
FL Nylon 100% nylon 6 3" 0.078 3.5
Wlon C-500-58 100% nylon 6 3 0.073 6.3

(0.60-in thick
w1on C-500-58 100% nylon 6 3 0.134 2.1

(0.31.-in thick)
Nylon, comrcial 100% nylon - - 0.087 6.3

(0.50-in thick

*dpf - denier per filament, where denier is the weight In gram of
9000 meters of the fiber,

The rylon C-500-58 listed for two thicknesses in the Table
is the same as the major target material previously nwntioned except
for thickness.

High Speed Cinematon

The felt samples were mounted on an aluminua frems with out-
side dimensions of 14.5" by 115" and inside dimensions of 7" by 7".
The felt was attached to the aluminum frame with cloth masking tape
on all four sides and the aluminum frame in turn was rigidly clamped
perpindicalar to the camers, This method of mounting used to facili-
tate profile photographys, was checked by V measurements and found
to yield equivalent values to those obtain'2 from the usual mounting
systems, The events were recorded with a Becowen and Whitley Dynafax
camera at a rate of 26,000 frames/second. Each frame was exposed for
one microsecond with a total elapsed time of 38.5 microseconds be-
twSen frames. A four millisecond light pulse with an intensity of
10' peak beam candlepower obtained from a Xenon flash tube provided
the lighting for the experimentse Kodak Tri-X 35"m panchromatic film
was used which, with the Dynafax camera, records two rows of 166n,
frames. A 17 grain (1.1 gram) fragment simulator fired from a smooth
bore .22 caliber rifle with compressed helium was used as the missile.
The velocity of the missile was obtained by measuring the time re-
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quired kor passage between two printed circuit grids one foot aparto
A Vanguard motion An&lyMr (model mL6C) ws used to measure the dis-
tances representative of missile travel ua transverse felt diepla e-
mto An error of only .00 inches has been attributed to the motion
analysoer

"1Puh &rees" Tesot

The felts wgr subjected to a punoture test at a rate of
loading averaging 6000 incheo/minuto. Puncture was accomplished b7
mans of a two inoh rod ith a tip shaped an a .2 oaliber projeotile
attached to the top portion of the lower part of a compression cage.
The felt specimen to be tested (1-3/4" by 1-3/4") we. nowted in the
bottom portion of the upper part of the cage and clamped with a flat
steel plate containing a 1-Lnoh diameter hole in the oenter. (Fig. 1)
Load wa measured by a transducer of the unbonded strain - gae type
while diLplacament wa measured by a linear potentiometer-type tran-
duoer. The resulting load - deformatiLon curve on an osoilloscope wae
obtained with a Polaroid Land Camora. Additional details concerning
this test have been given previously (1).

Ballistic -!50 Toost,

The felts to be studied were all subjected to a Vsotest as
described in "Ballistic Acceptance Test Method for Pei onnI Armor
Material" dated 28 June 1961 (2). rssentially it is an estimate of
the velocity at which one half of the missiles -tired will penetrate
and one half will not penetrate the subject target material.

Tensleo Teotina

3trips of felt 1 inch by 6 inches were tested at 12 inches/
minute using the Instron Tensile Tester and at 120 inches/aLnute
using the Mitex high speed pnounatic tester* Both of these Lustru-
ments have boon described previously (1) Four inch gage lengthe were
used for the high speed test to insure constant rate of testing•

EZPURD6NAL ENUL1

High 32eeA Penetration

High speed penetration tests were conducted at 6000 inches/
minuto and peak loads displaocint and estimated work to rupture
tabulated. The work to rupture values wer obtained by triangulation
to mwdimm load. The curve does not drop suddely from this mwdmmm
point and an add.t-onA work to rupture of the saoe order of muni-
tude is available as force drops frm maximu to nearly sers. Use of
the entire area Wder the ca-ve would therefore yield values for work
to rupture double those listed In Table In.
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TAMSE n
MMUTJN MLS ON MIF MAI

Average Peak Load Displace- Work to Rup- .
Areal During mat Dur- ture by Tri-

FL Acrylic-I34Z4 0020
Md 34aor .1o 0,2 2.3

FL orvtetl 3.4 as 0.19 1.7nq ftinmwire-, M, 398 0.29 4.7
Ivon 0-500-58 2.0 207 0.29 2.5

(1 layer 0.11'1 thick) 2027 02 .
'ylon C-"0--58 43 434 0.33 5.9
(2 layers 0.22" thick)

14?1= 0-500-58 6.5 666 0.37 104.
(3 layers 0.33U thics)

NyIlon 0-500-58 6.3 532 0.29 6.7
(1 l]Aer 0.60" thick)

iyLm oonsrcial-.Y 6.3 345 044 4.4
(1 lae 0.50, thick)

,• V750 Test

The results of the V50 test On the *am felit interial have ibeen expressed as the velocity at the V5O' total missile enerwg andmissile enera corrected for the vitness plate In Table III.

aABLE XXX

FL Polytkylne 553 11.4 7.9
FL P01"ropflete 898 30.5 27.0
tlron C-500-58 680 17.5 14.0
(1 layer .10" thick)

Nylon C-500-58 800 24.0 20.5
(I layer .11" thick)

Nylon 0-500-58 1050 41.6 38.1
(2 lyers .22" thick)

Nylon 0-500-58 1139 49.0 45.5
(3 8yers 0.33" thick)

Nylon 0-500-58 1070 4391 39.6
(1 layer .60" thick)

Nylon, Commrcial 914 31.5 28.0
(I layer .50" thick)
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The last column contains the misi..le nera values diminished
by 3.5 foot lbs. to account for the witnes plate which Is used In the
VS 0 test. The witness plate Is a 202T-3 aluminnm alloy capable of
stopping a missile traveling up to 300 foot/mecol, which is equiva-
lent to 3.5 foot pounds of kinetic mnerao

High Sne PehotoaM~ga of Ballistic Mlot

The thin (0.1") noodle-punched rnlon felt wee subjeoted to
impact by the .22 caliber 17 rain fragent simultor at velocities
from 640-700 feet/second, near the V50 value. A cone was formed by
the deformation., the height of which wa used to determine the posi-
tion of the missile as a funotion of time (Fig. 2). 3T Table IV the
average values of missile velocity and missile enerw calculated from
the seven sets of photographs have been tabulated.

TABLE IV
KxBZIs VnLJ I Am) = MW8lB3 A3 A M~NTI0N OF T3M

TIM Interval
Froem After Dpact missile Velocity missile ewra

0 0 667 16.6
2 77 555 11.8
3 115 467 8.2
4 154 437 7.2
3 192 375 5.3
6 231 370 5.1
7 270 340 4.3
a 309 310 3.6
9 346 2e9 3.2

10 385 250 2.4
11 425 270 2.7
12 460 274 2.8

The energ7 extracted from the missile by the target varied
quite widely for the seven eqerimsnts yielding values of 10.5, 1231,
15.7, 16.7, 15.5, 11.6 and 13.3 foot pounds for an average of 13.8.
This is the typioal variation to be epected from ballistic firings
near the V5 0 region iere one shot at a given velocity will penetrate
the target and witness plate while a second shot at the sam velocity
will not even penetrate the target.

Other information ma also obtained from the photographs of
the cone deformation. The base of the cone expands with time during
and after penetration and measurements of this dimension were used to
determine the "transverse %ave veloclty" * Base radium and estimated
cone weight have been also tabulated in Table V as indications of the
area of maximm involvement in the deformation and of the kinetic
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energ of the felt.

T VEs ted Felt

Frame Tim Base LUne Velocity Baae Radius Weight in Core

1 38.5 Z.16
2 77.0 217 .35 .31
3 116.0 217 .45 .51
4 134. 209 .55 .77
5 192 229 .68 1.18
6 231. 180 .76 1.48
7 270. 146 .82 1.71
8 308 208 .92 2.07
9 346 208 1.02 2.65

10 385 168 1.09 3.03
11 424 174 1.17 3.49
12 461 156 1.25 3.9"
13 500 154 1.32 4.44
14 540 118 1.37 4,78
15 578 128 1.43 5.20
16 618 149 1.50 5.71
17 657 132 1.56 6.20

In the tim region of interest the kietic energ of the
moving felt in the cone could be estimated at about 3.5 foot-pounds as
a maimu. This estimate is based upon the entire felt cone moving
at the missile velocity. Higher values which could be calculated
after about 10 frame are meaningless as the felt deviates from the
cone shape demoestrating that the felt velocity is lagging missile
velooit•,.

In the case of oamplete penetration of the felt, the mis-
sle orientation after ecLt from the felt could be studied. In most
cases a tuming was Imparted to the missile which reached velocities
as high as 1000 revolutions per second. This tumbling could be either
clockwise or countercloc•k•se with reference to the missile's forward
motion,

The results of ensile tests at two rates of testing have
been tabulated for the .1 inch felt as breaking strength, elongation
and estimated work to rupturee Five tests were conducted in each
direction and at each speed. Four inch Saee lengths were used.
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Breaig Work to
Strength 3o an Ruitur

M.D. 300%/mm 130 86 4.7
C.D. 3000/min 97 8a4 3.4
M.Do 300,•O,,%/wjn 88 78 2.9
C.D 3000000/amin 91 80 3N0

Thousands of material- such as metals, ceramics, plastics,
fabrics and felts have been sutjected to ballistic evaluation. In
most oases this evaluation has been confined to determining the V o
of the material against different missiles at various orientatio
and inspecting the targets afterwards* Other more basic studies have
been concerned with components of the target material., Por example
the stress-strain properties of fibers end yarns have beon studied
over a wide range of strain rates (3)0 flowevero, there is no assurance
that we can translate these yarn properties to the performance of
felts and fabrics. Polyproj~lene yarm should have produced an excel-
lent ballistic fabric based upon its high speed str.ess-strain proper-
ties but in practice proved to be considerably inferior to r~lon fab-
rio. (495) Felts are a particular case in point because their proper-
ties are determined as much tq the interaction of the comonent fibers
as by the properties of the Indivdual fibers. It wa hoped that tV
a combination of laboratory tests and photographq of the missile-felt
interactions the factors responsible for the performance of felts
could be uncovered*

A series of felts were subjected to various laboratory tests
in order to deternine some easurable mechanical characteristice which
could account for their ballistic resistance, These tests have been
described previously. One of these tests, the high speed penetration
test, ranked the felts in order of their ballistic performanoe. The
correlation between the two tests ws quite encouraging *en exp-es-
ed as V50 as a function of laboratory work to rupture value. (1)
lowever, when the V50 was expressed as an energ term also (Fig 3),
the discrepancy between the actual manitude of the enrg extracted
during ballistic penetration and the work to rupture values from labo-
rator7 penetration became apparent. The laboratory values were only
12 to 24% of the corresponding missile energies.

Seven years ago workers at the Arq Chemical Center investi-
gated the ballistic penetration of itlon fabric k• photographing the
reulting deformation. As a result of this work they estimated that
up to 40% of the missile energy extracted could be due to that used in
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moving the fabric rather than just stretching it (6). This work byOtowarttp Patterson, V~Aheux and Odell f[rninshes an excellent comparison

for the felt studies under consideration as un,3 of the questions to be
answered is wiW felt should show superior ballistic resistance to fab-
ric,

The nylon nesdle-punahed felt Was selected for photogr'aphic

analysis both because of its possible utilisation in the ballistic ar-
mor vest and because its thinness (.1 inch) minimizes the error in oe-
timating missile position. In Fig 4 the resultant missile velocity
curve has been plotted as a function of frame number. Frame number
can easily be converted to time because the frames are separated by
38.a5 miroseconds. Individual impacts have been studied for as manr
as 40 frame@ after impact but on the average the important extraction
of energ occurs within 10 trams after inpact. This means that all
useful Impediments to the passage of the missile must be operative
within 385 microseconds for this missile velocity range of 650-700
feet/second. At this point (385 microseconds after impact) the mis-
sile energ has been reduced to aoout 1/6 of its original value. With
one layer of nylon fabric and a missile velocity of 500 ft/second a
similar reduction in missile energy was attained in one-half the time.
(6)

From the base line radius of the felt at different times# the
transverse wave velocity as a function of time was determined. This
apparent wave velocity varies from an initial 217 ft/second 77 micro-
seconds after impact to 168 ft/second 385 microseconds after impact
(Fig O). The low estimate of felt weight involved based upon the base
circle of the cone would yield only 3.4ft.lbs. in kinetic energy of
the felt. This would be 24% of the kinetic energ extracted from the
missile or only one-half that found at Arm Chemical Center for fab-
ric. The major reason for this difference is the much higher trans-
verse wave velocity of the nylon fabric compared to the nylon felt.
For nylon fabric this wave velocity varied fron 720 ft/second 20
microseconds after impact to 390 ft/second 180 microseconds after im-
pact when 80% of the missile energy has been removed. At this point
29 square inches of fabric has been brought into the cone as contrast-
ed with only 3.2 square inches of felt in the cone even 385 micro-
seconds after impact.

Based upon the preceding one might make a sort of energy
balance by subtracting 25% of the enesr of the missile as converted
to kinetic energ of the felt. Thin s ill would mean that the labora-
tory penetration values based on .77in of felt would have to be =Al-
tiplied by a factor of four. The penetration test values were obtain-
ed by considering the stress-strain curve to ms•dna load. There is
roughly an equal amount of area under the curve after maximam load.
Consideration of the total area would reduce the factor to two rather
than four. A factor of two is not unreasonable when we compare the
felt area involved in the ballistic test with that used for the labo-
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ratory penetration test. However$ additional experimentation will be
necessiary before a use ful enerfy baliance can be obtained and as yet no
reason has been advanced for the superior ballistic resistance of felt
as compared to fabric, In fact the slower cons formation in the felt
compared to the fabric would lead to a prediction of poorer perform-.
ance by the felt,.

Ih capes whiere the missile penetrated the felto observations
of the missile orientation were made# The results of this study ca"
be she-mn in FiS. 5 where tumbling of the missile occurs at the rate of
1000 revolutions/seoond. The actual energy of the tumbing is inoig-
nificant but possible use could be made of the phenomenon for stopping
the missile imwe easily after penetration. It remains to be deter-
mined whether felt has this advantageous aotiou even with very high
speed missiles or whether it can oaily occur after the missile's for-
ward motion has been decreased to a relatively harmless value.* Part
of this tumbling has been observed prior to oxit from the felt but x-
ray photographo would be necessary to observe the missile while hidden
hy the felt* This sawe ability to turn a missile has been observed by
the author with other targets and other missiles*

Using most of tCe criteria outlined in the preceding para-
graphs one might expect nylon fabric to be a more effective ballistic
armor than rwlon zeelte The maJor reason for the ecoelluit behavior of
felt* con be seen from the tensile stress-strain behavior at different
rates Of straining. The curves given in Fig. 6 are somewhat reminis-
cent of the generalized flow curve for single crystals. ~I single
crystals there is an initial "easy glide"l region followed first by a
region due to dislocation pile up of increasing "strain hardening" and
ended by a region where stresses are high cinough for dislocatiors to
escape, The corresponding regions of the felt curve ute an easy glide
region where fibers are realigned followed by a strain hardening re-
gion due to interaction between fiber kinkcs and endvd with a region
where fibers are pulled apart from these, kinks with &ad without break-
age. The middle region is not very strain rate, dependent in perfect
analogy with the aingle crystal flow curve*

Whereas nylon fabric exhibits an elongation of about 30% even
at static speeds, rylon felt has an elongation at break of 85% at 300
%/minute and 79% at 300,000. %/minaute* Furthermore this elongation is
3imilar to a permanent plastic deformation rather than to the visco-
ojastic behavior characteristic of mest plastic and fibrous materials,
The gage length of the samp~le reconstructed after break in 70% longer
than originally with very little elastic retraction after failure.
The "lutrain hardening" which takes place prevents localized necking
and favors ma~d mmam uniform involvement of the felt under uniform load-
ing.

Personnel in the ballistic field have always hoped to utilize
the energy absorbtion which characterizes the drawing of po~lymer* for
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defeating missiles. For this reason theoretical studies of the draw-
ing of crystalline and amorphous polymers are ol considerable interest.
However it is still not known whether the information concerning the
drawing of polymers in the laboratory will be applicable at the high
strain rates oharscteristic of ballistic speeds. A polymer which
draws at moderate rates of elongation may not do so in a ballistic
test. The use of discontinuous mesia such as the nonwoven felts dis-
cussed here may be a way of capitalizing on a different type of draw-
ing operation which is not so rate sensitive. The "drawing" operation
in the case of felts involves alignment of fibers and fiber to fiber
friction rather than the strain rate dependent drawing which alligns
molecuaes. The uniform nature of the "drawing" of felts due to "
"strain hardening" leads to greater energy absorbtion than would be
characterized by a local "necidng" of the sample.

The fiber to fiber friction which is so important in the case
of felts should generate considerable heat and controlled measurements
of the heat rise could lead to a better energy balance in the future.
If subsequent evidence verifies the hypothesis advanced heres it
should be possible to prepare improved ballistic materials based upon
this principle. Plastic, ceramic or metal fibers or whiskers in a
felt form or in a matrix could yield some optimm value of this fric-
tion drawing.
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FIG. 1 LBORATORY PENETRATION TEST

FIG. 2 CON FORMED BY FELT
UNDER IMPACT
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LENTZ

AN OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR IMEASURING THE ANGULAR MOTION OF
THE GUN TUBE AND THE PROJECTILE IN THE BORE

USA BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES
ABERDEEN PROVING GRCUPTD, MARYLAND

INTRODUCTION

The advance of technology since World War II has made it
possible to reduce many of the errors associated with the accuracy of
fire of direct-fired large-caliber weapon systems. Target detection
equipment has helped the observner locate the target quickly and with
greater accuracy than ever before. Sights and sighting techniques
have been improved significantly by aiming the gun from thte muzzle
rather than from the breech. Fire control apparatus and computers
have been developed to provide accurate data for laying the weapon.
On the other hand, tanks and armored vehicles are now lighter, more
mobile, and presen: a smaller silhouette or target. Large caliber
guns mounted on these tanks and vehicles have longer, more flexible
tubes, are lighter in weight, and launch projectiles at much higher
velocities than their predecessors. As a result of this, the accuracy
of the gun-projectile system has become a relatively large component
of the resultant accuracy of fire.

In January 1955, the Army Tank-Automotive Center (ATAC)
reouested that the Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL) consider a
program titled "Unpredictable Inaccuracies in Primary Weapon Systems
of Tanks." As a result of this program a literature survey, theore-
tical studies of the motion of the gun, and a number of firing pro-
grams have been carried out by BRL. In addition, several pieces of
special optical apparatus have been developed, one of which is the
subject of this paper.

SOME FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THE ACCURACY OF FIRE

When a number of rounds are fired at a reasonably close
target, the center of impact generally falls some distance from the
point of aim. This distance is a bias that may be attributed to
constant factors which occur during the launch and the flight of the
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projectile. A bias of this type can be determined for different
rounds of mamunition and corrected in the fire control system. The
random dispersion about the center of impact is produced by incon-
sistent factors and cannot be corrected in the fire control system.
Thus, to improve the accuracy of fire the random dispersion must be
reduced.

The difference betwees the point of aim and the point of
impact is associated in part with the following phenomena:

a. Mblalignment of the projectile with the axis of the
bore.

b. Gross motion of the weapon produced by the powder
pressure couple.

c. Impulsive disturbance transmitted by the muzzle to the
projectile during launch.

d. Disturbances produced by muzzle blast on the projectile.

e. Aerodynamic jump associated with the yawing motion of
the projectile in flight.

Studies of the bias or "Jump" and dispersion hav7 been in
progress for many years. For example, in 1899 C. Cranz () photo-
graphed the lateral vibrations of a rifle barrel and pointed out that
the vibrations of the barrel and point of impact on the target varied
with different powder charges.

Since 1945 there have been several major investigations of
"Jump". The first of these includes the theoretical investigations of
barrel vibration and their influence on jump by Lee, Sneddon and
Parsons (1945) and the experimental work by F. L. Uffelmann (1949-
1957) of England. In these studies Uffelmann developed optical
systems for recording, in the vertical direction, angular displace-
ments ot the projectile and the muzzle, and also the linear displace-
ment of the muzzle.

Another major investigation includes the cooperative
efforts of Gay and Elder of BRL R-1070, May 62. (3) Their investi-

gations consisted of a literature survey and a theoretical and experi-
mental study of the 90=n Tank Gun, T-139. These studies included the
effects of static deflection or droop of the tube, crookedness of the
tube, tube bend associated with thermal gradients, and methods of
calculating the motion of the gun associated with the powder pressure
couple and also with unbalanced projectiles. For the firing tests
the gun was mounted on an M-48 Tank and both the gun tube and tank
Superscrlpts in parentheses indicate references &t the end of this

paper.
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were instrumented to record the angular and linear displacmnts of
the tube in the vertical direction. From the experimental data it was4
evident that the measured motions accounted for only a fraction of the
difference between the point of aim and the point of impact. The
theoretical calcult.ions accurately predicted only the pross motion of
the gunj the recorded data showed that large, high frequency, lateral
forces arise from the motion of the projectile which act on the tube.
These motions must affect the launching of the projectile and the
accuracy of fire.

R. Thill(4) of France recently described experiments to
study the motion of the 902m Gun, 105mm Howitzer, and 155m- Gun from
the time of firing until the projectile leaves the muzzle. This work
was published in the Mimorial de L'artillerie Francalse and hopefully
will be translated.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE APPARATUS

In view of the results obtained at BRL, it was decided to
develop an optical autocollimator to measure the angular displace-
ments of the projectile and the gun tube with respect to time. To
determine the feasibility of some basic ideas for the optical system,
a number of concepts were tested on an optical bench. The more pro-
mising components were incorporated into a preliminary laboratory
model which was subsequently tested in firings with a 3T= Gun. A
schematic diagram of the final optical system is shown in Figure 1.

The optical system has a carbon arc light source and a
condensing lens which focuses the light on a pinhole located at the
focal point of the off-axis paraboloidal mirror. A rotating per-
forated disc, just forward of the pinhole, interrupts the light to
establish time marks on the trace and to furnish orientati% points
for correlating the various records. The mirror, set at 45 to the
optical axis, has a half-silvered elliptical section at the center to
pass the 11ght from the pinhole to the paraboloidal mirror. From the
off-axis paraboloidal mirror, the parallel light is directed to a
front-surfaced, plane glass mirror set up forward of the muzzle to
reflect the light down the gun tube. Front-surfaced, plane glass
mirrors bonded to the front of the projectile and to steel brackets
welded to the gun tube reflect the light back oveg the same optical
path to the front surface of the mirror set at 45 to the optical
axis. At this point the returning light is reflected to the outer
surface of a rotating drum. A shutter, placed imediately in front
of the drum, is used to control the exposure time of the film attached
to the outer surface of the drum. Some details of the components of
the system are given below:

a. Light Source

A number of different light sources were tried in the
optical system including a mercury arc, zirconium arc, carbon arc and
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a xenon high-speed flashing lamp. Of these light sources, the carbon
are lamp provided the beat traces because of its high intrinsic bril-.
lience and its emission in the blue region of the spectrum. I

b. Condensing Lane

A Wollensak-Dumont CEO Lens, 75MI, f:l.9, was available
and adequate for the condensing lens.

a. Pinhole

The pinhole was made in a thin piece of phosphor-bronze
shim stock and checked with an optical comparator to insure that the
hole was circular. To determine the minimum size pinhole that could
be used, an investigation was conducted on an optical bench with a
variety of different diameter pinholes. The results of this investi-
gation showed that the smallest diameter pinhole, free of diffraction
effects, was one with a diameter of 0.011 inch. It is important to
use a small pinhole diameter because the width of the recorded traces
is fixed by the diameter of the light source and the quality of the
optical components.

d. Light Interrupter

The light interrupter consists of a disc with a series
of equally spaced, small diameter holes drilled near the outer edge.
It is turned by a constaft speed motor. To minimize the cross sec-
tional area of the cone of light cut by the interrupter and thus give
sharp, well-defined breaks in the trace, the disc is located close to
the pinhole.

e. Off-Axis Paraboloidal Mirror

An off-axis paraboloidal mirror with a diameter of 10
inches and a focal length of 47.9 inches is the main element of the
optical system. Deviations from the mathematical figure (surface)
are less than one-eighth of a wave length of the sodium D line.

A lens was first considered because it would have
simplified the layout of the optical system. However, a comparable
lens, corrected for chromatic aberration, cost about four times more
than the off-axis paraboloidal mirror. We had to consider that the
system would be exposed to muzzle blast and the lens might be broken.

f . Plane Mirror

The plane mirror which is placed several feet forward
of the muzzle is a front-surfaced, first quality, i/4-inch plate
glass mirror, 10 x 10 inches square. Deviations in the flatness of
the mirror are less than eight wave lengths over a distance of one
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inch. The mirror mu"t be replaced after ae.h round because the pro-
jectile hits it.

g. MNirrors on the Projectile and Gun Tube

Front-surfaced, plane glass mirrors of either 1-1/8
inches or 2 inches in diameter are bonded to the projectiles and the
brackets on the gun tube. The quality and thickness of the glass
mirrors is the same as that of the plane mirrors placed forward of
the muzzle.

h. Half-Silvered Mirror

The mirror consists of Borosilicate crown No. 2 glass,
8 x 6 x 1/2 inches, with deviations in flatness of less than two
wavelengths. The front surface is fully aluminized and overcoated
with silicon monoxide except for the elliptical area in the center
which is coated with titanium dioxide. Approximately 50% of the
light which strikes the elliptical area is transmitted and 50% is
reflected. By designing the mirror in this way the maximum amount
of light is reflected back to the film.

i. Shutter

The shutter, located on the housing for the rotating
drum, has a 5-inch diameter aperture with three leaves actuated by
a sclenoid. Approximately 30 ms are required to fully open and fully
close 'he shutter leaves. The operation of the shutter is controlled
by an electronic sequence timer.

J, Rotating Drum

The rotating aluminum drum is 10 inches in diameter and
6 inche:; wide. The drum is driven by a motor and gear train -rom an
electric drill. Power is supplied through a Variac (voltage control)
to change the speed of the drum. The drum speed can be varied from
300 to 2500 rpm (film speed 160-1300 inches per sec) depending on
the duration of the phenomena to be recorded.

k. Recording Film

Kodak Linagraph Shellburst Pan, Gray Base film is used
to record the trace of the liglit spot. The film is purchased in
strips that are attached to the surface of the drum with cellophane
tape. This film was selected because of its high contrast, high
writing speed and blue-sensitivity. Color sensitivity is important
because blues are dominant in the carbon arc source and the muzzle
flash, which tends to fog the film, includes reds and yellows.

The field model of the optical system, shown in Figure 2,
was mounted on a heavy aluminum plate. A housing was added to keep
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out extraneous light and to protect the conronents from muzzle blast,
ldust and particles of the mirror broken by the projectile. The three
adjustable legs are for aligning the optical system in the field,

When the field model of the optical system was delivered
to the laboratory there was a great deal of curiosity and joking
among our colleagues. As a reszlt, the coffin was named "ODD SAM';
the letterr refer to .ptical Device for Determining Small Angular

Masurements.

The optical ccuponento were carefully aligned and checked
to optimize the image quality over the entire recording plane. Next,
the system was calibrated in both the vertical and horizontal direc-
tions. A graph of the calibration is given in Figure 3. i"The cali-
bration shows that the syster is extremely linear with a sensitivity
of 0.09398 inch per mil. The sensitivity or angular deflection can
also be calculated from the usual equation for an optical lever:

D 22Cr3200 ~where

D = deflection of the trace on t1he photographic

record, inches.

cc angular deflection of the projectile or gun
tube., .ils.

A = focal 2ength of the off-axis paraboloidal
mirror, inches.

1./3 30 = conversion factor for changing mils to radians.

The maximum angular measurement is fixed by the radius of
the paraboloidal mirror and the distance from the paraboloidal mirror
to the mirror on the projectile. As the projectile travels down the
bore the distance is aecreased and the maximum angular measurements
for .the projectile are increased.

Quarter-inch, plate glass, front-surfaced mirrors are bonded
to projectiles and the brackets on the gun tube with epoxy resin. Of
the various adhesives that have been tested, the epoxy is best because
it is strong and cures without shrinking and warping the mirrors.
Lmages formed by a warped mirror can readily be detected since the
upot is large and diffuse.

To mount mirrors at various stations along the gun tube,
small, steel, triangular-shaped brackets are tabricated from bar stock
and welded to the gun tube as illustrated in Figure 1. A circular,
re.oeased poz'tion is milled into the front of the bracket and three
fine adjustment screws are set in from the rear for alignment. Epoxy
resin is used to bond the small circular mirrors to the brackets.
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Rubber bands are used to hold the mirrors against the ends of the
adjustment screws while the cement hardens. This alignment is carried
out with the gun and optical system set up in the field.

MEASURMMS OF THE GUN TUBE AND PROJECTILES

Measurements are made with a stargage of the diameter of the
bore at fixed increments of displacement over the total length of the
gun tube. These values are correlated with measurements of the pro-
jectile to determine the clearances and the maximum yaw which can
take place in the bore. Previous studies indicate that yaw intro-
duced in the bore tends to grow appreciably after emergence from the
muzzle.

In accuracy studies it is desirable to minimize the trans-
verse motions of the gun tube. This can best be accomplished by
weighing and statically balancing the recoiling parts so that the
center of gravity is on the center line of the bore. Under such
conditions the force due to the powder pressure acts directly through
the center of gravity, and transverse motion is practically elimi-
nated. If the position of the muzzle does not change, the flight of
the projectile should not be affected by transverse velocity compcn-
ents induced by motion of the tube during launch and by unsymmetrical
gas flow around the projectile in the blast regime.

A number of physical measurements are made on the projec-
tiles fired in the tests. These include: O.D. of the bourrelet,
O.D. of the rotating band, overall length, distance from the center
of the rotating band to the forward edge of the bourrelet, longi-
tudinal position of the center of gravity, weight, static unbalance,
longitudinal moment of inertia, and transverse moment of inertia.
By systematic variations of these physical parameters, it is expected
that their effect on accuracy can be established.

TEST PROCEDURE

The gun is set up with its trunnions horizontal and the tube
accurately layed or aimed at a target several hundred feet down range
with a muzzle sight. The optical system is set up so that its axis
coincides with the axis of the tube at the muzzle, as shown in Figure
4. Preliminary alignment of the system is done in daylight; the final
adjustments are carried out in darkness, Just before firing. The tests
are conducted either in daylight with a black plastic shroud built
over the gun and optical system or at night. Parts of the plastic
shroud must be replaced after each round because of the muzzle blast.

The projectile is loaded after the optical system is
aligned. Extreme care is taken to be sure that the rotating band is
properly seated and that the radius vector scribed on the base of the
projectile is properly oriented. The vector marks the radial loca-
tion of the center of gravity in a statically unbalanced projectile.
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The radial position of the center of gravity when the projectile
emerges ean be calculated from the twist and the length of the
rifling. To measure the angular orientation of the radius vector of
the projectile in the chamber, the special optical device, shown in 4
Figure 5, was developed. It consists of a cartridge case with a lamp
mounted on the inside of the case and a level, a telescope with cross-
hairs, and a protractor-eyepiece set into the base of the case. After
the measurement has been made, a shortened cartridge case with the
propellant and an electric primer is loaded into the chamber.

The electric primer (firing) is initiated through a micro-
switch operated by the shutter on the optical system when it is fully
open. Subsequent events and operation of the auxiliary instrumenta-
tion are controlled by a sequence timer composed of relays actuated
by electronic counters. The traces on the optical record disappear
when the projectile shatters the mirror in front of the muzzle.
Immdiately thereafter, the sequence timer "turns off" all the
instrumentation.

A number of auxiliary measurements are made in addition to
the optical measurements of the angular motions of the projectile and
the gun tube. These include the following:

a. Chaaber pressure vs tim(5)

Strain-resistanne pressure gages are mounted in the
base of the cartridge case. A complete pressure-time history for
each round is obtained with a cathode-ray oscillograph and its auxil-
l.ary apparatus. These records are the forcing function for the
motion of the projectile and the gun.

b. Displacement of the projectile vs time(6)

Microwave interfercmeter instrumentation is used to
measure the position of the projectile relative to a fixed point.

c. Displacement of the gun tube vs time

A displacement-time recorder is set up with a reflector
attached to the recoiling parts. As the gun recoils, the displace-
ment of the reflector is recorded with respect to time. By adding
the displacement of the gun tube to the displacement of the projec-
tile measured with the microwave interferometer, one can determine
the position of the projectile in the bore at any instant in time.

d. Fiducial marks

Fiducial marks are placed on each of the auxiliary
records when the electric primer is initiated and when the rotating
band or front of the projectile emerges from the muzzle. The firing
voltage is used to trigger one of the fiducial circuits and the other
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is triggered by the projectile as it contacts several insulated metal
probes located at the muzzle.

Obturation of the projectile in the bore has been one of
the most difficult problems since small quantities of powder gas
leaking by the projectile obscure the light. In tests conducted thus
far, it has been found that obturation generally breaks down during
the initial sealing period or when the projectile is within a few
feet of the muzzle. As the projectile approaches the muzzle it may
be exposed to high-freq ency vibrations in the barrel which may break
the seal. To minimize this problem, rubber base obturators or obtura-
tors at the rotating band have been used. Band obturators of rubber
or fiber are preferred since they provide less constraint to the
angular motion of the projectile.

Excessive muzzle flash has also been a problem with same
propellants. To reduce the flash to an acceptable level, potassium
sulfate may be added to the propellant, or the kind. web size, and
the weight of propellant mAy be altered.

When the rotating band leaves the muzzle, the expanding gas
and smoke surround the projectile until the gas is slowed by the air
and the projectile passes through it. Since the smoke obscures the
mirror, the trace is often lost during this time.

NEASURD•7MS AND REDUCTION OF DATA

A typical record obtained with the optical system is shown
in Figure 6. The record consists of three separate traces: the
upper one is the angular motion of the muzzle; the middle one is the
angular motion of the projectile and the bottom one is a fixed refer-
ence trace from which all measurements are made. The small mirror
used for the fixed reference trace is attached to a rigid support in
the optical path somewhere between the off-axis paraboloidal mirror
and the muzzle of the gun. The breaks in the traces do not provide
an accurate time scale. To obtain this, a miniature photocell in the
optical system monitors the interrupted light. Its output signal is
recorded by a cathode-ray oscillograph simultaneously with that from
a crystal-controlled time standard so that the distance between the
breaks can be converted to true time. Long breaks and long traces
on the records make it easier to orient them with the firing and
muzzle contact fiducials on the cathode-ray oscillograph record.

Records made with the optical system are not restricted to
three traces as shown in Figure 6. The motion at any number of sta-
tions along the gun tube can be recorded simultaneously with that of
the projectile. Each mirror bracket must be welded to the gun tube
so that it falls within the circular field of incident light and does
not block the light to any of the other stations.
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The coordinate system shown in Figure 7 is used in the
measurement and analysis of the records. In this figure:

X = horizontal axis
Y = vertical axis
Z a axis of the bore at the muzzle
8 = the angle between the axis of the projectile and the

axis of the bore
= the orientation of the plane containing the axis of

the projectile and the axis of the bore.

Records from the optical system are placed in a Universal
Telereader to measure the x and y components of each trace at the
leading or the trailing edge of each break. To illustrate the proce-
dure by which each component is read, an example is shown in Figure 8.
All measurements are made with respect to corresponding points of time
on the fixed reference trace. Prior to the test, the x and y compo-
nents of the angle between the axis of the bore at the muzzle and the
fixed reference trace are measured by placing a muzzle bore sight in
the tube with a mirror aligned perpendicular to the axis of the bore.

The measurements from the Universal Telereader are tabulated
by an IBM Electric Typewriter and also on IBM cards by a Printing
Card Punch. To convert the raw data to actual time and angle the
calculations are programmed for BRLESC, the BEL high-speed computer.

The output from the BRLESC is printed on teletype paper and also
punched on IBM cards. The card output provides data points for the
automatic plotter.

A typical plot of the results is shown in Figure 9 . Note
the similarity to the exterior ballisticians' plots of yaw. Other
plots of the results, such as 8, X, 8 , and 0 versus time, can be
made to study their variations. y

SUMMARY

This apparatus now makes it possible to observe bhe very
small angular motions of a projectile in the gun tube. An analysis
of this motion, combined with that of the other experimental results,
will provide better insight as to the forces and constraints acting
on the projectile. By correlating these experimental results with
theory, it is hoped that design criteria and tolerances can be estab-
lished to improve the accuracy of fire.
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RADIATION BIODOShM3TRY AND SCREENING
FOR RADIOPROTECTIVE COMOMS

HILLEL S. LEVINSON and ESTHER B. GARBER
U. S. ARMY NATICK LABORATORIES

NATICK, MASSACHUSETTS

INTRODUCTION

This work has its origins in studies on bacterial spores in
our laboratories (5) in which it was found that dipicolinic acid,
which is usually firmly bound within the spores of Bacillus megaterium,
is released from the irradiated spore. When dry spores were irradi-
ated under the electron beam of a 2,000,000 electron volt Van de
Graaff accelerator, there was a linear relationship between dipico-
linic acid release and dose in the range from 8 x 105 to 1.6 x 106
rads. Spores of Clostridium sporogenes (Putrefactive Anaerobe 3679)
irradiated under the same conditions, released no dipicolinic acid
until the irradiation dose reached ca 2 x 106 rads and the amount of
dipicolinic acid released increased with dose until ca T.5 x 108 rads.

The present experiments were undertaken to explore the
possibility that the release of intracellular substances from living
cells might form the basis for a useful system of dosimetry. We felt
that a "biodosimeter" in which there was a direct relationship
between dose of radiation and amount of substance released would be
particularly significant in experiments involving irradiation of
microorganisms. Biodosimetry might be superior to chemical dosimetry
for application to radiation sterilization problems because factors,
such as temperature, might affect the dosimeter organism and the
microorganisms under investigation similarly.

Further, we postulated that _f radioprotective chemicals

also protected microorganisms from loss of these intracellular sub-
stances, the method might be adaptable to the screening of radio-
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protective compounds. Such a screening procedure would have obvious
time and cost advantages over the usual methods involving use of
laboratory animals.

MAEIZ la AN~D NGTHODS

Or~anism - Since one object of this investigation was to
devise a readily available system for radiation biodosimetry, a test
organism which could be procured at a reasonable cost and in large
quantity, was required. O'Brien (9), Meissel (6), Swenson (11), and
Spoerl et al. (i0) have reported that irradiated yeast cells undergo
alterations in permeability accompanied by release of inorganic
phosphorus into the suspending medium, and that irradiation effects
the depolymerization of highly polymeric phosphorus containing com-
pounds. In these exploratory investigations we have used suspensions
of bakers' yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, as our test organism.
This organism is produced under remarkably uniform conditions and is
easily and inexpensively procured commercially - we purchas( our
supply from a local bakery at 35 cents per pound.

On the day before irradiation or heating, approximately 50 g
of fresh yeast were washed 3 times by suspending in FOO and centri-
fuging. The washed yeast was resuspended in H9O and the concentration
of yeast was adjusted so that 1.5 ml diluted to 100 ml gave a reading
of 145 in the Klett-Summerson photoelectric colorimeter (560 no).
Approximately 400 ml of this double strength yeast suspension (Yo),
containing ca 30 mg of yeast (dry weight) per ml, or ca l0 cells per
ml, were obtained from 50 g of yeast. For heating or irradiation, Y.
was mixed with an equal volume of water or of buffer.

Irradiation - Yeast suspensions (usually 15 mg of yeast per
ml) were pipetted into test tubes' (17 x 100 mm), 7 ml of suspension
per test tube. These test tubes, in wooden racks on a conveyor, were
irradiated in the 1.0 megacurie CosO source at the Radiation Facility,
U. S. Army Natick Laboratories. For 100,000 rads, the conveyor was
run through the source at a rate of approximately 3.8 feet per min.

1 Disposable "Hi-Temp" polyethylene test tubes produced by Falcon

Plastics, Los Angeles, California.
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Ferrous-ooppor doslaeters were included with each run. After each
pass through the source (generally 100,000 or 200p000 raft per pas),
the tent tubes containing yeast suspension were shaken and inverted to
keep the yeast in uniform suspension.

Heating - In some experiments, where heating was used as a
model system, yeast suspensions in plastic test tubes were heated at
60 C in a thermostatically controlled water bath for varying periods
of time.

Analysis - After irradiation or heatingp the yeast suspen-
sions were centriguged, the supernatant solutions were collected and
analyzed for inorganic phosphate (P) and for amino nitrogen (N12 -N).
P was determined by the method of Fisko and SubbaRow (2), using the
Klett-Summerson colorimeter (660 m• ). After high domes of radiation,
or after prolonged heating, addition to supernatant of amonium moly-
bdate - H2 S0 4 (in the Fiske-SubbaRow method) yielded a turbid solution
which interfered with the test. In such oases, the supernatant was
treated with tr..hloroaoetio acid (TCA) to give a concentration of 8%
TCA, oentrifuged, and the TCA-soluble material tested. NH2 -N was
estimated by ninhydrin reactivity in the method of Moore and Stein (8)
with DL-alanine as the standard.

Other evidence for destruction of the selective permeability
of cell membrances and for loss of intracellular material from yeast
cells was also explored. For example, the turbidity of irradiated
yeast suspensions (diluted 1D50), estimated by light transmittance in
the Klett instrument(560 mM ), decreased with irradiation, but the
magnitude of the change (KlettS560 of suspensions irradiated at
2 x 106 rads was 85% of Klett560 of unirradiated suspensions) was in-
sufficient for use in routine dosimetry. It was also found that sub-
stance, with absorption maxima at 260 mg. (probably nucleic acid
derivatives) were exuded from irradiated yeast. The absorbance
(0D260, Beckman Model DU Speotrophotometer) of supernatants increased
from 0.07 for supernatants of unirradiated yeast suspensions to a
id.0 (OD x dilution) for supernatants of suspensions irradiated at
2 x 106 rads. Work on these systems (particularly OD measurement at
260 m;s ) is oontinuin3, and we shall not discuss them further in this
paper.

Survival - Appropriately diluted suspensions of yeast were
plated on Mycophil Agar, pH 4.7 (Baltimore Biological Laboratory).
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The aga plates were incubated at 28 0 for 6 days wid the number of
colonies was counted. Percentage survival was calculated by compari-
son with similarly plated unirradiated yeast suspenrions.

RBBJA' AND DISCUSSI?

Heating Experiments - In some of our earlier experiments,
heating was used as a model system, i.e., to simulate changes that
might occur on irradiation.

The choice of a suitable index for the release of intra-
cellular material was one of the first problems to arise. Phosphorus
and nitrogen-containing compounds are among the most abundant in a
cell. We, therefore, tested the supernatant solutions from heated
yeast for the presence of these easily detectable substances, and
found that heating increased the release, from yeast cells, of
inorganic P and of NI-N. Several factors affect the heat-induced
release of these substances:

(1) Suspending fluid - The sensitivity of yeast cells to
heat-induced loss of intracellular substances depends, in some
measure, on the suspending fluid. Cells suspended in 2-amino-2-
hydroxymethyl-l,3-propanediol E = tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane -
Tris buffera] or in water lost more P and Nih-N than cells suspended
in sodium cacodylate (dimethylarsinate) buffer (table 1). It is
apparently necessary to consider the suspending fluid as a factor in
investigation of the radiation-induced release of intracellular sub-
stances.

It is of some interest that 99.99% of the yeast cells in a
water or Tris suspension were killed after 10 min exposure to 60 C.
Practically all the release of inorganic P and of NIp-N took place
after the cells had been killed (cf table 1). The release followed
soon after death in water and Tris suspension, but release of these
substances from yeast suspended in cacodylate was delayed. This delay
is not reflected in survival curves, the cells being killed as in
water suspension. That is, although cacodylate protects to some

2 Unless otherwise indicated, all buffersneutralized with HU0 or

NaOH, were used at 0.05 M.
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degree against heat-induced loss of intracellular material, it does 4
not protect yeast against thermal destruction of the colony-forming

capacity.

The release, into the suspending medium, of substances pro-
viously bound within the cell, may be due either to destruction of the
semi-permeable character of the cell membrane, or to depolymerization
of high molecular weight intracellularly bound substances, or to a
combination of these effects. Other possibilities include alteration
of the permeability of internal structures (vacuoles, mitochondria,
etc.) and release of surface-bound materials. It may even be possible
that release of P and of NNS-N have enzymatic bases - the enzymes
being active even though the cell's ability to divide and form
colonies has been destroyed (5). Although in this work we were not
primarily concerned with the mechanism of the release phenomenon, it
was important to know whether release of P and of NI*-N were both
measures of the same basic mechanism. Percentage of total P released

was a linear function of the percentage of total hf-N released after
the same period 6f heating (Fig. 1), where total P and NO*-N were
taken as the amounts of these substapces released on mechanicea~ dis-
ruption of the cells in the Mickle Tissue Disintegrator (7). This
suggested that the same fundamental mechanism operates in the release

of both of these substances, and that they might be used interchange-
ably as indices for release of intracellular substance. Since the P
assay was the more convenient, this was generally used in our radia-
tion experiments.

(2) Protective compounds - A number of chemical compounds
have been reported to be active in the protection of microorganisms
from the effects of radiation. Among these, sulfhydryl compounds (4)

and ascorbic acid (3) figure prominently. Since we were considering
use of the release system for screening radioprotective compounds, we
thought that data on possible protection against heat-induced release
might prove valuable. Yeast cells were heated in Tris buffer, 0.05 M,
pH 7, or in Tris containing either 0.05 M ascorbic acid or 0.05 M
sodium thioglycolate (table 2). There was a suggestion that ascorbic
acid (but not thioglycolate) inhibited the release of inorganic
phosphate and of •fl-N from heated yeast cells. As will be seen, both
additives were effective inhibitors of the radiation-induced release
of P.

(3) Concentration of yeast - The yeast concentration in
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TABI E.

Xffect of suspending medium on heat-released yeast phosphate and
amino-nitrogen

TP or N released from yeast cells suspended in

at O.. Tris Cacodylate P04

60C P N P N P N N

S0.7 0.3 3.2 0.85 1.5 o.4 0.62
10 1.5 0.63 5.3 0,87 2.75 0.8 1.1

15 4.o 0.98 15.2 3.0 5.0 1.1 1.8
20 12.8 2.4 31..0 7.1 6.9 1.4 2.5

30 34.8 6.2 39.9 8.3 15.4 2,7 4.2
45 42.0 7.15 42.9 8.8 25.0 5.7 5.T
60 _43.2 7.2 43.1 8.9 43.0 6.9 8.1

Yeast cells, in NO or in buffer suspension, heated at 60 C.
Supernatants tested for P and N. Each result is average of 3
experiments.

TABLE 2
Effect of ascorbic acid and of sodium thioglycolate on heat-

induced release of yeast phosphate and amino-nitrogen

Concentration of P or amino-N released

Time Cells suspended in

at Tris + Tris +
Tris Ascorbic acid Sodium thioglycolate60o - ......P N P N P N

min mm mm r Llm

10 5.5 1.4 2.0 0.3 3.0 1.1
2C 29.0 7.7 10.0 1.6 21.0 5.9
30 39.5 9.3 32.0 6.8 35.0 8.9

Yeast cells, suspended in Tris or in Tris and additive

(0.05 M), were heated at 60 C. Supernatants tested for P and N.
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heated suspensions markedly affected the amount of lth-N released.
Although the conoentration of ft-N was, of course, greater in super.
natant solutions of suspension2 containing 15 mg of yeast per ml. than
in supernatants from suspensions containing only 1 mg of yeast per
ml, the fUt-N release per gram of yeast was greater in the more dilute
suspensions (Fig. 2).

Radiation exDeriments

(1) Suspending fluid - The higher the radiation done, the
greater the amount of intracellular material released from yeast. As
with heated suspensions, the suspending fluid was important in deter-
mining the amount of P and the amount of Nft. • released. For example,
yeast cells released more inorganic P when A iter suspension than
in Trio iuspension (Fig. 3). In either case, however, it should be
noted that the amount of P released was a function of dose over an
appreciable portion of the range of dose. used. Aqueous suspensions
of yeast cells released approximately 5 gig of P per ml of supernatant
solution when irradiated with 300,000 rads; but approximately 700,000
rads were required to effect the same release from yeast suspended in
0.05 M Trim. The radiation requirement for release of intracellular

P increased as the Tris concentration was increased from 0.01 to
0.5 M. However, survival (Fig. 4) was virtually identical whether

water or Tris suspensions were irradiated.

(2) Protective compounds - A number of chemical compounds
has been reported to be radioprctective agents for manuals and for
microorganisms. These compounds, in a simple, unsophisticated view,
may be said to function as acceptors of free radicals, by modification
of metabolic processes, or by creation of anaerobic conditions with
resulting interference with the oxygen effect (i). Sulfhydryl com-
pounds, especially in the configuration:

/Rg
HS- (CH2)x - %NR

are particularly good radioprotective agents, and mercaptoethanolamine
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(MM), vhere x a 2, and the Amino group is unsubstituted, has been
widely used in studies on radioprotection. Sulfur compounds related
to S-0.-minoethylisouronium Br HBr (ANE)

HN
'%ýSýCHRnCHin-'NHat A

Hit
have been reported to protect mammals from irradiation, and a protect-
ive effect of ascorbic acid on various bacteria has also been noted

(3). As previously stated, there was no demonstrable difference in
radiation survival of yeast suspended in Trio or in water (Fig. 4 ),nor
did the addition of 0.05 M ascorbate alter survival. Sodium thiogly-
zolate (0.05 M) and MU (0.1 M) were also ineffective in increasing
the radiation survival of the yeast. However, all of these compounds
did inhibit the release of P from irradiated yeast (Fig. 5, Fig. 6 ).
Thus far, of the reportedly radioprotective compounds which we have
tested - ascorbate, MEA, thioglycolate, thiourea, and cysteine - all
inhibited the radiation-induced release of P from either aqueous or

Tris suspensions of yeast cells. A number of other additives - sodium
chloride, sodium acetate, sodium caseinate - were ineffective in
inhibiting the radiation-induced release of P. The effectiveness of
thioglycolate in inhibiting the radiation-induced release of yeast P
contrasts with its ineffectiveness in inhibiting the heat-induced
release, suggesting different mechanisms for heat and for radiation -
induced release.

Although protection from release of internal substances
apparently was not correlated with radiation kill of yeast, we feel
that the correlation of release with protection of mammals warrants
further investigation. In spite of the obscurity of the mechanism of
the P release, the system may prove useful in screening radioprotective
compounds. While loss of the ability of a single-celled organism to
divide and to form colonies is often equated with loss of viability,
such incapacity is not necessarily equivalent to death in higher forms.
Indeed, extension of these studies might reasonably be expected to
lead to elucidation of differences in mechanisms for radiation kill in
microorganisms and in multicellular animals. Differences in effect of.
radioprc'ective compounds might well point the way for future studies.

(3) Other dosimeters - We have used Tris and sodium caco-
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dy2 it. (d±methylarsi~nate) in asking yeast msupensione:

CH&OHI
HO- CHI- C- CH0H

NH&

"(CH*Il AsOONao
We had planned, on the basis of heating experiments, to

assay both P and saino-N released. However, when yeast was suspended
in Trio or in sodium cacodylate, peculiar Nh%-N and P results were
obtained. In investigation of theme results, the buffers alone (with-
out yeast) were irradiated. Irradiated Trio was assayed for ft-N
and irradiated cacodylate was assayed for P.

There was a linear relationship between amount of ninydrin-
reactive material produced from irradiated 0.05 X Trio and dose, up to
at least 2 x 1 0e rads (Fig. 7). The usable range may extend to doses
higher than 2 x IOP rads, but this has not yet been investigated.

Irradiation of sodium cacodylite yielded a substance which
formed, in the Fiske-Subb&Row (2) test, an arsenomolybdate comlex
with a blue color similar to that of the phosphomolybdate complex
formed with phosphate. The intensity of the molybdenum blue color
(Fig. 8) bore a linear relation to dose up to a dose of at least
3 x 10 rads, and probably (not shown) up to 4 x 1Oe rids. We do not
understand the mechanism of the conversion of sodium cacodylate to a
coupound reactlng in the Fiske-SubbaRow test. However, sodium arsenate
gives a positive test (forming an arsenomolybdite complex), and the
mechanism may involve oxidation of the dimethylarsinate to arsenate
with removal of methyl groups, perhaps through mediation of radiation-
produced hydrogen peroxide. That the mechanism involves oxidation is
given some credibility by the comlete failure of sodium cacodylate to
give a positive test when irradiated in the presence of a reducing
agent such as ascorbic acid. The cacodylate system has promise as a
broad range dosimeter, with perhaps its greatest potentiality where
megarad doses are comon, i.e., in food irradiation dosimetry. The
method is rapid - we routinely run 50 cacodyl&Le assays in less than
1 hr - and reproducible.
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The release of intracellular materials (in particular, in-
organic phosphate) from irradiated microorganims forms the basis for
using microorganisms in radiation dosimetry. We conceive of biodosi-
metry as being most useful where radiation inactivation of microorgan-
isms is experimentally desirable (i.e., radiation preservation of
foods), and as having its greatest advantage in the detection of
changs in conditions of irradiation which might remain undetected in
chemical dosimetry. We have suggested bakers' yeast, Baccharomyces
cerevisiae, as one of the biodosimet.r species because this organism,
produced under uniform conditions at very low cost, is available com-
mercially, and, on radiation, releases easily measurable phosphate
into the suspending medium. Although with bakers' yeast, the reange of
tht dosimeter is limited (ca 4 x 105 to 1. 4 x 10e rads), the system
can probably be extended by using other, more resistant, microorgan-
isms, especially spores of bacteria.

Yeast suspensions were irradiated with several substances,
reported as protecting microorganisms and mammals from the lethal
effects of radiation. In every case (ascorbic acid, MMA, sodium
thioglycolate, thiourea, and cysteine), these radioprotective sub-
stances inhibited release of yeast phosphate, although colony-forming
capacity of yeast cells was unprotected. Our data offer promise for
use of the system in a screening procedure for radioprotective com-
pounds.

Tris and sodium cacodylate offer interesting possibilities
as simple broad range dosimeters. Irradiated Tris buffer gives a
positive ninhydrin test for amino-N, linear with dose from approxi-
mately 2 x 10* to 2 x 106 rads. Irradiated cacodylate gives a
positive Fiske-SubbaRfow test, with a linear response to approximately
Sx 10& rads.
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LONTZ

FLUORINE HYPEFINE INTEACTION IN ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE

ROBERT LONTZ
U. S. ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE-DURHAM

DURHAM, NCRTH CAROLINA

For several years now, the technique of electron spin
resonance (ESR) has been successful in providing a great deal of
information concerning the structure of free radicals. This in-
formation is commonly derived from the magnetic hyperfine inter-
action of the unpaired electron of the free radical with various
nuclei of the free radical. Since this interaction requires nuclei
which possess a non-zero nuclear magnetic moment, ESR free radical
analyses have usually involved the hydrogen nuclei (Hl) of organic
molecules.

Only recently has the ESR analysis of a free radical using
the hyperfine interaction of fluorine nuclei been carried out. The
fluorine byperfine interaction is characterized by its relatively
large anisotropy of magnitude as the magnetic field is changed in
orientation with respect to an axis system fixed to the free radi-
cal. For this reason, it is necessary to study fluorine hyperfine
interaction using free radicals that are fixed rigidly in preferred
orientations, as in a single crystal lattice.

The electron spin resonance analysis of free radicals
formed by the gamma irradiation of single crystals of trifluoro-
acetamide (CF 3 CONH2 ) will be discussed. It is found that the
irradiation causes a carbon-fluorine bond of some of the molecules
to be broken, forming stable free radicals of tF 2 CONH2 . The dis-
cussion will concern the nature of the information available from
the study of the hyperfine interaction of the unpaired electron
(represented by the dot) with the two fluorine nuclei of this free
radical.
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I13CDUTTION: 7Ws study of geima Iravdiated organic solids
by the electron spin resonance (BE) technique of spectroscopy pro-
vides a rich variety of information connected with the natute of
radiation damage; andL details of the molecular orbital. The radia-
tion damage information is the first by-product that appears when
the researcher successfully assigns the pattern of spectral lines
to a particular modal for the damaged molecule or "free radical."
The separation between the various spectral componerts, or hyper-
fine splittings, are a measure of the unpaired electron spin density
throughout the damaged molecule and is accountable by theories of
the molecular orbital.

Conventional EM spectrometers can detect a minimum number
of 1015 to 1017 free radicals, a total which in frequently obtained
by irradiating an organic solid for several hours. This free
radical total reflects a dilute concentration of such damage centers
in the bulk material, and can lead to the stability of these species
for periods of years at room temperature.

The unXpaired electron of the free radical often results
from the breakage of a spe• ific covalent bond, as for example a C-H
bond of a carbon atom in the tetravalent bonding configuration.
This sam carbon atom assumes trigonal bonding following the break-
age of one of its C-H bonds,with the greatest portion of the un-
paired electron being concentrated in the ca. "'on 2p orbital
perpendicular to the plane of the trigonal bonds.

However, smaller urpaired electronic densities appear in
localized orbitals of other atoms of the same free radical. The
latter spin density is measureable as a result of the interaction
energy between the magnetic dipole moment of the unpaired electron
and the atomic nucleus. Carbon nuclei (C1 2 ) do not possess a nu-
clear magnetic moment, and thus do not produce this hyperfine inter-
action with the unpaired electronic spin moment. Although this
means that unpaired spin densities in carbon orbitals are not
directly measureable from the spectral data (except by c13 hyperfine
interaction), its absence leads to a simpler spectrum for inter-
pretation. Howeverp the other coon element found in organic mole-
cules, namely hytrogen, is a rich source of such hyperfine spectral
lines. In fact, the spectrum due to hyperfine interaction of the
unpaired electron with hydrogen nuclei will consist of 2n lines,
where n represents the number of interacting hydrogen nuclei.

The separations between various components of the spectrum
are proportional to the integral S * *A %P d , where * is the wave
function of the unpaired electron and A is the mathematical ex-
pression for the hyperfine interaction. The quantity A is a tensor,
so the value of the integral is sensitive to direction of observa-
tion with respect to an axis system fixed to the free radical.
(Direction of observation is defined by the large static magnetic
field of the spectrometer). For example, unpaired electronic
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density in hydrogen orbitals of a free radical yields an Isotropic
by'erfine interaction due to the spherical syebry of the 1.
orbital. It is for this reason that may organic molecules have
been successfully analsed using polyrystalline simples, parti-
cularly when the free radical is composed largely of carbon vAr
hydrogen.

The situation for unpaired electronic density in fluorine
orbital@ of a free radical is quite different. Binace the wave-
function of the fluorine 2p orbital does not possess spherical
ayetry, the Integral $ *, *A # d v is sensitive to direction of
observation. An in the hydrogen cae, the spectrum will consist of
2n lines for each fluorine nucleus experiencing byperfine inter-
action with the unpaired electron. However, the positions of each
of the 2n lines will depend upon the direction of observation with
each of the approximately 10J) free radicals df the sample. 7he
net result is that the lines will be "somered" over the spectrum in
so@me averaging of the may possible directions assumed by the free
radicals in the polycrystalline sample. Resolution of each of the
2n fluorine lines is usually only possible through the use of an
irradiated single crystal, which serves to arrange the free radicals
in one or a few preferred directions*.

Only recently has the analysis of P19 anisctropic k~perfine
interaction been carried out in an irradiated organic compound (1)
although analyses have been made of inorganic single crystals of
salts of the transition elements (2) and of irradiated single
crystals of alkali fluorides(3). This pqer will be specifically
concerned with the EM analysis of irradiated single crystals of
trifluoroacetAmide (CF3C0M2), a material with a relatively simple
molecular structure and of which single crystals are easily ob-
tained.

EXP•1EDWTAL: Conventional electron spin resonance spectro-
meters capable of operation at 9 and 24 kMc/sec were used, and
spectra obtained represent the second derivative of the actual
absorption. The trifluoroacetsmide was purchased from the Penin-
sular Chemical Reseeach Company (Gainesvillej Florida) as a poder,
and single crystals were govn by slow evaporation from an aqueous
solution. To the best of our knowledge, the crystal structure ana-
lysis of this compound has not appeared in the literature.

EM spectra were obtained for many orientations of the
single crystal in the static magnetic field of the spectrometer.
Such measurements generally describe the hyperfine interaction
tensor in a non-principal plane, so that the A must be dieonaulised
to obtain its principal values. The arbitrary frm= of reference
selected for the purpose of these metaeurments will be known by the
Mx= a' b., and a.
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Onh somea for Irradiation of the crystals were the 1.3 MNV
6am rays of Cobalt 60. The doeae bad no observable effect on
thu type of free radical fored, and evwpouures lasted several hours
or m e. Te no lly colorless trifluoroacetamids single crystals
turned to a yellow color upon inradiation.

NATMEZ F Q0SURVE SPR RA: Analysis of the EmS spectra
shows thab one of the P bonds of trifluMoaoetemide is broken as a
result of the ga=& irradiation. The remaining two CF bedA become
reoriented so that the C 2

group ispa.ar, and very probably in the plane of the CON group.
The dot above is to signify the unpalred electron resulting from
breakae of a CF bond. The unpaired electron spin density is in a
w orbital perpendicular to the molecular plane defined by the CCF2
poup, and includes a significant contribution from lone pair 2p

fluorine orbitals. Oe unpaired electron spin density is found to
be approxiately 0.11 for each of these two fluorine orbitals.

Figure 1 shows E spectra of the trifluoroacetamide free
radical for selected orientations in the alb plansa from which the
nature of the free radical is lmnediately apparent. The spectrum
is cemosed of two triplet patterns of intensity ratio 1:2:1. At
the angle of 560 the two patterns coalesce when the component

[ splittings for each of the two patterns are equivalent. However,
the most general pattern has five lines representing two triplets

F with different catponent splittingrs line widths,, ar intensities
t for various orientations of the crystal in the static magnetic

field.

The triplet is characteristic of the hyper fine interaction
of the unpalred electron with two fluorine nuclei (with nuclear
spin 1 - 1/2)p with both fluorine nuclei being coupled to the
electron equally. The existence of two triplet patterns is attri-
buted to the two distinguishable orientations for the free radical
in the unit cell. E]Imination of bhyfogen nuclei as the source of
the spectral lines is based upon the relatively large separation
between camyonent lines and their anisotropic behavior as the cry-
stal is rotated in the static magnetic field. Therefore, the only
possible free radical structure with two equivalently coupling F
nuclei resulting from the breaking of a bond of trifluoroacetamide
mast be of the form CF2 CONM.

Preservation of this triplet structure for spectra of all
orientations is a most important feature of the spectrum, which
demonstrates the equal hyperfine coupling to the two fluorine nuclei
for all orientations. This equivalence requires the 2p orbitals of
the F's which give rise to the anisotropic coupling to have parallel
axes and the som electron spin density. Even with equal spin
densities, the two fluorine atoms would exhibit different hyperfine
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interactions for non-parallel orbital mas such as the fluorine 2p
bonding orbital& in the trigonal plane. The latter situation would
yield a quartet spectrum rather than the triplet as actually ob-
served.

Figure 2 shows the component splitting* for each of the two
triplet patterns in the be plane. The constant splitting observed
for all angles in this plane for free radical orientation I indi-
cates that this is the molecular plane for free radical orientation
I. That is# a constant hyperfins splitting indicates perpendicu-
larity of the magnetic field to the 2p orbital density axis. Simi-
lar behavior Is observed for free radical orientation 11 for a plane
whose normal is aWproximately 680 to the nrmal of the be plane.
This suggests that the relative positions of the two possible free
radical orientations in as showm in figure 3. go angle 680 happens
to coincide with the angle separating two of the external faces of
the crystal.

The principal values for the nuclear byperfine interaction
tensor A were obtained using standard techniques of E single
crystal analyses ( 4 ). Table I gives the magnitudes and directions
of the tensor A for one of the two free radical orientations.

THEMETICAL AIALYSIS: The electron spin resonance spectra
for all orientations my be described mathematically by the spin
Hamiltonian which generally applies in free radical work,

H - S.9H + I SA •-4 H -• 1 1
S~(1)

in which the sumation is over the two Pl9 nuclei of the trifluoro-
acetemide free radical (I - 1,2). Terms of the above Hamiltonian
represent the coupling of the unpaired electron spin magnetic moment
with the static field H, the interaction between the magnetlic dipole
moment of the unpaired electron end the two fluorine nuclei, and
the direct interaction of the nuclear moments with the static
magneti.t field.

where U is the unity d~yadic and r is the radius vector between the
unpaired electron and the nucleus considered. The first term of A
is the classical interaction between two magnetic dipoles, and the
second is the isotropic "Fermi hyperfine interaction" which is
applied to unpaired electron spin density at the position of the
nucleus (I 12i(o)'2).

Under the assumption that the electron spin is quantized
along the static magnetic field, the expression (2) assumes the
general form,

A Aj (3 co. 2 e - 1) + A,



wbore 0 is the angle between the field direction az1 the 2p orbital
density axis and Ala uA, At reter to the &dIzile/d1ipolo and, ewai
coqmonents of the b• tf IM interaCtion. With the obs•revd value of
A3 - 178 guass o.,esOuvitng to orientation along- the 2P density
axis ,or 0 QO, and Al a Ae 24 gauss at 6 a 900,

+ 1T8 O° + 2 Aa(Oa0 0

or =Af -•5 gauss a Ap 51 gauss.

Although the signs of and A cannot be determined in this experi-
ment., these two quantities do have the same signs. These quanti-
ties represent hyperfine coupling due to unpaired electron density
in sphewically symetric orbitals and non-spherically synnetric
orbits respectively.

The above experimntally determined values for Af an& A
may be compared to equivalent numbers characteristic for a 2p
fluorine electron and a 2s fluorine electron. This comaison gives
the un•pired spin density present in the fluorine orbitals oa the
trifluoroacetaAmide free radical. The unpaired spin density of the
2p orbital perpendicular to the molecular plane is then,

Pp 1P A.,,, A 2p) (3)

where i is the h~yperfine interaction for unity unpaired spin
density In a rluorine 2p orbital. A2p is obtained by averaging the
anisotropic dipole-dipole term of!the Hamiltonian (2) over the 2p
wavefunction aid has the value,

% 2/5 g,-g.0 1  <1r 3 >Av

in whichl/r 3 is still to be averaged over the p orbital. Thisaverage can be estimated theoretically or can be obtained experi-
mcintally from the fine structure in atomic spectra. Values of
< 1,for various atoms including F have been obtained and tabu-
late by Barnes and Smith (5). Por the p electron in (F19)- ions
ve employ the value,

'A2:= 0.044 cm-l - 470 gauss,

calculated by Moriya (6) and based on the<j- 3AOf Barnes and Sm.
From equation (3) the unpaired spin density o the 2p orbital is
therefore:

P 2p 51/4TO = 0.11

This spin density indicates that each of the CF bonds in the free
radical has about 11% double bond character.
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i The origin of the Af cmonent of hyperftin. coupling is not
as• clear as that of the A, Although it would be eoaq•ted that thei 29 spin density isglreatn', than the lo density the cou:plu ofh* n upr la y i o e t b imitu ofo spin denic t e in2 asoF!•(~ . mw ano,,. upoe lii for• s=pin d,..irits in
the 2s and Is oTbitals Ma, be obtained using calculated values of
I. (UoFnd of )(o1t for ' as calculated by Freeman and

son (T). That is to say, upper limits to the unpaired. 2s and I1
spin densities in fluorine orbitals of the trifluoroacetwmide freM
radical are:

P 2s - T,1oO 0-0045u'

P 2s= 75/32l,00 - 0.00023

Lontz and Gordy give detailed calculations for the distri-
bution of the remaining spin density (100% - 2 x 11%) for the tri-
fluoroncetemide free radical. Symistry in the hyperfie coupling.
leads to an assignment of a maximum of P 2- - 0.69 spin density to
reside in the carbon 2p orbital perpendicular to the molecular plane,
Since no hyperfine coupling with atoms of the amid* group was de-
tected, the anpaired spin density within this group is negligible.

CONCLUSION: This discussion has shown in outline form the
information that may be obtained through the study of the aniso-
tropic fluorine hyperfine interaction in free radicals. A similar
analysis has since been carried out on the free radical bH•'0o 2
(8) which is in general agreement with the data found for trifluoro-
acetamide. In addtiont, Ovenhall (9) has used the trifluoroacet-
amide data to interpret the fluorine hyperfine coupling in free
radicals of the polymer "Teflon" (-CF 2 -tF-CF 2 ) when the polymer
radicals are oriented by stretching the irradiated material.L

Present efforts are being directed to the interpretation of
the free radical formed by irradiation of pentafluoropropionamide•,
OCF F CONK2 . The room temperature ESM spectra of this radical
inicate that the CF3 group exhibits hindered rotation about the
C-C bond, and the rotation may be stopped by cooling the sample
to liquid nitrogen temperature. It is expected that measurements
in progress will lead to information on the potential barrier for
this rotation, as well as an understanding of the orbital configura-
tions which lead to hyperfine coupling with the fluorine nuclei of
the CF3 "methyl" group in a free radical.
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TABLE I.

Principal Values and Directions of Nuclear Hyper-
fine Coupling Tensor (A) for Free Rmdlca "I"

Magnitude Direction I
AI - A2 - 24gauss (498 Mc) Perpendicular to a'

A3 178 gauss (67 Mc) Aong a'
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with the static =mgmtio field In the alb plane annd at various "glesfrom &I.
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A 1OVE2 PROCESS FOR ULTRA..FINE CMTALLITES,
AND THEM 'ORT AND APPLICATION IN MAMUEIC FERITE

W. W. ,ALlOFSU, R. W. BA3rITT,. and G. C. SANDS
U. S. AY ELECTRONICS RESEAAI AND L JA3ITORIA S

FORT' MM M NE JERSEY

INTR 10VJT3ON

A "single crystal" is a femiliar tean todmay med ve comon-
ly picture its size on a scale of centimeters. But suppose sech a
single crystal should shrink to a millionth of thLs sine, vould its
propertieo be the some? For the magntic properties to be discussed
here, theory answers "So%. It even gives us ez idea as to that to
expect; what it does not do is show us how to ak such materials in
a form adequate for testing or practical use. Thercfore, to stuf
these properties, such a process first bad to be devised. Its de-
scription is the first object of this paer.

But, wy should we expect umusal properties in an ultrar
fine crystallite? This can better be understood by looking first at
part of a larger crystallite (Fig. i). There it is found that the
magnetic dipoles line up within a given volume (1) of the crystallite,
but are comonly opposite in direction in the neighboring regions (1).
Each of these regions is called a magnetic domain. In between, the
dipoles go through a transition fo one direction to the other,
requiring ome distance 6 v to do so. This transition region is call-
ed a domain v.al. These dmain walls are entities in themselves, and
effective mos and inertia can be ascribed to them. For ez~le,
they can be made to oscillate in an electrauaoetic field, and to go
throug a resonance with increasing frequency. In fact, one of the
two largest schools of thought in magnetism ascribes the Imortant
technical rf properties to this wall motion. Thus, if walls were
eliminated, unusual properties would be expected to result. This is
precisely what is brought about in an ultra-fine crystallite.

As the cryrstallite diameter D is decreased., the mxber of
domains in it gradually decreases to just two (Fig. 2b). One wall
remains between them. At this stagse, both wall energ and mag•eto-
static energ due to magnetic poles on the surface coete in con-
tributing to the total energy. But, as the size is decreased still
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further,9 It Von throu&a a critical dlimeter, blo hih h
total energ became loes with the wall e!aina tha presenichtheve
thougt the mammtostatic a bergy is sawwhat increase (Fig. 2a).
Wei value of D may be calculated (1) from the Intrinsic constants

of the material. ,for our ferrite* It is calculated to be ap-r
prodmtely l0r"cu or 0.1 micron. 2h. first requirsmint of this pro-
cerss, thenj, is to produce crystalli1te. loes than 1000 zaao-dimtzers
across.

At this point, it Is wall to introduce the second require-
ment on the process to be described. Althaugb it will be shown in
the next section how crystallites only 200 satm-di~mmters, across can
be obtained,9 It is clear that msoaniagful measurements of properties
on on* such particle cannot be made physically. Therefore, an aggre-
gaet most be used. Dut, then the average properties are diluted and
distorted b7 the spae* between the crystaillite. due to damsgastiaing
effectsj, mless the 4gwegate In c ated to a density near that of
a single crystal. Emown cermic densification processes, wafortmate-
lyj, increase the crystallite, miss well above Derit,. about ek factor of
100 higher, which would defeat the purpose of this investigation.
Thum., the second criterion of the proo~ess wes to achieve near single
crystal density without sipi~ficant growth of the crystallites.

&ubsequent sections will describe the above process,,a
well. as the xagneticj, crystalloewapic, and pbsical neasuraments,#
which show the erfects of the single-doin nature of the crystal-
2.ites on magnetic properties at both radio and microwave frequencies.
Then these will be correlated with current theory,, or the theory
extended an required. Finally, the state of development of two pro-
perties for -ýpotential application will be described: 1) an Increased
threshold field for the onset of instability of the microwave reson-
once at hieb power levelsj, and 2) a temperature- stable initial per-
meability at radio frequencies.

MMI PROCESS--XS(DIU PLAIU-SPMAY AND BDT-PRHMS 23IQ

As conceived., the process mrust have two steps. The first
should be a reaction stae,, In which ingredients of the right acon-
position would react cobmically to form the pure (single-phase) com-
pound desired., yet which vould maintain the ultra-fine crystallites
vell. below Dcrit- The second should be a densification stagej, In
vhich compaction to high densities would occur vitbonut crystallite
growth above Dcriti, and with no alteration of the purity of the
ccopoud. No known method could soet these requirmants., so one Wa
to be devised. We did this by using the so-called flms-spray tech-
nique for resaction,p and the hot-press technique for densification.

Figure 3 in a schintic of the flaue-sPr 01PwOatuss 1hile
Fig.4 sown ts rincpaloperti~. asIcallyj, an alcoholic some'

tinan age assrye 10Cflme out of a fine stainless

steel nozzle into a vycor tube. Through this tLe reacted paroticles
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were lipelled into a water-spray tower and were collected. The solu-
tion consists of Ni-, Zn-, Co-, ad Fe-nitrate hydrates dissolved in
methyl alcohol in proportion to the ferrite formula A1 ._ Bx Fe2 04,
where A and B along with Fe are the above metals. Since the first
investigation of this technique (2) we have replaced the cyclone col-
lection system with a water-spray tower, in order to collect smaller
crystallites. Varying physical parmeters, we could control the
crystallite size between 0.02 - 0.12 micron. Typical ones 0.03
micron across, are shown in an electron micrograph (Fig. 55, where
they appear to be fairly yell perfected. We calculated the average
crystallite size (3) from broadening of five diffraction lines in
the back region of x-rdy diffractometer charts, and the result agreed
with the electron micrograph. Using these charts, we learned to con-
trol a lossy NiFe alloy present in early runs, by increasing the
oxygen pressure to the flame nozzle. The alloy did not aWpear above
15 psi 02. Subsequently, the routine became to use 20 psi to allow
a safety margin.

The hot-press, used for the densification stage of the
process, is shown schematically in Fig. 6, while Fig. 7 shovs the
inductively heated die at llOOwC under 6000 psi. The basic prin-
ciple of the hot-press, long-used in metallurgy., but not for ferrites,
is to apply heat and pressure s9maltaneously to the ferrite. This
results in hig densification, for an unknown reason, but in little
crystal grovth. The latter is due to the temratures used, 950 -
11500 C, relatively low ccomared to conventional sintering.

Xn this technique, we placed a cold-pressed pellet of the
flame-sprayed powder into a cylindrical stainless steel die. ZrO2 ,
used as a liner and for plungers, prevented reaction with the steel.
As a powder about the pellet, it aided ejection of the densified
ferrite. An induction heater was controlled by a temperature pro-
grmaser. Up to 98% of single crystal density could be obtained in
a half-hour, with crystallite sizes of about 0.1 micron. To obtain
this density in the ordinary way wvould require mazy hours, with the
attendent eacessive growth of the crystallites to about 100 Dcrit.

To obtain a basic set of processing conditions, we varied
hot-pressing time t, temerature T, and flame-spray oxygen pressure
P. Q-meter measurements of ILo Q at 4 Mc/s were taken as an indicator
of the optimn conditions, since it is a standard merit factor for
technical rf magnetic materials. o0 is the initial permeability,
and Q is a quality factor inverse to the magnetic loss. The results
are shown in Fig. 8. The disadvantage in raising T indefinitely is
that the crystal growth goes up rapidly, too. Low P produce a low
Q, due to the high loss from a Nile alloy previously described.
Again, P cannot become too large, since it then exerts a cooling
action on the flaem, causing faime-out. Am a result, we took
P - 20 psi, t - 25 minute., and T - llO0 C as a basic set of con-
ditions about which to vary during subsequent experiments.
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DOWJ3 WALL MDTI(M vs. DONWIN MOATI

For over a decade a controversy has stimulated many workers
in magnetim, as to whether drumin wall motion, or dcmain rotation,
is the magnetisation mechanism underlying the technical properties in
conventional materials. There are large schools of thought on each
side. Briefly, the former is a change in magnetization by means of
an effective translation of a domain waUL through the dmaln; while
in the latter case, it is due to rotation in unison of all the mag-
netic dipoles in the dcmain. A great deal of experimental evidence
has been built up on either side. Since ye could make crystallites
mall enough to prevent domain walls, thus allowing dwain rotation

only, we could ccare their properties v.th conventional ferrites
to clarify the question.

e.• To do this, we measured the complex permeability
W' and tiT i) to 4000 Mc/s, using appropriate bridges and slotted

lines to cover the range. The results are shown in Fig. 9 for 0.10
micron Ni-ferrite as compared with a conventional one of similar den-
sity (95% of theoretical) with crystallites 500 times larger (4).
The large peak in il", typical of conventional ferrites, is due to a
resonance exhibited by the wall motion or domain rotation, whichever
really exists. We reached a conclusion, thusly: if this resonance
were normally due to wall motion, it should not appear for our ultra-
fine wall-less ferrite. But since it did persist, we must conclude
that domain rotation, instead, is the essential mechanism in Ni-
ferrite for conventional, as well as ultra-fine, crystallite sizes.
This was found to be true in Nil Co•Fe 0 also, where x = 0.02T,
0.030, and 0.068. In all, sever;& dozen iaa;les were tested, many
even smaller than 0.1 micron, and the same conclusion was reached
in every case. A possible argmpent that domain wall motion mW7
supplement the domain rotation in tU Above conventional ferrite
is ruled out by the finding that similar values of IL' and R" are
found regardless of crystallite size, if the ccaparLson is made for
the same densities.

In addition, resonance frequency for domain rotation was
calculated from standard theory and compared with the er.erimental
resonance frequency in the manner of Stit and Wijn (5). Good agree-
ment was found in all cases. In wo-asureownts on ultra-fine

Nil.xZnxFe2 0o4 , where x a 0.10, 0.33, 0.50 and 0.67, a similar
rotational resonance again was found. However, because the conven-
tional ferrite had •' values nearly 10 times those of the ultra-
fine ferrites of the sae density, it was concluded that in conven-
tional NiZn-ferrites wall motion is the predominating mechanism,
while domain rotation contributes to only a minor extent.

Microwave Peak. Let us look at Fig. 9 again for Ni-ferrite,
and observe the microwave frequency peak near 2000 Mc/s for the con-
ventional ferrite. Notice that it in missing in the ferrite with
D <Dcrit., but that it appears again after annealing, when L> Dcrit.
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It is generally agreed in the standard theory that this second reson-
ance is at too hig a frequency to be accounted for on the basis of
wail motion, and is due to rotation. Our evidencep too, indicates
that it is due to rotation; but nevertheless, that it is directly
tied to the formation of the walls.

How this can happen may be seen from the following reason-
ing. Polder (6) has already explained that magnetic poles will form
selectively on same domain walls, i.e., those in which a component
of the rf field is parallel to the walls (Y-Z plane) and perpendicular
to the magnetization M. (Z-direction). Statistically, these are im-
portant, accounting for 1/3 the total number of walls, and hence of

*t. Most important, poles on such vails result in a large demag-
netizing factor Nx of 4i' . This value of N is in sharp contrast to
that when walls are not present. Without vals, NX and NY are effec-
tively reduced to near zero by the susceptibility x of tht surrounding
med i u (7). Ne of a N

Therefore, we conclude that this large change in demagnetizing factor
is related to the formation off the microwave peak as walls are form-
ed during annealing of the ultra-fine crystallites above Dcrit. It
should be noted that this cannot be a density effect, since the anneal
changed the density only about 2%.

To carry this line of reasoning further, we made a calcul&-
tion of the domain rotation resonance frequency w res, starting with
Snoek's general equation (8):

w res 0 Y Pk( + Nx M) (Elan+ Ny Ms)]

where Is the grraagnetic ratio, and Han is the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy field. Then as explained above, without walls, Nxand
NM - 0, and " res a ' Hant. However, upon the formation of walls,
Wres increases to the following value:

W res = Y [(Elan. + M) Han]

In the case of NiFe 2 04, substituting the known values of Han and
using the true g-factor of 2.13 results in 0 res - 2500 Mc/s.

This is in good aWreement with the observed resonance at 2000 Mc/s
in Fig. 9 for the crystallites greater than Dcrit, including the
convencional sample. The slight displacement observed toward a
lower w res is probably due to the superpositioning of the microwave
r.nd rf peaks.

In another composition, where one normally observes a
microwave peak in the conventional material, namely Ni.9 32 Co.068
Fe2 04, we again obtained good agreement between our observed peak
(5000 Mc/s) and that calculated from the last equation (5050 Mc/s).
We estimated a true g-factor, using 2.13 (above), instead of using
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the effective g-factor of 2.26. For other Oo- and Zn-substituted
Ni-ferrites our results were consistent with the derived theory.
That is, in general. where w res calculated was low enough to fall
directly under the rf peak and therefore be masked, It was never
distinguishable either in our annealed samples for D> Dcrit nor in
the conventional samples.

Density 2her. Finally, the theory advanced by Pippin
and Hoge•TO for the microwave peak was tested. Agreeing with stand-
ard theory that this peak is due to a rotational resonance, they sug-
gested that its distinguishability from the rf peak was a density
effect, requiring a minimum value of 4.85 g/cm3 in the case of
NiFe2 04-. As density increased, the rf peak would move down in rre-
quency, exposing the microwave peak. However, we have observed
numerous exceptions to this. For exaple, we have seen this micro-
wave peak for D> Dcrit far below this density, in particular for
4.43 W/cm3 . Also, as was shown in Fig. 9, we could not observe it
even for 5.05 g/cW3, when D< D . Moreover, we observed a strong
peak in a conventiQnally prepaWtsauple of supposedly borderline
density (4.89 g/cm'). BUsed on these results, the density theory
appears to us to be inconsistent with our experimental evidence.
Although density can shift the resonant frequencies, it does not
appear to be a fundamental criterion for the physical existence of
the microwave peak, as is crystallite size.

LOW FIEL LOSS AT MCOWAVE FMQMCIES

An extension of the above work concerning the rf and micro-
vave peaks was to study ultra-fine ferrites under perpendicular rf
and dc fields. In this case, one expects a ferromagnetic resonance
at a frequency obtitined from Heff given by Kittels equa Ion (11):

Hr~IHze+(ix - 110 "J N~e(+Ny ý 10
which is a function of the external bias i-g field Rze,

(labeled Hre8 in Fig. i0) and the sample configuration. In the same
figure, one can observe the low field losses, which peak at Edc = 0.
Together, the two effects add to form a loss curve with a double
maxima. The source of the low field loss is known to be domain rota-
tion resonance, as described before, which nan extend up to a high
microwave frequency given by (12): w = -Y (Ran + 4Ifwl'). This is
because of the random orientation and'-s-hapes of the crystallites. A
saturating biasing field. Hsat in Fig. 10, aligns all of the magneti-
zations, and then the sample resonates as one domain (Fig. 10, dotted
ca~rves).

We wished to compare these effects with those in an ultra-
fine, domain-wall-free, ferrite. Specifically, we wanted to observe
the effect on the low field losses of the absence of the second
(microwave) peak in the rf dispersion discussed earliez (last sec-
tion) and shown near 2000 Mc/s in Fig. 9. Instead of Ni-ferrite,
however, we shall discuss Ni. 9 32Co.o 68Fe 20k, since it exhibits this
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microwave peak at a higher frequency (near 5000 Wc/o.) [his makes
it more evident vhen superimposed on the rf peak, the latter falling
off to a greater extent at the higher frequency. All measurm•ents
were taken in a slotted line at 5050 Mc/* with the coaxial samle
holder placed between the pole faces of an electromagnet. The sale
was a small toroid, whose plane 'ws perpendicular to Edc.

For the smallest crystallite. (Fig. l1aetop curve, 0.23
micron), a single large peek is observed in a range of biasing fields
extending to 7000 oe. As the crystallites grow (middle curve, 0.35
micron) frca several heat treatments at 1050 C, this peak divides
into two peaks, and finally becomes (lover curve > 0.35 micron)
rather similar to that of conventional ferrites (compare Fig. 10,
solid line). The smaller size of the resonance peak for the ultra-
fine ferrite coapared to that In Fig. 10 is probably due to incomplete
saturation, since the demagnetizing factor is fairly large (2w. est.),
and therefore Beff is considerably reduced.

Figure l1b shows the rf dispersion, i.e., p" versus fre-
quency for the same smples with Ne - 0 (as in Fig. 9). Crystallite
sizes are in the same order as in ?ig. lla. There appears to be a
correspondence in the appearance of the microwave peak (Fig. 3lb) and
the increase in the low field losses at Edc - 0 (Fig. lia). As shown
earlier, the microwave peak is due to the appearance of domain walls
above a critical crystallite size, with the consequent formation of
magnetic poles on them. These produce magwetic fields which, along
with L1n, contribute to eff. Domain rotation resonance then occurs
at a frequency determined by Neff. Conversely, for this to occur for
a given frequency, H4ff must equal H res. At 5050 Mc/a, for exomple,
about 1800 Oe are required, which is far more'than the B. of several
hundred oersteds. Demagnetizing fields due to crystallite shape help
make up this total, of course, but these are reduced by interaction
with neighboring crystallites. So it is not too surprising that at
low Edc domain walls with their large demagnetizing field 4ff MN should
be a major contributor to the low field loss.

Finally, we shall merely point out the possible ptential
inherent in the top curve of Fig. lia (0.23 micron sample3. In this
curve, the point of lowest loss below resonance is at Odo - 0. But
R" as a function of frequency is just the rf dispersion (12), which

we found is determined by Han and Ms. It may be possible to tailor
the second (mierowave) peak to give sufficiently lov loss at some
frequency. It might then be practical to operate near Hdc - 0. re-
quiring only small and light mpgnets for biasing.

MICROWVE THM!MH0 FPaD AT BICE POWER LMVWZ

In this section we will describe the effect of ultra-fine
crystallites on microwave properties at high signal levels. In
particular, we shall deal with the instability, or deradation,, of
the microwave resonance beyond a specific rf signal strength, or
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critical field he. For device applications at high powers it is
desirable to increase hc, while maintaining the losses low. An in-
crease in he due to ultra-fine crystallite size vill be demonstrated,
and the remaining loss problem will be dcscribed.

The problem at hand is as follows. At Ic equal to 3res,
one obtains at low powers a resonance peak similar to that in Fig. 10,
dotted curve. However., as the power level of the rf signal increases
beyond a threshold value, the main resonance decreases. In addition,
at biasing fields hundreds of oersteds lover another loss peak, the
so-dlled subsidiary resonance, begins to appear at high powers. In
applications, these two opposite trends vith power degrade the char-
acteristics of two types of devices. Those which operate at the main
resonance, such as resonance isolators., require a high reverse-to-
forward attenuation ratio, and they therefore suffer from the decline
in X". On the other hand, such devices as circulators and phase
shifters require low loss and operate below resonance, le., 1 dc < 1 eso
The lower the adc the better, from the point of view of less ingee
weight and msie. levertheless, Ndc cannot be much less than Isat
(Fig. 10), In order to avoid low field losses, and so it usually falls
in between, near a loss aminsm. Jut this is generally in the range
of the subsidiazy resonance, which results in the deterioration of
the merit factor of the device at high powers.

The basi, for the ultra-fine crystallite approach to the
above instability problem at high power levels viI. be discussed
next. h seities, such as Ion distribution, polycrystallinity
along vith magnetocrystalline anisotrop, nn-•agnetic inclusions,
and surface roumess are known (I4) to broaden the =mLiorm preces-
%ion linevidth A M. Althoug he also increae, the greater A I de-
creases the device figure of merit. A desirable method would be to
increase the linewidth A Nk of the Important spin-waves, as can be*
seen from Suhl's equation (15) for the main resonance: (h-/AI) 2 a
A J•/VIw. For the subsidiary resonance, Suhl obtained gaphically

a corresponding relationship (16). It is general practice, now, to
interpret his A N shown on the ordinate as A Rk. Thus, all other
variables being held constant, he will increase vith a Rk.

Actoallyp, SuhlI' general spin-wave theory vas derived as-
smiing the crystallites greater than about 0.1 micron, vhich is cer-
tainly valid for conventional ferrites, but poses a question as to
precisely what the theory predicts in the event the crystallites are
below this else. At the main resonance, Sbhlmunn (14) has found
only a m•ll IvvhsL nt in the rate of degradation at medim pover
levels by reducing their size t to 2 microns in yttrium garnet. He
attributed this to the size of pores rather than of crystallites.

We expected that ultra-fine crystallites., whose boundaries
constitute inhomogeneities in the medium, would interact with spin-
waves of comparable or longer vavelength X. This, by analogy with
the inhcaogenity broadening of A R, might increase A Rk. Since the
subsidiary resonance involves spin-waves (tp. -w.) whose X 'e range
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between 0.15 micron to inflnity, whereas the main resonance involves
much shorter Xl's, only the former vas studied as a function of t.

Loss susceptibility X" was measured on spherical samples in
a cavity with perpendicular pumping at 9200 Nc/s. Ni0 o9 Co Oo.90i*
was used, since for this Co content, the anisotrop7 cons9Ta'r K " i
theoretically zero, vhich should provide a minimua iV. This is seen
from Schl&nann's equation (17): A H - &x -0.I Jl./M + 1.5 (4w 0)v/v,
whereAKx and Ioare for a single crystal, endl ;/V is the pore/sample
volmue ratio. m;us, A va a function of denasty 4, htich depends an
the severity of hot-pressing. The latter also affected t (Fig. 12a).
The measured 4 T"Ms (Fig. 12b) was in fairly good agreement with that
calculated (triangles) from d and IIrr 14o - 3320 Sauss (17). On the
other hand, AN deviated at higher t and d values from those calculated.
(Fig. 12c). Al was taken a 70 oe (17). The Importance of this milk-

mu in AN is seen from its correspondence with thaat in XV (Fig. 13d).
Thus the lowest losses occurred near t - 0.18 micron.

The most Important result was that the critical field he
varied generally Inversely to t (Fig. 13e). In three cases (arrows)
he still had not been exceeded at the max1um available power in the
pressurized cavity (hrf a 105 Oe). The crosses represent conventional
values; in Fig. l3e',l-he conventional hc - 16 Oe. Subsequent annasl-
ing#, which increased t, tended to -edce a•da X" (Fig. 12c', 13d4'
e'; increase In t not shown). Of practicl interest Is a sary of
peak power P attained along with the cost in X" (Table I). The biga-
est P (31 2T50 Kv) is about half the limit for an X-bad wavegauide.

TAME I. POWER AND LSS vs. CE79TALLU- SIZE

t (Idsrn h m .35 )- .8 VA*
P (XV) 65 225 4M 3o2750
x" .03 .05** .07o* .15 .6

*Annealed **At High Power Level

Finally. a &quaLtative explanation of the above dependence
of he (really, Aik) on t will be offered. To do this, the afore-
mentioned paph of subl (16) was wsed,, along with he,, to detezuhne
A Hk for the two different biasing fields used (Tbe n)

TAML II. *A k vs. CR7sTALLIM S _Z _

i k 1500 0e) 32 51 79 8e lf1 8u
.•k-2 0 0 0•@)3 3 5T 105 12 179 IQ

2he general increase in A .k with mller t can be explained with the
aid of Fig. 1 which shows Suhl's sp. v. spectra ( an soli
curves indicate the sp. v. band for Ld of 1500 Oe. I Is the inter-
section of the loci for the Important sp. v. frequency w/2 (i.e.,
half the pump frequency) and for the Important op. w. direction
0 a -/4. Mi vertical line (2,ir /t) stands for the sp. v. whose X
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euals t. As t dacrese sp this lnse movs fro the loft side tovard
the Important op. w 1L. M- s closer It get (for e•le, as shown),
the greater will. be the Interaction between the i"z- _pneeit and the
ap. v. (19), and ts will broaden the sp. v. linswidth A . if
nom the 1do I@ Increased to 2000 Oe all the op. v. frequencies are
incroased (dahed curves). At the sae time, the 1o007 of tjh ivor-
tant spin waves moves to W', i.e., even closer to 2W /t. Thus, the
up. v. interaction with the bmaogeneity increases further, increas-
ing 'ak more. This explanation sesm to fit the general trends
shown in Table n. Woater weight has been placed tacitly on the
shorter up. v. X'sj, near 0.15 micron, than on the lona ones since2
the density of up. w. states in h-spsce increases as 9, or 12w A)2.

¶~MAT=gW =M OF 33FI9AL PRO- L1-

Although ferrites are generally more suitable than powdered
Fe for Inductors above 5 Me/s, because of greater A' (same asn 0) and
Q, they are generally replaced by the latter in silective circuits
due to the overall stabilfty required. Twmers for ailltar7 cmuwi-
cations at this frequency co nly set overall drift Units on 1' of
+0.2% over .650o to 85'C. Minaturization and stability are goals
Toward vhich we have been working. In the ultra-fine crystallite
approach, we have been guded by the standard thec• that dcm~an walls
can increase ,A' by subdividing finer and finer with teirature T.
This meohanIsa Iplies an increased temperature coefficient (T.C.) of
A ' e Bat if the crystallites are fine enough, this mechani a should
not exist. Based on mmz sales, this appears to be correct JFig. 15a).
For the Ni 5 Zn.5Fe2 04 shown, t a 0.09 micron and d a 1.69 g/cmý-'. Its
slope is an ordbr of aagntide less than the conventional one.

On an enlarged soals (Fig. 15b) one can see two peaks, one
at T. (which is anomalously high) and another near OOC. If the cause
of the latter were known, it might be controlled to provide T30, = 0
by adjusting the height and separations of the two peaks. We already
have evidence that icreasing t increases the relative height of the
Curie peak. Many samples with T.C. near 0 have been made., while
O.02%/'C is common. The one shown in Fig. 16 is Ni. Zn Fe2 04 (tuMl
micron, d = 94% of theoretical), Its tolerance of ,.29 means it
does not drift more than that over -45o to 8500. Precision in the
measurements is estimated to be about +0.01%. Its comparison with
cosmsrcial (sam frequency range) and conventional ferrites (same
composition) is shown. Although its T.C. is lower, Its Q Is also
lwer. Compared to stable powdered Fe, itsuI 'Q is 3 times higher. In
an air-gapped pot-core, then it shoaud have a miniaturization capa-
bility of about three, with greater effas 30, similar Q a 130 and
lower drift - +0.06%. This is less than the +0.16% for the above core
whose T.C. is Zey 0.0025%/OC. The comparlson Just made for our best
sample can be looked upon only as an indicator of a potential for
stable miniaturized inductors. Reproducibility is presently not comp-
letely satisfactory and requires saws effort.
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OO.CLWZOUS:

A novel process was devised to obtain magnetic ferrites in
reviously unobtainable combinations of ultra-fine crystallite size
0.1 micron) and high density (98" of theoretical). Wase single

dciman size crystallites made it possible to shoy that domsn rota-
tion is the predcainant magnetization mechanism in conventional Ni-
and NiCo-ferrites, while domain wall motion predcuinates in NiZn-
ferrite. MVagnetle poles on d.min wall, accounted for the microwave
peak in the rf dispersion ofm , while results for the rf peak were
in good ap'eaient with rotation theory. A more detailed analytical
expression for the microwave peak was derived, which gave ood ageee-
ment with experlnent.

More practical results were also obtained. Greater thres-
hold fields hc for the Don-linear instabilities at high microwave
powers were found. At X-band these correspond to a factor of 40j, at
least, in increased power level compared to conventional ferrites.
The loss is somewhat high, but continued study of the loss mechanism
at low biasing fields my improve it. Eliminating doian walls re-
duced the temperature coefficient of ,' by an order of magnitude.
In a pot-core geometry a miniaturization capability of a factor of
three over powdered Iron, which is currently standard In rf selective
circuits, was obtained.
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EFFECT OF FILLER CONCENTRATION
ON THE VISCOELASTIC RESPONSE OF A

FILLED POLYMM SYSTEI

DONALD L. MARTIN, JR.
U. S. ARMY MISSILE COHUAND

REDSTONE ARSUNAL, ALABAMA

The addition of solid inorganic filler particles to a poly-
aeric material influences its physical response through adhesion of
binder to filler particles (1), changes i' crosulinked density (2,3),
various hydrodynamlc effects (4), and strain or stress concentrations
produced about the filler particles (1). Therefore, the mechanical
properties of oomposite solid propellants are dependent on the volume
fraction of filler, the viscoelastic properties of the binder, and the
interaction between the binder and filler particles. A program was
conducted to determine the total effect of volume raction of tiller
particles on various mechanical properties of the PBAA propellant sys-
tea.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES: Five compositions of the PBAA poly-
meric system were prepared with filler fractions of 0, 21, 42, 63, and
84 percent, respectively, using the same lot of raw materials. The
ingredients were those commonly used to make propellants. All omepos-
itions were cured at 140*F for 84 hours.

Test data were obtained with an Instron tensile tester, using
end-bonded specimens approximately 1/2 in. square in cross section and
4 in. in length, and measured under uniaxial tension at constant strain
rates. Crosshead rates of 0.2, 2.0, and 20.0 in./min. were used at
various temperatures ranging from 180 to -900F. As could be expected
from the viscoelastic nature of the PBAA binder, the shape of the
stress-strain curves was markedly affected by strain rate, temperature,
and filler fraction. The strain energ density at failure was measured
with an integrator used in conjunction with the Instron tester. The
integrator reading, representing the area under the Inmtron load-time
curve, was converted to strain energy density at failure by the
expression (I) (FSo) CoH.So) - in.-lbs./in. 3

"500 2 (V)
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where Q . strain energy density at failure
I - integrator reading

F.S.. full-scale load in lbs.
C.H.S.. cromshead speed in in./min.

V a volume of s*mple in inp

The 5000 figure is the integrator calibration count which represents
full-scale load for 1 min. The integrator method was used because
the gage. length remains essentially constant with bonded-end-tab spec-
imenL (5). Stress calculated on the original cross-sectional area was
converted to true stress by multiplying by the principal extension
ratio X, based on the assumption that Poisson's ratio is 0.5 (6). The
modulus E is the initial slope of the corrected stress strain curve.
The maximum stress an, strain at break % , modulus E, strain energy
density at failure Q, and reduced stress-strain data were superposed
satisfactorily according to the modified WL.F. equation (7)

log a . -C 1  ( T-T*) (2)
C2 + ( T-T )

where &T - shift factor relating time to temperature
T - test temperature
T a riforenoe temperature

C1 & C2 empirical constants determined from experimental
data (for the PBAA system and a reference temperature
of 730F, C1 - 6.1? and C2 . 125)

The chosen reference temperature (To) was 73*F, and C and
C were determined empirically to give the best fit to experimenlal
vilues of log aT. The #xperimentally-determined log aT is the shift
factor required to superpose various line segments of data on the re-
duced time axis, each segment being measured at a different oonstant
temperature T. In Fig. 1 the experimental values of log &T are shown
to bi in good agreement with those predicted by the modified W.L.F.
equation represented by the solid line.

RESULTS: The resulting data are graphically illustrated
for various relationships and conditions. Figures 2,0,4, and 5 show
the logarithm of maximum stress, modulus, strain energy density, and
strain capacity versus the logarithm of reduced tim for the 0, 21,
42, 63, and 84 percent filler fractions. Figure 6 plots the logarithm
of reduced stress versus the logarithr. of reduced strain for each of
these filler fractions, and thms 'arpresents the stress-strain relation-
ship in the initial portion of the stress-strain curves. Each curve
was shifted by an amount A for convenience in presentation. The stress,
modulus, and strain energy density data were correlated with the net
cross-sectional area of the binder by dividing by (1 - ), where 4
represents the volume fraction of filler particles present in the
system.
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Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 indicate the dependence of tie logarithm of
maximum stress, modulus, strain energy density, and strain capacity,
respectively, on the filler fractions 0 at constant values of the log-
aritlhm of reduced timejand show th. variation of these properties with
filler fraction at a given strain rate and teaperature.

v14axiuum Stress, Modulus, Strain EnerMy Density, Stress-
Strain Relationships These four mechanical properties are affected in
a similar manner by the addition of filler particles, and will be dis-
cussed as a group.

As shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, the addition of filler par-
ticles to the P.BAA polymeric system increases the stress, modulus, and
strain energy density of the binder. It was observed that a shift of
the data to lover values of reduced time would permit superposition
into a mechanical response spectrum representing the response of the
system at some selected temperature and filler fraction over an extend-
ed time scale. The analogy noted between the shift factor relating
time to temperature and the one suggested here relating time to volume
fraction of filler led to the following formulas

log &'•B
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where a•., filler fraction shift factor
volume fraction of filler

31 & -B .empirical constants determined from experimental data
No"0 reference filler fraction

Inverting Eq. (3) yields the following expressions
I1 B2  1 1•i " +(4)

Jog a4  l j(m4) - ) B1

and the plot of 1 versus 1 then yields a straight line of
log 4,0

slope 12 and an intercept 1 , From Fig. 7, which treats data in this

manner, the folloving values can be calculated for the PEAA system:

4 B1 1 -12.5
intercept

t

B2- slope B " -1.45

Substituting these values in Eq. (3) will result in the following ex-
pression for the PDAL system: 12.5 (4- ) (5)

Slog S, - 1.457+ (€ -€)

Figures 8 and 9 show the maximum stress, or log [m a sT

1 r T
and the logarithm of strain enery density, or log respc-

tively, versus the logarithm of doubly reduced time, log I; Fig.

10 resprosents the logarithm of modulus log To versus the log-

arithm of doubly reduced time log 1 ; Fig. 11 represents the log-

arithm of the doubly reduced stroess, log a X, versus the

1 Ra [r 5Ra
logarithm of the doubly reduced strain, Iog --t _ and is referred

to as the doubly reduced stress-strain curve. Thens graphs illustrate
dependence of the various properties on strain rate, temperature, and
filler fraction. Good agreement was obtained between the experimental
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values of log % and those calculated by Eq. (5). Figure 12 indicates
the dependence of log % on the filler fraction@, with the solid lineS:'-eprsentin. Eq,. (5).

Superposittion of the initial modulus and stress-strain data
could not be achieved by applying the same shift factor as was used
for the ultimate property data, because the mechanical properties of
composite propellants depend on tha degree of adhesion of the binder
network chains to the surface of the filler particles, with the degree
of adhesion in turn dependent on the extension of the sample (1). This
relationship is substantiated by strain dilatometric studies which
indicate that between zero and some critical strain no volume change
occurs (6). At greater strains some dewetting occurs, due to failure
of the adhesive bonds between the binder and filler particles, and
this dewetting phenomenom is likewise de•endent on extension of the
sample. Therefore, as expected, the effect of filler fraction is more
pronounced on mechanical properties in the initial portion of the
stress-strain curve (Figs. 3 and 6) than on properties near failure
(Figs. 2 and 4). The effect of filler fraction (4) on the initial
stress-strain properties (little or no dewetting) may be approximated
by the ultimate property data a (dewetting phenomenon believed to be
completed) raised to the 2.5 power. This my be stated mathematically
as follows$ (

where al is the effect of filler fraction on modulus and initial
stressa-train relationship, and a& is the effect of filler fraction on
the ultimate property data.

Ultimate Strains In the literature on viscoelasticity, var-
ious mechanical models composed of springs and dashpots have been used
to represent the viscoelastic properties and describe the response of
different materials (7). The springe represent the elastic components,
and the dashpoto the viscous or time-dependent components. The addi-
tion of rigid filler particles tends to change the response of a vis-
coelastic medium through increased viscosity and stress and/or strain
concentrations about the filler particles (1.8). Both factors tend to
reduce the strain capacity of a viscoelvstic medium. The decrease in
the strain capacity of the FBAA systeL -±th addition of filler parti-
cles at a given strain rate and temperature is presented in Fig. 5.
Although the curves (Fig 5) could not be superposed by using the &4
factor, it was observed that the master curve representing the strain
capacity of the PBAA system versus strain rate, temperature, and fill-
er fraction could be achieved by use of vertical and horizontal shift
factors (Fig. 14). The ratio of the horizontal shift to the vertical
shift required for optimum superposition was 4 to 1, and implied the
following relationship:

log a1  . 4 loge (7)
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where aN is the shift factor along the horisontal or reduced time axis,

ando is the shift factor along the vertical or strain capacity axis.
If we assume that an' represents the shift factor associated with the
apparent oharges in the viscous component of strain which acomapany
changes in filler fraction, then can represent the reciprocal of the
strain concentrations induced by filler particles. This is implied in
the fact that once the data have been shifted along the reduced time
axis to account for changes in the viscous component with addition of
filler particles, use of the faotorg would superpose the strain capa-
city data for a given filler fraction over the full tim spectrum.
This can be expressede

log•4 0 - log 64 (a)

or in terms of strain concentration factors,
4.0) " 4 0 (-_ L) (9)

where 'ow the strain capacity for PBAA with a particular filler
fraction, 0

cow the strain capacity for PSAA guastook at the same doubly

reduced time, log 1

1 . the strain concentration factor

The following empirical formula was derived for the depen-
dence of the strain concentration factor 1 on the filler fraction.

1 = 0.780 - 0.790 ( ) for,0>20% (10)

This equation will predict the strain concentration factor for PBAA
composites with filler fractions greater than 20 percent. The experi-
mental points in Fig 13 imply that with filler fractions greater than
20 percent the strain concentration factor 1 is linearly dependent on

the filler fraction. If this behavior is ulual for PBAA composites in
general, the values of 1 and a. can be estimated from Eqs. (7) and (10).

For predicting the strain concentration factor for composites
ite. with filler fractions of less than 20 percent, Eq. (11) proposes
a relation based on a modification of Einsteints viscosity law with
various shape factors. This method has been suggested by Guth (8) for
other properties. The shape factor takes into account various 1gglom-
orations of filler particles and presumably could depend on the filler
fraction in the system.

1 . -
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vheret(j in interpreted as the form factor and the other symbol*

have te-e definition given previously. With this equation the
strain concentration factor 1 for a 20-percent filler fraction is the

same as that obtained with F4. (10), and approaches the value of 1.0 as
the filler fraction approaches zero. The two equations were applied to
the - from Fig. 5 to plot the master curve in Fig. 14, which thus
represents the strain capacity of the PBAA binder system versus strain
rate, temperature, anu filler fraction, over an extended time scale,

Failure envelopes for PBAA with various filler fractions
are presented in Fig. 15 as the logarithm of maximum stress,

lo(- a . versus the logarithm of the strain capacity, log 4b.

These data indicate the critical stress-strain combination for uniax-
ial failure and the effect of filler fraction on this relationship.

CONCLUSIONS: The addition of filler to the PBAA polymeric
system increases the maximum stress, modulus, strain energy density,
and stress-strain properties, with a corresponding decrease in the
strain capacity. The same time-temperature shift factor, log &,t can
be satisfactorily applied to all formulations of the PBAA system inves-
tigated. The logarithm of maximum stress and strain energy density at
failure for all filler fractions can be represented as the respective
response spectrum when plotted versus the doubly reduced time. The
time scale is shifted once by the amount log &Tr to account for the
different temperatures, and once by log ato account for the different
filler fractions. The logarithm of the time-temperature shift factor
and the filler fraction shift factor can be calculated by the modified
W°LoF. type equations, (2) and (5). Response spectrums of the modulus
and the reduced stress-strain data for all filler fractions can be
constructed by use of the doubly reduced time, provided the logarithm
of the fillbr fraction shift factor as obtained from the ultimate prop-
ertios is multiplied by 2.5. This factor accounts for the difference
between the binder-filler interaction at small strain, where only minor
dewatting has occurred, and that at the ultimate strain, where major
devetting of the filler particles has occurred (6).

The decrease in the strain capacity due to the addition of
filler particles can be empirically treated by introducing a strain
concentration factor 1 on the strain capacity axis and a viscous com-

ponent factor as on tie doubly reduced time axis. For filled FBAA sys-
tems it is proposed that these factors be predicted ky Eqs. (7), (10),
and 4ll). Using a combination of either these equations or Figs. 13
and 14 and the appropriate strain rates for low temperature equilibrium
thermal shrinkage in a large composite propellant rocket motor results
in the approximate rule that an additional 1-percent increase in filler
fraction will result in 2-percent decrease in the propellant's strain
capacity.
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The data presented in Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, and 13, along with
Eq<. (2), (5), (7), (10), and (11), make it possible to estimate the
mechanical response of the PBAA propellant system at any desired strain
rate, temperature, and filler fraction within the applicable time spec-
trum. The ability to predict this behavior should prove extremely val-
uable to both the design engineer and the propellant synthesizer.
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AS AFFECTED BY AIR, WATER,

AND CEMENT CONTENT

BRYANT MATHER
U. S. ARMY ENGINEER WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

Introduction

The sedimentary rocks known as conglomerate and breccia
consist of sand and gravel or of fine and coarse broken rock bound
together by a cementing medium. The art of making artificial con-
glomerate or breccia - concrete - has been known and practiced by
builders for at least two millennia. Research to discover ways of
making better or more economical concrete has been carried on through-
out this period. Vitruvius, in the first century A.D., reported
results of research indicating advantages to the use of organic
materials such as lard as admixtures in concrete.

Air Entrainment

In about 1938 it was observed that concrete pavements
made with portland cements containing tallow possessed superior
resistance to frost damage. Between 1938 and 1942 it was found
that improved frost resistance could be imparted to concrete by
the use of a variety of organic admixtures; that these materials
possessed the common characteristics of producing foams when the
concrete was mixed; and that the improved frost resistance was
the result of the presence of air bubbles distributed throughout
the cement-paste portion of the concrete mixture. Since 1942 the
relation of frost resistance and air entrainment has been exten-
sively studied, and since 1944 the Corps of Engineers has generally
required that air be entrained in concrete that would be exposed
to freezing. Extensive studies have indicated that the amount of
air needed for frost resistance is about 9 percent of the volume
of the mortar fraction of the concrete or about 4-1/2 percent of
the volwue of a concrete mixture made using 1-1/2-in. coarse
aggregate.
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Strength

The strength of concrete depends on many factors, the
most important of which, normally, is the relative weight of water
used per unit weight of cement. With the intentional introduction

of air as an ingredient of concrete mixtures, it was found, as
might have been expected, that the strength tended to be reduced,

* and the mobility aud workability of the mixture tended to be in-
creased as air was added. Since no increase in mobility was nor-
mally needed, it was found that by using less water when air was
added, the desired amount of air could be entrained without the
increase in mobility and the strength-lowering effect of the
introduced air could be partially or completely overcome. In
mixtures of relatively low cement content, the change to the use *

of entrained air permitted greater relative reductions of water
content to maintain but not increase workability than were possible
with richer mixtures,

Optimum Air Content

Recently the Chief of Engineers authorized the U. S.
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station to study mass concrete
mixtures of low cement content, such as are used for the interior
concrete in large dams wLere frost action is not a factor, to
develop data on what might be their optimum air content. Such
mixtures are now required to contain air, but the prescribed limits
on air content have been those developed for achieving frost
resistance.

Previous Results

From previously reported studies it was known that the
strength of any concrete mixture would be lowered or raised by
about 5 percent for each 1 percent of air-void volume that was
added to or removed from it. From typical curves of the relation-
ship of water-cement ratio and strength it was observed that,
for a 5 percent change in strength,a change in water-cement ratio
of 0,03 by weight would be required, It was thus apparent that,
when, by the introduction of entrained air into a concrete mixture
of otherwise satisfactory workability and strength-gaining proper-
ties, the water content is reduced 0.03 pounds per pound of cement
for each percent of air introduced, changes in air content should
be accompanied by no change in strength. If, on the other hand,
the reduction of water content to maintain workability is less
than 0.03 pounds per pound of cement per percent of air added,
the strength will be reduced as the air content is raised, and
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more cement will be needed in order to maintain strength and worka-
bility by permitting a further reduction of water-cement ratio.
Finally, however, if the reduction of water content to maintain
workability is more than 0.03 pounds per pound of cement per per-
cent of air added, the strength will tend to be raised, and less
cement will be needed to maintain strength and workability. The
change of 0.03 pounds of water per pound of cement per percent
of air is 0.048 cubic feet of water per cubic yard of concrete
per 100 pounJs of cement. As shown in Fig. 1, this means that
water must be removed in the amount of 35.6 percent of the volume
of air introduced into a mixture containing 200 pounds of cement
per cubic yard, if no change in strength is to occur. As the
cement content of the mixture is increased, the magnitude of change
in volume of water as a fraction of the change in volume of air
required to maintain strength increases.

Laboratory Work

Three concrete mixtures of different cement content were
proportioned without the use of an air-entraining admixture. Each
of these mixtures was then modified by the introduction of an air-
entraining admixture in appropriately increasing amounts to cause
entrained air contents of varying amounts up to 12 percent ex-
pressed as proportional volume of that portion of the mixture
finer than a 1-1/2-in, sieve. In modifying each mixture, it was
required that the cement content, the coarse aggregate content,
the mortar content, and the workability be kept constant. Thus
it was required that, as air was added, a volume of water plus
fine aggregate be removed equal to the volume of added air. What
the experiment was designed to determine was: (a) what the ratio
of water to fine aggregate was in the volume of water plus fine
aggregate that needed to be removed to keep the workability con-
stant; (b) whether this ratio changed with change in air content
for a concrete mixture of given cement content; and (c) whether
this ratio changed for mixtures of different cement content.

Results

It was found that, for the three mixtures studied, the
ratio of water to fine aggregate did not change with changes in
air content for a concrete mixture of given cement content but
did change, apparently linearly, with change in cement content.
Specifically, it was found that, for the three cement contents
studied, the ratios of water to fine aggregate, in the volume of
water to fine aggregate that needed to be removed as the air
content was increased, were as follows:
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Cement Content Ratio of Water to Fine
lb/cu yd Aggregate, by Volume

235 60:40
376 50:50
442 45:55

Discussion

These relations are shown in Fig. 1. They indicate that
for a concrete mixture containing 310 pounds of cement per cubic
yard the amount of water removed per unit volume of air added is
0.03 pounds per pound of cement per percent air, the value cal-
culated to be that at which the air content could be changed with
no change in strength. It is also indicated that, for mixtures
of higher cement content, the amount of water that can be removed
will always be less than sufficient to compensate for the effect
of the added air in reducing strength. Thus, for mixtures richer
than 310 pounds of cement per cubic yard, the optimum air content
will be the minimum consistent with other requirements, such as
frost resistance. However, for lean concretes containing less
than 310 pounds of cement per cubic yard, the optimum air content
to achieve the desired strength at minimum cement demand will
be the maximum that it is practical to obtain. The present require-
ment is 4.5 * 1.5 percent in that part of the mixture liner than
the 1-1/2-in. sieve. The laboratory results also sugge3t that,
with mixtures such as those that were studied and an air-entraining
admixture of the type employed, the practical limit of air en-
trainment will be in the range 9-12 percent air in the portion
finer than the 1-1/2-in. sieve, since it appears that the amount
of air-entraining admixture required for each additional percent
of air to be entrained increases sharply in this range.

Sutmmary

The strength of a particular sample of portland-cement
concrete is the result of the interaction of many factors relat-
ing to the properties of the individual constituents, the propor-
tions in which they have been combined, and the history of the
concrete prior to the time at which its strength is of interest.
One of the most significant of the factors affecting strength
i the ratio of the quantity of water used to the quantity of
cement used. With the use of air-entrained concrete to provide
frost resistance, interest in the effects of air content on
strength has developed. Host of the work done, however, has
concerned m nimization of reduction in strength at the air content
level needed for frost resistance.
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Air entrainment is also employed in concrete produced for
use in the interiors of large dams. A question was raised as to the
most desirable air content level for such concrete. Work done at
the Waterways Experiment Station indicated that, for concrete mix-
tures of fixed cement content, workability could be maintained
unchanged as the proportions of air:sand:water were changed. It
was found that this could be done by removing or adding a volume
of sand and water equal to the volume of air that was added to or
removed from the mixture as the amount of air-entraining admixture
used was increased or decreased. The ratio of water to sand in
the sand and water volume added or removed was found to vary with
the cement content of the concrete, from 60:40 to 45:55 in the
tests made.

Previous work indicated that, if only the air content
changed, the strength might be expected to be reduced by about
5 percent for each percent of air added. It was also indicated
that strength would be expected to be increased about 5 percent
for each reduction of 0.03 in water-cement ratio by weight. By
combining these relationships with the test data, a relation was
developed which suggested that for a concrete mixture containing
about 310 pounds of cement per cubic yard the air content could
be changed without changing the strength, but for richer mixtures
the strength would tend to be reduced as the air content was
raised, and for leaner mixtures the strength would tend to be
raised as the air content was raised.

The hypothesis is therefore proposed that the most desir-
able level of air content for concrete containing less than about
310 pounds per cubic yard of portland cement is the maximum that
could be practically attained and that the most desirable level
for mixtures of higher cement content is the minimum that could
be practically attained. The test results suggest that it may not
be practical to entrain more than about 9-12 percent by volume of
air in concrete containing large aggregate due to the quantity of
air-entraining admixture required. Since many concrete mixtures
of higher than 310 pounds per cubic yard cement content will be
used where exposure to frost will occur, the minimum practical
air content for these will be that which is required to produce
frost resistance.
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RELAXATION PROCESSES IN FERROMAMUETIC INSULATORS

JOSEPH NEMARICE
HARRY DIAM)ND LABORATORIES

WASHINGTONO D. C.

Ferromagnetic insulators such as ferrites and garnets have
had wide application in many military microwave devices (W). In most
of these devices the dissipative properties of these materials enter
in a very important way. There has been considerable effort made
during the past years to understand the details of the magnetic loss
mechanism in ferromagnetic insulators. In particular there has been
much discussion concerning the role of residual crystalline imperfec-
tions in the relaxation process. This latter point has special tech-
nological importance. since some measure of the role of crystalline
imperfections will determine to what extent improvements in crystal
growing techniques can influence device performance.

A parameter that indicates the combined effect of various
relaxation processes is the linewidth of the ferromagnetic resonance
absorption observed in materials of simple shapes, such as a sphere.
Early calculations had indicated that direct coupling to the lattice
of the long wavelength excitations induced in a magnetic resonance
experiment was too weak to account for the linewidths observed. The
discovery that there exists a large number of spin wave states having
the same energy or frequency as (that is, degenerate with) the uniform
precession of magnetization usually excited in magnetic resonance and
that magnetic inhomogeneities can couple the uniform precession to
these degenerate states led to the belief that coupling of the reso-
nant mode to these degenerate spin wave states was primarily respons-
ible for the ferromagnetic resonance linewidths observed. Several
years ago, however, the experiments of Fletcher, LeCraw and Spencer
(2) with the ferromagnetic insulator yttrium iron garnet (YIG) and
the subsequent calculations of Kasuya and Le Craw (k) revised the
notions of the magnetic resonance relaxation process in highly pol-
ished samples of this material. In figure 1 is shown a schematic
representation of magnetic relaxation in YIG. The wavenumber
k = 2rT/k, where X is the wavelength of the spin wave. Fletcher,
LeCraw and Spencer found that at room temperature if their sample
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was not highly polishid the primary channel of relaxation was via
coupling to degenerate spin wavest whereas if the sample was highly
polished the primary relaxation channel was via other processes.
Kasuya and LeCraw (3) showed that with a reasonable assumption for
the degree of local magnetostriction they could account for the rate
of relaxation observed. The local magnetostrictive effect couples
the resonant mode directly to the lattice as well as to spin waves.
Subsequently it was shown (4) that at 4.2*K, coupling of the uniform
precession mode to degenerate spin waves was still the predominant
relaxation mechanism even in the highest polished pure YIG samples.
The importance of paramagnetic impurities to the relaxation process
(especially at temperatures below 100K) has been demonstrated (5)
and even in samples prepared from the highest purity material, it
appears that there is a residual effect at low temperatures due to
these impurities. Since relaxation rates are larger the higher the
wavenumber k of the spin wave (6), no "bottlenecks" are likely to
exist and one may decompose the linewidth of an observed resonance
into a part AHpITS due to coupling to degenerate spin waves by resi-
dual surface and volume pits, a part AHNS due to local magnetostric-
tive effects, a part AHp: due to paramagnetic impurities, and other
terms which are usually negligible compared to the aforementioned
contributions.

Prior to the above meationed works, R. L. White had pointed
out that by measuring the linewidths of other magnetic resonance
modes known as magnetostatic modes one could in principle determine
the relative importance of degenerate spin wave coupling to the mag-
netic resonance relaxation process in ferromagnetic dielectrics (7).
In figure 2 a schematic diagram of the spin wave spectrum is shown
together with region of magnetostatic mode excitations. The angular
frequency wk of a spin wave of wavenumber k, is seen to be dependent
on Oki the angle the wave vector k makes with the direction of the
static magnetic field. If a resonance with k f 0 is excited with
angular frequency wo, then there are a large number of spin waves
having the same frequency (or energy) as the resonant mode, that is,
"degenerate" with this mo(,e. It is seen that there are magneto-
static modes with k s 0 that have varying positions with respect to
the spin wave manifold. If coupling to degenerate spin waves consti-
tutes an important mechanism in magnetic resonance relaxation, then
the density p(w, k) of these degenerate states, should strongly
affect the linewidth of the resonant mode. In particular if coupling
is occurring to either medium or high k-number spin waves, it may be
seen from figure 2 that the relative linewidths of the magnetostatic
modes should behave quite differently on passing through the top of
the spin wave manifold, wT. However, when the magnetostatic mode
linewidths were measured in a YIG sphere (7), the variations observed
were not explainable by this simple picture. Since these measure-
ments were performed on a sample with a uniform precession linewidth
of about 1.2 oersteds and highly polished samples have linewidths of
0.5 oersteds or less, it was felt that it would be of some interest
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to measure the magnetostatic mode linewidths in a hiahly polished
sample. In particular, it appeared that a measurement at room tem-
perature and 4.2*K in the same sample might indicate how the strength
or the coupling to degenerate spin waves behaved as a function of
temperature.

The magnetostatic mode linewidths were therefore measured
in a highly polished sample of single crystal YIG at x-band with the
static magnetic field along the [111) direction. Measurements were
made at both 300CK and 4.2*K. In order to make these measurements
a magnetic resonance spectrometer of a particular type had to be
built. Certain of the magnetostatic modes have weak intensities and
measurement of their linewidths required very sensitive detection
schemes. Other modes are vary intense and precautions have to be
taken to decouple these modes sufficiently to measure their line-
widths accurately. Since the linewidths in the samples of interest
are relatively narrow (0.5 oersteds or less out of 3000 oersteds)
and require certain precautions in their measurement; the problem is
compounded when resonances of widely varying intensities are to be
measured with high accuracy. A schematic diagram of the spectrometer
used for the measurements is shown in figure 3. The YIG sphere vgas
placed in a rectangular cavity that was resonant in the TEIC. mude.
Since the individual magnetoitatic modes are preferentially excited
by r.f. magnetic fields of particular symmetry and angle with respect
to the static magnetic field, the angle the static field made with
the r.f. field as well as the position of the sample in the cavity
was made udjustable. In this way weak resonances could be optimized
and resonances that were too strong could be diminished. The sample
was allowed to rotate freely within the holder to permit the easy
magnetic axis (the [i11] direction for oG) to align itself with the
static magnetic field. The weak resonances were measured by using
techniques commonly employed in paramagnetic resonence investigations
(9). Magnetic field modulation and superheterodyne detection of the
resonance signal was employed. The klystron was stabilized on the
sample cavity. The superheterodyne detection at 30 Me was followed
by synchronous detection of the 36 cycles per second signal. The
derivative of the resonance was then displayed on the Y-axis of an
X-Y recorder. The X-axis was driven in proportion tc the swept mag-
netic field.

For the stronger resonances, the superheterodyne detection
system was deactivated and a self-contained stabilized klystron was
used as the signal source. The linewidths were measured by means of
the precision attenuator and the galvanometer detector. The reso-
nance linewidth is the difference in the values of static magnetic
field between the points where the effective imaginary susceptibility
is one-half of its value at resonance. The two methods of measuring
linewidths were checked by measuring several modes with both methods.

The results of the measurements on a highly polished YIG
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sphere (0.058 in. diameter) at 300eK are shown in figure 4. For
comparison the data of R. L. White (7) are also shown. The numbers
at the top of the figures are the magnetostatic mode indices accord-
ing to Walker (8). The dashed line marked 6 - Y/2, k a 0 indicates
the extrapolated top of the spin wave manifold and modes lying to
the right of this line are within the spin wave manifold. Hi is the
internal static magnetic field for resonance for the indicated modes
and M is the saturation magnetization of the sample. Since our
measurements were at 9.3 kMc and White's measurements were at 9.7
kMc, and since the parameter %H a Hi/4rrM for a particular mode is
somewhat dependent on frequency, we have plotted the modes on an
arbitrary %H scale in order to maintain the correspondence between
the various modes. It is noted that the linewidth of the uniform
precession mode (the 110 mode) in this work is about 1/3 that of
White's and there is considerably less variation in the mode line-
widths in the narrower linewidth sample. However, there is still a
residual variation of mode linewidths and the question now is whether
one can conclude anything about the extent of the contribution of
degenerate spin wave coupling to the linewidths from this variation.
Since YIG has no disorder in magnetic sites, the primary source of
degenerate spin wave interactions to be considered is scattering
from volume and surface pits. In view of the fact that the exact
nature of the sample surface was not known, w-, have used the pit
scattering theory of Sparks, Loudon, and Kittel (i0). These authors
compute the ferromagnetic resonance linewidth due to a spherical
diamagnetic inclusion iri a magnetic media. The effect of surface
roughness is approximated by assuming the surface is composed of
hemispherical pits and that the scattering from each of the pits is
additive. The linewidth calculated by these authors for a sphere of
radius Ro covered with hemispherical pits of radius R is given by

k R

mmx ýýJjlkR)]2 (3coos 
Ok 2

where, M is the saturation magnetization

r l= W/y 4rM - constant for this integration

w = angular frequency

y is the spectroscopic splitting factor (2.80 Mc/oersted)

0 r - "H + "ex 1 2 k 2

=H ai e/4TrM

Hiis the internal static magnetic field
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nex a Hex/47rM

Hex is an effective exchange field (11)

. is the lattice spacing

(x) sin x co x is the spherical Bessel function of2 x

order 1 (12).

8 is the angle the spin wave propagation vector k makes with

the static magnetic field

o2 r i-ir - ncoo2 ek =

k m oifn M 0 i f (O + 1)

"k m 42+o^17_ (2N+ 1) 1/2 f2

1/122 t

If R is greater than 5 x 10"4 cm and Y7/2 < 0 < 0. equation (1) is
well approximated by

AH 1ý 4T (3 cos •-1)2

~S-L-K Cos e
where

2 2H + 0 HCos%1

Since highly polished YIG spheres are prepared with an abrasive with
a maximum size of about 0.30 x 10-4 cm, it is expected that the resi-
dual surface imperfections would have radii somewhat less than 0.15
x 10"4 cm. Equation (1) was therefore recast into a form suitable
for numerical evaluation for all values of the pit radius (13) and
the results are shown in figure 5. It is seen that as the surface
pit radius increases, the linewidth peak on the low field side
increases rapidly and moves over to the extrapolated top of the spin
wave manifold (e - Tr/2, k - 0). For larger pit radii the height of
the peak increases roughly as the square of the pit radius and the
low field side of the peak drops sharply at the top of the spin wave
manifold. The other peak at the high field side also continues to
increase with pit radius and moves over to higher fields until it
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coincides with bottom of the spin wave anwifold (0 a Op k a 0).

When considering coupling of manetostatic modes to degen-
orate spin waves by surface imperfections, it has been pointed out by
Jones (14) that one must consider the fact that the wmplitude of the
precession angle for a mapetostatic mode is generally larger at the
surface of a sphere than it Is interior to the sphere and the amount
that it is larger will vary from mode to mode. It would then be
expected that the contribution of degenerate spin wave coupling from
surface interactions would in general vary from mode to mode. For
an approximate theory such as that of Sparks, Loudon, and Kittel
where the contribution of the surface interaction is independent of
the angle the static field makes with the surface, this effect mani-
fests itself in the form of a factor. We have called this factor
Fnmr and it is easily shown to be,

-nrM I Ara (2)

where mt is the transverse component of magnetization for the mode
t�indices wrK >surface indicates the surface average, and

S .?volume indicates the volume average. The values of Fnmr for
most of the low order modes have been computed using the published
values 15) of mx andmy for the various modes. In most cases

Frnr =- 2n + 1)/3 and is therefore independent of the field and fre-
quency at which the mode is resonant. Table I gives the values of
Fnmr computed for the modes on which linewidths measurements were
made when f0 - 1.874. The results are similar when 0 - 1.352. We have
assumed that the observed magnetostatic mode linevidths can be
expressed by the Oum of a constant contribution plus a part which
depends on the mode indices and the position of the mode with respect
to the spin wave manifold (in this case, the Sparks, Loudon, and
Kittel result). That is,

-" o + F = '%-L-K (R) (3.)

A best fit to the data obtained was made by varying R, the assumed
effective surface pit radius and A%, the constant contribution.
The value of R chosen for the best fit at both temperatures was
R - 0.10 x 10-" cm. Since the abrasive has an irregular shape with
maximum size of about 0.30 x 10-4 cm and is probably broken down
somewhat during the polishing process, the effective surface pit
radius chosen for the best fit appears to be quite reasonable.

The results of this best fit to the data obtained at 300eK
is shown in figure 6. It is seen that the constant rontribution has
been chosen as 0.350 oersteds. The uniform precession linewidth
(the 110 mode) therefore appears to have a contribution of about
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Table I. Computed values of IPrj the factor expressing the degree
37 relative concentration of transverse mvanetis'otion at the surface
of a sphere for the magnetostatic modes with indices nmr. The Fnmr's
are independent of r excepting for the cases fodtnoted and these were
computed for f) a 1.874 and the indicates values of r. N. C. indi-
cates these Fnmr were not computed since measurements were not mad.
on the corresponding modes.

Fnmr
-o~ 0 1 2 3 4 15

- -i

4 7.3/30 9/3 9/3 9/3 9/3

5 N.C. V3b N.C. 11/3 11/3 11/3

6 N.C. N.C. 16/3 c N.C. 13/3 13/3

a. r,,2, b. r-l, c.r--O

0.05 oersteds (or 12.5% of the total linewidth) from degenerate spin
wave coupling. This is consistent with the findings of Fletcher,
LeCraw and Spencer (2) who found a linewidth contribution in their
sample of 11.7% due to degenerate spin wave coupling.

In figure 7 are shown the results obtained at 4.2*K. In
this case the constant linesidth contribution in taken to be 0.200
oersteds. It is seen that here the uniform precession mode hrs a
contribution of roughly 0.09 oersteds out of 0.29 oersteds (or 31%)
due to degenerate spin wave coupling. However, Spencer and LeCraw
(4) have found that in their sample at 4.2'K roughly 56% of the total
linewidth was due to degenerate spin wave coupling. The reason for
this difference in contribution of degenerate spin wave coupling is
probably attributable to a difference in amount of rare earth impur-
ities in the two samples. Our sample was prepared with Y2 03 with
rare earth impurities of 1 part in a million or less. whereas the
sample of reference 4 had impurity level of 1 part in 10 million or
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less. The total uniform precession linewidth at 4.2eK in our sample
was 0.29 oersteds whereas in Spencer and LeCraw's (4) sample it was
about 0.18 oersteds. Since rare earth impurities are known to
increase the linewidth considerably for temperatures In the range of
about 20K to lOOK, as an additional check we measured our sample
linewidth in this temperature range. We found that our linewidth
at 77*K was 0.60 oersteds compared to 0.31 oersteds in a sample made
from the highest purity of Y203 (16). Hence, we conclude that the
additional 0.10 oersteds we observed in the total uniform precession
linewidth at 4.2eK is probably due to rare earth impurity broadening.
Our 4.2eK measurements are then consistent with the findings of
Spencer and LeCraw (4).

We may therefore conclude that examination of the relative
linewidths of the magnetostatic modes allows one to infer the degrPe
to which degenerate spin wave coupling is contributing to the total
linewidth of any mode. The results obtained are entirely consistent
with the previous results obtained by the modulation experiments on
the uniform precession mode (2,4). It therefore appears that efforts
directed toward improvements of polishing techniques for spheres or
toward reduction of microcrystalline volume imperfections in yttrium
iron garnet will probably not result in any substantial reduction of
the uniform precession linewidth in this material at x-band frequen-
cies and room temperatures since the results of this experiment show
that surface and volume imperfections do not play an important role
in the dclermination of the uniform precession linewidth.

The author gratefully acknowledges helpful conversations
with Dr. 0. R. Jones, electronic computation machine programing by
Mr. A. Hausner and Mr. 0. Cruzan, and the assistance of the support-
ing staff and administration of the Harry Diamond Laboratories.
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NORRIS, FINKELSTEIN, and SPRINZ

A MORPHOLOGIC STUDY OF THE
PATHOGENESIS OF EXPERI-ENTAL
CHOLERA IN THE INFANT RABBIT

H. THOMAS NORRIS, CAPT., MC, RICHARD A. FINKELSTEIN, Ph.D.
and HELMUTH SPRINZ, COL., MC

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
Washington, D.C.

The current spread of cholera through Southeast and East
Asia with the resulting 18,400 deaths in 1963 alone (1) has re-
emphasized the need for basic research on this disease as well as on
all intestinal diseases affecting the combat effectiveness of our
troops. The causative organism of cholera, the Kommabacillus, was
discovered by Koch in 1884 (2). As early as 1894 Metchnikoff (3) was
able to reproduce this enteric infection in infant rabbits by peroral
inoculation. This experimental model, however, fell into disuse and
it was not until very recently that Dutta modified it in an attempt
to isolate the toxic portion of the vibrio responsible for the patho-
genic action. The 10-day-old suckling rabbit is unique in that
diarrhea and dehydration, similar to the human disease, follow intra-
intestinal inoculation of cholera vlbrios. However, by the 16th day
of life the rabbit is markedly less susceptible to the infection.

It is the purpose of this paper to report the morphologic
response of the gastrointestinal tract of the 10-day-old rabbit to
intact and to ultrasonically disrupted cholera vibrios, to broth in
which cholera vibrios have been grown for 18-24 hours and to cholera
endotoxin.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Intestinal infection with viable cholera vibrios was pro-
duced by introducing 104-106 living vibrios into :he first loop of
small bowel visualized at laparotomy using ether anesthesia on
healthy 8-12-day-old rabbits. Control animals received sterile 0.1%
peptone in physiological saline. Although a nu 1 , :trains were
tested, the majority of the work was done with V. chAlerae strain
569B, Inaba serotype.

In contrast to the living vibrio experiments where laparoto-
my was necessary, the ultrasonically disrupted cholera vibrios, the
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broth filtrates and the cholera endotoxin were all administered by
polyethylene catheter into the stomach.

The complete procedure for the preparation of the suckling
rabbits and the oral solution has been reported elsewhere (4).
Briefly, healthy 8-12-day-old rabbits were separated from their
mothers and given gastric lavaep with multiple doses of tepid water
until the returning solutions were free of milk and solid. The oral
test materials were administered per os via a polyethylene catheter
into the stomach.

In preparing the "sonicate", cholera vibrios were disrupted
ultrasonically end centrifuged. The supernate was passed through
millipore filters and the sterile fluid "sonicate" was administered
per os in four doses of 1 ml/100 grams of body weight at 1 1/2-hour
intervals. Control animals were given physiologic saline in similar
doses. Brain heart infusion broth (BHIB) filtrates were prepared
from aerated 18-24-hour cultures of cholera vibrios grown in that
medium. The broth cultures were then centrifuged and the supernatant
passed through a millipore filter. The resultant sterile filtrate
was given in one dose of 1 cc/l0O grams of body weight. Because of
its high potency only one dose was necessary. Control animals re-
ceived a similar dose of sterile EHI broth. Another cholerigenous
culture filtrate, "syncase" was prepared from ýL cholerae cultures
in a defined medium supplemented with cas-amino acid. Cholera endo-
toxin was produced by the method of 1ibi (5) and was administered in
a dose of 2 mg/100 grams. This dose was repeated four more times at
intervals of 1 1/2 hours.

Animals were sacrificed by occipital cerebral concussion
and studied sequentially before and after the appearance of diarrhea.
At sacrifice, tissues were immediately placed in chilled neutral
buffered formalin and refrigerated for 8-12 hours. The tissues were
then allowed to equilibrate with room temperature. Tissue was pro-
ceased in a routine manner and stained with hematoxylin and eosin
and alcian blue-PAS. In addition to the usual tissues taken for
autopsy the following sections of small and large bowel were studied
in every specimen: duodenum, immediately distal to the pyloric
Junction; Jejunum, 10 cm from the pylorus; Ileum immediately proximal
to the Ileo-cecal valve; cecum, the first several cm toward the
appendix from the iieso-cecal valve; right colon, 3 cm distal to the
ileal-cecal valve; left colon 2 cm above the anus. Selected tissues
were also taken for histochemistry. An occasional infant rabbit
developed a non-bacterial diarrhea and was excluded from this study.
The principles of laboratory animal care as promulgated by the
National Society for Medical Research were observed.
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These animals rapidly regained consciousness after surgery,
as did the controls which received sterile peptone-saline broth; and
were active until approximae•.ly 18-24 hours after inoculation at
which time the onset of copious diarrhea of clear to yellow fluid

was noted. The animals then gradually became clammy and moribund and
died by the 35-48th hour with @avert dehydration. Control animals
survived and demonstrated no symptoms.

Grossly (Fig. 1) at the time of onset of diarrhea the small
bowel demonstrated dilation of fluid-filled loops. The cecum and
right colon were massively dilated with similar fluid which resembled
rice water stool. There was also marked engorgement of the intesti-
nal vessels. The intestine remained maximally dilated with fluid
from the time of onset of diarrhea until death.

Microscopically (Fig. 2), the small bowel of these animals
demonstrated very severe hyperemia of all the villous and submucosal
capillaries and accumulation of eosinophils in the lamina propria.
The mucoma, however, was intact. The crypt epithelium demonstrated
increased cytoplasmic basophilia and decrease in height. After the
diarrhea had been present for several hours (Fig. 4) there was a
disappearance of the eosinophils in the lamina propria, persistence
of the severe congestion and in addition accumulation of protein-
aceous edema fluid in the lamina propria. This latter picture per-
sisted until death.

The large bowel, on the other hand, demonstrated only
minimal congestion and mucus discharge during the mame time period.
The remaining organs revealed no abnormality on gross or microscopic
examination. The control animals demonstrated no abnormalities
(Fig. 3).

ULT3SOSIZC*LLY DI8IUFZD o0MasM

These animals received 4 to 5 doses of "sonicate" per os
via polyethylene catheter into the stomach at intervals of 1 1/2
hours.

The animals were &symptomatic until shortly before or
after the last dose (6 hours after their initial dose) at which
time a rather explosive movement of solid moist feces was noted.
This was followed by copious and continuous diarrhea of clear to
yellow-tinged fluid. Following the onset of diarrhea, the animals
became clammy and moribund and died within 6-12 hours from dehydra-
tion.
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Orossly (Fig. 1) at the time of onset of diarrhea the small
and large bowel demonstrated a picture Indistinguishable from the
animals receiting the viable vibrios.

Microscopically (Fig. 5) at the onset of diarrhea there was
extreme hyperemis of the villous and submucosal vessels. No eosino-
philo were present and the mucos was again intact. Increased cyto-
plasmic basophilis and decrease in height was present in the crypt
epithelial cells. After diarrhea had been present for several hours
(Fig. 6), proteinaceous fluid again accumulated in the lamina propris
and congestion persisted. The large bowel demonstrated only slight
congestion and mucus discharge. Again, all the remaining organs
were grossly and microscopically unaltered.

Tissues from several animals receiving sonicate were taken
in the usual manner for histochemical examination (6) and surveyed
for acid and alkaline phosphatases, monoamine oxidase, and D M0 dia-
phorase.

No differences were discernible in the amounts of alkaline
phosphatese and monosamne oxidase between the gastrointestinal tracts
of experimental animals and those of their controls. Minimal changes
were noted in the amounts of DPN1 diaphorase and acid phosphatese;
the amount of DPNR diaphorase in the epithelial cells was decreased
and the content of acid phosphatase was increased, in comparison to
their controls.

MLOTH FILTRATIS

These animals received only one dose of BIUB filtrate or
syncase and approximately 4 hours later developed diarrhea and other
signs like those of the preceding two groups. The animals succumbed
with dehydration within 6-12 hours after the onset of diarrhea.

Grossly (Fig. 1) the identical picture occurred as with
the two preceding groups. Microscopically at the onset of diarrhea
(Fig. 7) there was again severe congestion of the villous and sub-
mucosal capillaries of the small bowel, a moderate infiltrate of
eosinophils and an intact mucoss. As the diarrhea continued,
(Fig. 8) there was a loss of the eosinophilic infiltrate, accumula-
tion of edema fluid in the lamina propria and persistence of the
congestion. The large bowel demonstrated only congestion and slight
mucus discharge. The control animals which received equivalent
sterile media demonstrated none of the above changes.

CREZRA RENWC (UIa

These animals received five doses of endotoxin prepared
from cholera vibrios by the method of libi (5). This dose was
comparable in toxicity for chick embryos to the dose of sonicate
used (7). None of these animals demonstrated diarrhea, although an
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occasional animal succumbed. Those that died, however, demonstrated
a picture dissimilar to the above. There was grossly no accumulation
of fluid (Fig, 1). Microscopically there was no small bowel abnor-
mality except for a slight amount of villous congestion. Hovever,
in the cecum (Fig. 9) there was epithelial disarray, accumulation
of debris in the cecal crypts and a spotty mixed cellular infiltrate
in the lamina propria.

The descending colon demonstrated marked mucus discharge.
The other organs revealed no abnormality.

DISCUSSION

This experimental model duplicates several aspects of
human cholera gravis; in particular, the route of inoculation, the
sign of massive diarrhea, and the resulting rapidly downhill course
with death from dehydration.

The striking similarity in the physiologic and morphologic
response of the suckling rabbit to the viable vibrio infection, to
the administration of ultrasonically disrupted cholera vibrios and
to sterile broth filtrates in which cholera vibrios had been grown,
indicates that the same cholerigenous moiety must be present in
these inocula.

The diarrhea produced by all three challenges is quite
specific and different from the occasional case of sporadic non-
bacterial diarrhea seen in suckling rabbits. In this non-bacterial
diarrhea there is no massive accumulation of fluid in the small or
large bowel, and microscopically vascular congestion is not marked.
There is, however, a slight to moderate round cell infiltrate in
the lamina propria of the small bowel.

The peroral dose of endotoxin given to the suckling rabbits
was approximately equal in toxicity to the dose of sonicate as
measured by chick embryo assay (7). Since endotoxin failed to cause
diarrhea, it is apparent that this agent by itself, is incapable of
reproducing the symptomatology of cholera gravis.

It is of the greatest importance that epithelial denudation
previously considered by some to be pathognomonic of cholera was
entirely absent in these experiments and the other experimental
models studied in this laboratory (8-12). It has been our experi-
ence that epithelial denudation is not a part of either human
cholera or cholera in experimental animals and is merely a manifesta-
tion of late or improper fixation. The fact that the cholerigenous
moiety has to pass through an intact epithelial lining presents no
conceptual difficulties as even the absorption of whole protein
molecules has now been conceded by intestinal physiologists and is a
clinical fact in intestinal allergies and in botulism (13).
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In addition, we see from this morphologic study that the
cholerigenous moiety of the cholera vibrio also has a dire.t effect
on the structures of the lamina propria, where there is evidence of
venous stasis with marked hyperemia. This alteration presumably is
associated with increased venous pressure and occurs concomitantly
with the appearance and accumulation of increasing quantities of
intraluminal fluid. The severe vascular response could play an
important role In the prevention of absorption of water and other
material from the gut lumen.

No significant changes in the epithelial lining of the
small bowel were ascertainable using routine histologic methods, in
particular, no necrosis of epithelial cells was seen. Histochemical
techniques disclosed minor changes in the amounts of acid phosphatase
and DONE diaphorase in the mucosal epithelial cells of the small
bowel. Changes similar to these have been reported elsewhere and
appear to be the response of the small bowel of young or incompletely
developed animals to a non-specific stress (14).

Our findings force us to discard the time-honored hypothesis
that rice water stool pours forth from a denuded mucosal surface.
What then is the pathogenesis of the copious diarrhea? We postulate
that the cholerigenous moiety must have several actions. It must
aefect active transport in the mucosal epithelial cells as well as
causing severe hyperemia and change in the copillary permeability of
the vasculature of the lamina propria. Other important factors are
the marked increase in gastrointestinal motility and the decrease in
transit time with the concomitant propulsive diarrhea.

A theory relating the diarrhea of cholera to inhibition of
the sodium pump has recently been advanced (15,16). This theory
states that the inability to transfer sodium from the intestinal
lumen into the mucosal cells is accompanied by a concomitant in-
ability to transfer water from the gut lumen into the intestinal
cells. Regardless of which theory of cellular transport of water
and electrolytes is finally proven the following considerations apply
to cholera. A severe disturbance of the normal electrolyte gradient
is, at least initially, compatible with a structural integrity of
the intestinal mucosal cell. Death from systemic effects or re-
covery occurs in cholera prior to the appearance of any irreversible
changes in these cells.

In addition, and in extension of, the sodium pump theory of
pathogenesis of cholera, we bl'ieve that severe hyperemia und altered
permeability of the lamina propria vasculature are also playing a
role in the prevention of absorption. In this experimental model as
well as the human patient, it has been shown that the gastrointes-
tinal transit time is markedly reduced (4,17,18). This fact alone
would greatly diminish the possibility of absorption or reabsorption
of the intestinal contents. The ability to absorb radio-sodium is
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also greatly decreased (4,19). This is probably due to a combtnation
of decreased transit time and a direct effect of the cholerigenous
toxins on the mucosal epithelial cull and its supporting lamina
propt ia.

. We, therefore, conclude that cellular, vascular and neural
factors all play a role in the pathogenesis of experimental as wellas human cholera.

SIMIARY

The morphologic response of the gastrointestinal tract of
the suckling rabbit to viable cholera vibrios, ultrasonically dis-
rupted cholera vibrios, and to sterile filtrates of broth in which
cholera vibrios have been grown resembles the acute phase of cholera
in other experimental models and the human disease. All share the
same basic pathologic picture, i.e., severe vascular hyperemia early
in the infection and as the animals become moribund the accumulation
of proteinaceous edema fluid in the interstices of the lamina propria.
Throughout the disease the intestinal epithelium remains intact. It
is through this intact epithelium that the cholerigenous moiety of
the inocula acts causing copious diarrhea of fluid resembling rice
water, accumulation of large amounts of fluid in the lumen of the
large and small bowel and death resulting from the severe dehydration
This cholerigenous moiety is absent in cholera endotoxin (Rlibi).
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TALE OF PIGUIS

Fla. 1, Gastrointestinal tract. Stomach (upper center of each
specimen), small intestine (lower left of each specimen) and large
intestine (lower right of each specimen). The large intestine of
the specimen which received cholera vibrios, cholera "sonicate" and
broth filtrate all demonstrate marked dilation with fluid resembling
rice water stool and a slight amount of gas. In addition, the small
intestine of these specimens wes focally dilated. In contrast, the
control specimen and the cholera endotoxin specimen demonstrate no
gross abnormality.

Fig. 2. Early cholera vibrio infection. The small bowel shows
moderate to marked dilation of villous and submucosal capillaries
and a slight cellular infiltrate in the lamina propria. The mucosal
layer is intact.

Fig. 3. Normal small bowel. The mucosal epithelium is uniformly
arranged. The villous and crypt lamia propria is compact, delicate
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sad relatively acellular. Note that the villous capillary cannot
be seen in the normal small bowel.

Fitj. Late cholera vibrio infection. The small bowel villousS~now demonstrates marked edema and persistence of the vascular conges-
ties.

ZA& J. Cholera son~cate-@well bowel. The capillaries of the
Slamina propris and subnucoss demonstrate severe congestion. The

nuccosl epithelium Is Intact.

Xji. Cholera seoniateo-mell bowel. After diarrhea has been
present for several hours there Is accumulation of proteinaceous
edeae fluid in the lamina propria and persistence of the congestion.

ILLa.,I Broth filtrate-email bowel. Early response. The
vasculature of the villous and crypt lamina propria is markedly
dilated by red blood cells. A few polymorphonuclear leukocytes are
also present.

flgj. Broth filtrate-small bowel. Late response. The lameia
propria now demonstrates moderate edema. The vascular congestion is
still present at this stage.

Flj.9-. Cholera endotoxin-colon. There is disarray of the
epithiiTlium, accumulation of debris In the crypt and a mononuclear
cellular response In the lamina propria.

ZL.10. Normal colon. The columnar epithelium is in orderly

arrangement. The lamina propria is thin. delicate and acellular.
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INFORMATION ASSIMILATION FROM COMMAND SYSTE4S DISPLAYS

SEYMOUR RINGEL
U.S. ARMY PERSONNEL RESEARCH OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Technological advancements have led to increased speed,
mobility, and destructive power of military operations. To permit
commanders to make tactical decisions consistent with rapid and
serious chehnges of events, it is essential that information on
military operations be processed and used more effectively than ever
before. To meet this need, the Army is developing automated systems
for receipt, processing, storage, retrieval, and display of dif'ferent
types and vast amounts of military data. Witness the command control
information system, conceived as a network of cross-linked highly
automated, computerized systems, each dealing with specialized
functions, and all feeding information to an automated tactical
operations center (TOC).

One research program of the U. S. Army Personnel Research
Office has been designed to provide human factors information which
can be useful in enhancing the output of currently developing and
future systems. The present paper summarizes the scope, rationale,
and organization of the research program as well as several recently
completed studies. 1

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the research program are to enhance the
performance of command information processing systems by providing
users, developers, and designers of current and future systems
information concerning:

1. Objective performance measures for evaluation of system
and subsystem effectiveness.

2. Effects of characteristics of the information displayed:
amount, density, type, coding, updating, etc.

1A more complete account of the contents of this paper will appear

in several separate APRO publications.
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3. Capabilities, limitations, and reliability of human
performance.

4. Various modes and sensory modalities of presenting
information for assimilation and decision making.

5. Specification of effective individual and group work
methods and techniques.

6. Allocation of functions among men and equipment.
7. Procedures for identification and assignment of

appropriate personnel to critical positions.

CRITICAL INFWO]LATION PROCESSING FUNCTIONS IN A TOC

An automated TOC will receive vast amounts of information
from many and varied sources. The information varies widely in
content, form, and degree of completeness. Further, the information
often affects several different staff groups. The raw data require
a great deal of handling and processing by man and equipment. Per-
sonnel will work under a wide variety of conditions ranging from
relatively pressure-free to overwhelmingly burdensome situations.
Looking at the system as a whole, there appear to be five critical
information processing operations that man and equipment have to
perform (Fibire 1):

1. Screen incoming data for pertinence, credibility,
impact, priority, and routing.

2. Trnsform the raw data for input into storage de '*ces.
3. In-ut the transformed data into storage devices for

subsequent computations and displays.
4. Assimilate data displayed.
5. Decide on courses of action based on information dis-

played and information from other sources.

DELINEATING THE RESEARCH PROBIUMS

The major problems in command information processing
systems emerge from a lack of experience in their use. From an
examination of Army, Navy, and Air Force reports %nd human factors
research literature, and from observation of systems and equipment
in operation, a number of basic questions were identified which have
to be answered before such systems can be used most effectively.

Since these automated systems are desianed to assist the
commander and his staff in the critical functions of information
assimilation and decision making, current task activity centers
abiut problem formulation iiiploratory research in these two
functions. Questions are stated from the point of view of optimizing
accuracy, appropriateness, and speed of performance.

CHARACTERISTICS OF INFORMATION DISPLAYED

In the areas of decision making and information assimila-
tion from displays of various kinds, a number of questions revolve
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around (1) the amount of information it is possible to absorb,
integrate, and weigh effectively; (2) the densities, formats and
coding that may be best for presentation and conopicuity of informa-
tion; (3) the most appropriate combinations of specific information
and gcneral information to be included in alpha-numeric and symbolic
displays (maps and overlays); and (4) the relative effectiveness of
alpha-numeric and symbolic display of different classes of informa-
tion.

DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF I=ROI4ACION DISPLAYED

In another category of questions, the dynamic or changing
aspects of the information presented are emphasized. What combina-
tions of rate of information updating and degree of change in an
update are optimum for depicting the change that has occurred? What
is the utility of hard copy to the commander and his staff for point-
ing up trends and providing a sense of "history", for enhancing feed-
back of information through comparison of current information with
hard copy of past information, and for manual backup anA alternate
TOC purposes? When information is available at a number of levels
of specificity and in the form of a number of different scales, are
certain sequences of viewing this information better than others?

CERTITUDE, PROBABILITY, AND CREDIBILITY

A third category of problems concerns credibility of
information presented and certitude on the part of the decision
maker. Is certitude a necessary condition for good performance
over time? What is the relationship between certitude and perfor-
mance? If certitude is an important factor in performance, can
certitude be enhanced through manipulation of characteristics of
the information displayed? To what extent is it necessary or
desirable to present to the commander and his staff qualitative
itatements as to credibility of the infonmation and quantitative
estimates of its probability? What role can the computer play here?

DISPLAY MODES

A fourth cluster of questions addresses itself to other
aspects of information presentation. What display or sensory
modalities are best for information assimilation and decision makin;
purposes? Are there so-ie combinations of sensory -modalities that
would enhance performance? What are the relative iaerits of group
versus indiviO.ua! dis-plays and work methods? Are both kinds
necessary?

RESEARCH APPROACH

In many cases, parallel studies will be conducted with
alpha-numeric and symbolic displays. The criterion or performance
measures will consist of one or more measures of accuracy,
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apPrOpriateness, time, and certitude. The studies will incorporate
substantive, quantitative. qualitative, formal, and conceptual
aspects of Information and will ssmple problem solving situations of
different complexity levels, and situations ranging from relatively
slow to rapid changes of events. Four of the following five studies
have recently been completed. The first two deal with alpha-numeric
displays and +he remainder with symbolic displays.

I. IFRMtION ASSWIMLATION FMOM WLPHA-NUWIC DISPLAYS

PURPOW,

The first study was designed to measure the effects of the
following variables on speed and accuracy of information assimila-
tion:

1. Amount of information presented (10, 18, and 25 rows).
2. Density of information presented (1:4, 1:3, and 1:2

ratio of constant letter height to space between rows).
3. Position or location of desired information (5 positions

from top to bottom of slide).
4. Complexity of question asked and search required (2, 3,

or 4 columns to be searched).

METHOD

Thirty subjects were used in this study. When a subject
was seated, a chart or tote was projected (40" x 45") and the column
headings were explained (Figure 2). Then he was given a booklet
containing instructions, practice questions, and experimental
questions. The subject studied a question for 15 seconds; then a
slide was projected and he called out the answer as soon as he found
it on the slide. The time between presentation %f the information
and the subject's response, and an accuracy score were obtained for
each trial. There was no time limit for a response.

RESUITS

1. As amount of information increased from 10 to 25 lines,
the mean search time increased approximately 4 seconds, an increase
of approximately 24% (Figure 3).

2. Search time for high density of information was slightly
shorter than for medium and low denmities.

3. Pertinent tnformation placed near the bottom of the
displays took approximately 4 seconds longer to find than information
near tU," top of the displayc, a difference of approximately 22%
(Figure 4).

4. An increase in the number of columns searched from two
to four required approximately six additional seconds of search time
per column, a total time increase of approximately 100% (Figure IL).
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IHPLICATIONS

Amount: The four second (24%) increase In search time suggests that
attenton be given to the amount of information presented in displays.
For those displays from which information must be rapidly extracted
and assimilated, Amount of information should be kept to a miniumm.
If time is not a critical factor, more information might be usefully
presented at one time.

Density: Either an absence of differences or such slight differences
as were found in search time as a function of density changes suggests
that information can be packed fairly tightly into an alpha-numeric
display without any loss of efficiency In assimilation. Thus, it
my be feasible to present more than one tote on a slide. For
example, some of the totes may ordinarily be related and contain lessInformation than others. More than one of theme low amaunt totes
could be placed on the same slide which could result in a saving of
displtay tord , a reduction In the number of displays called from

storage during a given time period, sad a reduction in the total
information asslmilation-deciston process.

Position: The percentage differences in time between position 1 vs.
position 4 and position 2 vs. position 5 reflect the procedure, *A
reported by most subjects, of searching the display from left to
right and top to bottom. These results may have implications for
operational search procedures, forxr'tting, and placement of informa-
tion in the totes. For example, It may be possible to capitalize
on "natural" or optimal scanning techniques to increase consplicuity,
increase confidence. and reduce search time by appropriate placement
of new and important information In updated totes.

ComplexltL: The large percentage Increases in time as a function of
increased levels of complexity reflect not only the time spent in

searching the displays but the time spent in referring back to the
question booklet as well. With a longer, more complicated informa-
tion request., subjects reported that they had to spend more time
checking the original question and then rechecking their answer before
they responded. Improved formats for stating information requests
may reduce the amount of search time required.

The •Erme~nta. Task: The experimental task of searching for infor.
mation in va ng nmibers of rows and columns in relatively static
alpha-numeric displays may be one of the least difficult information
assimilation activities that people will be required to perforam in
operational command systems. Other studies that will be conducted
will require the recall of information no longer on display or
available or the recognition that information is missing• changed or
added, and the integration of information in decisions. As elements
of simulation, these variations in task are expected to produce
greater differences in performance.
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n1. =mDmN nw mi0 FOR COSPiCUiTY
IN ALPHA-NUMRIC DISPLAYS

In proposed automated comand informtion processing
systems, information will be continually updated and available for
display. The awareness of changes and speed with which updated
Information is apprehended can be an Imortant factor in command
decision making, particularly when large numbers of displays must be
scamed. In this experiment, the time taken to locate updated
elements of information was studied as a function of:

1. Coded and uncoded updated elements.
2. Number of updated elements (4, 8, 12, 16).
3. Total mount of elements presented (36, 54, 72, 90).

Group vs. individual displays.
(An element was defined as that word or number which

appeared in a given cell of a chaft.)

Thirty subjects were used in this study. Sixteen pairs of
charts of alpha-numeric information were presented to each subject
(FiAare 2). These charts consisted of two sets each of four levels
of amount (36, 54 72 and 90 elements) and four levels of mauber of
elements updated (4, 6, 12, and 16 elements). In one set, the updated
elements were size-coded and in the other set, they were not. Half
the subjects received the information on a group display and half
on individual displays. Each subject vas given a booklet of charts
arranged in the same order of presentation as the updated charts.
The charts in the booklet differed from the updated charts in two
respects; (a) no elements were coded, and (b) the cells corresponding
to those in which updated information appeared ir. the updated charts
contained different information. The subject's task wvs to ccne~a
the booklet charts with the updated eharts8 and cross out those
elements in his booklet which differed. The time between presenta-
tion of the information and the subject's response, and an accuracy
score were obtained for each trial.

RESLS

The findings concerning total amount of elements presented,
number of updated elements, and coded and uncoded updated elements
were parallel for group (projected) and individual displays (Figures
5 and 6).

1. Time taken to locate updated elements of information
was significantly shorter for coded than for uncoded information.

2. Performance time increased with increasing total
amount of elements presented and number of updated elements.

3. While time taken to locate updated elements of Infor-
mation increased as a function of increasing total amount of
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elements presented, the rate of- time Increase for coded elements
was substantially lover than for uncoded elements.

4. Performance time was significantly shorter with
Individual displays than with a group display.

DLICATIONS

The potential value of coding updated information In
commeand system displays has been demonstrated. This finding lends
support to the incorporation and use of coding capabilities in
cnamnd information processing system. The results on operall
differences in performance between individual displays and group
displays raises some doubts concerning the relative merits of
group displays, at least for certain kinds of tasks. For example,
group displays do not permit the viewers as much freedom to touch,
trace, and mark on them as individual displays--which activities
may help in the performance of the task.

111. INFORM4ATION ASSD=LATION FROM

SYMBOLIC PISPLAYS

PURPOSE

In updating military overlays, different degrees of change
occur. The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of
the following variables on accuracy of information assimilation.

1. Amount of information presented (12, 16, 20, and
24 military unit flag symbols).

2. Number of symbols removed In a single updating
(2•,•, 6, and 8 from each amount).

METHOD

The type of flag symbol used is shown in Figure 7. Thirty-
two subjects were randomly divided into eight groups of four each.
The four subjects in each g:oup were seated 15 feet from the viewing
screen and were presented the slide materiel simultaneously. This
permitted group data collection and provided ,ome simulation of a
tactical operations center. Following the presentation of a elide
with one of the fuur amount levels, a second slidt essentially the
same as the first slide except with 2, 4p, 6, or 8 elements removed,
was presented. Each group received all 16 amount x elements removed
combinations in different orders.

The subjects were allowed to view the first slide for one
mimnte. At the end of this time, they we.o shown the second slide
of the pair for one minute. Their task was to determine which flaga
were missing and to circle the missing flags on the approprirýte page
in their booklet. After they circled the missing flags, they were to
show how certain or uncertain they felt about the correctness of
their answer by circling one of the phrases on the eight point scale
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on the bottom of the page. They were given approximately one
minute to answer and had to work Itdepenslenly.

The subjects' responses were analysed in terms of accuracy
and types of errors (mission and comission). The accuracy scores
were used as the basic data for the analysis of variance. The data
collected from the eight point ucale on how certain or uncertain the
subject felt about the correctness of his answer was analyzed as part
of another study which will be described next.

RESULTS

1. Jccuracy of information assimilation decreased
approximately 3 percentage points for each additional symbol
includea in a single slide presentation. A degradation in accuracy
from 85% with 12 symbols presented to approximately 48% correct vith
24 symbols presented was found (Figure 8).

2. The number of symbols removed in a single slide up-
dating did not affect the percent accuracy of information assimila-
tion (Figure 8).

3, 'The number of symbols removed did affect the type of
error made. As more symbols were removed increasingly more errors
of omission than errors of coinssion were made.

4. Individuals were found to differ appreciably in their
ability to assimilate the presented information. Various methods
were used in organizing and retaining the presented information.

IMPLICATIONS

1. Efforts should be made to determine the operational
utility of presenting minimal numbers of military elements in a
single map or overlay display by (a) informational analyses and
empirical studies to determine the information needed for the
commander' s decisions, (b) representing logically grouped military
elements as single symbols, and (c) the use of coding, multi-sensory
displays, etc., to increase the informational capacity of single
military symbols.

2. Ways of evaluating the relative seriousness (conse-
quences) of misinformation represented by different types of errors
in battlefield conditions should be investigated. Future studies
can then Include types of error as a performance measure.

3. Information assimilation may be enhanced by training
in the more successful methods of organizing and retaining changes
resulting from updating.

IV. CERTXTUDE AND INFORMATION ASSIbMLATION
FROM SYMBOLIC DISPLAYS

PURPOSE

Accuracy of information assimilation may be only part of an
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adequate proximate criterion for evaluating the effectiveness of
various displays used in decision making. Feelings of certainty
about that accuracy may ultimately play an important role in the for-
mulation of decisions. The present study was conducted to determine
the interrelationships among amount of information presented, extent
of changes introduced in updating, accuracy of information assimila-
tion, and certitude or confidence in that accuracy.

M•HOD
The method is the same as outlined in the previous study.

JREsU~MS

1. As the number of symbols in a single slide increased,
mean accuracy and mean certitude tended to decrease together in an
approximately straight line fashion (Figure 8).

2. As the number of symbols removed in a single slide
updating increased, certitude tended to decrease in the absence of
any change in accuracy (Figure 8).

3. An individual's feelings of certitude about the
correctness (accuracy) of his information assimilation from symbolic
displays was not a very good indication of his actual rccuracy
(r-.52).

IMPLICATIONS

1. Certitude can be affected by a display variable which
has no effect on accuracy of information assimilation. Consequently,
efforts to enhance displays in command information processing
systems should focus on display characteristics which increase not
only accuracy of information assimilation but the confidence one
has in this accuracy, pending determination of the degree of re-
lationship of both certitude and accuracy to effectiveness of
decision making

2. Both the amount of information presented and the
amount of change in a single slide updating should be kept as small
as feasible because this would tend to generate the highest degree
of certainty and accuracy.

V. CODI1G, HARD COPY, TYPE, AND EXTENT
OF UPDATING OF SYMBOLIC INFORMATION

PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of
the following on speed and accuracy of performance of information
extraction and assim~lltion tasks:

1. Type of update (Remove, Reposition, Add units).
2. Extent of update (2, 4, 6 units).
3. Total amount of units presented (12, 18, 24 units).
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4. hmncment technmies (No aids, hard cog of previous
slide to @cqWe with uncodod• updated slides, mnian coding, bright-
ness coding).

Each of 12 goups of 4 subjects wil be presented 27 note
of slides. The first slide in a set will contain a given number of
symbols systematically positioned on a map background. The second
slide iL a set will be identical to the first except for the changes
called for by the ptricular type and extent of Change conditions
Imposed. Subjects will view the slides In a set in sequence. They
will have 2 questions to answer for each met of slides. Questions
will relate to the updated slide. They will Indicate their answers
by pressing appropriate respcuse keys as soon as they have ascer-
tairied the correct answers. They will then continue viewing the slide
until 60 or 90 seconds have elapsed at which time the slide will be
removed and they will indicate on their answer sheets (replicas of
first slide) all changes which they observed In the second slide.
Time, accuracy, aW type and frequenV of error will be zacertained
for the extraction and assimilation tasks for each slide set.

ANTICMPATD RESULTS

While this study has not yet been conducted at this
writing, the following major results are expected:

1. There will be significant decrements in performance
associated with increasing amounts of units presented and extent
of updating.

2. There will be substantial differences in performance
as a function of enhancement techniques.

3. The decrements in perfmaýnce discussed In 1 above,
will be less as ,nhancement increases from no aids to hard copy to
mininmim coding to brightness coding.

DnaCATI0NS

1. Amount of informTtion presented should be kept at a
minim= consistent with operational needs.

2. Techniques for the enhancement of information
presentation in terms oT conspiculty, history or trends, etc. should
be seriously con idered in the design and development of comnaand
information proceLaing systems.
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A DESI•Q FOR ANIMAL-HEARING RESEARCH

JOllN J. ROMBA
U. S. ARMY HUNIAN ENGINEERING LABORATORIES

ABF.RDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND)

The character of hearing at any moment is penerally the
resultant of a large number of determinants which may be divided into
two categories, stimuli impinping on the organism and the state of the
oreanism. In hearing experiments, the organismic condition cannot be
controlled in the same sense as environmental stimuli my be - the
hearing mechanism is never quiescent or static, therefore, the input
of stimuli is to a system which is continually active. The large
variations attributable to organismic factors are one of the persistin8
nroblems in bioacoustics. If the reasons for these variations were
identified, better experimental controls could be exercised. Further-
voreq if a study were made of those factors of hearing sensitivity in
which individual subjects differ, we might discover why s.ne people
are more susceptible to hearinR impairment than others.

In our work with monkeys, we have noted relative stability
of hearinp sensitivity of Individual subjects over time and orderly
changes of sensitivity occurring when each animma was sub•oteOd to
various experimental conditions. Patterns appeared which could be
re.cognized as "belonging" to a particular animal.

First, T shall describe characteristic hearing patterns
which may be found in individual subjects under normal environmental
conditions; then, those which result from exposure to stressor stimuli.
A characteristic feature found in individual threshold curves of most
sub-human primates is the sharp tonal dip in sensitivity which occurs
at about 4000 cps. This zone of low sensitivity is sufficiently
universal that it is annarent even in Harris's (8) data derived from
a group of monkeys (Fig. 1). Although the American Standards Associa-
tion human proup curve (1) appears smooth across the hearinp spectrum,
Cardner (S) reported findinp nuite a large number of 4000 cps dips in
children from 10 to 18 years of age. There appears to be same rela-
tionship between this low point of acuity and further loss of hearing.
nravendeel and Plomp (7) have shown that the average location of teno-
norary hearing loss manifested itself at the location of the dip.
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Another pattern which may be worthy of study is the amount
of within subject variability. The variation shown by one of our ani-
mals for a tone of 2000 cps is illustrated in Pip. 2. Ten measures
were made a minute *part or each of 10 consecutive days. Threshold
estimates within each test session remained relatively constant for
all sessions and showed distinct differences in hearing sensitivity
level from one session to another. The degree of stability revealed
by the data on this an.mal istinguished it from other animals on this
particulpr criterion.

Iome .-inals show patterns of variability which differ for
different pnrts oe the sensitivity curve. There may appear a narrew
distributln of values, say, about the low freuencies and a wide dis-
tribution about the hiphs or an animal may show oonalatently preat.w
variation at only one frequency.

Additional patterns indicative of individuals can be dis-
corned when the ear is exposed to impulse noise. An example from
some preliminary research done by the author (10) is shown in Pig. 3.
The curves consist of threshold measures taken before a-d after ex-
posures to an impulse noise of about 15O db. The pair of curves given
for each of three animals is a samle of two successive expos .e per.
iods extracted from a larger series. The short straight line at the
beginning of each curve is the baseline threshold measured minutes be-
fore the noise treatment was giver. The remaining points on the curve
represent thresholds in transition toward another baseline. Basic
similarities in character of the curves were generally observed for
the data obtained from each animal. We recognized in the data stable
individual patterns of change. For example, animal SO typically con-
tinued to decrease in sensitivity up to 30 minutes following exposure.
Each successive pre-exposure baseline also shifted in level, indicating
a gradual decrease in hearing sensitivity. On the other hand, the
curve of Pnimal 54 regularly overshot the comparison baseline by S to
10 decibels 30 minutes after exposure. The curves for animal SI1 are
similar to the "classical curve of recovery" found in groups of sub-
jects. It is asparent that if the data were averaged over the three
animals, the result would appear ts the "classical" curve. It is also
clear that this gromp curve then would not be renresentative of some
individual animals.

Two animals in this study displayed a systematic reduction
in the mount of initial shift as a function of increasing number of
exposures. It appeared that the auditory mechanism was becoming more
and more resistant to the damaging effects of the loud noises. If the
ear reacts by changing its structure so that it is more resistant to
damage, then it becomes an important factor which mast be accounted
for. It is also possible that these reductions in loss may be the
result of conditionine. A flash of light was programmed to immediately
precede the treatment noise. its purpose was to reduce startle in the
animal. The animals may have become conditioned to activate their
middle ear muscles just prior to the shot and thereby reduce the effect
of the treatment. If, indeed, this happened, then the correlation
between environmental stressors and the character of the shift in
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hearing for each animal can be strengthened by measuring the activity

of the middle ear muscles at the moment of exposure.
This is nrobabiv the best time to summarize what we have

Pone over so far. It is apparent that there is a great deal of in-
formation lost when individual variation is not taken into account.
The pattirns of hearing sensitivity of individual subjects appear to
correspond to stress instigated changes in their sensitivity.

The necessity for steady attention to individual subjects
dictates the use of long term longitudinal studies. This type of study
is seldom used in present research in this area.

In the time remaining I would like to present some variables
which are important factors in hearing research.

1. Suhbects. Animals are well suited for the study of hear-
inv phenomena. 1 -flenviroment may be controlled and repeated ob-
servations made over long periods of time - preferably, the lifetime
of the aniimal. The necessity of inflicting normanent hearing losses
on the subjects in order to relate some factors of rre-loss hearing
behavior to factors of permanent changes in hearing condition pre-
cludes the use of human subjects. Humans can be used, under conditions
of hearing losses which are only temporary to validate the principles
deteloped with animals.

2. Noise Exnosure and Organismic States. We are interested
in stimulus variables Isch as intensitY, duration, rise time, fre-
quency spectrum, rumber of pulses, number of exposures and their inter-
actions. The experimenter may also be interested in organismic states
induced by such things as stress, fatigue, and ototoxic drugs.

3. Hearing Test Method. Two psychophysical techniques, the
Method of AdJustmnt (BekEsy)(z) and the Method of Limits, have been
used in human audiametry. In the BkAsy technique, the subject is in-
structed to press a button when he can hear the tone and to release it
when he cannot hear the tone. The button onerates a motor-driven
attenuator in such a way that the intensity of the tone is decreased
when the subject presses the button and increased when he releases it.
As a result, the stimulus intensity oscillates up and down across the
subject's threshold, and a continuous printed record of the stimulus
intensity gives a ricture of the threshold. In the Method of Limitse
a trial sequence is first begun with an audible tone which is reduced
in intensity in preselected steps on successive trials until the sub-
Ject fails to respond. The next sequence is given in the ascending
order, with a tone that increases in intensity until a response is
obtained. Normally, programing and recording are done manually by
the experimenter.

Modified forms of the Method of Limits have been used with
animals in a free field situation during the past three decades, but
the reliable measurement of a threshold often took an hour or longer.
This method, as used, could not he considered useful for measuring
most transitory shifts in hearing sensitivity. The automatic character
of the B•kesv technique strongly appealed to the experimenter working
with animals, and not long after it first appeared the method was
tried with small animals. Blouph (3) successfully obtained visual
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thresholds with the pigeon by using two keys. The bird was reinforced
for lecking one response ýev when an illumination patch was visible and
another key when the natch was dark. (ourevitch. 1lack, and Hawkins (6)
adapted the Blouph two.lover technique for auditory measurement in rats.
They were interested in the possibility of usint the method for tracing
the gradual develorment of hearing impairment produced by ototoxic anti-
biotics. Reliability of threshold level was obtained only by averaginp
more than 100 threshold crossings.

Clack and Harris (4) used the same technique with rats ex.
cept for a minor modification in training procedure. Their results
were essentially the same as those obtained by Courevitch el al (6).
but they encountered extreme difficulty in maintaining stimulus con-
trol of behavior. C(ood performance with this complex method seems to
be beyond the ability of lower animals.

The testing of hearing in animals at the Hluman Engineering
Laboratories is accomplished by the Method of Limits (9). Speed of
threshold measurement has been improved over earlier attempts with the
method through elimination of most extraneous stimuli in the test en.
viroment, exten~ive training of the animals, use of shock reinforcer,
and minimization of variations in the sound field. Recently we worked
out a comnletely automated progrm for training and testing animals,
5o that spurious effects caused by differences in technique imong var-
ious experimenters and similar uncontrolled factors could be minimized.
The machine progrms material either in a fixed, predetermined sequence,
or in a sequence varied according to a number of animal performance
criteria.

Both the Method of Limits and the Bikqsy technique involve
problems in need of further attention, including optimum spacing of
trials, efficient scheduling of reinforcement (especially within the
repion of uncertainty around the threshold), reduction of the occasion-
al disturbing aspects of negative reinforcers, and obtaining independent
criteria of Rood performance.

4. D.ta Handlinp. A major problem in bioacoustic research
Is that the experi~ments characteristically produce large masses of
data. Scientists today have analytical tools such as factor analysis,
nartial and multiple correlation, and analysis of variance to yield
information leading to prediction. Currently, the potential of the
scientist is extended through the application of electronic computer
technology to carry out complex operations heretofore impractical.

We hone to develop through attention to the individual's
responses a model which will predict for each individual and not simply
for the average subject as has been the case previously. Obviously our
efforts are directed to a problem of mest imediate interest to the
military - damaRe-risk criteria for inmulse noise.
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THE EFFECT CF REACTOR IRRADIATION
UPON HYDROGEN ADSORPTION

BY AN ALUMINA CATALYST*

D. B. ROSENBLATT end 0. J. DIENES**
U. S. ARMY, FRANKFORD ARSENAL

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I. INTRWDUCTION

The high specific surface area forms of alumina are extensive-
ly used in heterogeneous catalysis. There have been reports of en-
hancements in the catalytic activities of this material after ex-
posure to reactor or gamme radiations. These enhancements were for
reactions involving hydrogen, i.e. hydrogen - deuterium exchange, 1
and orthopara hydrogen conversion. 2 This suggests that there is a
change in the manner in which hydrogen is adsorbed and desorbed
from this material. In some preliminary work, we found substantial
differences in the adsorption of hydrogen on virgin and irradiated
gamma alumins.3,I,5 These investigations have been extended and the
results are given in this paper.

Changes in catalytic and gas adsorbing properties are to be
expected if the surface of a solid is altered by exposure to radia-
tion. There is a severe limitation in the choice of physical
properties useful as indices of radiation damage to a surface.
Electrical resistivity, mechanical measurements or optical absorp.
tion, useful in studying bulk effects, are not readily applied to a
few atomic planes. Direct observation of surface effects with the
field ion microscore of Muller is possible, but is limited to a few
substances. Young rhas used adsorption of krypton on alpha alumina
to reveal an increase in the number of highly active adsorption
sites after this material was exposed to reactor irradiation. One
adsorption can, therefore, be used to detect surface damage,
although the interpretation of results is usually not simple.

* Jointly supported under the auspIces ot the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission and the U. S. Arrmy.

* Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, N. T.
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1I. EXPRIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The material used in these experiments was Linde Alumina Type
B, repmtee to consist chiefly of gamma alumina particles of about
8OX although a few relatively large (350OX) alpha alumina grains are
also present. 8 Electron diffraction results correspond to the gums
structure. 9 It is known that complex changes occur in gamma alumina
if it is exposed to an increasing sequence of temperatures above
3000C. After such trestmnt, reduction in surface area (largely
due to uintering), crystallographic changes and loss of some residual
water all take place.10 Moreover, infrared studies have shown that
0R groups are bound to the surface and that the details of this
binding are sensitive to sample history.11 It is hardly surprising
that observed catalytic activities vary greatly with the exact
method used in calcining and otherwise preparing samples. To
simplify correlation of the present gas adsorption results with
the catalytic properties reported by others, we have avoided ex-
ceeding a temperature of 3000C during outgassing of samples. The
specific surface areas of samples are then found to be constant, and
great enough to be characteristic of a catalytically active substance.

After evacuation to pressures of l0-uumm of Hg at room temper-
ature, or at 300OC, the specific surface areas of samples were
determined by nitrogen adsorption at 780K by the B.E.T. method of
analysis. Hydrogen adsorption isotherms at 780K were obtained by
admitting known quantities of the gas into a constant volume
apparatus containing a sample, and measuring the pressures after
attainment of equilibrium. The ampoules containing the samples
were then qXscuated, sealed off and irradiated to doses of approx-
imately IOS nvt at 5OoC in the Brookhaven Research Reactor. The
seals of the samples were broken under vacuum by means of magnetic-
ally operated hammers thus facilitating the measurement of adsorption
characteristics on irradiated samples without any intervening ex-
posure to the atmosphere. After again degassing, measurements of
nitrogen or hydrogen adsorption were repeated.

III. EXPRMRENTAL RSULTS

1. Effect of Irradiation on Specific Surface Area

The n •gcific surface area of the gamma alumina, (•-•-85 2
using 16.2V as the area of an adsorbed nitrogen molecule at 78
was found to be independent of outgassing temperature between room
temperature and 3000C and unaltered by subsequent exposure in a
reactor to l101 nrt. The fact that this radiation dose causes no
change in specific surface area does not roan that the surface has
been unaffected. Changes in the activity of adsorption sites will
not affect the values obtained for the surface area, since the B.E.T.
method measures the number of nitrogen molecules adsorbed in the
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first monolayer, regardless of the details of the gee-solid inter-
action. In the cage of our material, the high specific ares in duo
to small particle size, and unless sintering or conversely the
development of porosity occurs as a result of irradiation, no change
in specific surface area is to be expected. Evidently such macro-
scopic changes did not occur in these samples, although they could
certainly take place at higher radiation doses. Young, in about the
same dose ranh19 found no change in the specific surface area of
alpha alumina.

2. Effect of Irradiation on Hydrogen Adsorption

The isotherum obtained for hydrogen adsorption on a particular
gartmat alumina sample (wt. - 1.498g) before and after irradiation
are shown in Fig. I. Irradiation affects not only the amount of
adsorption but also the shape of the isotherm. However, the initial
portions on both curves may be fitted by the Langpir relationship
Q - kp/(l + kp) (where S is coverage, p is pressure and k is a
temperatire dependent constant). The date, therefore, could be
analysed as followe. By algebraic rearranenm;nt the Langmuir
equation may be put into the linear form,

where x is the number of molecules adsorbed at equilibrium on a
sample of m, grans at pressure p, B is the number of molecules requir-
ed to complete a monolayer on 1 gu. of sample, and A ti proportional
to the ratio of the sticking probability to the evaporation rate.
if P/(I )1a plotted vs. p the data will fall on a @sýaight line

in the Lanpuir region and the constants B and A can be calculated
from the slope (1) and the intercept()e

Fig. II presents several runs for he same sample as in Fig. 1,
but replotted in the linear form. The date for the unirradiated
sample follow a straight line up to P'-300 -m of Hg, with B-"
24 on/gm. After adsorption of'-'6 cc/gm, there is a drastic change
in the manner of packing of hydrogen on the alumina surface, as
indicated by the abrupt change in slope. After irradiation the
sample behaves entirely differently. The initial B value is now
between 5 and 6 cc/gp i.e.*'_l/s of the value for the unirradiated
case.

Experiments with a large number of samples (see Fig. III) show-
ed that the amounts of hydrogen adsorbed as well as the shapes of
the isotherms varied greatly from sample to sample, even for un-
irradiated ones. These variations occurred although samples sub-
divided from the same original lots of powder were used. There
were also differences in behavior between various irradiated samples.
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However, the results are not random; the isotherms indicate that
two different modes of adsorption are prevalent, with adsorption on
the irradiated samples being characterised by only one of these
modes. In Fig. In two different unirradisted samples (the solid
lines) are showni each sample was run twice, the curves for a single
sample lie adjacent to one another. Date for several irradiated
samples are also shown (the dashed curves). These curves all lie
above those obtained for the unirradiated samples. Examination of
curves such as those of Fig. In reveals that, in general, the re-
sults may be divided into the following three cases: Unirradiated
type (1) with initial BD'T21 co/p, unirredistod type (2) with ini-
tial BV'6 cc/ge, and irradiated samples for whiich initial B also;-#
6 cc/p.

The isotherms of Fig. IT may be compared with the linear plots
of Fig. InI. The changes in slope of Fig. InI mrrespond to the
changes in curvature of Fig. IT. Type (1) adsorption is represented
by the points falling along the solid line in Fig. IV. As is
explained later, this probably results from adsorption on a relative-
ly clean sample, whereas the other data are influenced by nitrogen
contaminatiorn. Some of this nitrogen is driven iLto the gas phase
when hydrogen is adsorbed, resulting in a lovsrin. in the net gas
adsorption, i.e. our observations, which consist of measurements of
loss of molecales from the gas phase are reduced when nitrogen is
evolved. Those runs shown in Fig. IV which do not follow the solid
curve belong to type (2) adsorption; where adsorbed hydrogen replaces
nitrogen and a reduction in the net adsorption results.

3. Mass Spectrometer twidence for Nitrogen Contamination

In Fig. IV the lowest curve, marked M.S., shows unusually small
net adsorption and therefore substantial nitrogen release was
suspected in this case. Consequently, the gas involved in this run
was subjected to mass spectrometer analysis. After the last
admission of hydrogen to the deed volume _ itaining the sample
(still at 780K), (the lost point shown for sample 100-I in Fig. IV)
the gas was analysed and found to consist of 88 percent hydrogen and
12 percent nitrogen. Since only 4drogen was admitted, the nitrogen
must havi been displaced from the sample as the hydrogen was adsorb-
ed. The difference between the known quantity of hydrogen admitted
and that remaining in the gas phase as shown by the mass spectromet-
or, i.e. the true hydrogen adsorption, was 4.42 cc/gm of sample.
The gaseous nI!Fgen (by the mass apectrometer result) was 3.02 cc/gm.
The net observed adsorption should therefore be 4.42 - 3.02 = 1.40
cc/ga which in close to the observed net adsorption of 1.39 cc/p,.

4j. Chemical Analyss of inde-Type B Aliumina

Spectroscopic analysis cited by the mnufacturer indicated that
the material was relatively free from ordinary impurities, but no
estimate or nitrogen content mas furnished. Quantitative chemical
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analysis of a number of fresh samples yielded very virilble results,
with a typical nitrogen content of 200 p.p.m. This amount of
nitrogen, even if fully released, would not account for the sizable
effect observed directly in the mass spectrometer experiment.
However, surface nitrogen contamination would probably not show
up in the chemical analysis. A simple calculation shoe that a
monolayer of nitrogen corresponds to 2hO00 p.p.m. of nitrogen for
the particle sie of these samples.

IV. DISCUSSION

It is well known that very high temperatures and advanced
vacuum techniques are required to free the surfaces of metallic
oxides from all traces of original gas. Moreover gaema alumina
possesses surface water which changss to bound hydroxyl groups in
a complicated fashion as the temperature is inoreased. 1 1 Any
effort to got a "pure" surface would result in a material totally
different from those used in catalysis. The character of the
surfaces after room temperature or 3000C degessing for 24 hours
at 10-5 mn of Hg, must be regarded as unknowns and not necessarily
reproducible. The radiation induced enhancements in the catalytic
activity of ganmm alumina demonstrated by others, and referred to
here in Section I are apparently not due to an increase in surface
area which remains constant at 85 m2/gm.

In our experiments we have found (from the initial slopes of
type (1) adsorption isotherms Fig. II or Fig. III' that 24 cc/u
of hydrogen would complete a monolayer, or using the measured
surface area, the area occupied by a hydrogen molecule is

24 cc 2h x §,02 x 102365 x 104VO (1 22.)4 x W0 x 85 x 1020 '

molecules of H2 or 85 x 22.4• (1)2

6.02 x 24 molecule of H2

13.2 (1)2
molecule of H2

This result is in approximate agreement with the experiments of
de Boer at a112 on the chemisorption of water on @lumins. These
workers showed that water molecules occupy 12.1 (X)2 per water
molecule. They claim that the most probable lattice plane in the
surface will be the 1, 1, 1 plaoe of the spinal lattice., in which
each oxygen ion takes in 6.74 (X)e of surface. Consequently each
water molecule in the experiments of de Boer et al is ehemisorbed

o two oxygen ions in the alumina surface. In the bydrogen case,
our experiments indicate that adsorption at low pressures occurs
on all available sites and these hydrogen atome are cherisorbed
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in association with one o sn surface ion. At higher pressureaj
when the coverage is"_•ot L cc/l, the nature of the adsorption
changes. At these pressures more hydrogen is adsorbed than indi-
osted by the simple Langmir isotherm valid it low pressures.

The remaining cures of Fig. III probably reflect contamination
with nitrogen. This is suggasted by the mass speotrometer analysis
of the gas which is In contact with the powder.

From the data of Fig. IVj, the differences between the solid
U'. (tyMe 1 adsorption) and the rest of the date in approximately
linear with respect to pressure. This observation is difficult to
interpret but one my speculate as follows. Let the hydrogen
displace nitrogen from tho sample at a constant rate. The released
nitrogen will be partly readsorbed on the surface by physical ad-
sorption. The rate of gaseous nitrogen production and destruction
may be written as

-•t " KR2g + Y2*~

d2 . KIN2g
dt

vhr N2'6 - concentrati!on of nitrogen in ga phasee

N2 - concentration of nitrogen an solid

wee - ooncentrati:on of hnirogen in gas phase

Under steady conditions

2. K 2
3 93

It low nitrogen pressures the nitrogen adsorption isotherm is
approximately linear giving

N2 r.. K4 N2

and, therefore
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. A N2g K RC or

KK

N - K2g 6

Thus, this speculation suggests that the major difference between
type 1 and type 2 behavior is that in the latter ease nitrogen is
released. This release of nitrogen is facilitated by prior irTadi-
ation of the samples. The unirradiatod type 2 samples appear to
correspond to various degrees of nitrogen contamination.

The existence of an original layer of adsorbed nitrogen may be
of significance for a qualitative understendi•g of the catalytic
properties of gama alumina. It is known that the unirradiated
material has a variable catalytic behavior depending upon heating
and outgassing procedures. Kohn and Taylor report that the choice
of degassing technique affects the subsequent radiation euhanoement
of its catalytic activity. 1 Maurin, Ballentine and Sucher obtained
no increase in catalytic activity if they irradiated in vacuum, but
did obtain an increase if hydrogen were in contact with the alumina
during irradiation.2 This result appears to be in accord vith our
conclusions i.e. that irradiation in vacuum does not remove the
nitrogen contamination but that it is replaceable by hydrogen.
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The experimental precdures were devised by W. L. Kosiba and
R. C. Wood, and some of the surface ares measurements were carried
out by them. Some of the hydrogen adsorption measuremnts were
made by J. C. Rotbmann. We are indebted to D. A. Young for many
suggestions concerning both the experimental and theoretical aspeot*
of this problem. Thanks are due to L. Friedman and A. P. Irea for
the moo spectrometer measurements, to R. L. Finston for the
chemioal ana4ves of smopleo and to J. Jack and T. D. Planagan for
helpful discussions.
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BOUNDARY LAYERS
IN COUPLE-STRESS ELASTICITY

AND STIFFENING OF
THIN LAYERS IN SHEAR

M. A. SADOWSKY, Y. C. HSU, and M. A. HUSSAIN
WATERVLIET ARSENAL

WATERVLIET, NEW YORK

BOUNDARY LAYERS AND SKIN EFFECTS: Boundary layer effects in
hydro- and aerodynamics and skin effects in high frequency alternating
currents have a common general characteristic: they refer to some
phenomenon like fluid flow through a pipe or alternating current flow
t-hrough a wire which takes place distributed over a cross section area.
The distribution over the cross section of quantities characterizing
the phenomena such as velocity of flow and density of current follows
some definite law over almost the entire cross section. The exception
is a very thin boundary region of the cross section in which the dis-
tribution of the characteristic quantities quite suddenly changes to
an entirely different law. In the example of fluid flow through a
pipe, the variation of the flow velocity is shown in Fig. 1. It is
practically constant throughout the cross section, except in the
boundary layer, where it rapidly drops down to zero due to frictional
(viscous) adhesion of the fluid to che wall of the pipe. In the
example of a high frequency alternating current the distribution of
the current density is shown in Fig. 2. The current density is.zero
throughout almost the entire cross section, except in the boundary
layer (the "skin") which alone carries the (almost) entire current.

No boundary layer phenomena have been known in the theory
of elasticity (in elastostatics) up to now. In elastodynamics, surface
waves have been known since the time of Rayleigh. Considering elasto-
statics, we have, since 1962, a fundamental change of all aspects as
seen in the paper by Professor R. D. Mindlin of Columbia University
under the title "Influence of Couple-Stresses on Stress Concentrations."
The new element introduced into elasticity are couple-stresses, and
Professor Mindlin's paper contains far reaching theoretical and prac-
tical results. In the present paper the consideration of coup-e-
stresses leads to the detection of boundary layers in elasticity. The
elastic body appears wrapped up in a very thin skin displaying a
formerly unheard of behavior with respect to stress distribution and
deformation.
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STATEMEN'T OF THE PROBLEM: The characteristic innovati)ns
which couple-stresses bring to the mathematical theory of elasticity
can be shown within the subject of plane strain. We will limit our
exposition of couple-stress theory to plane strain. Our aim is a
comparison of results given by classical plane strain theory with
results given by couple-stress theory. In a narrower sense, the aim
is given by the title of this paper: detectior, of boundary layers in
elasticity and stiffening of thin layers in shear.

THE INCOMPLETE SYSTEM OF 8 EQUATIONS IN 9 UNKNOWNS COMMHON TO
CLASSICAL ELASTICITY AND COUPLE-STRESS ELASTICITY: Before the

classical and couple-stress theories diverge they establish a common
ground of 8 equatio,.s in 9 unknowns. Since such a system is incomplete,
it will require a completion, and th-s is where the couple-stress theory
differs from classical elasticity. In the classical theory, the com-
pletion leads to a 9 by 9 system, in the couple-stress theory it leads
to a 12 by 12 system. The completions are incompatible and mutually
exclusive, which entitles the couple-stress theory to the rank of an
essential modification of elasticity ýýhenry, not just an additional
development.

The common ground of both theories described by means of
a Cartesian system x, y is as follows: it begins with the concept of
the displacements u a u(xy) and v a v(x.y) from which issue the
following concepts and equations:

The 3 strain components G x, E y, rxy, defined by

1A 3IrX M ý-.T-(1) (2) (3)

The 4 stress components G x.ay#*Txy #lyx, connected with the strain
components by 3 stress-strain 2elations

2= -x V(6x+ (4)

2 CxrTxg Tx + Tp (6)
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The stress components must equilibrate. The equilibration equations
read

0 & + L _ = 0o (7)

C)x 4
- 57x- + -ý4 0(8)

Eqs. (1)-(8) form a system of 8 equations in 9 unknowns

U x 3CY ) rX; ,TzcJ JTx TVX (9)

common to classical elasticity and to couple stress theory. The
different meanings of 'Txy and T"yx are shown in Fig. 3. The notation
defines Top as the shearing stress in the direction R on a face whose
outer normal is in the direction C9 .

C"C*PLETION OF THE SYSTEM IN CLASSICAL ELASTICITY: The system
is completed by the equation of equilibrium with respect to rotation
in the xy-plane:

T T (10)

The completed system consists of 9 Eqs. (1)-(8) and (10) for the 9 un-
knowns cited in (9).

DEVELOPMENT OF PLANE STRAIN THEORY IN CLASSICAL ELASTICITY:
The analytic development of the classical 9 by 9 system leads to the
following result: the 9 by 9 system is reducible to a single equation

V 44).0(11)

for a single function ( a 0 (xy) called the stress function. All
quantities mentioned in (9) are derivable from the stress function as
follows: The stresses are given by the partial derivatives

0_x7-ýy4 6 4~ ox -, Tx 9=_ T = -O4~ (12)

the strains follow from the stress-strain relations Eqs.(4)-(6). The
displacements are obtained from Eqs. (1)-(3).by integration. We note
that V*4$ is a potential function on account of Eq. (11). We
determine by integration a pair of conjugate potential function H
and ý connected to V24 by the Cauchy-Riemann equations
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H 
V

9

'.)H = potential function conjugate to V (14)
X Z4

The displacements are given by

2Gtu = (I-V)H Ox

2 CxV = OV)ý 0, 
(15)

The determination of a specific 0 from Eq. (11) depends on boundary
conditions.

COMPLETION OF THE SYSTEM IN COUPLE-STRESS THEORY: Three new
unknowns CJZo PX9 My ure introduced. This extends the set (9) of
unknowns to 12:

4, V; Ex , G4 ) lrx4 ; G7x i O'S 1 Txq i Wz.) Px i 14ý (16)

z is the rotation of the element defined by

Wz = -L ( av a it (17)
2 Q)x j-9)

Px and /1 y are couple-stresses (Fig. 4). There are two equations

of stress-strain relations type involving 4)z. 148 /Jy:

p. C
C)

4 Cx 12 (19)y
The quantity appearing here is the third (third independent)
constant of elasticity (Mindlin's couple stress constant). The
equation of equilibrium with respect to rotation in the xy-plane is

)PX + a'uy + TX T4,K = 0 (20)
@ X y
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The 12 equations (l)-(), (17)-(20) constitute a complete set with
regard to the 12 unknowns (16).

We note that Eq. (10) of classical elasticity and Eq. (20) of
the couple-stress theory are incompatible, which is characteristic
of an essential progress involved in the couple-stress theory.

DEVELOPMENT OF PLANE STRAIN IN COUPLE-STRESS THEORY: The
analytic development of the 12 by 12 system of the cou le-stress
theory leads to the result that two stress functions * • (x,y) and

• (xy' are needed from which all of the unknowns (16) can be
derived. These stress functions are governed by two Cauchy-Rimann
equations

= (21)

We see that 2C0-0) t.' V and 11 VPVe are conjugate
potential functions. We consequently have individual equations

V4=o 0 (22)

V - V iV 4f=0 (23)

We note that Eq. (22) is identical with Eq. (11) and thus
is again a potential function. All 12 quantities mentioned in (16)
are derivable from the stress functions as follows: the 6 stresses
and couple-stresses are given by partial derivatives

FxLj =- PA4 VJ4 4XW- 0X4"''V4 (24)

The 3 strains follow from the stress-strain relations Eqs. (4)-(6).
The rotation W z is given by

CJ4 = - 2 (2S)
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The displacements are given by

2Cru. 0 (-\7)H - O -X9(26)

2CxV

in which H and 4are defined by Eqs. (13) and (14). The set of
twelve unknowns in (16) is thus expressed in terms of the stress
functions 0 and *k which in turn are governed by Eqs. (21).

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT INTERFACE ý - const: Since a couple-
stress vlasticity solution depends on a system of differential equa-
tions (21) of order 6 while in classical elasticity the only governing
equation (11) is of order 4, the number of boundary conditions at an
interface must increase proportionately from four conditions in the
classical theory to six conditions in the couple stress-theory. For
the interface %J= o (Fig. 5) the classical conditions require the
continuity of

It 3 V 1T )T (27)

The couple-stress theory requires the continuity of

U ) V . W,.'6t 1T (28)

Since all of the classical continuity conditions are preserved
in the couple-stress theory, and two more continuity conditions are
added, it is felt that the couple-stress theory puts a higher degree of
emphasis on a general preservation of continuity at interfaces.

ELASTIC SEMIPLANE IN SHEAR BONDED TO A RIGID SEMIPLANE: Let us
etch a straight line across the bonded semiplanes prior to deformation
(Fig. 6a). The classical solution for the state of shear (Fig. 6b)
shows the line broken into two halves, each half remaining straight
and both meeting at an angle at the interface. The couple-stress
theory solution (Fig. 6c) shows a smooth transition from the rigid
straight half to a curve which approaches the line in Fig. 6b asymp-
totically. The space in which the curve 6c differs appreciable from
the asymptote is the boundary layer; its thickness is about s 1. The
stress-strain phenomena at the interface are most unusual, as illus-
trated by the values

4 =- 4 = 0 (29)
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STIFFENING OF A THIN LAYER IN SHEAR: Imagine a thin layer bonded
to two rigid plates which transmit a shearing stress Tyx to the layer.
In classical elasticity the etched line will remain straight and turn
as shown in Fig. 7a. In couple-stress theory, since - 0 at both
interfaces. the turning will develop but gradually inthe upper and
lower boundary layers, reaching the value 7r" a yx/G in the middle
space between both boundary layers. But if the layer is as thin as
in Fig. 7c, there will be no in between space and the etched curve
is hardly different from its original straight positfon. This leads
to a strong reduction of the displacement of the upper face of the
layer relative to its lower face, which without the knowledge of
couple-stress theory may be misinterpreted as a stiffening of the
shearing modulus G of the material to a high multiple when the
material comes in very thin layers (102 thickness) and is subject to
shear.
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Figure 1. Velocity distribution in presence of a boundary layer
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Figure 2. Current density distribution in skin effect
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Figure 3. Conceptual difference between Txy and Tyx

Figure 4. Couple-stresses: Cartesian components PX and 1y.
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Figure 5. Interface at y o o
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Figure 6. Bonded elastic, and rigid semiplanes
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Figure 7. Thin layer in shear bonded to rigid plates
at both faces.
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TP1 PURIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
STAPHYLOCOCCAL ENTEROTOXIN B

EDWARD J. SCHANTZ, WILLIAM G. ROESSLER, JACK WAGMAN9 LEONARD SPERO$
DAVID STEFANYE, DAVID A, DUNNERY0 AND MERLIN S. BRODOILL

UNITED STATES ARMY BIOLOGICAL LABORATORIES
FORT DE•TRICK, FREDERICK, MARYLAND

Staphylococcus aureus produces a variety of toxic sub-
stances. One of these substances is enterotoxin B, which causes
emesis and diarrhea in experimental animals very similar to that
caused by enterotoxin A, which is usually found in cases of food
poisoning in humans (1). Bergdoll, Sugiyama, and Deck (2) reported
the first significant purification of this toxin, by a combination
of acid precipitation, adsorption on alumina, adsorption on ZRC-50,
and starch electrophoresis. Recently Free, McCoy and Strong (3)
effected a partial purification of thits toxin by a combination of
alcohol precipitation, filtration on Sephadex, and electrophoresis
on Sephadex. Only milligram quantities of toxin were obtained by
these methods. This paper describes a method of purification based
on chromatographic procedures employing carboxylic acid resins that
results in enterotoxin B of higher purity and in higher yields than
that obtained by the above methods. The partial physical and
chemical characterization of this purified toxin shows that the toxin
is a simple protein composed of a single polypeptide chain with a
molecular weight of approximately 35,000.

METHODS

The toxin was produced by culturing 1. aureus strain S-6
for 18 hours with aeration in a medium containingýTI N-Z-Amine A
(Sheffield Farms), 1% Protein Hydrolysate Powder (M4eade Johnson &
Co.), 0.001% thiamin, and 0.001% nicotinic acid adjusted to pH 6.5.
The fermented culture usually contained between 0.1 and 0.2 mg of
toxin per ml, based o Oudin tests. The toxin constituted 0.5 to 1%
of the total organic solids in the culture. The culture was passed
through a Sharples centrifuge to remove the bulk of the cells. The
carboxylic acid exchange resin, used for the first and second steps
in the purification, was Amberlite CG-50, 100-200 mesh (Rohm and
Haas Co.). This resin was exchanged with sodium at least once and
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partly neutralized as specified in the purification procedure by sus-
pending the resin in 3 to 4 volumes of 0.05 M monosodium phosphate
and titrating to the desired pH with sodium hydroxide. Before use
the partially neutralized resin was washed thoroughly with water to
remove the buffer. The carboxymethyl cellulose (CM) (Carl Schleicher
and Schuell Co.), used in the final step in the purification, was
Selectacel Ion Exchange Cellulose, No. 77, Type 20. It was used as
purchased after washing thoroughly with water. The linear gradient
buffer system used to elute the toxin from the carboxymethyl cellu-
lose was patterned after that described by Hikes (4). Assays for the
toxin were carried out by a modification of the Oudin serological
technique (5). In this technique, the rate of diffusion of the toxin
into a tube of agar gel containing antisera to the purified toxin
serves as a measure of the toxin concentration (6). These assays
require 24 to 72 hours for completion, but are serologically specific
for the toxic protein and served as a reasonably accurate means for
a quantitative determination of the toxin throughout the purification
procedure. The results are expressed as mg of toxin per ml or, with
the KJeldahl nitrogen value, as mg of toxin per mg of nitrogen.
Theoretically, when the Oudin assay shows 6.25 mg of toxin per mg of
nitrogen, the toxin is pure. However, the variability of the Oudin
test is i10% and additional tests were necessary to measure small
amounts of impurities. Ouchterlony tests (7), employing antisera
from crude toxin preparations in the agar gel, were used for this
purpose. Although the serological tests (Oudin and Ouchterlony) do
not measure toxicity per se, they correlated well with toxicity tests
in monkeys. The absorbance et 277 mui was used also as a rapid but
nonspecific assay to follow the proteins through the chromatographic
fractionations. These measurements were made with a Model DU Beckman
spectrophotometer. The results are expressed as mg of protein per ml,
using an extinction value of 1.3 for 1 mg per ml at 277 mra in a 1-cm
cell. The absorbance could not be used as a measure of purity be-
cause the contaminating proteins contributed to the absorbance along
with the toxin. Final preparations of the toxin were assayed by
intravenous injection or feeding to rhesus monkeys to obtain the
specific biological activity characterized by emesis or diarrhea. In
conducting this resear..h the animals were maintained in compliance
with the principles established by the National Society for Medical
Research (8).

Sedimentation studies were carried out on a Model E Spinco
ultracentrifuge. Amino acid analyses were carried out on a Phoenix
Amino Acid Analyzer by the method of Spackman, Stein, and Moore (9).
Terminal amino acids were determined by N-dinitrophenylation with
2,4-dinitrofltvrobenzene followed by acid hydrolysis for the N-
terminal aci, (10) and hydrazinolysis followed by treatment with
benzaldehyde and identification on the automatic amino acid analyzer
for the C-tarminal acid (11).
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PURVICATION PROCEDURE

The method of purification is outlined in Figure 1 and
involves the following steps:

Stay 1. The centrifuged culture containing up to 0.2 mg of
toxin per ml with an Oudin assay value of 0.04 mg toxin per mg of
nitrogen was diluted with two volumes of water and the pH adjusted to
6.4. The toxin was removed from the diluted culture with CG-50 resin
partly neutralized to pH 6.4 by stirring for about 30 minutes at
room temperature. Two grams of this resin were sufficient to remove
the toxin from one liter of diluted culture. Usually about 50 liters
of diluted culture, orsufficient culture to isolate one gram of
purified toxin, were processed at one time. The resin containing the
toxin and impurities was filtered into a column (about 3 x 30 cm for
resin from 50 liters), washed with one column volume of water, and
the toxin fractionally eluted with 0.5 M sodium phosphate at pH 6.8
in 0.25 M sodium chloride. The fractions containing the peak of
protein material were selected on the basis of the absorbance at
277 mg and more precisely selected on the basis of Oudin tests and
pooled. At this point the pooled fractions amounted to about one
per cent of the culture volume; the Oudin test showed about 4.5 mg of
toxin per mg of nitrogen, and the yield was 70 to 80%.

Step 2. The pool of fractions from Step 1 was dialyzed to
remove the salts and the toxin was readsorbed on a column of CG-50;
this time the CG-50 was partially neutralized at pH 6.8. Twenty
grams of resin were used per gram of protein (column about 3 x 30 cm
for 20 g resin). The partial neutralization of the resin at a higher
pH reduced the adsorption of the impurities but still allowed complete
adsorption of the toxin. Thus, the bulk of the impurities passed
through the resin. After the resin was washed with water the toxin
was fractionally eluted with 0.15 M disodium phosphate, and the
fractions containing the peak of toxin with an Oudin value of about
5 mg of toxin per mg of nitrogen or more were selected and pooled for
further purification. At this point the pooled fractions showed an
Oudin value between 5.5 and 6 with a purity of 85 to 90%. The yield
was 65 to 70%.

Stp.2 The combined fractions from step 2 were dialyzed
to bring the salt below 0.01 M and the toxin was adsorbed and
chromatographed on a column of carboxymethyl cellulose. Twenty
grams of this resin were used per gram of protein as measured by
absorbance at 277 nip. A linear gradient phosphate buffer from 0.02
to 0.07 M, pH 6.8, was passed through the column at a rate of 0.3 ml
per minute per aquare cm of area on the column. The purified toxin
usually came off in the fractions between 0.035 and 0.045 M, but the
exact peak was located by measuring the absorbance at 277 mni and more
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accurately evaluated with Oudin tests. The fractions that had Oudin
values of 6.2 or greater per mg of nitrogen and that showed only a
single antigen-antibody line in the Ouchterlony tests at a level of
0.5 mg of toxin per ml were selected as the purified toxin. These
fractions were pooled, dialyzed to remove most of the buffer salts,
centrifuged to remove any insoluble material, and freeze-dried. The
over-all yield of toxin in the purified state usually amounted to 50
to 60. based on the Oudin assay of the original culture.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION

Table I shows some of the chemical and physical properties
of the purified toxin. The freeze-dried protein is a snow-white
fluffy powder that is very soluble in water and salt solutions. The
dry protein also hydrates readily when exposed to an atmosphere with
a relative humidity of 30. or more. Tests for carbohydrate, lipid,
and nucleic acids were negative. Tests for a and 0 lysins, apyrase,
and dermonecrotic substances, normally found in the culture, were
negative in the purified preparation. The Kjeldahl nitrogen content
of the rrotein (free of buffer salts) is 16.1%.

In velocity ultracentrifugation, solutions of the purified
enterotoxin exhibit only a single symmetrical, sedimenting boundary
as illustrated by the representative schlieren curves shown in
Figure 2. Analyses of boundary spreading and of enterotoxin distri-
bution at sedimentation equilibrium show that the purified material
possesses a high degree of homogeneity with respect to both molecular
weight and density. Its partial specific volume (0.743) and infrared
spectral absorption are typical of simple proteins. The molecular
weight of 35,300 obtained by sedimentation-diffusion is in good agree-
ment with results by approach-to-equilibrium sedimentation. Stability
in sedimentation behavior was observed over the pH range 5 to 10.

Electrophoretic studies showed the Laxin preparation to be
a single component with an isoelectric point at about pH 8.6.
Deionization of a solution of the toxin on a column of mixed bed
resin, M1l, showed an isoionic point at pH 8.55. The toxin has a
maximum absorption at 277 nkg with an extinction (E, 1%, 1 cm) of 14.
The ratio of the absorption at 260 mn to that at 277 mn was 0.47,
which confirms other tests showing that very little if any nucleic
acid material is present in the preparation.

The amino acid analysis of the toxin is given in Table II.
The molecule is composed of 18 different amino acids. No cysteine
was found, but 2 half-cystine residues are present. High percentages
of aspartic acid and lysine are indicated but, compared with most
proteins, the composition of the toxin is not unusual. The recovery
of the amino acid residues amounted to 102% and the nitrogen cal-
culated from these residues in addition to the amide nitrogen amounted
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to 103%. Also, the sulfur in the methionine and half-cystine
residues amounted to about 102% of the total sulfur determined by
the Parr bomb technique. The complete accountability (within ex-
perimental error) of the total nitrogen and sulfur shows that the
toxin is composed of amino acids only and therefore is classed as a
simple protein. The total of the free acid groups in the aspartic
and glutami: acid residues is much greater than that of the free
basic groups of lysine, arginine, and histidine, which indicates that
the toxin should have an isoelectric point on the acid side of the
pH range. The 30 amide groups forming asparagine or glutamine accoult
for the alkaline isoGlectric point at about pH 8.6.

The N-terminal amino acid is glutamic acid and the C-ter-
minal acid is lysine. Quantitative eatimation of the terminal acids
showed 1.1 residues of glutamic acid per mole of protein for the
N-terminal acid and 0.73 residues of lysine per mole of protein for
the C-terminal acid. These values are within experimental error,
under the circumstances of the experiments, for one mole of each
terminal acid and are consistent with the representation of the
primary structure of the toxin as a single polypeptide chain. No
other amino acids were indicated in the analyses for the terminal
acids, which lends support to the physical evidence on the high
degree of purity of the toxin preparation.

This protein is unusual in many respects. The biological
activity characterized by emesis or diarrhea is stable to heating at
100*C for 10 minutes without appreciable loss in activity. Under
these conditions the toxin is precipitated from the solution, but
when this precipitate is redissolved by cooling and raising the pH
of the solution, practically all of the original Oudin activity and
sickness-producing properties in monkeys are recovered. The toxin
is quite stable over a pH range of 4 to 10 at room temperature. The
biological activity is refractory to the action of various enzymes
such as trypsin, pepsin, chymotrypsin, and papain.

BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION

Serclogical studies on the purified toxin using Oudin and
Ouchterlony techniques also indicate a high degree of homogeneity or
purity. When the toxin was employed as an antigen at concentrations
of 0.5 mg or less per ml and allowed to diffuse into agar gel
(Ouchterlony technique) containing antisera against crude preparatiew
of the toxin, only a single line of antigen-antibody formed. However,
by using very high concentrations of the toxin (up to 15 mg/ml)in
these tests, one or two faint lines appeared, indicating that small
amounts of impurity might be present. These lines disappeared
completely on a 32-fold dilution of the toxin solution, but the entero-
toxin line did not disappear until it had been diluted more than
8000-fold. If a minor antigen is present as an impurity, these data
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indicate that it constitutes less than one per cent of the preparation.
It is possible that the faint lines are artifacts and not impurities.
They are not eliminated from the toxin by further chromatography on
carboxymethyl cellulose. Also, when the toxin was tested by the slide
in•uunoelectrophoresis technique, using rabbit, burro, or horse sera,
only the one line, due to the enterotoxin, was formed. The toxin
therefore is considered to have a purity of 99% or more.

When the toxin was tested in rhesus monkeys, emesis or diarrhea
was produced in 50% of the animals (effective dose, RD50) at an
intravenous dose of 0.1 to 0.3 Lg per kg of monkey weight and at an
oral dose of 1 4g per kg.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusiox,, a chromatographic method has been developed
for the isolation of enterotoxin B from 1. aureus cultures. Physical,
chemical, and biological studies show that the toxin isolated by the
chromatographic method is very pure and is a simple protein consisting
of a single peptide chain with a molecular weight of approximately
35,000. Many grams of the purified enterotoxin have been prepared
and this supply has allowed an extensive research program to be
carried out on the characterization anddatermination of the structure
of this protein as well as investigations on the biological effects
of the toxin in host animals.
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TABLE I

SOME PROPERTIES OF PURIFIED ENTEROTOXIN B

Appearance White fluffy powder

Solubility Very soluble in water and
salt solution@

Type of protein Simple (contains simple aminoacids only)

SNitrogen content 16.1%

Sedimentation coefficient 2.89 S (Single component)
* (s~'20" ,w) •

Diffusion coefficient 7.72 x 10"7 cm2 sec1

(Do20 e,w)

Partial specific volume 0.743

Molecular weight 35,300

Electrophoresis (free) Single component

Isoelectric point About 8.6

Extinction (Zi) 14

Toxicity, EDso0 0.1 to 0.3 pg/kg (rhesus
monkey, IV)

Purity >99%
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TABLE 11

AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF STAPHYLOCOCCAL ENTEROTOXIN B

Amino acid Amino acid residues Residues per molecule
per 100 g of protein to nearest integer

grams

Alanine 1.36 7
Amide groups 30
Arginine 2.84 6
Aspartic acid 18.33 56
Cysteine 0.00 0
Half-cystine 0.59 2
Glutamic acid 9.60 26
Glycine 1.91 12
Histidine 2.54 7
lsoleucine 3.49 11
Leucine 6.44 20
Lysine 17.25 47
Methionine 3.09 8
Phenylalanine 5.93 14
Proline 2.22 8
Serine 4.15 17
Threonine 4.56 16
Tryptophan 0.71 1
Tyrosine 10.82 23
Valine 6.10 22
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FIGURE 1

SCHEM1 FOR THE PURIFICATION OF ENTEROTOXIN B

Centrifuged culture (0.1-0.2 mg toxin/ml)
diluted with 2 vol. water and adj. to pH 6.4.
Stirred with CO-50 partially neutralized at pH

S6.4; (2 s/liter culture; 30 min).
I

t Resin with toxin and impurities. Supernatant
Toxin eluted with 0.5 H phosphate discarded.
buffer pH 6.8 in 0.25 M NaCI.

Eluate dialyzed and toxin adsorbed on column
of CG-50 partially neutralized at pH 6.8
(20 g resin/& protein).

I+
Toxin (Purity 80-90%) on resin. Fractionall," Filtrate
eluted with 0.15 H Na2HPO4. discarded.

Best fractions dialyzed and adsorbed and
chromatographed on column of CM (20 g
CM/S protein).

S Toxin on CM fractionally eluted with gradient Filtrate
, phosphate buffer 0.02 to 0.07 pH 6.8. discarded.

High potency fractions usually eluted 0.035
to 0.045 Mg pooled, dialyzed, centrifuged,
and freeze-dried; purity >99%; yield 50 to
60%.
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FIGURE 2. Photograph of schlieren sedimenta-
tion curves of two independently purified pre-
parations of enterotoxin B. Concentration:
10 mg/ml in 0.05 H phosphate buffer, pH 6.8.
Photograph taken 128 minutes after reaching full
speed, 59,780 r.p.m. Sedimentation from left to
right; temperature 20*C; schlieren angle,
60 degrees.
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FORT MONMOW'I'H, NEW J-EY

Modulation of a laser beam can be achieved either by pass-
ing the light through a modulator after the light has left the laser
(indirect modulation) or by changing one of the operational para-
meters of a laser system, e.g., modulating the pump (direct modula-
tion). The He-Ne gas laser lends itself very easily to a direct
amplitude modulation. When the discharge in the He-Ne gas mixture
is excited by an RF field, and the amplitude of the field modulated,
the stimulated emission of the laser will also be modulated.

Two different types of He-Ne gas lasers were employed in our
experiments. The first set of measurements va.• taken with a laser
with c~nfocal mirror configuration emitting iL the near infrared at
1U,530A. The bore diameter of the discharge tube is 10 m and the
partial pressure of He 1 mm Hg and that of Ne 0.1 um Hg. A Johnson
Viking Valient transmitter provided the RF power to pump the laser.
The power is capacitively coupled into the gas by an electrode in
the middle of the discharge tube; two electrodes at ground potential
are located near the two ends of the tube. The maximum achievable
power output of the laser requires a pump power around 50 w. Iaser
power output and the length of the plasms column in which amplifica-
tion occurs vs the pump power are shown in Fig. 1. Pump power tbres-
hold for stimulated emission of radiation is 17 per cent of the pump
power for maximum output; the length of the plasma column is 35 cm
at this point. Iy modulating the pump power between threshold and
maximum, 100 per cent amplitude modulation can be achieved. Since the
Johnson Viking Valient transmitter permits the modulation of the RF
only in the audio frequency range, our experiments were limited to
this range. The light was filtered by a Schott RG 10 and a Tiffen
Nr. 025 filter in order to suppress the background radiation of other
than the lasing Ne lines. Silicon and germanium photodiodes were
used as detectors arA the beam pattern was visually observed at an
RCA 6911 image coverter tube. The second set of measurements was
taken with a Spectra-Physics (Model 112) laser with hemispherical
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mdrrgr ar"age- Mnt emtting in the via ibl part of the spectrum at
63A. The bore diameter of the dischrge tube is 6 - and the
partial pressure of the 0. 5 = Ng and that of the Ne 0.1 fg. The
same puing technia•xm were used am for the infrared laser. Silicon
photodiodes and an RCA 710R photomultiplier were used as detectors,
the signal was recorded on a 545A Tetronix oscilloscope.

For nodulatIon experiments the pum power was adjusted to
a certain carrier level (bias) and then a modulation of 1 kc vaw put
on it. A comletely ainumoidal light modulation resulted if only a
soll percentage of pum power was modulated (Fig. 2(a)). &wever,
if the modulation of the pum was increased beyond a unique level
dependent vgpon the bias, clipping began. A specific combination of
bias and modulation gave a certain naxim instantaneous power level
and a miniuu instantaneous power level. At too high a maximm In-
stantaneous power level, pper clipping occurred (Fig. 2(b)). At too
low a minium instantaneous power level, lower clipping occurred
(Fig. 2(c)) since the length of the plasma column dropped below
threshold. It is interesting to notice that lower clipping bas never
been observed to be "'flat," while v~er clipping is always "flat."
In Fig. 3 the alitude of the photodetector response as a faantion
of the percentage of pue iwer modulation for several bias levels
has been given, tbh dotted line indicates the division between un-
clipped (sinusoidal) and clipped photodetector response, since satura-
tion limits the pover output of the laser.

The dependence of the aelitude of the modulated light
emitted by a gas laser on the modulation freuency reveals not only
infozation about the frequency limitations of the direct modulator
concept, but also indicates a bottleneck in the generation of ex-
cited Neon energy states which limits the power output of a Ne-Ne
gas lber. Experiments on frequency dependence were -vnducted in
the following mnner. The nodulation of the RF wvs adjusted at a
low frequency so that a large sinusoidal modulation of the lights
without clipping resulted. Keeping the RF power and modulation level
constant the modulation frequency was increased and the corresponding
light output observed. The results of these experiments are shown in
Fig. 4.

Up to 7 kc/sec the amplitude of the modulated light of
both la]er stays at a constant level, then the amplitude decays with
increasing frequency. The decay of the infrared laser is much more
pronounced than that of the red laser. The asymptotes of the decay
characteristics are:

I(Infrared Laser)
and 0< o.606

I = Ie (0) (Red Ilser)

2< -V 1..l • 10
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For coopaison the amplituode v frequency chusetwitic for an ex
poSMatialY d*eOayi signl is plotted in F•i. 1. This charcter-
istic follows:

2 7

and the aimptote: I - o (a1-). The tim constant=- for the

exponential decay has been obosen so that all the aau;ptoh meet at
the sa frequency f z 11.l ko/sec.

The characteristics of both lasers follow a "power law"
decay considering the short lifetimes of the higher laser transition
&On states (3%2for the red and 22 for the infrared laser) and
also the short lfetime of the termila. state of the laser transi-
tion (2p for both lasers) only the long lifetime of the He mta-
stables (W46nd 238) or the is states of Neon can account for a
slow decay. The destruction of He metastables by energy transfer to
Neon is directly dependent on the partial pressure of Neow in the
ground state and this pressure (i.e., the nuber of available Usons
in the ground state) is limited by the diffusion Neon in Is state
to the vall of the discharge tube. The diffusion Neon 3s to the
wal, requires a longer time for a larger tube diameter and a gas
laser with a large bore discharge tube will, therefore, not follow
a high modulation frequency. For this reoman the infrared laser
(which is the one with the bigger tube diameter) has a much longer
decay and does not follow at hiP-er modulation frequencies. The red
ga laser (with the smll tube diameter) follows higher modulation
frequencies sach bette... The dependence of laser operation on the
tube diameter is also evident in the relation for optizm laser
gain:

pD - constant
(pressure times tube diameter is constant).

Helium-Neon gas lasers with a small tube diameter (2 m)
should, therefore, have a short decay time and can follow a high
modulation frequency with reasonable modulation depth of the emitted
radiation. The pumping process is not directly linked to the Neon
diffusion process and it is of little consequence for time dependence
of light emission if the laser is pumed by an RF field or by a
discharge between electrodes.

Using this modulation concept we have built an experimental
conmmication system for one audio channel by simply modulating the
Valient as it was originally designed. The receiver consists of the
sawe photodiodes used during the experimenting backed up with suf-
ficient amplification to drive a speaker.
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HYDROGEN SYSTEM DFPENDFCE
ON DISCHARGE PARAMETERS

S. SCHNEIDR,, J. E. CREEDON, and N. L. YEAMANS
U. S. AR4Y ELRCTRONICS RESFARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

FORT MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY

The fundamental processes of electrical discharges in hydro-
gen are usually pressure dependent, and many of the measured quanti-
ties are expressed as functions of pressure. Variations in hydrogen
pressure influence characteristics, such as voltage hold-off, break-
down time, arc drop, deionization time, and dissipation, in hydrogen-
filled devices. In designing experiments or devices utilizing hydro-
gen as the discharge medium, the factors affecting the hydrogen-metal
system must be considered. Contrary to normal expectations, the heat
of the discharge does not increase the observed gas pressure according
to the equations of state for a homogenous medium. Instead, as shown
in Fig. 1, a temporary pressure decrease occurs. The hydrogen-filled
diode has an initial pressure of 490 microns Hg. After the filament
is turned on to heat the electron source, the pressure rises in a pre-
dictable manner as expressed by the equations of state modified by
normal hydrogen solubility in metal relations. When pressure stabili-
zation occurs, the discharge is turned on and the pressure falls rapid-
ly and then slowly rises as thermal equilibrium is established between
the heat of the discharge and the container. Upon extinction of the
discharge, the pressure quickly returns to its previous level. Remov-
al of the heater voltage is followed by a small rise in pressure and
a slow decay to-the original cold pressure. The small rise in gas
pressure is due to well-known phenomena common to endothermic hydro-
gen-metal systems. Many investigators (1,2,3) have studied these
phenomena, and considerable information is available on the solubili-
ty of molecular hydrogen in endothermic metals as a function of tem-
perature. With respect to the changes during and after the discharge,
observers (4,5) have noted that the presence of ionization or the
dissociation of molecular hydrogen by hot filaments increases the
solubility of hydrogen in metals. However, no definitive work has
been done to express the relationship between occlusion and discharge
conditions. In 1956 (6) evidence was presented that the pressure
within high-power, pulsed, hydrogen triodes.varied dynamically with
the peak power. On the basis of this observation, " more detailed
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study was conducted to determine the relationship of the dynamic pres-
sure change for any discharge condition and to obtain an understanding
of the fundamental process involved. A series of experiments were
conducted under a wide range of conditions from narrow pulses to dir-
ect current. From these experiments, the relationship between dis-
charge conditions and the dynamic pressure variations has been deter-
mined. In addition, it has been established that the phenomenon varies
directly with the production of atomic hydrogen during the discharge.

In Part I, the fundamental relationship is discussed. Part
II discusses the influence of the physical state of the nickel on the
dynamic occlusion of hydrogen during a discharge. It deals with the
effects of plastic deformation and hydrogen loading of the metal.

PART I - FUNDAMEITAL RELATIONBWP

This part of the paper discusses the relationship developed
between the discharge conditions and the quantity of gas dynamically
occluded during the discharge.

EVRRJXZNTAL PFOCEDURE

Since nickel is the most comonly used tube metal because
of its availability, high purity, ductility, ease of spot welding,
ease of outgassing, and low cost, most experiments and devices util-
ize it in large quantities for electrodes and shields. For these
reasons and because of the availability of considerable information
on its properties, such as the solubility of molecular hydrogen,
nickel was selected as the basic metal component of the hydrogen-metal
system to be studied. The primary type of tube built for this study
contained a hot electron source as the cathode to eliminate the com-
plication of analyzing the effect of the cold-cathode-arc mechanism.
The tubes were constructed as shown in the X-ray (Fig. 2). The cath-
ode is a cylindrical nickel base, triple-oxide-coated structure in-
directly heated by a filament. The filament is completely shielded
from the discharge area by the cathode structure. There are several
heat shields around the cathode to conserve heat and prevent deposi-
tion of cathode material on the cylindrical collector that completely
surrounds the cathode structure and shieleg the outer walls of the
container from the discharge. To operate under conditions other than
those permitted by a diode structure, a molybdenum electrode is incor-
porated in the tube. The molybdenum disk is surrounded by the collec-
tor and isolated from the cathode by a perforated disk and a solid
baffle. This permits use of the device as a triode. Each tube is
one-third of a liter in volume and ciiitains a nominal 65 grams of
nickel. Two thermocouple pressure gauges monitor the pressure in the
tube. These gauges are mounted on a long appendage to minimize the
influence of the discharge products and rf noise generated during
pulsing.
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After processing and filling the tube with hydrogen, it was
placed in the experimental setup shown schematically in Fig. 3. The
pressure was monitored continuously on a recorder with a response time
of one second. A Bausch and Lamb 1/4 Meter I4onochrcuator with a 7265
photcaultiplier, S-20 response, was used to examine the spectral out-
put am a function of time and operating conditions. In addition, a
seo-ond photomultiplier, 1P21, S-4 response, vs used to monitor total
light output. The voltage and current characteristics were viewed
simultaneously.

The experimental tubes were studied as diodes and triodes
under dc and pulse conditions ranging fra 0.25 microsecond to 12.5
microseconds wide at several pulse repetition rates.

EVWMAL RSULTS

A typical example of the experimental results is shown in
Fig. 4, where the maximu percentage change in pressure is plotted
as a function of the total discharge power dissipated (Pd) in the
gas. A P is defined as the initial pressure (Pi) minus the minima
operating pressure. For comparative purposes, the A P values were
normalized by dividing by the initial pressure. The data shown in
this figure were obtained with the tube operated as a diode at sever-
al pulse widths and direct current. Bpirically, the dependence of
6P/Pi on Pd is given by

SP/P1 - SD (Pd)f (1)

where SD directly relates to the occlusive capacity of a metal for
hydrogen under discharge conditions.

The square-root dependence on total dissipated power was
observeu In all modes of operation (triode, diode, and direct current).
In extended studies on several tubes, the functional relationship of
equation (1) was verified over a pressure range from 100 microns to
1000 microns.

The total power dissipated per pulse is obtained by inte-
grating the product of the instantaneous value of the voltage drop
across the tube [v(t)] with the value of the current [i(t)]. The
form of the generalized integral is illustrated in equation (2)

Pd/Prr ./v(t) i(t) dt (2)

where prr is the pulse repetition rate and T is the period. For the
wave forms shown in Fig. 5, equation (2) can be integrated by parts
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giving

Pd = Pc + Peg (3)

where Pc is the power dissipated during the breakdown period and Pss
is the amount contributed during the steady-state interval. Dissipa-
tion resulting frum the inverse voltage and the recharging of the
energy storage system during the interpulse interval was minimized so
as to eliminate the effects of ion bombardment and sputtering on op-
erating pressure.

It can readily be shown (7) that Pc and Pss are given by

Pc - epy ib prr 'efZ (watts) (4)

PSS - vt ib prr tp (watts) (5)

where epy - peak forward voltage in volts

ib - peak current in amperes

prr - pulse repetition rate in pulses per second

vt - potential in volts during the constant current
interval. The value of vt does not include the
potential drop associated with the oxide-cathode-
coating resistance.

tp = pulse width in seconds at the 50 per cent value.

7Wf a 7 Oa2 (7a +or,)
Ira - anode fall time constant in seconds.

7 c - circuit rise time constant in seconds.

Except for very short pulse widths, the steady-state contribut. 'in is
generally much greater than the breakdown dissipation and, iv the
case of diode operation, the dissipated power is determined almost
exclusively by equation (5), In both the diode and dc cases the Pd
values are given by

Pd - vt 1 (6)

where I is either the average or dc current in amperes.

In view of the pressure dependence on gas dissipation, the
decrease in the operating pressure in the presence of a discharge
was thought to be associated with a heating of the nickel, which is
known to be a good endothermic occluder (2,3). If a solubility phen-
omenon of this type were occurring, then the rate at which the hydro-
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gen pressure changes would be governed by Fick's l-w (8). Fig. 6
is a typical analysis of the recordings of the pressure dependence on
time, and the data are presented in a form that is related to the
diffusion laws. An exponential dependence on time is observed both
with res pect to the rate at which the gas enters the metal (left side
of Sraph) and the rate at which the gas diffuses out of the metal
(right side of graph). These results are indicative of diffusion in
a thin metal, and, therefore, support a solubility mechanism.

Prior investigations (1) have shown that the solubility
(s) for molecular hydrogen is

0 w so pn e-b/T (7)

where so is the solubility in cm3 per 100 grams of metal; P is the
pressure; T is the temperature of the metal in OK; and b is a con-
stant whose value is related to the heat of absorption. The value of
n has been fo'nd to be equal to one-half for molecular gases such as
hydrogen and nitrogen.

Using known solubility data for hydrogen in nickels (8) an
expression can be derived for

=82 V~i 10 -645/Ti (T-TI (8)

A PA 10 (8)r

Vtotal Pi

where VNi is the volume of nickel; Vtotal is the volume of tube; Ti
and T are the initial and final temperatures of the nickel in OK;
and Pi and P are the initial and operating pressures.

Equation (8) can be used to determine the temperature of
the nickel required to give the observed phenomenon. For example,
using nominal values of & P/Pj = 0.25; VNi = 7.3 cm3 ; Vtota1 = 333 cm3 ,
Pi = 0.600 mm., and Ti - 3750 C, it is predicted that the final tempera-
ture of the nickel is 7640C. Since the actual power dissipated in the
tube is known to be a smALl fraction of that required to raise the
nickel temperature to this value, a straightforward endothermic reac-
tion is obviously not the dominant mechanism.

Earlier, it was mentioned that prior investigators had noted
an increased cleanup of hydrogen gas when atomic hydrogen was produced.
Since atomic hydrogen is known to be generated by a discharge, its
dependence on discharge conditions was investigated.

The relation of atomic hydrogen to the pressure change phen-
omena was investigated by deriving its dependence on discharge condi-
tians and correlating the magnitude with A P/Pi. From radiation
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principles, the intensity of emitted light caused by electron atom
collisions is given by

IA - kA nH ne (9)

where IA is the instantaneous intensity at a wavelength (A); nH is
the atomic hydrogen concentration; ne is the electron density; and
kA is the probability of an electron-atom collision producing an ex-
cited atom in a given energy level. Equation (9) can be directly ap-
plied to the intensity of the alpha line of the Balmer series (6563
sngstroms), since the upper energy-level population for this transi-
tion is essentially proportional to the probability of an inelastic
collision. In the steady-state period of the discharge, the electron
density (ne) can be given as a function of the current (i) and the
electric field (E) across the plasma by

i i
ne 0 A e vd " EV (10)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the discharge; e is the elec-
tronic charge; and vd is the drift velocity (9,10) and is equal to
the product of the mobility (Jue) and E/P. The electric field (E) is
equal to the plasma drop divided by the electrode separation. The
terms A, e, and ;Ae are constants. Combining equations (9) and (10),
the atomic hydrogen concentration is

IA E/P
nH -• • (110

In this expression only the excitational probability (kA ) has to be
determined, since the other quantities are directly measurable. It
is known from collision data that most excitational probabilities (11)
are linearly related to the average electron energy up to the criti-
cal energy of the transition. Since the average electron energy (12)
is a function of E/, equation (11) can be rewritten for the hydrogen
alpha transition as

nH ~ I• E/P (12)
i f (E/P)

where f (E/P) -E/P (13)

for E/P < 50 volts/cm-rnn Hg
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and t' (E/P) -, (E0/)1  (14)
for ft >,50 volts/cm-mu Rg.

The latter case was experimentally studied. The hydrogen
alpha intensity was measured and a relative value for the atomic by-
drogen concentration was obtained from equation (12). Fig. 7 shows
A P/Pi plotted against the values of average atomic hydrogen concen-
tration (nH:t. prr) for the case of a low-pressure diode (Pi - 0.17 m).
This result saows that a linear dependence on the average atonic hy-
drogen pressure is involved in the solubility mechanism.

PART II - INFUENCR OF THE PHYSICAL STATE OF THE NICKEL

In the course of the experiment, lateral shifts in the curve
describing the behavior of dynamic acclusion under discharge conditions
were observed. Since the fundamental relationships to the discharge
parameters remained the same, it was assumed that the shifts were due
to differences in the metal. A series of experiments were therefore
conducted to determine the influence of the physical state of the
nickel.

WE aENIMTAL PFROMM3R

The basic design and procedure for constructing tubes for
this part of the investigation were the same as discussed in Part I.
Two variations in the construction and filling procedures were made:
1) to study the effects of plastic deformation, several of the tubes
were constructed with cold-worked-nickel collector cylinders; and 2)
to provide additional information on the behavior of hydrogen in met-
als several of the tubes yere filled with a mixture of 1% tritium
(H2P) and 99% hydrogen (H2e). The procedure for filling the tubes
and analyzing the results has been previously described (13). Since
this part of the study was primarily concerned with the influence of
the metal on dynamic occlusion rather than the effect of the discharge,
the tubes were all arbitrarily operated under triode conditions at a
fixed pulse width of one microsecond.

PLASTIC DEPFV1IATION

The literature (14,15,16) on the occlusion of molecular hy-
drogen in metals shows that permeability and occlusion capacity of
metals varies as a function of the degree of strain or deformation.
This phenomenon is attributed to a system of voids or rifts in the
metallic structure. In the case of severely deformed metals, the
rifts are particularly numerous or large. To determine how this ap-
plied to the occlusion of atomic hydrogen, several tubes were con-
structed with cold-worked-nickel cylinders, and the results were com-
pared with those of a tube with well-annealed nickel. Fig. 8 shows
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the results obtained with two tubes operated over a range of power
dissipation from 2 to 13 watts. Curve a is for annealed nickel and
curve b is for cold-worked nickel. The dependence between the dynamic
pressure change and the power dissipated in the gas during the dis-
charge was the some for each case and was in agreement with equation
(1). The only difference between the results on the two tubes -is an
increased occlusive capacity of Lhe cold-worked-nickel tube. This
resulted in a value of 0.08r for SD in the cold-worked case, an in-
crease of 70% over the value for the annealed nickel tube. In another
experiment to study the effect of cold-working, two tubes filled with
a tritium tracer were operated for one hour each. Analysis of the
cylindrical collectors for tritium content as a function of depth is
shown in Fig. 9. Curve a and curve b represent the annealed case and
the cold-worked case respectively. The curves represent the perman-
ent occlusion of -hydrogen by the nickel. Examination of the areas
under the curves shows an order of magnitude increase in the quantity
of tritium occluded in the deformed metal. From these results, it
was concluded that plastic deformation of metal increases the occlus-
ive capacity for both molecular and atomic hydrogen, but does not af-
fect the basic relationship that determines their respective rates
of reaction.

LONG-TERM EFFECTS

Several tubes with different degrees of deformed nickel were
placed on life test at 16 kilovolts peak voltage, 175 amperes peak
current, and 1000 pulses-per-second repetition rate. This operation
corresponds to an average power dissipation in the gas of 13.5 watts.
The triodes were checked periodically and tests were conducted up to
2150 hours. The fundamental relationship between atomic hydrogen gen-
eration and the dynamic occlusion remained the same throughout life.
The observed value of SD, however, decreased with life, as shown
on Fig. 10. Curves a and b, respectively, represent the results of
well-annealed and defoi'med nickel. To extend the results with well-
annealed nickel over another order of magnitude, curve c was added to
the graph. The discrepancy in the first two points on curve c is be-
lieved to be due to an initial inaccuracy in the recorded operating
time. However, at several hundred hours, this error is negligible,
and the data fit curve a and extend the results to 2150 hours. The
observed value of SD decreased with life according to the relationship

SD = C - 0.0135 log t (15)

where t is the number of hours and C is the value of S after one hour
of operation, with the initial value of SD determined ey the degree
of plastic deformation. Data on gas pressure versus life for these
tubes generally obeyed the same relationship as that plotted for S
This led to the hypothesis that the observed SD is a function of tre
degree of loading of the nickel with hydrogen and that, as the voids
or rifts in the nickel are filled, the measured occlusive capacity of
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the nickel is being reduced by the amount of hydrogen already absor-
bed. As confirmation of this hypothesis, Fig. 1 shows the results
of operating tubes with a tritium mixture at this condition. Curve a
and curve b represent the results after one hour and 676 hours, re-
spectively. Examination of the area under each curve reveals an in-
crease of almost two orders of manitude in hydrogen content with
life, thus confirming that the hydrogen content of the metal influ-
ences the apparent occlusive capacity of the metal.

CONCLUSIONS

The dependence of hydrogen-metal system behavior on dis-
charge parameters has been studied, and a square-root dependence on
the power dissipated in the gas has been established. A solubility
mechanism has been established in which the concentration of atomic
hydrogen was found to be the significant factor. In view of this
result, hydrogen occlusion cannot be viewed as just a function of the
diatomic gas but must be modified to include the generated dissocia-
tion product, the monatcmic gas. The monatcmic gas occlusion has been
determined to vary directly as a function of its pressure, as compared
to the square-root dependence of a diatonic gas on its pressure.

By the use of the discussed relationships, the effects on
fundamental processes that exhibit pronounced pressure dependence
can be accurately predicted. In the design of hydrogen-filled de-
vices, particularly those needed for high-energy switching of power
for microwave devices and optical pumps for lasers, the behavior under
discharge conditions can now be predicted and the device can be de-
signed to operate under the dynamically varying pressure conditions.

The influence of the physical state of the metal on the
dynamic occlusion of hydrogen under discharge conditions has been
studied. Plastic deformation of the metal and the production of
large rifts or voids increases the occlusive capacity of the nickel
for both molecular and atomic hydrogen. It does not, however, change
the fundamental relationship between the gas behavior and the discharge
parameters, but only increases the solubility factor in the equation.
The long-term effect of exposing the metal to the discharge has been
analyzed, and a relationship between the apparent change in solubil-
ity and life has been established and verified. This relationship
enables the prediction of the life of hydrogen-filled devices and
provides the necessary information to compensate for hydrogen-pressure
losses.
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE ROTATING REFLECTOR q-SWITCH

m. SCHOENFELD, D. A. RfEAGO and E. GREEN
FRANKFORD ARSENAL

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

I. Introduction

On* of the simplest methods of switching the regenera-
tion in an optical resonator to obtain a high power pulse of
radiation is the rotating reflector Q-switch first successfully
demonstrated by scientists at the U. S. Army Electronics Labora-
tory, Ft. Monmouth'. Because it is easy to instrument and is
relatively immune to environmental extremes of temperature,
shook and vibration, this technique - with minor differences -
is the basis of both of the laser range finders being developed
for the Army: one by Radio Corporation of America under contract
with Ft. Monmouth, the other as an in-house effort at Frankford
Arsenal.

In c wnection with the latter development eange Finder
XM23) a detailed study of the rotating reflector switch nas
been conducted at Frankford Arsenal. It is tbe purpose of this
paper to present the experimental data and to propose a model
for the rotating reflector Q-switoh which is consistent with
our experiments and provides, moreovetr an extremely useful
rationale for optimizing resonator design to obtain maximum
single pulse output. The experimental data pertains specific-
ally to a ruby laser in a cavity terminated by roof prism
reflectors; this configuration was chosen for use in the range
finder to avoid problems of film durability and component
alignment associated with the use of dielectric mirrors. The
conclusion* dravw from the analysis are, however, independent
of the details of the feed-out or reflection mechanism employed,
and are therefore believed to have general applicability to any
type of rotating reflector switch.

By appropriate choice of resonator length and switching
speed, single pulse laser output can be consistently obtained
with the double prism arrangement. The quality of the ruby
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crystal is the least controllable element of the system,
nevertheless cavity parameters can almost always be optimized
to yield single pulse output in the megawatt power range.
Deviation from an optimum single pulse arrangement leads
initially to loss in peak power and ultimately to development
of after pulses which not only rob power from the leading
pulse but are extremely undesirable from the standpoint of the
range finder application for which the resonator was developed.
When optimum conditions are met, a relatively narrow pulse
(25 nanoseconds halfwidth) with fast (10 nanoseconds) rise time
can be produced with the configuration to be described below.
The beam angle will be of the order of 2 x 10-6 steradians.

In addition to dependence on geometrical factors and
crystal quality, single pulse output is greatly affected by
temperature. Attainment of large single pulses becomes increas-
ingly difficult at temperatures below that for which the
resonator is optimized; on the other hand, at higher tempera-
tures single pulse capabilities are excellent but only at the
expense of additional input energy.

II. Q-Switch Analysis

A. The Q-switch theory first suggested by Hellwartho
and developed by Lengyel and Wagnera and others4, 8 deals with
cavities of fixed geometry - usually switched electro-optical.y-
in which build-up of a giant pulse by rapid conversion of stored
energy to radiation involves consideration, in the ideal case,
of only diffraction losses and feed-out losses. Furthermore,
the treatment of the phenomenon of multiple pulsing as discussed
by McClung and Hellwarth! apparently involves detailed assump-
tions regarding line shape, relaxation mechanisms and other
intrinsic characteristics of the laser medium.

The interesting feature of the rotating reflector
Q-switch is that its properties are largely dominated by geo-
metrical factors, specifically the varying walk-off losses as
the reflector rotates into parallelism. This domination is,
in fact, so complete that, as will now be shown, significant
conclusions in excellent agreement with experiment can be drawn
from % highly artificial ray-geometric model which completely
ignores the dynamics of the stimulated emission process in the
laser medium.

Consider (Fig. 1) an active medium in a Fabry-Perot
cavity terminated by two reflectors A and B which, at the
instant of initiation of an axial plane wave, are at an initial
angle 9,. Suppose that reflector B is rotating into parallelism
with A about an axis perpendicular to the plane of the diagram
with an angular velocity w. At each reflection the wave f •it
will be deviated downwards so that the ray at its upper boundary
will be displaced successively by amounts D1 ,D2, etc., as shown.
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Summing up the displacements for n round-trips of the
cavity gives:

(1) D - E Do - 2 L Ln(n-l)eo -2n "l(~jT

where 1. in the optical path between the reflectors and r in the
round trip transit time, i.e. T * ZL, a = velocity of light

0

For large n, we may write, approximately:

(2) D . 2L jn*eo - ns.,]

For any specific aperture, D., equation (2) gives the
number of passes before walk-off of the marginal ray, i.e. the
maximum dwell-time of the wave in the cavity. We note also that,
depending on the specific values of the various parameters,
walk-off may occur at the lower boundary of the aperture (before
mirror parallelism) or, since D can change sign, may occur at
the upper boundary after the mirror has passed through parallel-
isa.

Assume now, on this simple model, that in order to
build up a sizeable single pulse output, a wave must survive
for n round trips of the cavity; n would depend on all the
factors which affect gain per pass in the laser (inversion,
linewidth, scattering, diffraction, feed-out loss, etc.) but
would be a specific number for a given ruby at a given tempera-
ture and pumping level.

We now adopt as an optimization condition for survival
of an n-pass wave the requirement that the marginal ray reach
the edge of the aperture when the displacement D reaches a
maximum, i.e.

(0) I a o
an

This leads to the relation:

(4) n' =

where n' is the number of transits the wave has made at maximum
displacement. Since this maximum displacement may not exceed
the available aperture D., insertion of (4) in (2) gives:

(5) L' w ® 3cDO

This can be expressed in terms of the total number of
passes n before walk-off at the upper boundary of the aperture
if we note that n = 309 a 3n' as is evident from setting

;-'. 2
d = o in equation (2).
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We finally obtain the following simple optimization
condition:

S~(6) Ow® = 81eDo

We note, parenthetically, that in spite of the

naivete of the assumptions used in its derivationt equation (6)
checks well with our experiments in the following &onset If

we insert the specific values of L, w and Do used in the
optimized cavities to be described later, the calculated value
of a agrees within a factor of two with the observed pulse
width. We regard this agreement, however, as somewhat fortui-
tous and prefer to discuss the qualitative implications of
equation f6) as regards the functional relations between
cavity parameters necessary to optimize single pulse output.
For this reason we rewrite it as a proportionalitys

(7) LOs cDo

The quantity Le® is inversely related to the dwell
time of the spinning reflector in the cavity; similarly
the number of passes a required for build-up of a "giant"
pulse is inversely related to the gain per pass of the resonator.
Equation (7) can therefore be interpreted as follows: for
optimum single pulse generation the dwell-time should be
matched to the gain per pass. If there is a mismatch between
dwell-time and gain, then we have two possibilities.

(1) If the dwell-time is too long, i.e. Lew is too
small, peak power is reduced; if the mismatch is sufficiently
great, double or multiple pulsing will result. The mechanism
can be visualized as follows: with high gain, the spinning
reflector closes the cavity at an angle 0 o greatly removed
from parallelism, since a relatively small number of passes
before walk-off suffice to produce a highly amplified wave.
This premature walk-off will clip peak power before the avail-
able inversion is exhausted; furthermore, if the intrinsic
gain is sufficiently high, enough inversion may be left in the
ruby to produce an after pulse (or pulses) as the reflector
approaches parallelism.

(2) If the dwell-time is too short, i.e. intrinsic
gain per pass is too low to match the given L and w, monopulse
output will be maintained but power in the single pulse will
be clipped. This happens essentially because the amplified
wave walks out of the cavity after parallelism, but before the
available inversion has been optimally exhausted. Note partiem-

larly that unlike the case of the static electro-optical
Q-switchs faster switching may actually reduce peak power.

This, as well as other conclusions drawn from the optimization
condition,will be illustrated in the experimental data presented
below.
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For example, if double pulsing occurs at some
particular pumping level, it follows from the above that it
can be eliminated by increasing resonator length, switching
speed or feed-out loss. Since dwell time varies inversely ae
the square of resonator length, adjustment of this parameter
should be more effective than faster switching. However,
increase in the pumping level, and therefore in stored inver-
sion and gain per pass, will eventually result in power fall-
off and again multiple pulsing. Since crystals vary greatly
in intrinsic gain, it follows that no set of cavity parameters
will be optimum for all rubies. In fact, in a cavity of fixed
L and u it is possible, as we have found in our experiments,
for a ruby to be too "good" to single pulse. This apparent
paradox should not be pushed too far; a crystal with notice-
able optical discontinuities may double pulse in any cavity.

B. The foregoing analysis suggests the possibility
of constructing a more complete model for the rotating reflec-
tor Q-switch based on an exact calculation of walk-off losses
and including the details of the stimulated emission process
in the laser medium itself. We have undertaken such a calcula-
tion and expect to report the results at a later date; for the
present, we wish merely to outline a possible approach to a
more exact solution.

Our starting point is the family of rate equations
governing the dynamics of Q-switching in a fixed Fabry-Perot
structure; this is available in the literatures a and will not
be repeated here. In line with what has been said, we must
now add other terms to cover walk-off losses due to misalign-
sent of the end-mirrors. Consider a plane wave launched at
angle t to the normal of the fixed mirror in Fig. 1 and
assume, without loss of generalit'- that the active medium has
a square cross-section. Then it can be shown that the rate of
loss of photons due to walk-off is approximately:

(8) ~ ~ 2ct - awe +ct j a- -- E
dt Do

where S is the number of photons in the mode m at time t and
all the other symbols are as previously defined. Equation (8)
is analogous to equation (1) but takes into account the con-
tinuous clipping of the wave front as it travels through the
resonator, not just the fate of the marginal ray, and genera-
lizes the launching angle of the wave, previously assumed to
be q a o.

It is necessary to include low-Q modes for which
o in the calculation for the following reason. The high

gain developed in the strongly inverted medium permits a tre-
mendous number of low-Q modes to oscillate for at least a few
passes when the mirrors are far from parallelism. Although the
contribution of any one of the high-angle modes to the main
pulse is trivial, their multiplicity exhausts a significant
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amount of inverted population which would otherwise be available
to the high-Q axial or near-axial modes which actually generate
the main pulse. In order to obtain a quantitative solution it
is therefore necessary to sum the contribution of all &odes
which can simultaneously oscillate.

In addition to the necessity of a multi-mode
approach, the rate equations are further complicated by requir-
ing the inclusion of a fluorescence term, the treatment of which
is rather involved and so will not be given here. It is impor-
tant, however, to recognize that it is necessary to include
such a term; otherwise, upon initial mathematical launching of
a family of mode* at some arbitrary starting position *01'r,all
modes would walk out of the resonator, bringing an abrupt end
to the regenerative process without having exhausted the
inverted population. Fluorescence maust therefore be continu-
ously applied to keep the process alive prior to mirror align-
ment.

On the basis of the ideas briefly outlined above,
a set of iterative equations suitable for machine computation
has been derived. The solution of these equations gives the
Q-switched output power as a function of time for given cavity
parameters. A few trial calculations have been run, with
results which are reasonably consoat with observed pulse powers
and rise times. One calculated pulse profile is shown in Fig. 2
this is based on an assumed stored inversion of 25% and a gain
of 0.4con- in the ruby. Only a limited range of input param-
eters has been explored to dateso that no judgment can yet be
made as to the degree of validity of the mathematical model
employed.

III. Description of Laser Cavity

The two prism cavity which we have investigated in
shown in Fig. 3. The ruby is 2" x 1/4" with 900 C-axis orien-
tation. Prisms A and B are identical, with the exception that
a narrow bevel, through which the laser energy is fed out, is
polished along the 900 vertex of A. The width of the bevel is
.020 inches, corresponding to a feed-out loss factor of approxi-
mately 10%, The effect of varying feed-out loss ratio on cavity
characteristics is considered below; however, in most of the
exper-ments it was fixed at the above value. Both prisms are of
the 900, 45%, 450 roof type. Prism A is mounted on a vertical
motor shaft perpendicular to the beveled vertex. Prism A is
so oriented that when the cavity is closed, its beveled vertex,
the 900 vertex .of Prism B, and a diameter of the ruby are
mutually parallel and lie in the same plane. The distanceP1
from prism B to the ruby is fixed at appr ximately one inch for
convenience of alignment. The distance 2, the vertex to vertex
distance of the prisms is variable. Prisa A may be rotated at
speeds up to 1.5 milliseconds/revolution (40,000 rpm). A pulse
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from a magnetic pickup triggers the lamp flash (from a standard
FXS #38A lamp) at any time up to approximately one millisecond
prior to the closing of the cavity. Typical delay between lamp
trigger and cavity closure varies from 250 to 400 microseconds,
depending oa the type of capacitor employed and circuit induc-
tance. The time between the lamp trigger position and the
closed position of the spinning prism is measurable to about
5 microseconds, assuring for a given energy input that the
degree of inversion will be constant when the cavity is closed.
Ruby and lamp are coupled in a conventional manner by means of
a small silvered cylindrical reflector.

IV. Experimental Results at Room Temperature

The following parameters were investigated for the
purpose of obtaining maximum single pulse laser output power
with a maximum allowable input energy of 150 joules (imposed by
weight limitations on Range Finder XM23).

(1) The total length (1,) of the cavity (measured
vertex to vertex in the closed position).

(2) The Q-switching rate as measured by the rotation
speed of Prism A.

(3) The input energy to the capacitor.

Deliberate errors introduced in the alignment of
components of the cavity (Fig. 1) verified the necessity of
keeping alignments within tight, but not impractical, tolerances:
approximately 1.005" and 1 minute of arc in angle. When this
is done, ruby quality is the single uncontrolled factor which
strongly affects resonator characteristics and, indeed, duplica-
tion of results from ruby to ruby is not possible. But the
pattern of variation of output as a function of the four prin-
ciple parameters (cavity length, rotation speed, input energy,
temperature) is consistent.

The bulk of the data reported here was obtained for a
ruby (27R) which is quite good by the criterion of uniformity
and low strain. It has a fine ground rather than a polished
cylinder. Both types have been used successfully, but the
former finish yields more uniform pumping of the rod. Fig. 4
shows peak output power as a function of capacitor input energy
or pump energy for several cavity lengths at 15,000 rpm motor
speed. A solid curve indicates single pulse output; the dashed
curve represents output in the form of multiple pulses. In the
latter case the peak power plotted is that tf the leading pulse.
Note that at the shorter cavity lengths, when the rate of rise
of peak power as a function of pump energy levels off, multiple
pulsing begins, in agreement with the simple model previously
discussed. It is then necessary to increase cavity length
substantially to take advantage of the increased input, i.e.
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the dwell tine in the cavity must be decreased, exactly as
expected from the previous analysis. Thus the 20cm cavity
becomes more effective than the 13cm cavity at 107 joules, the
curve for the 28cm cavity crosses the 20cm curve at 116 joules,
and it might be anticipated that the curve for the 36cm cavity
would eventually cross the curve for the 28cm cavity. Moreover,
as the cavity length increases, the pump energy range over which
& given cavity length is nearly optimum also increases.

In Fig. 5 the tendency toward an optimum cavity length
at each pumping level is further illustrated. Output power is
plotted as a function of cavity length for several inputs with
the motor speed fixed at 22,200rpm. Note also the predicted
increase in optimum cavity length to match the increased gain
per pass at the higher pumping levels and the incidence of
double pulsing when the dwell time (cavity length) is too short.

Fig. 6 shows curves of peak power output as a function
of motor speed for the 20cm cavity. The rise of power output
with increasing switch speed is predicted by basic Q-switch
theory. However, the decline of output power beyond some
critical switch rate is, as brought out earlier, peculiar to
a rotating mirror switch. This is shown experimentally by the
decay of the curves in Fig. 3 with increasing motor speed. The
shift of the maxima to higher prism rotation speeds with
increasing inversion is again predictable from Equation (7).

Fig. 7 shows oscillographs of output pulses. A cali-
brated RCA 917 Vacuum Photocell was the detector. Traces were
recorded on an 85 megacycle Tektronix 585A Oscilloscope. The
horizontal scale is 0.1 microsecond/square. These oscillographs
show instantaneously radiated peak power; the peaks are in the
several megawatt region. Rise time and pulse width are well
within the capability of the monitoring instrumentation.

Trace A is that of a typical optimized single pulse,
trace B shows the second pulse developing 0.1 microsecond after
the first pulse as a result of over pumping; while trace C
shows a complete degradation of the monopulse phenomenon, in
this instance due to increased gain in the ruby at low tempera-
ture, as will now be discussed.

V. Temperature Effects

Military requirements for performance through an
extended temperature range led to experimental investigation
of temperature oharacteristice of the monopulse laser. These
have been obtained for a large number of crystals at a fixed
cavity length and rotation speed. In Fig. 8 peak power output
vs. pump energy curves are displayed for eight temperatures
ranging from 233 to 325*K (-409K to +1250F) for a specific and
quite typical ruby.
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As expected, threshold decreased with temperature.
However, the maximum single pulse output attainable also
decreases with temperature. For inputs beyond that correspond-
ing to the maximum, multiple pulsing occurs. At quite high
temperatures, 3250K and above, the maximum broadens. The
highest maximum in the case of the 20.. cavity usually occurs
at about room temperature which is not surprising since this
particular cavity was originally optimized at this temperature.
In the cases illustrated, maimium, attainable output is not
seriously affected by high temperature (although higher pump
energy is required).

The explanation of the low temperature behavior is
quite straightforward, in terms of the foregoing model. At low
temperatures, the exponential gain constant of the ruby inoreinee,
primarily because of line narrowing. Consequently, there is a
mismatch of the fixed cavity dwell-time with the now higher
intrinsic gain. Under these conditions, the room temperature
monopulse degenerates in power and ultimately leads to double
or multiple pulses. At temperatures below -406F, most rods
exhibit severe degradation in maximum attainable output power
before onset of a second pulse*

The foregoing model of multipulse generation suggests
that increase in peak monopulse power at low temperature can be
obtained by compensating for the increased intrinsic gain in
the ruby; either by decreasing dwell-time, i.e. increasing
either L or w, or by deliberately reducing cavity gain. We have
verified that either increasing the resonator length to 0Ocm
or increasing the feed-out loss from 10% to 15% by widening
the feed-out bevel, results, as expected, in enhanced monopulse
peak output at -40OF by a factor of about two. This is illus-
trated in Figs. 9 and 10. In Fig. 9 a family of power curves
is shown for the same ruby as in Fig. 8, except that the •eed-
out slit has been widened from .020" to .030"1. In Fig. 10 the
effect of doubling the cavity length on low temperature peak
monopulse output is clearly demonstrated.

It must be recognized that the improvement in low-
!! temperature performance which can be obtained by one or the

other of the devices suggested above implies a corresponding
degradation of peak power output at higher temperatures. In
principle, a cavity of fixed parameters can be optimized for
only a single temperature or, more realistically, for a narrow
range of temperature. Optimization over a broad range of
temperatures requires means of continuously varying one or more
of the cavity parameters which influence dwell-tim. or gain.
In line with what has been stated above, parameters which might
be varied include resonator length and switching speed. Another
promising method, the feasibility of which we have experiment-
ally verified, is to vary the gain of the cavity by use of a
variable polarization device. By one or more of these techniqus
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it should be possible to obtain high power nonapulse operation
over a wider range of temperature.
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NW HIGH-ALTITU1DE FAST-RISING BALLOON

MOSES SHAREN
U. S. ARMY ELECTRONICS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATOiIES

FORT MONMOUTH, NWE JERSEY

SUMMARY
This paper presents the theory, design, and developent

of a novel type of balloon that offers promise of meeting Army
requirements for a fast-rising, high-altitude meteorological loalloon.
The design consists of an inner high-altitude balloon and an outer
streamline balloon. I"he assembly is so designed that it vill ascend
rapidly to approximately 50,000 feet. At this altitude the stream-
line balloon bursts and falls away from the inner balloon. The
inner balloon now, by virtue of its increased free lift, proceeds to
accelerate at the upper level of flight, providing a faster ascent
rate througbout most of the flight than that which the individual
component balloons are capable of attaining. Various techniques for
successfully separating the streamline balloon from the spherical
balloon during fligl:. are diecussed as well as some of the problems
encountered in inflating the balloon on the ground.

BACKGROUND
The Army has a requirement for a meteorological balloon

capable of rapid ascents to an altitude of 100,000 feet during both
daytime and nighttime. This balloon is necessary to obtain upper-air
meteorological data for artillery units, for units preparing radioac-
tive fallout predictions, and for weather stations making forecasts
for the field army. The balloon will enable data to be obtained more
rapidly than is currently possible and will obtain representative
data more nearly above a given station by virtue of the higher ascent
rate. The balloon, together with an inflation-launching device and
hydrogen generation equipment, comprises a fast-rising balloon sys-
tem which is part of a larger Army Automatic Meteorological Sounding
System.

The Amy does not now have standard balloons which are
capable of reaching both the required altitude of 100,000 feet and
attaining the required ascent rate of J3700 feet per minute during
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both day and night. Spherical Balloon ML-537, placed into recent
use, provides the required altitude during day and night; however,
its rate of rise is only 1000 feet per minute. Streamline Neoprene
Balloon ML-541 provides the required rate of rise, but it Is capable
of rising to only 75,000 feet during the daytIm alone. Attempts to
extrapolate the performauce of the streamline balloon by Increasing
its size have been only partially successful in that daytime alti-
tudes have been lifted to around 90,000 feet. Nighttime altitudes
above 60,000 feet were not attainable with this type of balloon.

Early atteampts to develop fast-rising balloons by the use
of streamline 4nexpansible plastic-type balloons having stabilizing
fins have proven imypectical in that excessively large balloons and
therefore large volumes of hydrogen are required. In addition,
expert rividng and aligment of fins are required to produce the
stability required for rapid ascent. Balloons of this type did pro-
vide rapid ascent rates to 40.000 feet. Attempts to employ large,
thick-wall spherical balloons having high Internal pressure. or sev-
eral balloons, one Inside the other to prevent deformation, have
provided erratic results. Also, generation of excessive amounts of
hydro*gen for Inflation was required.

In order to understand the developoent discussed in this
paper, some of the earlier work on the theory of the ascent rates of
Oxnaznsp type spherical and streamline balloons is presentedA 1),

The equation of notion for balloons of this type is given
by L - D a a A, vhere L is the free lift, D is the drag, and V is

dt
the ascent rate of the balloon. The mss of equilyent and weight of
as carried aloft are given by a. Integration of the equation was

performed by assumin a constant drag coefficient. Aalysis of this
theory shovw that althougb balloons of this type should theoretically
accelerate to burst, they all do not follow the theory because of the
critical Reynolds number effects. Results of the theory are suinr-
ized as follows:

1. Streamline neoprene balloons accelerate rapidly to an
altitude of &pproximtelY 50,000 feet. They thean sao a sharp
deceleration in the next 10,000 feet, after which there is a slower
deceleration to burst.

2. Spherical thick-vall neoprene balloons also accelerate
rapidly to 5O,000 to 60,000 feet, provided tbey bave sufficient free
lift (al&ost twice as much hydrogn as that required for the stream-
in. balloons). They also exhibit a sharp deceleration and leveling
off above this altitude unless the ballooes are quite laore.
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3. Larp thin-vall spherical balloons of the high alti-
tude type vilU accelerate to burst provided they do not reach the
critical Reynolds number. Their rate of rise is much lover than
streamline balloons in the lower 50,000 feet and much higher in the
upper 50,000 feet.

Figure 1 shovs the relationship between drag coefficient
and Reynolds number for theoretical spherical and streamline bodies.
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DRAG OF RIGID SPHERE 8 ELLIPSOID
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Balloons generally 1.eave the ground at the extreme ri•tt-
band side of the cur and follow It to the left as they ascend.
When they reach the point near 3 x 05O, the drag coefficient rises
sharply and the balloon decelerates shar-pl. If the balloon is suf-
ficiently large and its ascent rate is high enough, it my not reach
the critical number and will continue to accelerate to burst. The
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accelerative effect Is more pronouneed with fast-rimig balloons
than with the slower l000-feeot-per-mimane types, mince other aos-
pheric parameters can cause ascent-rate changes of the same mamude
as those encountered on the slover rising balloons.

DISCUSSION

The problem of obtaini a high-altitude fast-rising bal-
loon vas attacked from three anles: aerodynamic studies, neoprene
latex compounding studies, and fabrication techniques. Aerodynamic
studies were required to determine methods of reducing drag or air
resistance of balloons to obtain opt'-m ascent rates. Latex com-
pounding studies were necessary in order to develop balloons vhich
could attain the 100,000-feet altitude with the larger volume of gas
required for fast-rising ualloons. The standard 100,000-feet Bal-
loon NL-537 could not attain the altitude with the larger gas volume.
Investigation of techniques for fabricating balloons was necessary
in order to reduce to practice the results of both the aerodynamic
and compounding studies.

A study of both known and new principles of air-flow pat-
terns past rigid experimental morels revealed that, although reduc-
tion in drag was achieved in vind-tunnel tests, attempts to apply the
results to actual balloons vhich are semirigid falled in most
instances to produce the desired results. A new approach was indi-
cated if the problem Vas to be solved.

As & result of an intensive research investigation into
the physical and chemical properties of balloon film (4), balloons
capable of high-altitude performnce both day and night (120,000 to
130,000 feet) were developed. These balloons, having a substantial
margin of performance above 100,000 feet, could safel be over-
Inflated with the volume required to produce the higher ascent rates
for feAt-rising balloon application. Success was achieved through
the conception of a novel design known as the "combination balloon."
This balloon combines an inner high-altitude balloon of the above
type with an outer streamline balloon of the NL-541 type. Figures 2
through 5 show the cowponents of the balloon as well as the configura-
tion at launching and in flight. The inner balloon has a length of
145 Inches, veighs 2200 , and, at launcbing, generally has a few
folds. The outer balloon is about 145 inches long and weighs about
1800 gram. However, the inner balloon is contained, entirely within
the spherical part (65 inches) of the streamline balloon.

The advantage of the combination balloon is that it comb-
bines the high ascent rate of the streamline balloon in the lover
altitudes with the high ascent rate of the thin-walled spherical
balloon in the higher flight altitudes. The streamline balloon car-
ries the assembly rapidly to 50,000 feet. The streamline balloon is
designed to burst at this altitude, instead of its normal altitude
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of 7M000 feet, and fall evay from the Imer balloon. ls Lner
balloon, now stripped of the dead weight of the outer balloon, W
increased fret lift and proceeds to accelerate at the upMr level of
fll±ht where normally a streamline balloon would decelerate.

Figure 6 above bow the inner spherical balloon alone
starts out at the slow rate of 900 feet per minute, reaching around
1500 feet per minute near 70,000 feet. The balloon then accelerates
more rapidly from 70,000 feet untilburst near 100,000 feet, reaching

"ascent rates as high as 2100 feet per minute. On the other hand,
the streamline balloon alone (Fig. 7) starts off at around 1600 feet

per minute and reaches an ascent rate from 2700 to 3000 feet per

minute near 50,000 feet. The ascent rate drop, sharply In the next
10,000 feet, frequently by as much as 1000 feet per minute, and then
decelerates further until burst. The sharp deceleration is due to
the balloon's going through the critical Reynolds number, character-
istic of a body of revolution, and represents a transition from tur-
bulent to laminar flow.

The combination balloon (Figs. 8 and 9) combines the ad-
vantages of both balloons., It starts out around 1400 feet per sin-
ute, accelerating as a streamline balloon to 2200 feot per mianute,
vith peak rates often as high as 250 feet per minute near 50,000
feet. Its ascent rate is lover than a streamline balloon alone up
to 50,000 feet, since It has to carry the weight of the inner bal-
loon as w•ll. The streamline balloon is compounded to burst at this
altitude instead of continuing on to 75,000 feet, even though the
streamline balloon might have a slight advantage over the spherical
balloon between 50,000 and 60,000 feet (see shaded area). The rea-

son for this is to prevent burst of the Inner balloon upon burst of
the outer balloon on a consistent basis. The inner spherical bal-
loon moves along at around 1400 feet per minute, slowly increasing
In ascent rate until it reaches 70.000 feet vhen it picks up to
1600 feet per minute, then accelerating more rapidly to as high as
2100 feet per minute near 100,000 feet.

The average ascent rate to 100,000 feet is approximately
1700 feet per minute in the daytime and 1600 feet per minute at
night. Nighttime ascent rates are generally lover than daytime
rates for the some volumes of hydrogen for all balloons. This is due
to the fact that solar radiation Increases the free lift of a bal-
loon in the daytime by creating a super heat within the balloon.
The temperature of the gas inside can be as much as 40c warmer than
the air outside the balloon from 50,000 feet on up to burst. At

night, on the other hand, the oas temperature is 5 to 10C cooler
than the air temperature. The balloon at night therefore displaces
a correspondingly smaller volume of air and has a lower free lift
"than does the balloon during the daytime at slmilar altLtudes. Since

the AraW considers it Important to bave a single balloon for both day
and night use, this discrepancy in performance must exist unless a
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larger volume of gas can be used for nighttime performance. In
order to obtain satisfactory altitudes at night, ý.he balloon manufac-
turer must incorporate larger amounts of plasticizer into his com-
pound; otherwise the balloon films would freeze. This, in turn,
softens the balloon film and reduces the ascent rate in the daytime
to some extent so that actually a compound designed strictly for day-
time use would produce a balloon capable of ascent rates between
1800 and even as hieh as 1900 feet per minute rather than only 1700
feet per minute.

Problems of Balloon Inflation and Rigng

In order to make the combination balloon a practical field
tool, it is necessary to provide a ballcon which requires a minimum
of skill in inflation and rigging. Since the inner balloon is quite
a long balloon, it must be folded inside the considerably shorter
streamline outer balloon. During the earlier stages of inflation,
gas pockets can develop which can pinch off large sections of the
inner balloon and prevent full inflation of all parts of the bal-
loon, thus causing either premature burst on the ground, irregular
shapes, or premature burst during flight. The use of a very fine
lubricating dry talc between the two balloons has largely eliminated
this problem and produced a very consistent performance to 100,OO0
feet. The talc allows the balloons to glide readily and expand
without constricting the inner balloon.

Another device being considered is to have a thin one-inch
polyethylene inflation tube packed throughout the inner balloon.
The inflation tube has holes throughout its length, allowing the gas
to escape through all sections of the inner balloon. Initial tests
on this device are promising. Procedures for inflating this balloon
are expected to be routine and similar to those used in inflating
streamline balloon ML-5LI, which is inflated in a manner similar to
a spherical balloon since it has two necks and is inflated from the
top neck and then inverted at launching.

In order to gain maximum benefit with regard to increasing
the free lift of the inner balloon at 50,000 feet where the outer
balloon bursts, it is obviously desirable to discar6 as much of the
outer balloon as possible. The manufacturer has successfully
designed the outer balloon film compound to do two things: first,
to allow it to burst without recovery, i.e., wit' out a snap-back
which could burst the inner balloon; secondly, to permit separation
of most of the balloon from the inner balloon. These were accom-
plished by controling the cure or vulcanization phase of manufac-
ture. However, to insure separation of most of the outer balloon,
mechanical devices have to be employed. Both of these are ilus-
trated in Fig. 3. In the case of the hook, when the outer stream-
line balloon breaks, the cord holding it to the train line slides off
the hook. The other release device eziploys a five-inch balloon
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designed to buzst at a diamter of ten Inchess wh1ch corresponds to
a]rxiamtely 50,000 feet In altitude. When this balloon bvuts t
balloon invAs and the load is taken up by the nek of the Inner
high altitude balloon. Becmau the sll balloon vll smnerallAy not
burst maltanecly with the outer streamline balloon# this device
Is not considered. as reliable as the book. zperiments a on timn-
Ing With the book.

CONC•ASIOM

1. The combination balloon represents not only a solution here-
tofore unobtainlope, but also a practical solution to the problia of
obtaining a high-altitude frat-rising balloon.

2. It provides the capability or meting A7,T' w,1 .equirounts In a
*innle balloon.

3. The balloon Is ompiatible vith equipnts currently under
development for inflating and aunching balloons and with mouwd
tracking equlinont.
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THE EFFECTS OF MASSIVE DOSMS OF IONIZING RADIATION
UPON CONDITIONED AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR OF THE PUMATE

JOSEPH C. SHARP, CAPTO MSC and JOSEPH V. BIADY, LT COLO MSC
WALTER RAID ARMY INSTITUTE OF RESEARCH

WASHINGTON$ D. C., 20012

There have been few if any formal investigations into the
effects of massive and acute doses of radiation on ongoing learned
behavior of primates. The reports by Allen, Brown, Logie, Rovner,
Wilson and Zellmer (1), Wilson (15), Pickering, Langham and Rambach
(14) and Zellmar and Pickering (16) all mention "clinical observa-
tions" or "general behavior." These observations list a large number
of symptoms and signs. Ataxia, nystagmus, convulsions, etc., are all
listed and associated with central nervous system damage. The signs
of hematopoiatic attenuation include ulceration, septicemia, purpura
of the skin, gastrointestina'. bleeding, etc. Gastrointestinal
involvements have been listed ab including diarrhea, vomiting,
anorexia, etc. Allen et &l. (1) mentioned an amorphous symptom com-
plex which they called "debility, consisting of an extreme loss of
interest in all surroundings, disinclination or inability to move,
and a tendency to sit, unmoving and huddled over with a bowed head
and a ruffied fur..." (p.9). While suggestive, these observations
tell little if anything about learned and highly motivated behavior
following massive doses of radiation.

Several studies in the past have attempted to determine how
high doses of radiation affect cognitive faculties. One of the
earliest (8) radiated monkeys with 880 to 28,000 r at 1,000 r per
minute and tested 3 minutes, 1 hour and 8 hours after exposure. All
animals refused to respond to all tests. The loss of motivation be-
cause of nausea and vomiting probably accounted for the animals' re-
fusal to be tested. Langham et al. (8) concluded, among other thugs,
that it was not justified "...to draw specific conclusions as to
their inability to respond under duress (radiation exposure) as would
apply to a military situation" (p.3). These investigators also
stated that "general observations" suggest that about 5,000 r pro-
duced "incapacitation within a few minutes." Riopelle, Grodsky and
Ades (13) tested rhesus monkeys following exposure to 350 to 2,000 r.
In tests of delayed response, avoidance conditioning and visual dis-
crimination only the latter test was able to distinguish between
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radiated add control animals. Rats given 5,000 r to the head learned
a T maze 60 days, 30 days or imediately after exposure in fewer
trials than non-irradiated rats (2) and a ratention test demonstrated
equal or superior performance for the radiated rats 3 to 80 days
post exposure (3). Pickering, Langham and Dambach (14) reported on
work by Kaplan and his group showing results which failed to yield
"clear-cut differences between pre and post radiation error scores
for any of the dose levels" (p. 34) in a mate experiment using shock
to motivate monkeys to mike visual discriminations. One of the im-
portant conclusions made by Kaplan was the existence of a wide range
of individual reactions to radiation exposure. It was hard to dis-
cern, owever, whether the differences between individual monkeys
were greatest for radiation effects, the behavior being tested, or
some complex interaction of the two.

In studies reported by Casey (6) goats received mixed
neutron and gamma radiatiora and were then transported from the
reactor site to the behavioral test site and immediately subjected
to testing in an obstacle course. The incentive to run this obsta-
cle course was social. Social incentives have been shown to be more
motivating than food incentives in certain physiological states (10).
Casey reported it impossible to test any goat after receiving 50,694
rads, five out of seven animals being unable to respond in any way
aftcr 24,347 reds.

Exposure of the whole body of mammals to large doses of
ionizing radiation at high rates results in performance decrements.
The time course ar4 the quality of the behavioral decrements is still
obscure. This is especially true for highly motivated tasks which
call for simple but continuous performances.

With the advent of modern techniques of behavioral control
and the development of a primate-restraining apparatus (12) it is
now possible to test a wide variety of behaviors before, during and
after irradiation. In addition, methods of programing and recording
on-going behavior cari be remote and automatic.

It was the purpose of this study to investigate how a rela-
tively simple, highly motivated task which required periodic re-
sponding would be affected by massive and acute doses of whole body
x-irradiation.

Procedures

idult male primates (macaca mulatta) procured by the

Department of Laboratory Animals, Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research, were used. Weight ranged from 3.8 to 5.2 kg. Throughout
alY. experiments the principles of laboratory animal care as promul-
gated by the National Society for Medical Research were observed.

All monkeys remained in the restraining apparatus throughout
all experiments. Attached to the restraining apparatus were a bank
of multicolored stimulus lights, a hand response key (modified tele-
graph key), and a pair of wires, one to the foot rest and one to the
metal seat, ;.r administering electric shock. Also located in the
monkey's environment was a loud speaker wired to a "white noise"
generator to attenuate cues ane noises from outside the small booth

- (6
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ii which the monkey lived. Automatic timing and switching circuits
located outside the booth programed each event juring each session.

After 3 to 6 weeks' habituation to the chair, avnidance
behavior was conditioned in the following manner. While in the re-
straining apparatus the animal was shocked. If the animal did not
respond to this first shock by depressing the response key he con-
tinued to receive shocks at the rate of one every 2 seconds (shock-
to-shock interval or S-S interval). Each time the monkey pressed
the lever he postponed the next shock for 10 seconds (response-to-
shock interval or R-S interval). The shock duration was fixed at
350 ma; the intensity was approximately 10 mA. Initially the behav-

ior was "shaped" to the correct response, i.e., any movement in the
vicinity of the response key resulted in postponement of the next
shock for 10 seconds. This phase of training usually required 1 to 2
hours. Finally, only a downward movement of the key served to post-
pone shock; holding the key down did not delay the shock for more
than the 10-second interval.

As soon as the monkey began to press the key sufficiently
often to indicate to the experimenter that some conditioning had
occurred, the following change was made. The R-S interval was pro-
gressively shortened until A response was required every 2 seconds.
The S-S interval remained at 2 seconds. An animal making avoidance
responses 30 times per minute could avoid all shocks if the responses
were evenly spaced. This final schedule was chosen to provide a
stable response rate to compare against post-irradiation effects. In
order -o avoid undue fatigue a schedule of working for 30 minutes and
then resting for 30 minutes was employed; this 1-hour period was
called a session. The work period (SD) was signaled to the monkey by
a red light, the rest period (S4) by a green light.

As the enimal's performance became more proficient the num-
ber of consecutive sessions was gradually increased over a period of
3 to 4 weeks, to a total of 50 or 72 sessions. That is, an animal
would be on schedule either 50 or 72 hours. At the completion of a
run 24 to 28 hours would intervene before the beginning of the next
run. Water and food were available at all times.

When the animals were radiated an automatic safety circuit
was added to the program. This circuit was so designed that if the
monkey did not respond after six consecutive shocks he was given a
brief 2-minute "safety-break." At the end of this 2-minute period
the regular avoidance schedule was continued. This procedure pre-
vented the animal from receiving large numbers of shocks during
states of incapacitation.

After thorough training the animals were moved to the
National Institutes of Health and habituated to the procedures of
irradiation. The habituation consisted of moving the monkey, in the
restraining chair, from the living booth to a position directly under
the Van de Graaff shutter. A cable connecting the programing and
recording apparatus to the equipment on the chair in the exposure
room made it possible to record reaponses during habituation and
irradiation. Because the opening and closing of the shutter made
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considerable noise, a transient but marked increase in response rass
always followed shutter operation. It took several weeks to habitu-
ate the animals to these noises. After complete habituation, how-
ever, it was impossible to detect any change in response rate upon
operation of the shutter. While in the exposure room the monkey was
monitored via closed circuit television at all times.

After complete habituation three sham irradiation runs were
made. These served to provide baselines to which post-irradiation
behavior could be compared. These sham runs were identical to the
irradiation runs in every way but for radiation.

On the day of irradiation two normal sessions were com-
pleted. During the second SA period the monkey was moved under the
Van de Graaff with the center of his head 42 cm below the center of
the x-ray target; the connecting cable was attached to the chair,
the television monitors turned on and the exposure room closed.
The moving and adjustments interrupted the SV period for from 5 to
10 minutes. At the appropriate time the next SD period was started.
After 3 minutes the shutter opened and irradiation continued for
periods of from 6 to 22 minutes depending upon the total doiage de-
sired. After completion of irradiation and the SD period the mon-
key was moved back to his living booth and the programed schedule
continued until death. The 3 mev Van de Graaff unit at the National
Institutes of Health was used. It was operated at 2.5 mev x-rays
(HML - 9.6 mm Pb.); and current values of 0.6 to 0.8 mA. Exposure
rate varied from approximately 1,500 to 1,900 r per minute. Focal
distance was 42 cm and coincided with the center of the brain.
Dosimetry was done with a standardized ionization chamber placed in
the same position as the brain (42 cm). This chamber was used to
calibrate a current integrator connected to a transmission ioniza-
tion chamber to determine total dosage.

Results
Figure 1 shows the average number of responses per minute

plotted against sessions for monkey X-955 and demonstrates that a
stable response rate prior to irradiation was achieved. Note that
after 215 hours of successive 30-minute work and 30-minute rest
periods there was no diminution in responding. The average of the
first 20 and last 20 sessions was 163 + 2 responses per minute. The
overall SD response rate averaged almost six times that required to
avoid all shocks. The S4 responses, or responses during the rest
period, show only occasional bursts and these usually coincided with
disturbance of the monkey for cleaning or feeding. Only this monkey
was worked for 215 hours, all the rest worked for either 50- or 72-
hour periods.
10.000 r

Figure 2, plotted in the same way as Figure 1 but with the
mean and standard deviations from the previous control runs indi-
cated, shows the debilitating effect of 10,000 r. Prior to irradia-
tion monkey C-546 responded at an average rate of 223 responses per
minute. Ninety-nine percent of the time his normal rate was b!tween
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180 and 266 responses per minute. The entire range of 94 responses
was between 0 and 109 responses.

Ten thousand roentgens delivered during the third 3D period
appeared to have a transient effect on the following session, and
within 2 hours post-Irradiation there was complete recovery. Follow-
ing the recovery there was a slow irregular decline in the response
rate but not until the forty-sixth session was the rate below the
minimum level required to avoid all shocks. From the forty-ninth
session until death in the seventy-seventh session, C-546 made only
spasmodic responses. The animal died 78 hours after irradiation.
It can be said that he performed within three standard deviations 20
to 25 hours after irradiation and successfully avoided most shocks
for about 40 hours pont-irradiation. There seemed to be little chwn
in SA responding following irradiation.

General behavioral observations included the usual signs of
vomiting and diarrhea during and innediately following irradiation,
followed by vertical nystagmus (15 hours) with increasing ataxia
(17 to 20 hours). There was no sign of loss of interest in his
surroundings or inability to move as reported by Allen at al. (1)
until 33 to 38 hours post-irradiation.

Radiation affected the performance of two additional monkeys
in much the same way as it did C-546. There was a transient decline
in responding during or shortly following exposure and then a return
to normal or near normal for several hours. When behavioral disinte-
gration did occur it was marked, severe, rapid and relatively perman-
ent. Death followed irradiation in 58 and 89 hours, respectively.

The general observations recorded for these two monkeys were
quite similar to those for C-546. One animal did show atexia be-
ginning during session 31 (29 hours post-irradiation). Ataxia was
first noted 25 hours post-irradiation in the other animal.

Monkey C-545 showed a marked decline in response rate fol-
lowing irradiation, this suppressed response rate persisting until
death at 181 hours. The performance was reliably and consistently
below normal levels even though he lived twice as long as the three
animals reported above. The SA response rars was uniformly low sug-
gesting the continuing discrimination of the work and rest periods.

The last to animals in this series exhibited responses to
the irradiation not seen in the first four animals. After responding
adequately for 65 and 34 hours, respectively, there was the usual
sudden and mrked cessation of responding which in all other monkeys
heralded death. However, after 30 or 13 hours a dramatic "recovery"
was made and for a period of either 35 or 50 hours they responded at
below normal levels but with rates high enough to avoid most shocks
(see Figure 3). During the period of spasmodic or no response the
animals continued to receive shocks at the rate of one every 2
seconds. If there was no response for six consecutive shocks the
2-minutel•afety break" was introduced; at the end of the 2-minute
period the shocks were again delivered. During these hours of no
recorded responding the animals were alert and responded to the
shocks with vocalizations and attempts to hit the response lever,
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but because of severe ataxia seemed unable to do so. Muscle strength
and tonus were near normal as tested by grasping the paws and judging
the vigor of the resultant reaction.

The clinical observations for these two animals followed a
time course similar to that for all the other animals with the excep-
tion of time of death (170 and 123 hours, respectively). The first
signs of ataxia were noticed between 24 and 32 hours after exposure;
one vomited while in the exposure room and again 40 minutes after re-
moval from the room. Vertical nystagmus was present 42 and 37 hours
after irradiation. Diarrhea was present in both animals 24 hours
post-irradLation.

20.000 r
Irradiation of the whole body with 20,000 r effectively

compressed the time course of various behavioral events. All animals
were dead 21 hours after irradiation; all effective responding, i.e.,
an average response rate above 30 per minute, ceased after 11 hours
and in some cases after only 2 hours. For an example of the debili-
tating effects of 20,000 r on this form of behavior, see Figure 4.
This figure is presented in the same manner as the previous data for
the 10,000 r monkeys.

All monkeys exhibited severe vomiting during and for an
hour after irradiation. Two appeared to have vestibular involvement
for a short time during irradiation but did not manifest this while
being moved from the exposure room or at any time after. One animal
appeared on the television monitor to have become somewhat stuporous
and the response rate decreased to a point where a few shocks were
delivered. However, after 6 minutes the rate of responding increased
and was maintained at an adequate level for the balance of the
session. The response of this monkey prompted a change in the data
collection and analysis which was used on all animals receiving
40,000 r.

40.000 r
After only 1 hour, behavior was severely disrupted follow-

ing a whole body dose of this magnitude. All animals were dead 7
hours after irradiation and effective response rates were not main-
tained for longer than 2 hours.

Because some animals appeared to lose consciousness during
radiation exposure, a modified method of recording SD responses dur-
ing the irradiation session was introduced. The number of responses
for each minute was recorded in addition to the total for the entire
SD period. The minute-by-minute response rates were plotted for the
session imediately before irradiation and for the irradiation
session for each monkey as illustrated in Figure 5 for monkey C-397.
Note that after only 3 minutes of exposure all responding had
stopped, but before the total dose had been delivered the response
rate had started to return to normal. Before the full 30-minute
session was completed, the monkey was responding at normal levels.
Even after the loss of consciousness and severe vomiting, C-397 was
motivated by the electric shocks to find the response lever and
press it at a high rate. Two additional animals stopped responding
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during irradiation and then returned to near normal levels by the end
of the radiation session.

Figure 6 summarizes the findings of the present experiment.
The dose-time relationships for time of death, last recorded response,
the start of couplets behavioral disintegration (which is that point
where response rates dropped to near zero levels), and when the last
response fell within three standard deviations of control values are
plotted as a function of total dosage. ?or the 10,000 r group there
was a period of at least 60 hours between the last "normal" sessions
and death. As the total dose increased, the difference between these
two points became less, but there was still about 15 hours at 20,000
r and 5 or 6 hours at 40,000 r.

Discussion
The results of this experiment indicate quite clearly that

the use of behavioral indexes, as opposed to survival times, should
result In a marked readjustment of the time lines for a realistic
evaluation of the effects of ionizing radiation in military and civil
defense situations. The primates used in this experiment were highly
motivated to perform a relatively simple task yet the behavior was
markedly deficient as much as 60 hours prior to death (in the 10,000 r
group). The variability in both survival time and the onset of
deterioration of behavior for the 10,000 r group is difficult to
explain. The survival times reported by Langham, at al. (8), Langham,
Rothermel, Woodward, Lushbaugh, Storer and Harris (9), Allen, et al.
(1), Wilson (15) and Pickering, at al. (14) all show considerable
interanimal and interexperimental variability. Some of the variabil-
ity is probably due to the quality and rate of radiation used in the
reported experiments. Apparently, the response of rhesus monkeys to
ionizing radiation of doses in the neighborhood of 10,000 r is highly
variable. This is true whether survival time or behavioral parametm
are used as the reference dependent variable.

The variability at 10,000 r introduced into these experi-
ments could be due to the "mode" of debilitation. With a total Viole
body dose slightly less than 10,000 r death has been attributed pri-
marily to gastrointestinal dysfunction, while at greater doses, a
central nervous system death is induced (14). There was a certain
amount of inaccuracy in measuring the dose rate in the present experi-
ments. It was estimated that this error was about 0.7 percent. Sit-
ting in the restraining apparatus was an experimental variable not
previously used in studies of behavioral radiology and conceivably
could have had an effect on survival times. The monkeys were forced
to sit in an upright position throughout the experiment and were sub-
jected to an occasional electric shock. These shocks, the necessity
of working to avoid shocks, and the actual restraints placed on the
animal are all known to be effective stressors as indicated by re-
ported elevations of the 17-hydroxycorticosteroids (5) and the pro-
duction of gastrointestinal disorders (4).

It has recently been reported that monkeys injected with a
neurotrophic virus, type I poliovirus, are protected from the debili-
tating effects of the virus if the injection follows a period of
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psychological stress (11). The munkays were stressed by placing them
on a 24-hour avoidance regimen similar to that used in the experi-
ments reported here. If pollovirus and radiation can be considered
neurotrophic agents end if the stress produced by an avoidance sched-
ule protects from the effects of poliovirus, then this form of stress
may protect monkeys from radiation-induced CNS deaths.

In the experiments with 10,000 r the intervals between the
last control period and the start of the experimental session varied
from 62 to 228 hours. There was a perfect rank correlation between
length of rest and survival time. That is, the "rested" animals
lived longer than the less "rested" animals. Table I shows the
actual values. Although this is in direct disagreement with the
hypothesis that the stress associated with avoidance behavior may be
radioprotective, it is suggestive of a stress-protection mechanism.
Certainly more work is needed in this area.

Table I

Data Showing the Amount of Rest Prior to
Irradiation and Survival Time

Animal Number C-126a C-140 C-546 X-541 X-418 X-955 X-545

Survival Time
(hours) 40 58 78 89 123 170 181

Time between Last
Control Period and 62 98 120 210 216 225 228
Irradiation (hours)

a The behavioral data for this animal were not reported because of
an equipment failure.

It should be remembered that the behavioral test used in
this experiment was under strong motivational control. Animals would
continue or attempt to continue to respond even though very sick.
The loss of motor control and the resulting inability to accurately
direct responses towards the response lever occurred in all animals.
However, the motivational properties of the resulting shocks were
marked and probably even intensified as radiation illness progressed.
A large amount of energy was expended vocalizing and "pawing" in the
area of the response lever. Only during the terminal stages of the
experiments did the shock lose its intense motivational property.
Studies in other fields have shown that monkeys will continue to
effectively press the response lever even during the initial stages of
uremic coma (unpublished data, this laboratory). Uremia has little
effect on motor abilities. It was felt that monkeys used in the
experiments reported here would have responded for longer periods of
time if their motor apparatus had not been so seriously debilitated.
A less demanding response could be conditioned and would probably
remain functional for a longer period of time. Of more interest,
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however, would be the effects of massive doses of ionizing radiations
on sensory and the so-called cognitive abilities.

One of the important conclusions to be drawn from the
results of the present experiment is that for practical military pur-
poses survival time, following a lethal exposure to ionizing radia-
tions, will be less useful than behavioral indexes for future mili-
tary planning. This is particularly true following doses below
20,000 r. At 10,000 r the difference between survival time and the
time when the animal last performed within "normal" limits averaged
about 70 hours. At higher doses this difference became progressively
less, so that at 40,000 r there was a 6-hour difference. Doses of
this order of magnitude resulted in marked behavioral disintegration
within 30 minutes.

In conclusion, it seams safe to assume that: (1) Compli-
cated or intricate motor manipulations will be severely attenuated by
radiation. (2) The shock avoidance paradigm is a powerful motivator
and probably should continue to be used in preference to other forms
of motivation for animal experimentation in behavioral radiology.
(3) The use of behavioral innexes wi. result in a more valid and
pragmatic evaluation of the role of ionizing radiations in military
and civil defense situations (7). (4) The techniques of long-term
behavioral control and the quantitative nature of the recorded
behavior are valuable now tools for behavioral radiology. (5) Much
more work on the effects of massive and acute doses of ionizing
radiation on behavior is necessary. (6) The radioprotective effects
of psychological stress should be carefully explored.
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Fig. 2. A plot of the post-irradiation data for monkey 0 C-140. The
mean control rates of responding with their standard deviations (a ) are

plotted for comparisons. The complete range of responding during rest
(S A) periods is also indicated. Note radlation during third SD session.
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Note the complete cessation of responding during irradiation and the
"recovery" of responding -- even while being irradiatid.
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SHEAR

PREM)ICTED BLAST PROPERTIES OF
FENTOLITE AND THEIR COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMM.

R. E. AR
U. S. Army Ballistic Research LaboratorieE

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

INTRODUCTION: The prediction of the magnitude of several
significant parameters of the blast wave generated by explosions at
high altitudes (or at reduced ambient pressures) is a problem of
current interest to the aircraft and missile designer, and to those
engaged in the study of damage to such vwhicles. Incident and re-
flected pressures, and their variation with distance from the ex-
plosive source, are readily calculated and useful in the prediction
of damage caused by blast waves.

It has been demonstrated that the Brinkley-KIrkwood shock
pr3pagation theory(l) adequately predicts the variation of peak in-
cident shock pressure ,rith distance for TNT and Pentolite bursts under
sea-level atmospheric conditions(2). For example, Shear and Wright
have shown that if the initial values required by this theory are
obtained from appropriate detonation calculations, then the resulting
pressure-distance relation is in excellent agreement with experimental
observations. The thesis of the present report is to determine if a
similar agreement is obtained for bursts in air at reduced pressures.

Initial shock pressures for Pentolite explosions in air at
ambient pressures Po of 1, 1/10 and 1/100 atmospheres are computed
and used as initial values in the Brinkley-Kirkwood Theory to obtain
peak pressure-distance curves. The reflected peak pressure for
normal incidence can then be obtained as a function of distance from
the charge center if one knows the incident shock pressure-distance
relation and the equation of state for air. The reflected pressure-
distance curves for Pentolite bursts in air at 1 and 1/100 atmospheres
are presented and compared with available experimental measurements.

THE BRINKEY-IRWOOD THEORY AND INITIAL VALUES: The
Brinkley-Kirkwood shock propagation theory(l) is based on a
similarity constraint imposed upon the energy-time curve of the
shock flow. The use of this constraint and the Hugoniot
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sum

relations enabled Brinkley and Kirkwood to reduce the system of i
partial differential equations describing the flow process to a o
system of ordinary differential equations for the shock front

pressure and energy as functions of distance from the charge. These
equations are:

d(p/p0 ) (p/p0 ) [ + L CR/R )2] (1)
d(R/IR) J 1 I +. -Q I

where p/p is the incident excess peak pressure ratio and RAB the
distance in units of the charge radius RI. Q is a reduced energy
defined by

49 peq
15 (B/Bl) (P/Po ) Po

where pe is the explosive density (1.65 g/cm3 ) and q is the specific
total energy in the flow field. The functions L, M and N
(Equations 1 and 2) depend upon the shock Hugoniot relations and can
be tabulated as functions of piop, po and the ambient temperature To.
In this work To si JJl be taken to be 3000K. For the range of ambient
pressures considered here it suffices to use the polytropic gas
relations in determining L, M and N. The use of the polytropic gas
Hugoniot relations simplifies L X and N and sample calculations
indicate that the solutions of tl) and (2) are relatively insensitive
to the change. With this simplification L, M and N become functions
of P/po only.

Equations (1) and (2) are to be solved subject to the
specification of the peak pressure ratio p /po and the specific
energy of flow ql at the charge surface 4k1 - 1. The determination
of PI/po and ql requires knowledge of the detonation state of the
explosive, of the equation of state for the explosion products. of
density, pressure and energy as functions of distance behind the
detonation front, and of the isentropic expwsion of the explos o0
products. These calculations have been performed for PentollteM1) so
that the initial conditions required for the integration of
Equations (1) and (2) can be obtained readily if one assumes that the
detonation process is independent of the ambient pressure po. With
this assumption the detonation front values of pressure pA, detona-
tion velocity D, etc., remain unchanged and the distributions of
pressure, density and energy behind the detonation front are in-
variant with respect to po. In particular, the specific total
energy ql in the flow field at the time when the detonation front has
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reached the surface of the charge s constant. For the present work
this valt is taken to be 47568 cmiatm/g (1152 cal/g), as reportedby 9he r3).

The remaining value to be determined is the initial shock
pressure ratio Pl/Po in air, i.e., p/po at R/RI - 1. The initial
conditions at the time of formation of the shock wave resulting from
the explosion of the spherical charge of Pentolite must be determined
from the boundary conditions. One such condition is that the initial
shock pressure in air must equal the pressure in the explosion
products. This initial pressure is that which results frcu the
equalizatio,i of pressure resulting from the outgoing compression wave
and the ingoing rarefaction wave. In addition, the boundary
conditions require the equalization, at the interface, of the
particle velocity in air and in the explosion products. Furthermore,
the pressure and particle velocity in air are related by the shock
Hugoniot relations, These conditions determine the initial velocity
and pressur at the boundary by the simultaneous solution of the
Equations (4~):

u d + $ (rarefaction condition for (4)
p explosion products) ,

u = u (p, PoI To) (Hugoniot condition for (5)
air) ,

where Pd and ud are respectively the pressure and flow velocity at
the detonation front, and p and c are respectively the density and
sound speed in the explosion products.

The integral in Equation (4) has been tabulated by Shear(3)
for the explosion products of Pentolite. Equation (5) has been
compute 4or air at different po from the data of Hilsenrath and
Beckettt5). The simultaneous solution of Equations (4) and (5) yield

pl/po = 669 for Po =lati n

Pllp° = 840 for po - 1/10 atm , (6)

Pi/po = 1000 for P 0 -/1O0 atm.

The initial excess pressures (6) and the value of the
specific energy, q1 - 47568 cm3atm/g, at R/RI = 1 are the desired
initial values. The initial values of Q can be determined from (W).
These initial conditions have been used to solve Equations (1) and
(2) for the incident shock pressure as a function of distance. The
calculated pressure-distance curves corresponding to po - 1, 1/10 and
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1/100 atmospheres are plotted on Figure 1. The experimental data of
Dewey and SperrazzaT6) for p. n 1/10 atm are also plotted on
Figure 1, as well as some experimental data corresponding to
Po - 1 atm. The latter data was extracted from Goodman' s compila-
tion(7). The agreement between the experimental data and the
computed pressures is satisfactory.

Figure 2 shows plots of the peak pressure ratio vs. the
reduced distance variable, pol/3(R/Rl). These curves indicate over
what region Sach's method of scaling may be appropriate and the
regions where scaling must be used with caution.

NOWMALLY REUCTED PRESSURE: The shock front reflected
pressure can be computed easily if the incident shock strength and
the equation of state for air, relative to some assumed ambient
condition, are known. The calculation merely requires the solution
of the well known shock relations -- with appropriate boundary
conditions -- which govern the reflected shock wave.

Normally reflected pressure has been calculated as a
function of the incident pressure for the case where the ambient
conditions ahead of the incident wave are p = 1/100 atm and
To - 3000k. Similar calculations for po = iatm and To - 3000K were
reported by Shear and McCane(8). The results of both calculations
re plotted on Figure 3. It is to be noted that there is a marked

difference between the two calculations, indicating the influence of
ambient pressure po on the reflected pressure. These calculations of
the reflected pressure ratio p2/p1 and the corresponding calculations
of incident pressure vs. distance of Figure 1 are sufficient to give
the reflected pressure-distance relation of Figure 4. The dashed
lines of these plots represent extrapolations which are based upon
somp preliminary calculations and estimates obtained from Ziemer's(g9)
c -ý' ulations.

The experimental measurements of the refleced pressure
made by Olson and WenigI'10), Goldstein and Hoffman(ll.J and Jack(12)
are al o plotted on Figure 4. In general the agreement between
pressures given by the curve and the corresponding experimental data
is e,. :llent. The only exception is that data points of Jack in the
region between 7 and 12 charge radii appear to be too low in
comparison with the curve.

Some measurements of reflected pressure for Pentolite blasts
at reduced pressure are currently underway at these Laboratories but
are of such a preliminary nature that they have not been included
here.

Reflected pressures vs. distance for po - 1/10 atm were not
ccmputed since only the portion of the shock Hugoniot in the
n- ighborhood of the initial shock pressure was computed. Estimates
may be obtained, however, from Figures 3 and 4 auA reference (9).
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SUMMAW AND CO1CWSICKS: The calculation of the tnitial
shock pressures, resulting from Pentolitte explosions in •ir at 3000K
and at ambient pressures p. of 1, 1/10 and 1/100 atmospheres,
provides one of the initial values required for the solution of the
differential equations of the Brinkley-Kirkwood propagation theory.
The other required initial value is the energy in the hydrodnamic
flow field at the termination of the detonation state. These initial
values have been obtained from the detonation calculations performed
by Shear 0 ) . It has been found that the computed pressure-distance
curves are in agreement with experimental observationse, These
derived pressure-distance curves and the reflected peak pressure
computed as a function of incident shock pressure were used to
obtain reflected peak pressure as a function of distance. The
computed reflected pressures are in excellent agreement with the
experimental data of references 10-12. These experimental
measurements of reflected pressure resulting from a Pentolite blast
are the only direct measurements of reflected pressure known to the
author. Some blast experimentation at reduced pressures is currently
underway at these laboratories but this work has not been reported --
thus no comparison can be made between predicted and measured values
of the incident and reflected pressures for bursts at 1/100 atmos-
pheres.

The good agreement between predicted and measured incident
pressures (po = 1 and 1/10 atm) is encouraging. Similar calculations
for different initial conditions and for different explosives should
be made to determine if similar agreement exists and to determine the
limits of applicability of these methods. If cacglations similar
to these and the detonation calculation of Shearl 3 ) result in
reliable estimates of incident and reflected pressure, then this
procedure provides a quick and economical method of prediction. For
example, the Brinkley-Kirkwood computation requires about 2 1/2
minutes (input to output time) on the BLEBSC. In additions
calculations such as described here, if reliable, provide input data
for the numerical solution of the bydrodynemical equations governing
the blast field, and provide results wV'ich are useful for comparison.
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BONOGPM7f RJUCTICE N 1f3 IYAB~L LAM

A. X. SnI01UBU1IE
ANI FORME ZIffX!UU OF PA I)GY

VQASNZ10•r, D. C. 2305

Me elucidation of the n nature orthu inologie
rep e in aem remain one of the Important gals of both miLtIar
and civilian medicine. Its Importance eztends Into at least two
areas oa immdiate am practical Interest: the improemant of in-
munination technics to protect against Infectious disease, and a
solution of thm pwoblem of thu iieunologi rejection of homafts
that would permit more extensive replaeoent of daad sin or other
organs from am Individual to another. Advances in both of thass
areas will require nov Insights Into the vq in which the inologe
apparatus develops and the maner in which It functions.

One of the classic approaehs to problem of this type
that has furnlshed useful Infortioa In other fields of bioloa
has been the study of the development of various structures and
functions In the Immature aiml. Such ontogenatic studies may
allow a clearer appreciation of the fundamental nature of a biologic
process, since the relationships among developiwntal steps In the
young animal aze often easier to see. In the field of it nology,
however, the utogenstlc approach "as been very mch neglected, and
only recently •as Interest been awakaned In the potentials of this
approach (1, 2). I relative paucity of prior work an the develop-,
sent of ianologic competence, especially In the mnslan ftetus,
has requ•red the preliminary development of a variety of surgical
approaches to the fetus that vould oer•ut the study of the fetal
response to lmmization and rafting procedures.

*fte Investigations described in this report wer perforsmd
in collabozration with Keith L. Kraner, Captain, USAF$ Y., Chief.,
Veterinary Surgery ranch, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology.
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Sfetal lamb was chosen an the experimntal animal for
these investigations for several reasons. Its 5-month gestation
period Is long enough to permit a study of the response of the fetus
to various Immunologic procedures such as homografting over an ex-
tended period In utero. Its relatively I sizes a coared with• B~ore conventlo~n1"i-U[rstory anlmals, permits greater ease of manlyu-
Slatton. In addition, the usually encountered twin pregnancies in

sheep allow experimentation with one fetus, reserving the second
twin as an extremely satisfactory internal control. Finally, and
perhaps most ignificantly, the ovine placenta is such that there

SIs no pa~ssage of gsams globuins, from mother to fetus during ges-
ration. Not only is the fetal lamb an qagamalobulinemic prior to
birth, but oe can be assured that any izne response observed In
the fetus is of fetal and not maternal origin (3).

Earlier reports on the inuinologie response of the fetal
lamb have shown that this anima is capable of forming circulatingi antibodies In utero at a very early gestational age (3). •Ths re-

port will Ojc-Fs e response of the fetal lamb to orthotopic skin
hosogreafta in terms of three principal areas: (a) the technical
problem associated with extensive surgery-of the fetus without
interruption of pregnancy, and the solutions devised; (b) results
of grafting of lambs In utero at different fetal ages and the events
aurrounding the devel s6nT of their ability to reject akin homo-
grafts specifically; and (c) the very special characteristics of the
fetal lamb model, which permits certain almosat unique and critical
experiments on zke mechanism of hamopaft rejections and the results
of oe such study.

-3 STMICAL MIUMA•

Me literature contains relatively few reports of successful
major surgical work on the samalian fetus. Only one report exists
on an attempt to study the fetal response to homorafted skin in the
mamal. This was the study of Schinkel and Feromon (4), in which
small pieces of skin were buried subcutaneously in the fetal lamb.
These investigators encountered several serious difficulties in
their approach, however. A number of these animals were aborted
following surgery, losses of amlotic fluid resulted In difficulties
In delivery of too young, and the buried skin graft proved not to be
ideally suited for a satisfactory interpretation of results.

In order to study the complete range of responses of tne
fetal lamb to homografts, it was desirable to apply full- or split-
thickness skin grafts orthotopically onto fetuses at various ges-
tation ages. 3ince these grafts were to be fitted anto the fetal
skin surface and sutured In place, a procedure was necessary that
would permit the fetus to be removed completely from within the
uterus and fetal membranes, retaining only the umbilical connection
to the placenta. After the placement of several grafts, the fetus
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would have to be returned to its original position, the fetal mem-
brains and uterus closed, and the uterus returned to the maternal
abdominal cavity, a11 without interrupting pregnancy.

As experience was gained with these approaches, a techntc
was finally developed to accomplish these goals that combined certain
aspects of the procedure described by 8ehinkel and Ferguson (4), the
surgical metbod described in our earlier 1smunmzation studies In the
fetal lamb (O), and & number of other useful modifications In tech.
nique. The procedure will be described In Smater detail elsewhere

(5); only its principal features will be outlined here. Fluothane
general anesthesia was used throughout the procedure, applied to the
pregnant sheep via an endotracheal tube. The entire uterine born was
exteriorized through a midline abdominal incision, a window was in-
cised in the uterine wal1 through which to work on the large fetuses,
and the smaller fetuses (less than 15 to 20 cn in length) were brougt
completely out of the uterus. The allantols was Included In the in-
cision through the fetal membranes, since this appeared to improve
the healing process. A large portion of the amniotic fluid was then
removed, incubated with penicillin during work on the fetus, and re-
placed imedlately prior to closure of the fetal membrans. Fitted
skin grafts vere sutured with fine silk, rather than the buried
grafts favored by Schinkel and Ferguson. The fetal membranes were
closed by drawing them together tightly with a silk suture, taking
care not to leave tears through which amniotic fluid night be lost.
The uterus and the abdomen were closed by normal procedures. lbe
entire procedure was characterized by rigid observance of aseptic
technique throughout. At an appropriate time after the original
grafting procedure, the lamb was delivered by Cassarian section
for histologic and serologic study.

So well did these procedures satisfy the requirewents of
the investigations that In 36 Instances of major fetal graft surgeryp
only 1 fetus was aborted as a result of the surgical intervention.
The fetuses appeared to tolerate the operation so well that It proved
to be possible to repeat the surgical procedure more than once on
the same fetus. This has led to the successful application of
mltip1e iE s on a fetus, the ability to biopsy the graft, and even
to regraft the animal at a later date, thus expanding appreciably the
scope of these studies on fetal response to homoprafts.

(In order to indicate the extent to which surgical Inter-
vention in the fetus is possible, It Is worthy of mention that in
preliminary studies we have been able to perform total thysectomies
upon fetal lambs at midgestation. Due to the anatom of the fetal
lamb, this has required the performance of radical neck surgery amd
in addition a thoracotovy with dissection of thymAS In the madia-
stinum from the fetal pericardium and aorta. Not only did the fetuses
survive so extensive a procedure as this, but It was also possible to
perform additional surgery on these sam animals later in gestation,
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with the application of skin gafts and the immtization of these
tbymectmized saimals In order to assess the effects of thymectomy
on their development of imunologic competence. Th results of
these studies are, unfortunately, too incomplete to be included here.
nbution Is made of' the technical success of these procedures, how-

ever, to call attention to the range of Investigations possible In
many fields, with such a fetal model).

FZMA RESPONS TO) ESOIDGMFI

Three Important questions may be asked about the fetal
response to skin homogr•fts applied in utero. They are (a) how
early does the fetus develop the inoI cometence that permLts
It to reject the hamograft specificalMy (b) how does the fetal
response cmqpar with Qat of the mature adult? and (a) what norpho-
logic and serologlc changes accompany graft rejection In the fetus?

Graft Rejection and Fetal : Four fetuses between 64
and 67 days of gestation were grafteod•l th fitted sin grafts from
adult (split-thickness) and fetal (full-thickness) sources.Th
animals were delivered at intervals between 9 and 21 days after

.ftin, ad the grPfts and draining lymph nodes were exmined.
In no case was a clear-cut rejection process visible (Table I).
Me grafts bad taken well and resembled autografts, even after re-
maining in place for 21 days. Only one graft (356-1, adult homo-
graft) had a mIld diffuse mononuclear Infiltrate in the graft bed,
which did not appear to involve interference with graft vitality.
This could have resulted from the accidental introduction of ex-
ogenous contaminants with the graft. The draining lymph nodes at
this early fetal age were found to be similar to those seen In un-
grafted animals of the sm age, again indicating that the fetuses
bad not responded In any significant manner to homosrafts applied
at this stage of gestation.

A number of other fetal lambs were grafted between the 7Tth
and the 139th day of gestation with a variety of fitted skin grafts
from different sources. The grafts were examined between 7 and 15
days later, about half being checked on the 10th day (Table I). In
all but one case, the autografta applied for control purposes had
tae n well and were undisturbed by any host reaction. In contrast,
every homograft applied during this inter al was found to be involved
in an active and typical rejection process. Ivan the grafts examined
at 7 or 8 days showed unequivocal evidence of rejection, Indicating
that the process bad commmnced at least 1 to 2 days earlier. Py the
9th to the 14th day, the grafts were obviously at a very late stage
of rejection. In all instan es, the typical reaction In the draining
lymph nodes confirmed the nature and stage of tne rejection process.

Finally, newborn lambs were grafted by exchangin full-
thickness skin among five anioals on the day of birth. In each
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Instance# two graftts were applied on a recipient from the sami dwoor
so that mne could be taken at 7 and the other at 10 days. Zxuam-
nation of these tissues showd that the rejection process In the
newborn lamb appeared to be no different from that occurring In the
competent fetal animal. Magrafts wore accepted. In a typical fakm,
and at 7 days active rejection was evident. By the 10th day,, each
of the grafts was In the final staeps of rejection,, with vascular
steasis and accompanying necrosis.

Vlg fYtlGrf anln lbs Initial healing
of grrsV =2rial ota described for other
species (6). In those fetuses sacrificed early after Implantation
of the graft there was primiry unicn between dono and host epItheML
margins., regardless of the type of graft--whether of maternal., unre-
lated adult, or fresh or fromm fetal skin. In the case of adult
tissue now heir growth was observed in a few Instances.* Cross sectan
of the graft also demonstrated firm. union end the establishmnt of
vascular anastomoses between graft and recipient bed in these early
cases. Iistalogia deamostration of this primary take was also ex-
press~ed In the survival and. bypetrcopIy of epithelium sad In the
presence within the graft of patent blood vessels containing formed
elements.* At this stage the bamoprafts resembled autoprafte on
animals of similar gestatioaal age.* In both Instances,, a few mnow-
nuclear and polymorphonuclear cells wer, noted In the graft bed.
in maternal and unrelated adult grafts,, hyrtrophic follicular
epithelium was also present.

7erejection of grafts,, once begun., followed the pattern
previously described for acute graft rejection (6). in sal
instances in v~lch adult tissue was used, whether maternal or un-
related., rejection was preceded by grossly discernible edema, of
the graft,, then hemorrhage, and. later retraction of the graft bed.
Vascular steasis and hemorrhage were readily apparent histologically
within the graft and the adjacent graft bed. Ma mu leer In-
filtrate was most prominent about small vessels In the graft bed
and adjacent to disintegrating epithelium, especially at the junction
of graft and. host tissue. Those cells ranged from smal lymphocytes
to larger mononuclear forms with Indented nuclei and a more abund-
ant cytoplasm. So evidence of formation of typical adult plasum
cells was noted in the graft or graft bed,, nor was pyrofinophilia,
seen In the mononuclear cells. Varying degrees of polymcrphonuclear
Infiltrate were present, most apparent In the later staeps of re -
jection. Upithelial degeneration vas marked at this tim (after 7
days) in those animals on which the graft was pl.aced. on or after
the 80th day of gestation. Out curious feature., perhap a result
of the Intrauterine milisu, was the apparent survival of a thin
outer rim of epithelium In some cames In which the remainder of the
graft had become completely nonviable. It my have been that the
superficial cells of the graftj, bathed in amnlotic flui~d,, were able
to retain som degree of viability even though the circulation had
become completely stagnant.
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Grafts of fresh and frozen fetal skin behaved in a similar
fashion to adult graftes except that eplthelial proliferation about
hair follicles vws not so apparent. Ramination of the frozen
grafts early in the course of rejection shoved a slough at the
outer margin of opithelltm, though follicular and basal laeers vere
well preserved. It Is probable that the preservation of this tissue

was only partial and that the most peripheral layers of epithellum
were not viable after transfer.

Prtein 1R esM AcSu1"Ace Graft Re ectlon: It appeareddeflrable'Co Metelne vastlr Uhe ly1phold byperplasst that so-

coqalned homogaft rejection In the fetal lamb vas associated vith
the production of significant amounts of iunaglobulins. In an
earlier paper (7) evidence was presented that the nor=i fetal
lamb foams ael asants of pa-globulin but no typical TS y- or
OM-gballne. f m sphold response to antigenic and adjuvant
WRIctiow• 3 Invariably accompanied by the formtion of TS *-

0r 021 -em nlobulno.. often in apprecalble quantities.

Avon the fetuses engaged In homograft rejection, no s1g-
nificant increae in circulating 02-globulin vms found above norml
levels. In no instance were either * or 7T y-•lobulins detected
in the seor of these animals. Thse data vere confirmed by the
absence of production of significant amonts of these proteins by
the reactive 17w' odes grown In tissue culture in the presence of
radiomcti.. andr. acids (8), and they accord well vith the absence
of Ismtur and ature plas1m cells In the nodes and graft beds.

TO M•U•SEIM OF WAPFT MIJCTICE

The ability to study the rejection of tissue hoografte in
the fetus furnishes a good example of the advantage of pursuing
experlmntal iinmology In this special fetal environvnt. Not only
my valuable informtion be obtained an the ontogenesis of the imuwne
response, but It my also be possible to clarify slmultaneously som
fun•awntal conceptual problem In Imnology.

The nature of the Immnologic mohanisms responsible for
the rejection of orthotopic skin homografts has not yet been fully
resolved (9). While moet investigators favor the view that graft
rejection involves the mbhanism of delayed hypersensitivity mdlt-
ated by sensitized mononuclear cells (10), the oligatory partlc-
pation in this process of conventional circulating antibody has
proved difficult to exclude (11).

The fetal lamb in utero furnishes an experimental model
that my provide a suita. a-p-proach to this problem. Advantage
can be taken of the ability of the fetal lamb In utero to reject
skin grafts specifically (., 8) and of the facit&FrEm this unique
environment the fetus is deficient or completely lacking In
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iunoglobullns (7). Tbis deficiency results from the 11lmited pro-
duction of these proteins by the fetus, and also from the lnability
of maternal antibodies to cross the ovine placenta.

It has already been Indicated that the rejection of boso-
grafts by the lamb fetus is not accompanied by the formation of
plasma cells, either In the graft or graft bed, or in the lymph
nodes dralnlng the site of the rejection process. Moe observations
suggest that the formation of circulating antibodies may not be of
critical Importance in the process of homograft rejection. In order
to test this suggestion more critically, four fetuses were grafted
between the 120th and the 139th day of gestation. In addition to
the grafts, however. each fetus received an intraperitoneal or intra-
cardiac injection of 10 .l each of rabbit antisheep 78 y-globulin
and rabbit antlsheep 02N-globulin at the tim of grafting. In
addition, two fetuses were similarly grafted, but injected with 20 al
of norzul rabbit serum as an experimental control. Ton days later
the fetuses were delvered, bled, and autoplsied.

1ge rationale behind this experiment was as follows: If
the fetus could be shown to reject a skin hoamogrft in the normal
way in the presence of persisting rabbit antisheep globulins. then
the conclusion would be alaost inevitable that circulating antibody
does not play an obligatory role in this process. Under these
conditions, fetal antibody globulins, even if produced, should be
unable to reach the graft site. If, on the other hand, graft re-
jection is Inhibited or altered by the rabbit antlibeep g3lbullns,
then circulating antigraft antibody must be Implicated in the re-
jection process, according to a slillar line of reasoning.

in every instance, the grafts were rejected in an apparently
normal fashion. In addition, each fetus showed a persisting level
of circulating rabbit y-globulin at the end of the 10-day period.
Of the animls that had received rabbit antlsheep globulins. only
one shoved persistence of detectable antlsheep 7S y-globulin and
antisheep 02-globulln activity in its serum by tanned cell heamg-
glutination assay. Although the titers were only moderate (1:8 In
each case), satlsfactory negative controls and standards render the
data significant. It becam apparent that at this point (10 days
after injection) the rabbit antisheep globulins were being cleared
rapidly from the fetal circulation, and that we were fortunate in
finding persisting antiglobulin activity even in the one fetus.

It in highly probable, however., that during the earlier
stages of graft rejection, circulating antisheep globulins were
present In all four animals. In future experiments, ore highly
purified rabbit globulin preparations vlll be employed, and the
animals will be delivered earlier than the 10th day after grafting.
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M data presented In thais par confirm and extend the
earlier observations of Schinkl sad Ferguaon (4) that the fetal
lamb In utero Is able to reject allogeneic skin grafts. Orthotopic
skin S&QMts applied to fetal laubs about the 65th day of ges-
tation were accepted and retained for up to 21 days without silns
of the intervention of an activ% rv,!iction process. In contrast,
all grafts applied afte. the T77n day of gestation were accepted
initially and then ,ffe@t 4W,1Jy rejected within 7 to 10 4ays. %be
rate of rejection akr the intoloilo. picture In the graft and Its
bed and In the resa , ,ve drpiunln.y.n pq nod were similar to those
described tor specific honograft rejection it adults of other species.

In an earlier paper (3), It was made clear that the fetallamb did not suddenly accede to full iamnologie competence after
an earlier "null" state,* lther, the fetus vms observed to respond
to antigenle stimali In a stepvise fashion, related In some unknown
manner to the nature of the antigen Involved. Owe,, there seemn
to exist a "hierarhy" of antigens. Me response to some, such asbacteriopbae OX and ferritin, occurs at an early stoge of gestation
long before the fetus wanifests arj response to other antigens such
as ovalbumin. Antigens such as diphtheria toxoid ead Salmonella
t were not observed to elicit a fetal response ata tim
diiliijgestatlon. Antibody formation to these substanoea• did not
appear until many weeks after birth. In this respect, ovine histo-
compatibility antigens appeared to occupy an Intermediate position
In the antigenic hierarchy. It is thus apparent that no special
case can be mnde In ovine ontogeny between the bhoograft reaction
as one form of imanologlc response and antibody formation as another.

Ohe absence of homograft rejection in those suianls grafted
at about 65 days' gestation raises a problem similar to that posed
by the antibody response of the fetal lamb. Does the inability to
form antibody to a given antigen or to reject the skin graft prior
to some critical time reflect the Induction of tolerance to these
antigens? Or is it possible that the Immature animal Is merely
insunologically incompetent to respond to the antigen and, In fact,
does not "recognise" It in an immunologic sense? The retention of
a graft In position for 21 days on fetus 304-1 (sacrificed on the
88th day) is certainly significant, for at the same gestation age
fetus 305-2 was already rejecting a graft applied 11 days previously.
This result could reflect either Immunologic tolerance of the graft
on the part of this anil or decreased susceptibility to rejection
of a caft that has been well accepted and retained for a period of
tims (2)a

While the fetal lamb is able to form antibody in response
to certain antigens, as has been shown earlier (3), there is little
question that In most instances this Initial Intrauterine response
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is somewhat less efficient than that of the adult. It Is therefore
surprising that once the fetus develop& the ability to reject hono-
grafts, it does so with the rapidity and apparent competence of
the adult, furnishing the full range of cellular events, graft in-
vasion, and breakdown within 7 to 10 days of application. In this
respect, the acquisition of competence by the fetus appears to be
complete despite its relatively abrupt appearance. This was true
regardless of vhether the graft cam from an unrelated fetus or
adult, or from Its own mother.

A final point may be raised relative to the mechanism of
homograft re~ection and its possible dependence on circulating
antibody (13). In other species, the appearance of plasm cells
in the reactive draining lymph node and in the graft bed Itself has
been cited In support of the notion that circulating antibody is
produced during and ultimately participates in the rejection pro-
cess. Mw1 fetal lab offers a unique opportunity to study this
question, since the ovine fetus is to all intents and purposes an
lumnologic virgin with extremely immature lymphold tissue and
little or no immnoglobulins In its circulation.

It is therefore of special significance tuat when care
was taken to transplant sterile skin from a fetal donor, no plasm
cells could be found in either the draining nodes or the graft bed
at any ti!fe prior to, during, or after rejection. Neither could
any increase In circulating immunoglobulins be observed in thes
fetuses, a fact confirmed by tissue culture experiments per 3rmed
on various organs. The suggestion that the homograft reaction is
a cellular form of response Is further borne out by the preliminary
results, which indicate that the fetal lamb is able to reject a
homograft in a normal fashion despite the presence of excess rabbit
antisheep 0- and 7S y-globulins In Its circulation at the time
of rejection. All of these data point to the possibility that con-
ventional circulating antibodies do not play an obligatorwy role In
the rejection of solid-tissue homografte.

Procedures have been developed that permit orthotopic skin
grafting of the fetal lamb in utero without the interruption of
pregnancy. The fetus was fon.-T-o-reject orthotopic skin homograft.
applied at any time after the 7Tth day of gestation. Prior to this
gestational age, grafts remained In place without stimulating any
detectable immunologic response. Once the fetus achieves the ability
to reject the graft, the process occurs with the same competence and
rapidity as in the adult. Graft rejection in the fetal lamb is
unaccompanied by formation of plasm cells or by the production of
typical immunoglobulinse, thus suiporting the suggestion that circu-
lting antibody does not play a. obligatory role in the process.
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BIAXIAL TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF ANISOTROPIC
TITANIUM SHEET MA•TRIAIS

JOSEPH L. SLINEY
U. S. ARMY MAERIAIS RESEARCH AGENCY

WATERTOWN, MASSACHUSETTS

INTRODUCTION

The mechanical behavior of high strength sheet materials has
been under extensive study and evaluation for several years, since high
strength to density ratios are needed for use in high speed aircraft
and missile systems. A major problem in this area is fracture tough-
ness(l) since this property has limited the usable strength level in
high strength sheet materials.

Polycrystalline structural materials are usually assumed to
be isotropic; however, they may be anisotropic with respect to many
types of behavior, such as thermal conductivity, electrical resistivity,
coefficient of expansion, fracture toughness, and plastic deformations.
A great deal of anisotropy of directionality in ordinary ferrous or
nonferrous strip products is due to elongated inclusions and phase
distributions. In comparison to this type of anisotropy, there is also
mechanical anisotropy which arises from preferred crystallographic
textures which influence the yielding and plastic deformation proper-
ties of certain materials. This paper will deal with the influence of
a biaxial stress field on the biaxial tensile strength of certain
anisotropic titanium alloy sheet materials and the advantages to be
gained through the use of mechanical anisot opy A review of a re-
cently proposed anisotropic yield criterionf 2 ,) is presented with
experimental data on two commercially produced titanium-base alloy
sheet materials.

ISOTROPIC YIELDING CRITERIA

Two of the most widely used yielding criteria-for isotropic
materials under conditions of combined stresses are those of Tresca
and Von Mises.( 4 ) Tresca's yield criterion is:
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(ax-az) 2 + 4xz -z(C)

or if we consider only principal stresses:

a, = a3 = Y (2)

where a, 2 a2 ! a3 and Y is the uniaxial yield strength.

The Von Mises yield criterion is

(a•-ay)- + (aa)+ ( 2-ax)2 + 6,T a + 6T,2 +6 2 2-- (3)

or if we consider only principal stresses as in Equation 2

(a,-a2)2 + (a-Y, 3 ) + (a 3 -al )2 = 2yX. (4)

A comparison between the plane stress (ao = 0) yield locus
of the Tresca and the Von Mises yield criteria is presented in Figure
1. The maximum difference between these two criteria occurs under a
two-to-one biaxial tensile or compressive stress state. A 15% yield
strength increase is predicted by Von Mises' yield criterion under ýhese
conditions, and experimental data has indicated excellent agreementk5)
for ductile materials. Inherent in these two failur( ;riteria is
isotropy, i.e., identical mechanical properties in all directions.

ANISOTROPIC YIELDING CRITERIA

Hill(5) has modified Equation 3 for anisotropic materjals by
introducing anisotropy parameters. Backofen, Hosford and Burke(2, 3)
have applied Hill's equation for plane stress loading which is of
particular interest for long, thin-wall pressure vessels. For the
particular case for material having rotational symmetry (i.e., Xo =Yo

AZo where Xo, Yo, and Zo are the uniaxial yield strengths in the
longitudinal, transverse, and thickness directions which are considered
to be the principal planes of anisotropy), the yield equation is given
by:(2)

•2 + Cr = Cxa 2.] o
a 2 +a 8 - a [ŽL 0~ (5)

X y - [LXR =

This yield equation relates the conventional uniaxial yield strength
(Xo), the anisotropy parameter R*, and the principal stresses. For the
case of a long, thin-wall, closed-end pressure vessel: (ax = 2ay) the
maximum principal stress for yielding is

ax /X (+R) (6)5+R

*R- det. This is the ratio of the rate of change of the width-to-

thickness plastic strains.
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Larson and Nunes(6) have measured R values greater than 7.0 for Ti-4AI-
3Mo-lV alloy sheet. Substituting R=7 into Equation 6 yields cx = 1.63
X0 . This means that the maximum principal stress needed for yielding
(under a 2:1 biaxial stress field) is 63% greater than the uniaxial
yield strength. Also, if R=1 (isotropic material), ax = 1.15 Xo, which
is the same result as that predicted by the Von Mises yield criterion.

Improvements in strength similar to that predicted by Equa-
tion 5 for a two-to-one biaxial tensile ratio are also predicted for
other biaxial tensile stress conditions. The plane stress biaxial
yield loci for R values between 0 and 5 are presented in Figure 2.
Maximum texture hardening(7) in a biaxial stress field occurs under
plane strain loading conditions. The biaxial stress ratio for plane
strain loading is related to R by the following equation:

O- 1 + L 
(7)a y R

Substituting Equation 7 into Equation 5, the relationship
between the maximum principal stress, the uniaxial yield strength, and
the anisotropy parameter R is obtained for maximum strengthening:

0x R+l (8)
X0 aI2+,

An equation similar to Equation 5 may be derived for sheet
materials which exhibit nonrotational symmetry (Xo # Yo # zo):

a2 + ( l+-RP • " a x oy = X02  (9)x (1+A Y l+R

This equation relates the uniaxial yield streigth Xo, the anisotropy
parameters P and R (measured 900 apart), and the principal biaxial
stresses. However, for the experimental work described in this paper,
the material will be considered to have rotational symmetry (P=R).
(While this is not exactly the case, it may be a reasonable
approximat ion).

REVIEW OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC TECTURES

The mechanical anisotropy in polycrystalline aggregates of
aie body-centered cubic (bcc) or the face-centered cubic (fcc) systems

is minimized by the high degree of symmetry in the crystallographic
structure. Most of the present candidate solid propellant motor casing
i:aterials are of these crystallographic types. However, alpha titanium

base alloys have a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystal structure. X-
ray diffraction studies8) indicate that upon cold-rolling and a low tem-
perature anneal (800 to 1000 F) textures of the type (0001) [1OI0O are
obtained in alpha titanium sheet materials. Hosford and BackofenC3)
have described these textures as the ideal case for maximum anisotropy.
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This ideal texture is shown schematically in Figure 3. The most com-
mon slip systems for titanium are basal plane-slip (0001), pyramidal
(1i0o1, or prismatic [1010], which occur in the densely packed direc-
tions l2•i>. Consideration of these flow mechanisms for a material
having a perfect (0001) texture indicate that a tensile test in the
plane of the sheet will deform by thinning in the width direction but
not in the thickness direction. If a biaxial stress is applied in the
plane of the sheet, then flow must occur on other slip planes and di-
rections. If this is the case, then very high biaxial yield sttengths
will result as indicated by the theory.

Titanium processing textures( 8 ,9,10) for alpha alloys are

not far from the ideal case, except that the basal plane is inclined
toward the transverse direction. If the basal plane is rocked 900 to
the transverse direction, then texture softening will result. That
is, the material will have an R value less than one, and yielding will
occur as indicated in Figure 2. Of course, the actual behavior of
alpha titanium sheet is not as simple as implied here, since other
slip and twinning systems may be operative. However, it is apparent
that commercial titanium sheet which has a hexagonal close-packed
crystal structure may have a built-in resistance to thinning and thus
offer biaxial strength improvements.

One sheet of Ti-5A1-2.5&n alloy and one sheet of Ti-WA1-414n
alloy were employed in this study. The Ti-5A1-2.5Sn is an all-alpha
alloy and the Ti-4AI-4Mn is an alpha-beta alloy. The sheet thicknesses
and chemistry are listed in Table I.

TABLE I

Chemical Analysis

ELEIS (Weight •)

Alloy (inches) C Al S. F9 N 0 H lb

Ti-SA1-2.3S 0.112 0.021 5.64 2.30 0.18 10.024 0.11 0.007 -

Ti-4A-4bM 0.070 0.046 4.25 - 0.19 - - 3.49

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Test Specimens

A biaxial tensile specimen of the type which was developed
previously by Corrigan(il) for isotropic materials was used for experi-
mental verification of the proposed yielding criteria for texture-
hardened materials. This specimen, Figure 4, has a simple machined
transverse slot and uses the restraint of a large elastic bulk to
produce a condition of plane strain (¢y = 0). In isotropic materials,,
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this specimen produces a two-to-one tensile streas after a plastic
strain of approximately one percent. In anisotropic materials con-
sidered to have rotational symmetry, the biaxial tensile ratio is the
same as Equation 7. The degree of biaxiality in this specimen is
governed by the degree of anisotropy. Pin-loaded biaxial tensile
specimens were used for the low temperature tests. This modification
to the biaxial tensile specimen is presented in Figure 5. In addition,
uniaxial and edge-notched sheet tensile tests were conducted, speci-
mens for which are presented in Figure 6.

Testing Procedures

Conventional wedge-type grips were employed for the room
temperature biaxial tensile tests, and pin-loading grips were employed
for the uniaxial tensile, edge-notched tensile, and the low t~lesraa-
ture biaxial tensile tests. There is an order of magnitude of
difference in the gage lengths of the uniaxial and biaxial tensile
specimens. Therefore, if the same head speed is used for testing
these specimens, the same difference would exist in the strain rate.
In order to minimize the strain rate effect, head speeds of 0.05 inch
per minute and 0.005 inch per minute were used on the uniaxial and
biaxial test specimens respectively.

Rosette foil gages (FAEC 12-12) were used to measure the
width strain (ew) and the longitudinal strain (et) which were plotted
continuously on a Moseley X-Y recorder. In addition to the strain
gage measurements, a deflectometer was used to obtain a load deflec-
tion curve for yield determination. The anisotropy parameter (R) for
each tensile specimen was calculated by assuming constant volume after
yielding in order to determine the plastic thickness strain (€1 + et +
ew = 0 ). A typical recording of the longitudinal and width strains
with sample calculations is presented in Figure 7. These calculations
are for material with no strain hardening as indicated by the load-
deflection curve. If the load increases during plastic deformation,
the elastic strain increase 4ur.ng plastic deformation must be con-
sidered in the calculations.(12)

Sheet Test Program

The bulk of the mechanical tests were conducted on the Ti-
5AI-2.5Sn alloy. The yield strength at 0.2%, tensile strength, ani-
sotropy parameter (R) and the biaxial tensile strength (specimen
presented in Figure 4) were determined at 150 intervals in an arc of
1650 from the longitudinal direction. Additional longitudinal mechan.
ical tests were conducted over a temperature range of room temperature
to -312 F. These tests consisted of tensile, edge-notched tensile,
and pin-loaded biaxial tensile (Figure 5) tests.

Limited tensile and biaxial tensile tests were conducted on
the Ti-4mn (RSI3OB) alloy. The yield strength at 0.2%, tensile
strength, anisotropy parameter (R) and the biaxial tensile strength
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were measured in both the longitudinal and transverse directions on
this sheet in the annealed condition. Therc same parameters were
determined on this material in the longitudinal direction in the
solution-treated and aged condition (l45oF 2 hr, WQ + 900 F 24 hr, AC).

Pressure Vessel Tests

Two closed-end cylindrical pressure vessels were fabricated
from the Ti-5Al-2.5Sn alloy. The longitudinal direction of the sheet
was oriented in the transverse direction of the cylinders. Longitudi-
nal MIG welds weie employed, and thickened ogive end closures, forged
from Ti-6Ai-4V alloy billets, were welded on each end. Cylinder I was
welded with an unalloyed filler wire, and Cylinder 2 was welded with
: Ti-6AI-4V alloy filler wire. Longitudinal and transverse strain
measurements were recorded using Type PA7 strain gages, 900 from the
longitudinal weld and at the mid-length of the cylinders. Both ves-
sels were hydrostatically tested to failure by pressurizing at a
uniform rate. A pressure time and strain time history was obtained
for each cylinder with a Visicorder.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mechanical Tests

The mechanical test data, 0.2% yield, tensile, biaxial ten-
sile strength, and the anisotropy parameters R which were obtained
from the various orientations on the Ti-5A1-2.5Sr. alloy, are presented
in Table II. No significant variation of yield and tensile strengths
was obtained with specimen orientation.

TABLE II

Tensile and Biaxial Tensile Properties
of Ti-5AI-2.SSn Alloy

Tomat Yield siaxial
Dirction Strength. Tensile Tensile o

(degrees from 0.2% Strength strength - Z
rolling direction) (kal) (al) (kni) As it

0 Longt udinal 123.0 128.4 201.8 3.36 1.56
123.0 125.4 - 1.59 3.10 1,33
124.0 126.9 _2.96 1.50

15 122.0 125.0 203.3 1.62 2.06 1.48
30 121.0 124.0 209.5 1.69 3.25 1.55
45 123.0 120.9 204.1 1.69 3.17 1.54
60 121.0 123.2 106.2 1.51 4.25 1.70
7$ 119.0 121.5 206.7 1.70 3.36 1.56
30 Transverse 125.0 129.6 208.4 1.60 2.57 1.44

126.0 131.2 2.57 1.44
124.0 131.1 _ 2.71 1.46

105 125.0 127.6 206.2 1.81 2.65 1.46
120 124.0 127.4 149.5 1.17 3.46 1.56
135 124.0 126.3 205.4 1.63 3.17 1.54
150 123.0 125.8 205.7 1.63 3.40 1.58
165 122.0 127.0 161.9 1.27 3.54 1.60
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The theoretical biaxial tensile strength ratios have been
calculated using Equation 8 for the measured R values, and these data
are also presented in Table II. In order to compare the biaxial ten-
sile strength to ultimate tensile strength (BTM/UTS) ratios determined
by tests with the theoretical ax/Xo ratios calculated from the anisot-
ropy parameters, it is necessary to err~polate the yield theory to
maximum load and plastic instability.II) Recognizing these limitations
and also the assumptions in the derivations, there is good agreement
between these two ratios with a few exceptions. These exceptions occur
at orientations where low biaxial tensile strengths were obtained,
i.e., 120° and 1650. These inconsistencies may be attributed to wedge
grip misalignment and/or grinding marks in the transverse slot.
Typical uniaxial and biaxial test specimens are presented in Figure 8.
The type of fracture on both of these specimens should be noted. Spec-
imen misalignrnent was evident on the biaxial tensile specimen from the
wedge grip marks. Some difference between the calculated strength
ratios and the measured strength ratios may be due to the assumption
of rotational symmetry which is not exactly the case. The theoretical
ratio of the maximum principal stress to the uniaxial yield strength
for the case of nonrotational symnmetry may be obtained by substituting
a lay = 1 + Vinto Equation 9. The resultant stress ratio for a test
in the x direction is:

x (10)
-l+P+R

A comparison between the strength increases predicted for the cases of
rotational and nonrotational symmetry may be obtained by the use of
Equations 8 and 10 respectively and Table II.

Rotational Nonrotational

R = P = 3.14 R = 3.14
P = 2.64

x= 1.53 x= 1.49

The small differences between the two ax/Xo values indicate that, for
the small difference in magnitude of the anisotropy parameters meas-
ured in this material, the assumption of rotational symmetry does not
appreciably affect the results.

The 0.2% yield, tensile, biaxial, and edge-notched tensile
strength data obtained from the longitudinal direction of the Ti-5A1-
2.5Sn alloy as a function of test temperature are presented in Figure
9. These tests were conducted to determine if the biaxial strength
increases obtained at room temperature woild also be obtained at low
temperature, where the uniaxial strength increases rapidly. The ratio
of the BTS/UTS obtained for the various test temperatures decreases
from 1.53 at room temperature to 1.41 at -112 F. Below this tempera-
ture, the strength ratio is approximately constant. This parallelism
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between the BT and UTS may be seen in Figuxe 9. It should also be
noted in this figure that the edge-notche(. tensile strength is equal
to the ultimate tensile strength at -110 F, Indicating a toughp notch-
ductile material. For test temperatures of room temperature and
-312 F, strength to density ratios of 1.25 x 106 inches and 1.75 x 106
inches, respectively, were obtained with the biaxial tensile specimen.

The limited measurements of yield, tensile, biaxial tensile
strengths, and the anisotropy parameter R obtained on the Ti-WA1-4Mn
alloy are presented in Table III. These tests were conducted to de-
termine if heat treating an alloy that exhibited anisotropy in the

TABLE III

Tensile and Biaxial Tensile Properties
of Ti-4Ai-4Mn Alloy

Yield Moxke!
$treeIh TeJloo TunanAaoTo aeStv th Str gth .---

Dieot__ _I_ (hla (ke)) a UTL X.
TI-4a1'41 (M0130) MIIl Annealed

L 13,$ 134.3 101.2 5.0 1.31 1.11IS185.6 360. 105.6
T I 1 ,$6 135.1 i s1 . i 4.0 1.43 1.57

.its's 1364. 1.080
TI.4A-W1 (M130) 1450 F 2 hr. WQ +10r 24.A'- L 142.3 155, 20 7~ .43.5 220: I 5.51 1 .7 1._

annealed condition would increase or decrease the amount of anisotropy.
In comparing the longitudinal tensile and biaxial tensile strength in
the heat-treated conditions with the annealed condition, it is observed
that both values increased by 20 ksi.

Pressure Vessel Tests

The physical dimensions, burst pressures, burst strengths,
and strain observations on the two test cylinders are presented in
Table IV. Both test vessels failed by opening up along the longitudi-
nal weld. Photographs of these two vessels are presented in Figures
10 and 11. A pressure-time and strain-time trace recorded on Cylinder
2 is presented in Figure 12. All tranes recorded are essentially
straight lines, indicating that the base metal had not yielded when
rapid failure occurred in the weld. The burst strengths were approxi-
mately 25% greater than the uniaxlal yield strength of the base metil.
It should not be expected that a longitudinal weld would exhibit
anisotropy and biaxial strength increases. Therefore, in order to
utilize mechanical anisotropy, pressure vessel fabrication methods
other than rolling and welding are needed. One method of reducing the
maximum principal stress on the weld in a cylinder would be by the use
of a spiral weld. If the weld was oriented at 300 from the transverse
axis, the normal stress would be reduced to 63% of the tangential
stress in the cylinder. Other methods of fabrication which may be
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TABLE IV

Pressure Vessel Data

Vold Crilleyl lA-IIder
_a of Vod NM NM
"Pmot Alley .T T4-.21693 ~

Yiold rstPte (psi) 313.O00 61.000

TUesle Btromgtb (psi) 133.00 in3 ISoo

St rlAin L IN 'MI"

Straei T 650 1& In/in ia/ia LatIa

possible, if processing techniques can be developeo to produce proper
textures, are shear spinning and ring rolling. Also, wrapping a motor
case with thin strips is a possibility. The wrapping method is par-
ticularly intriguing since the strips my be oriented so that the
principal planes of anisotropy are oriented to the principal stress
directions. The principal planes of anisotropy are not always ori-
ented in the longitudinal and transverse directions of the sheet.
Note that the R values in Tables II and III vary slightly as a func-
tion of test direction.

GENMMAL DMCUSSION

Data has been presented on an alpha and an alpha-beta tita-
nium alloy which have exhibited mechanical anisotropy and biaxial
strength increases of 50% and greater. The assumption should not now
be drawn that all alpha titanium sheet and all alpha-beta sheet will
exhibit anisotropy and biaxial strength in rease. Many titanium sheet
alloys have been tested at this Agency.(12) Some of these alloys
exhibit anisotropy and some do not. The all-beta alloy, which has a
bce crystal structure, does not exhibit anisotropy. Whether or not an
alloy will exhibit anisotropy is dependent upon the chemistry and the
thermal processing history. Therefore, controlled processing research
must be performed to determine how to obtain the proper texture in
titanium sheet alloys before this mechanism may be fully utilized.
Research is presently being co~du ted on this subject both at our
Agency and other laboratories. 13) Whether or not textured material
will obey the exact mathematical analysis described in this paper is
open to question since, as in most other deviations, certain assumptions
are made. However, the advantage of using a nominally low-strength,
weldable, extremely tough material for rocket motor casings or other
pressure vessel applications is obvious. Fracture toughness problems
have plagued the rocket motor case industry for some time., and these
problems will be magnified as strength levels are increased by the
conventional methods, i.e., heat treating, cold working, and/or
alloying.
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SODANO

OPTICAL-ELECTRONIC AZIMUTH AND RANGE
BETWEEN NON-INTERVISIBLE DISTANT GROUND STATIONS

EMANUEL M. SODANO

G. I. H. R. A. D. A.
FT. BELVOIR, VIRGINIA

1. INTRODUCTORY BACKGROUND

A frequent problem in geodesy, especially in remote areas,
is the determination of direction and distance between two ground po-
".tions that are located several hundred miles apart. Due to the cur-

vature of the earth, such positions are not intervisible. To further
complicate matters, extensive bodies of water or impassable terrain
often intervene. The connection is therefore made through measure-
ments to a high intermediary object. Radar and similar electronic
distance measuring instruments supplind the initial impetus to the use
of airplanes as the aerial link. However, the application was con-
fined to distances because the distortion of electromagnetic waves by
the earth's atmosphere principally affected the accuracy of azimuth
measurements. The requirement for measuring such azimuths between
non-intervisible distant stations persisted, however, because (a)
trilateration nets were weakly oriented in spite of many redundant
lines and (b) positions of islands lying almost in a straight line
could not be intersected from distances alone.

In 1952, the writer published an optical azimuth solution
which in 1958 was combined in [1] with an alternate method. Although
both proved accurate to better than 1 second in tests, the one requir-
ing only two simultaneous observations of an airborne light proved
less vulnerable to intervening clouds. Its essential role in the con-
nection of numerous Pacific islands up to 240 miles apart is described
in [2] by the U. S. Army and Air Force. Nevertheless, difficulties
and postponements due to persistent cloud cover are also noted.

The present paper proposes two new methods that advanta-
geously combine all-weather electronic distances with optical observa-
tions. In one case, the azimuth of the airplane's light is observed
from only one of the two ground stations, thus eliminating the optical
simultaneity. Sufficient data is therefore provided even through
heavily scattered clouds, as illustrated in Fig. 1. When the cloud
cover is complete, the method of Fig. 2 uses two airplanes to relegate
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the electromagnetic and optiial paths entirely beneath the clouds.
When clouds are higher or gone, this second method also gives a
greatly extended solution. Both procedures provide determinations of
the range as well as azimuth. Variations in aircraft course are not
critical. The method of Fig. 2 is ideally suited- in fact, more eco-
nomical -- for small low-altitude Army type aircraft.

2. DERIVATION OF BASIC REIATIONSHIPS

With reference to Fig. 3, the object is to determine the distance
and azimuth from a to b. Point p' represents the aerial position of a
vehicle which, although shown on the circumference of a circle, may
actually be assumed at no special location if unguided. Let the vehi-
cle record its electronic distances to a and b at the same instant
that its horizontal and vertical directions are recorded by a tracking
theodolite (or camera) at a. Let Da and Db be the geometrical chords
of the atmospherically refracted lines just recorded. Draw a plane
through b and perpendicular, at o, to the extension of the normal
through a. From p', drop a line perpendicular to the plane at p and
complete the rectangle p'poao'. Da then lies in the plane formed by
the rectangle and projects into r, while Db projects into d. Let YZ
represent the zenith angle o'ap'.

When (due to the motion of p') point p intersects the straight
line '39, angle bpo becomes 180P and the two planes through p'p become
coincident. Since the resulting single plane passes through the nor-
mal Too and through b, it represents the normal section azimuth (CN)
from a to b. This azimuth projects along line N. Correspondingly,
the projected direction (o to p) of the airplane will be denoted as a.
For any arbitrary position of the vehicle, p', the variable angle bop
can therefore be expressed by: a - - L bop (1)

Applying the law of cosines to the plane triangle bop:

& - r2 +N2 - 2rNcos (a - ) (2)

By means of the Pythagorean theorem and a few trigonometric relation-
ships, dF can be also expressed successively as follows:

d - - + V) "-E- (Dacos +V)'

- D• - EP (1 - sin2 az) - V1 - 2 VDa cos aZ

= b - &_ + r2 - VO - 2VDa cos UZ (3)

Equating (2) to the last form of (3) and eliminating r:"

D (1 + V1) + EP + 2VDa cos -Z" 
2 NDa sin 1Z cos (c - oN) (4)

where the square of the required chord length from a to b of Fig. 3 is
given by La - W + V2  (5)

and its angle of depression relative to the horizontal at station a is
obtained from

tan L V+4 N (6)
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Formula (4) is a theoretically rigorous three-dimensional rela-
tionship that is independent of the size and shape of the earth. In
practice, it is limited only by the degree of accuracy with which the
input -- D , Db, 'Y and ot -- can be obtained from the associated
measured d stances and azimuths, corrected for atmospheric refraction
and electromagnetic wave velocity. The output -- N, V, and tN --
consists of exact constants which can be determined best by least
squares. Up to this point, it should be noted, formula (4) is general
enough for application to any horizontally or vertically uncontrolled
path of an airplane, balloon, rocket or satellite.

3. SIMPLIFICATION OF ATHOSPHERIC CORRECTIONS

Numerous formulas are available for computing the difference
between an electronically measured arc length (S) and the correspond-
ing geometric chord (D), in order to correct for refraction and veloc-
ity changes induced by atmosphere on electromagnetic waves. For the
purpose of the present paper, the form of such mathematical expres-
sions is even more critical than the actual numerical magnitude of
the correction, because the literal formula must permit convenient
substitution into subsequent derivation equations. From applicable
literature it was determined that, even for some of the more accurate
formulas, the relationship between chord and arc could be reduced rig-
orously to the following simple form of power series:

D = S(Ko + 1C3Ss + K4 e5) (7)

By transforming formula (89) of [3] into terms corresponding to (7)
above, the following expressions for the K coefficients were deduced:

En Ah An '
go - 1 + n. _ .n+ - (8)

2 12

K ' + An En' + (An') (An) 3  (9)
24R 12 Ah 96 8(Ah)2

(An) 8 An' An An' An An' En' An' En'K4 -- , (10)
48 (Ah) 3  48R(Ah)2 144(Ah) 3 - 144R Ah

where
R - Radius of spherical approximation to earth beneath ray path
no= Index of refraction designed into electronic distance instrument,

or Electromagnetic velocity in vacuum + Velocity designed into
instrument

n =pdex of refraction as a function of height - a0 + &1h + ahs
nA (*)G b A(#) = (M)A + , and subscripts

G and A denote evaluation at ground and at aerial station.
The numerical example given on page 53 of [3] can therefore be repre-
sented by the following: -5 2 -10 4
D = S(1.0000 8857 - .0000 8242 x 10 S - .0000 0294 x 10 S ) (11)

where S is the given slant range of 194.18493 nautical miles (about
223 statute miles) from ground to air.
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Equations (8) through (10) and associated definitions show that
the K's for (7), independently of S and its powers, approach constancy
under the following conditions: a fixed ground station elevation, a
substantially constant aerial vehicle height, and a relatively stable
atmosphere over the area of operation. In such case, the square of
(7) can be represented by means of another set of constants as follows:

D S (Kx + Ky S"a + Kz S4 ) (12)

In addition, if S varies by a limited extent only, the sum of the
parenthetical terms of (7) will approach constancy because of the
smallness of the coefficients of S2 and S' as shown by (11). There-
fore by using an airplane, which can fly at a fairly constant eleva-
tion and can approximate a circular arc around one of the ground sta-
tions by means of substantially equal slant range measurements S,
equation (7) can be reduced to: D - SK (13)

The geometry of this circular arc flight is illustrated in Fig. 3. It
can be shown that if poor piloting were to cause the radial slant
range S to vary by as much as f .25 nautical mile (about * 1520 feet),
D computed by (13) would differ from (11) by only 1 inch in spite of
the false assumption that its only K remain absolutely constant. (The
optical vertical refraction will be treated later, although it could
aiso be corrected in a manner similar to (13).)

All subsequent derivations will treat K's as constants, with
flights conforming thereto. Whenever feasible, such constants will
express the chord D in terms of the directly measured S. This will

provide accurate formulas that avoid extensive calculations of varia-
bles and, when the values of the constants can be determined by empir- -
ical solutions, will disperse with the expensive acquisition of atmos-
pheric index of refraction data.

4. APPLICATION TO RANGE AND/OR AZIDJTHI

The substitution of (12), for station b, into (4) gives:Xx St + Ky St + Kz St - Ne + VQ) + Di + 2V•a cos ctz
- 2 NDa sin aZ cos(4 - all) (14)

Now substitute (13) and its square -- both for station a -- into
(14), and divide the result by 14 to obtain:
KeS• S+t St+ Kg s9 (Q + e)+ S + 2Kv Sa coS *z

- 2 KN Sa sin YZ cos (01 -aN) (15)

where KN - N + Ka, KV = V ( Ka, (16)(17)

Ke is close to unity, and Kf and K. are very small.

Next, let equation (15) be applied to Fig. 3 at two points, p1 and p2,
instead of one.

(Ke S2 ÷b + Kf +Kg lb) (i + ' + Sa + 2K Sla cos 'lZ

" 2KN SlaSiln IZ cos (01 - CN) (18)
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e S2b + f S•b + g •2,b) •a *+ s, 2,S 2a cog 0C2Z
- 2 KN S2a sin •2Z cos (02 - cN) (19)

Bearing in mind that Kf and Kg are very small, it is apparent that if
Sib is chosen nearly equal to S2,_ the following corresponding prod-
ucts in equations (18) and (19) will be essentially equal:Y-f eb Al Kf _b , Kg S1b ft Kg S'2b (20)(21)
The preceding assumptions correspond to the condition that for any
point p, in Fig. 3, subsequently a r will be obtained nearly symmet-
ric to it with respect to the opposite side of line N. Now, by sub-
tracting equation (19) from (18), the constant 0% + ) as well as
the terms represented by (20) and (21) will canceL out and leave:
Ke (SIb - Slb) - (S2a - S~a) + 2 KV (Sla cos OlZ - S2a cOs t2Z)

+ 2KN [S2a sin 22Z cOs(a2"-cN) - Sla sin alZ cOs(PlT'tN)] (22)

If the difference in length between any paired (Slb , S2b) in (22) is
as much as f .25 nautical mile because of their lack of symmetry
around N or due to variations from a circular flight, the resulting
error will again be only about 1 inch.

The equations that will provide the four principal solutions --
(4), (14), (15) and (22) -- will now be put into a form suitable for
least squares by separating the constant azimuth IN from the variable
horizontal azimuths and joining its sine or cosine to every N or KN:

S D [ (N coWN•) 2 + (N siMiN) 2 + V2 + a + 2VDa cosaZ
- 2N cos2 tN Da sirceZ cosa - 2N Sir•N Da sineZ sim (4')

Kx St + KySt + KzS% - [(N cOscN)2 + (N siZIYN) 2 + V2 + D, + 2 Da cosUZ
- 2N cosaN Da sirmz cosa - 2N simN ba sinaz sirce (L4'.)

Ke sb + YfS + Kg•b [%co MNiKN + S2+siI2+) 2 + 4 + S2 + 2&SaCOz

- 2 KN cOsaN Sa sinaZ cosot - 2 KN stinN Sa sirz sira (15')

Ke(S2l- - SSb ) (Sla - S~a) + 2 KV (SIa cosalZ - S2a cosOf2Z)
+ ( 2 KN coscYN) (S2a siW2Z coSU2 - Sla SlZ cosoI)

+ ( 2KN sizN) (S2a sirK2 Z sir' 2 - Sla sirKlZ sinl) (22')

In addition to possibly some of the purely atmospheric parameters (K,
Ky• Kz, Ke, Kf, Ns), the preceding four equations contain either of

following two sets of constants and perhaps their squares:
V ,N sirN, N cosIN . (23) (24) (25)
KV % s r•N I cosiN. (26)(27)(28)

The tangent of the required normal section azimuth eN is obtained from
(24) - (25) or (27) + (28), whereupon N can be obtained by substitut-
ing aN back into (24) or (25) only. This meanb that only equations
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(4') and (14') can provide -- in addition to -- N and V for the |
solution of the required chord length L from (3). Finally, the tan-
Lent of the chord's angle of depression is obtained from V + N accord-
ing to (6) or, as evident from (16) and (17), using KV + KN .

In addition to their difference in number of unknown constants
and in whether the distance as well as the azimuth can be obtained,
the four principal solutions differ by type of flight and extent of
atmospheric data requirements. For example (22'), which gives only
the azimuth, has had all chords D replaced by the directly measured
arcs S; therefore it requires no acquisition of atmospheric index of
refraction data. Also, it is the only equation that is linear in its
constants and, since it pairs off epproximately equal distances from
station b, systematic errors will cancel by subtraction. The other
equations require atmospheric data between the airplane and both, one,
or no ground stations, depending on the D's eliminated. The constants
of (15') and (22') can be determined wholly empirically because of
their substantially circular flight at a fairly constant elevation,
whereas (4') places no constraint on flight variations but the result-
ing variable K's must be computed individually from terms of (8), (9)
and (10). Da for (14') is calculated using the constants of (13) or
(7), depending on whether the level fiight is approximately circular
or not.

The zenith angle •Z, which appears in all principal formulas, can
of course be replaced by the angle of elevation Ch by substituting the
complimentary trigonometric function. Their optical vertical refrac-
tion can be kept fairly constant either by flying at nearly constant
altitude and radius, or by relaying the theodolite's oh reading to the
pilot. Therefore •? could be assigned an average value or, better

yet, such value (including refraction) could be determined as an em-
pirical constant from the already required least squares solution.
For example, by assuming a, and o2 in (22') to be equal and con-
stant, the following paramefers instead of its (26), (27) and (28)would be determined:
K coso I K sinN sino * K N cosa z sira . (29) (30) (31)

5. GEODETIC ASPECTS OF CALCULATIONS AND FIELD PROCEDURES

In practice, observed azimuths involve plane rather than geodetic
sections. Since the directions in Fig. 3 will be observed only from
station a, derivations by plane sections avoids the azimuth correction
for the otherwise skew normals that wculM have resulted if the elevat-
ed airplane position had been projected perpendicular to the spheroid
rather than made parallel to the normal of a. Also, the observed
plane section directions from a to p' are not to be reduced to geodet-
ic azimuths. Thus the only azimuth corrections [4] that may be re-
quired are those due to: a large deviation of the vertical at a in
the component at right angles to D., combined with a high angle of
elevation (01h) of Da; a large relative skewness of the spheroid nor-
mals at a and b, combined with a large elevation of b from sea level;
and of course the difference between the plane section's ON and the
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geodetic azimuth from a to b. On the other hand, if from a to b the
astronomic rather than the geodetic azimuth is required, the correc-
tion to ap for the deviation of the vertical at a must be omitted.
In this case the plane through station b is considered to be perpen-
dicular to the astronomic vertical, rather than to the spheroid's nor-
mal, at station a. In fact, it is strictly with respect to this local
astronomic vertical (rather than the spheroid's normal) that the ze-
nith angle of the airplane can be directly and rigorously observed.
Finally, the geodetic distance is generally obtained from the chord by
calculating a corresponding circular arc based on the average radius
of curvature between stat-Lons a and b, taking their elevations into
consideration. A more sophisticated procedure is to consider the dis-
tance as an arc of an appropriate ellipse.

It does not matter whether horizontal theodolite directions are
taken counter or clockwise, or with respect to a known or arbitrary
reference line. That's because the difference (01 - ON) in (2) can
change only in sign, thus not affecting the cosine. The true refer-
ence value can be applied to the result later by addition of a con-
stant. In fact, by adopting a reference direction that makes all the
observed e have approximately equal absolute sines and cosines, the
least squares observation equations can be assumed equal in weight.
The accuracy of angular tracking can be improved (especially for
relatively uniform, though rapid, circular motion) by the use of an
electrically driven theodolite with speed controls. Camera record-
ings of strobe-illuminated cross hairs and of horizontal and vertical
circles can be used for subsequent correction of residual tracking
errors. To be sure that all recordings take place only when the air-
plane's light is visible from the optical ground station, the record-
Lng instants should be determined by the optical observer. (Although
not treated here, star-background photography too could presumably be
used for the azimuth recordings.)

6. ERROR ANALYSIS AND STRENGTH OF FIGURE

In connection with (13) and (22) respectively, it has already
been noted that inequalities of the radial or paired distances pro-
duce negligible errors, even if caused by piloting variations as
large as _k .25 nautical mile. That's because in (13), (22) and oth-
ers, the true instantaneous recordings of the airplane's S are used.
Since a large navigational tolerance is permitted, a high percentage
of the measured data will meet acceptance standards -- even when dis-
tances are to be appropriately paired. Furthermore, measurements
frcom two or more similar flights can be combined whenever the sepa-
rate ones may have provided insufficient data because of clouds or
technical difficulties. Finally, when the uniformity of the atmos-
pheric profile over the area of operation is questionable, separate
solutions by component areas could be performed. In view of the pre-
ceding, only the effect of the geometrical configuration upon the
propagation of just the instrumental measurement errors need be
analyzed.

Since the angle of elevation of the aerial vehicle will be
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relatively small, the strength of the three-dimensional figure is ap-
proximated by the projected relationship (2), whose d and r may be
assumed to contain their own numerical measurement errors plus small
lineal components from errors in cZ" The representation of (2) as
F(d, o, r, N, &N) - 0 gives:

A a- Ad +U o + Al r + -- AN+BoA (32)
ad C& a N aa N (2

Substitution of the partial derivatives into (32) gives, for any one
point, the following error formulas WHEN cN IS ASSUMED TO BE ZERO FOR
CONVENIENCE:
AN d (Ad) - (r-N cost) Ar - (r N sino) A&' (33)

N - r coso
- d (Ad) - (r - N coso,) Ar radians (34)

N= A-rN sine

=A& - Ad _ + (r2 + dO - NO)Ar radians (35)r sin(bpo) 2red sin(bpo)

For the two-point formula, (22'), the error is derived instead from
(F 1 - F3 ) - 0, in which the constant N' cancels. Since the symmetry
with respect to the two points produces the same error from each,
only one of them was assumed in error and the resultin& AoN became
half of either (34) or (35). (Since (22') is not designed to provide
N, it is not surprising that its AN becomes m.)

In (35) the change caused by Ad becomes minimum (for a given r)
when angle bpo is 900. In the right triangle thus formed in Fig. 3,
r2 + da equals NO and so the coefficient of Ar also becomes minimum --
in fact, zero. Therefore AON from (35) is minimum when d is perpen-
dicular to r, which means that d is tangent to the airplane's pro-
jected approximate circular course. The same is true for the two-
point solution, (22'). For the distance error, (33), only the co-
efficient of Ar will be minimum when d is again assumed tangent to a
circle. Analysis has shown, however, that the sum of the squares of
the errors caused by Ar, ad and Aa will be minimum at the same tang-
ency point if the latter are assumed related as follows:

Ar = Ad - 2Lr(Ac)] - A (36)
that is, Ar anu Ad are each regarded as twice the size of the lineal
displacement of p in Fig. 3, caused by the rotation of r through the
angular error Act. Substituting (36) into (33) in terms of A and sum-
ming the squares of the three errors, gives finally:

(&N)3 2r2 + 2Na - 4rN cosa - .75NO sin8  (37)
(36) (N -r co sc ' .8

To check the condition that will make the coefficient of A8 in (37) a
minimum, obtain its derivative with respect to the variable 0; equate
the result to ze o; then simplify to obtain cosa-r+N, which implies
that d in Fig. 3 is perpendicular to r and therefore tangent to the
circle as predicted. Although the specific assumptions, (36), that
govern (37) are reasonable, (33) through (35) treat the more general
cases. The latter can also be used to determine additional
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minimization, such as by choosing appropriate relative or absolute
lengths for r and N. (Of course, the airplane should also be observed
at positions substantially prior to and past the two ideal points of
tangency, in order to obtain independent observation equations.) By
means of (33) and (34), the strength of figure for a 225 mile line has
been computed at one of the points of tangency and 25 miles prior to
and past it, using a flight arc of 100 miles radius. For assumed
measurement errors related as in (36) -- 5 ft. in r, 5 ft. in d s•id 1
sec. in a -- the resulting root of the summed square errors was only
about 6.3 ft. in N and 2.25 sec. in oN, for any of the three points.
(The range of the d was 201 t 25 miles approximately.)

7. BI-AERIAL AZIMUTH & RA11GE FOR ALL-WEATHER AND/OR EXTENDED SOLUTION
Fig. 4 provides the principal geometry for the derivation of the

bi-aerial method that is pictorially illustrated in Fig. 2. The qua-
drilateral boapap of Fig. 4 obviously corresponds to the projected
triangle bop of Rg. 3. Therefore in lieu of the conventional law of
cosines used in equation (2) for the triangle, a more general law of
cosines must be deduced for a plane quadrilateral. Accordingly, it
can be shown that for boapaPb in Fig. 4:

-+(D - Zf") + 2r,/o' " zN + t- + ]"
md+Ntcs~y~N+ D~ coss 0 I$ (38)

Since and •p: are ._Ld , while .pI and6' are..ira, d€ and r. a . _nB a• aa
are the projections of DV and Da, respectively:

c19 ~ Z-] Z+ o (39= .(E + V) - Zb] - - Zb + DaCOSZa) (39)

ra - Da sin tZa (40)

Substitution of (39) and (40) into (38) gives:
Da + D• - DR_ + W• + V2 + 2w~a co z-2NDa sin tz, c°s~a. " N)

ccos a 2Da Zacoca-
- 2(V + Da cos cv2)Zb - 2[VN - Da sin CZa cos(*a - 01N)] cos 5
- 2 Da sin &Za sin(•a -CN)D - Z- sin 0 - 0 (41)

whose Zb, coso and sino in the last three terms are dependent on the
UNKNdON LOCAL DEFLECTION OF THE ASTRONOMIC VERTICAL AT STATION b, and
are the only remaining quantities requiring appropriate definition.
for the moment, assume that in Fig. 4 the astronomic verticals Ea and
Eb both lie in the plane baoa. Due to the earth's curvature and the
deflection components WITHIN plane baoa, Ea and Eb will lack parallel-
ism by angle G. This is equivalent to the astronomic arc from a to b,
which is computed from the spherical law of cosines using ASTRONOMIC
latitudes and longitudes (0, X) as follows:

cos 8 = sin Oa sin Ob + cos Oa cOs ObcOsO\a - Xb) (42)

Since Eb lacks perpendicularity to boaPaph by said angle e, $ will not
equal the corresponding angle,o', measureo horizontally at b. The
relationship between 0 and $', as well as the Zb which too is required
for (41), can be determined from the coordinates of aerial position
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pý which already have been diurived in Fig. 5 successively from other
points. Thus, after eliminating rb and Eb in the manner of (40) and
the end of (39) respectively, there results:

Zb Db sin fZb coo 0' sin 9 + Db coso Zb cosg (43)

cos o - (Db sin cZb co. ' co. 9 - D cos OtZb sin 8)÷ , - Zt (44)

sin - (Db sin cZb a n e') 4 -,: (45)

Since the physical direction of the reference line N is not known ex-
actly, all the observed $' must be modified by a small empirical con-
stant. Also, since a small deflection of the vertical in the plane
normal to baoa will actually exist, a small constant modification to B
also will do if the RANGE OF VALUES OF 0 IS MODERATE AND SUFFICIENTLY
SYMMETRIC RELATIVE '1O OPPOSITE SIDES of N. Thu.:

!C5, - correction to o' ; K19 - correction to 0 • (46)(47)

Actually, if the flight is also reasonably circular and level, all
quantities except 1', 1 and perhaps Zb in (43), (44) and (45) can be
regarded as constants. (Since a to b is long, the small deflection
normal to baoa does not change e.) Substitution of (42) through (47)
into (41) -- numerically, algebraically or simplified as above when
appropriate -- finally produces an azimuth and range equation corre-
sponding to (4), but for two airplanes instead of one. Hence the fur-
ther simplifications represented by equations beyond (4) can be ap-
plied to the data of EITHER or BOTH stations. The azimuth can be geo-
detically referenced by applying to cN a correction for the known de-
flection at station a.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The three-dimensional solutions derived here for azimuth and

range up to 700 miles are virtually all-weather because of their
use of electromagnetic distance, non-simultaneous or under-cloud
optical observations, and unexacting Perial navigation which allows
measurements from different passes to be combined, if insufficient,
rather than discarded. Yet the flight pattern eliminates much or all
atmospheric data acquisition. For the bi-aerial procedure, small Army
type aircraft are ideal. The methods are therefore more economical,
rapid and accurate than contemporary ones requiring virtually straight
flights, simultaneous optical observations, atmospherically stable
electromagnetic interferometers, or appropriate satellite passes.
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FIG. 1:OPTICAL-ELECTRONIC AZIMUTH AND DISTANCE DETERMINATION

FIG. 2: BI-AERIAT. METHOD FOR ALL-WEATHER OR EXTENDED SOLUTION
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PHOSPUOEtW ABSENICQ
AND BORON-CONM0NINO
FEEROCW DERIVAVES

o. P. SOLWOTT J. L. 8 D, S. POE•TY,
W. R. ML'3ON# JRp and H. S. M ¥OYFRMO ANSEM

HIIADSZMAp PV•@IYLVM"IA

Previous work in these iaborstories has produced the first
known phosphorus-containing ferrocene derivatives., and has shown that
contrary to the general behavior of aromtic compoundo, ferrooene
reacts with phosphorus trichlorids under Friedel-Crafts conditions to
give the tertiary phosphine (1).

3 ÷d PCl 3 -l) (÷ 3 H

As an outgrowth of this work, it was recently demonstrated that
ferrocene undergoes reactions with phenylphosphonous dichloride a•ad
diphenylphosphinous chloride in the presence of anhydrous aluminum
chloride to give diferrocenylphenylphosphine and ferrocenyldiphenyl-
phosphine, respectively (2).

2 A~rH + C6K 5PCl2 - 3- (Ar)2PC6 H5 + 2 H0l

AlCl

(Ar - ferrocenyl)

These compounds represent the first unsymmetrical tertiary phosphines
prepared by a Frtiedel-Crafts process. The preparative method is
facile and novel. Its usefulness lies in the fact that to produce
these compounds, it is unnecessary to prepare an intermediate metallic
derivative of ferrocene for interaction with the acid chlorides, as
required by older methods (3).

The purpose of the present work is threefold: (a) to deter-
mine the scope of the new Process for the synthesis of unsymmetrical
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tertiary phosphines of ferrocene; (b) to determine the applicability
of Friedel-0rafts reactions in the preparation of arsenic and boron-
containing ferrocene derivatives; (c) to investigate the usefulness of
lithioferrocenes in the preparation of ferrocene derivatives contain-
ing phosphorus, arsenic, and boron. This paper describes the results
which have been obtained to date. The work should lead ultimately to
the preparation of novel ferrocene polymers.

Results and Discussion

Unsymmetrical Tertiary Phosphines of Ferrocene by Friedel-
Crafts Reactions.- Reactions of p-methoxy-, p-methyl-, p-chloro-, and
p-cyanophenylphosphonous dichlorides with ferrocene under Friedel-
Crafts conditions have been found to give, after thirty hours of
refluxing in n-heptane, the corresponding tertiary phosphines, I., II,
III, and IV, respectively, Table I, and/or phosphine oxides in yields
shown in the Table.

Diferrocenyl- (substituted)phenylphosphines, (
Recovered

Yielda ferrocene
Phspine

I CH3o 47 (17) 27
Ii OH3  73 1l4) 16
III Cl 5 19
IV ON 15 15) 55

a Includes the phosphine isolated as its oxide,

b and recorded in parentheses.
The oxide was obtained as the hemihydrate.

Formation of these compounds in this manner substantiates the mecha-
nism suggested previously (I, 2)., viz. trisubstitution on phosphorus
occurs in a stepwise fashion. In the present instance, this may be
represented as follows.

+ ArCl + A•C1• - + el 3 + HOl

+ + AlCl - e )P Ar + AIcI 3 + HCl

Diferrocenylphenylphosphine was previously obtained (2) in
75% yield (including 8% as the oxide) after a shorter period of reflux
(twenty hours) employing the same molar ratio, 2:1:1, of ferrocene,
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acid chloride, and aluminum chloride in n-heptane. It sppears that
chloro- and methoxyphenylphosphonous dichlorides have a significant
retarding effect on the subsequent reaction with ferrocene to form the
tertiary phosphine. In the case of methoxyphenyl, this retarding
effect might be explained in terms of weakening of the positive charge
on phosphorus in the intermediate electrophiles by resonance.

CH 30#"%-c-l -bCH 3 &Q.=PIM

CH3 0oD -P - CH36 .p e

In the chlorophenyl case, although similar resonance forms can be
written, the electron-withdrawing (inductive) effect of this group
should also retard the initial dissociation process

3C--Cl AMC1
Cl.--Pal2 + AlCl 3-W_~ + lý

by which the intermediate electrophile is produced. This latter mode
of retardation should be even more pronounced in the case of the
strongly electron withdrawing p-cyanophenyl group. The relatively low
yield of product, and large recovery of ferrocene obtained from the
reaction of p-cyanophenylphosphonous dichloride (Table I), however, is
attributed in large part to experimental factors.

p-Cyanophenylphosphonous dichloride shows only slight solu-
bility in n-heptane, and was thus added to the reaction flask (con-
taining ferrocene in heptane) in the molten state rather than in
solution. The resultant inhomogeneity of the reaction mixture may
also account for the fact that only the oxide was isolated. Under
more homogeneous conditions resulting from the use of an appropriate
solvent, the phosphine should be isolable since in all other cases
the phosphine was isolated in major amount. Like diferrocenylphenyl-
phosphine (2), the pure diferrocenyl-(substituted)phenylphosphines are
stable to air oxidation, but complexes of these are oxidized in the
presence of aluminum chloride when air is not excluded from the re-
fluxing reaction mixtures. Those phosphines which were isolated were
readily converted to the corresponding quaternary salts on treatment
with methyl iodide.

Substituted phenyl groups of widely divergent Hammett sigma
values, -0.268 for p-methoxyphenyl to +0.660 for p-cyanophenyl (4),
have been included in this investigation. The results show that the
reaction of ferrocene with aromatic phosphonous dich-lorides (ArPCO )
under Friedel-Crafts conditions to give tertiary diferrocenylphospgines
is general and of wide scope.

Friedel-Crafts Reaction of Ferrocene with Arsenic Trichlor-
ide.- That ferrocene undergoes trisubstitution on phosphorus under
fniedel-Crafts conditions is strong evidence that the compound is a
highly reactive nucleophile (2). It therefore seemed reasonable to
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expect that reaction with arsenic trichloride under the same condi-
tions would lead to trisubstitution on arsenic, since benzene has
been reported to give the tertiary arsine (5), although not the ter-
tiary phosphine (6).

It has been found, however, that ferrocene undergoes only
monosubstitution on arsenic under a variety of experimental conditions.
Ferrocenylarsenic oxide (V) was the only product obtained after hy-
drolysis of the reaction solids, and arose from ferrocenyldichloro-
arsine (VI) as precursor. Table II summarizes the results. Employing
a 3:1:1 molar ratio of ferrocene, arsenic trichloride, and aluminum
chloride in refluxing n-heptane for twenty hours gave the oxide in
optimum, although modest yield.

When carbon disulfide was used as solvent, the product was
isolated only in trace amount. With excess arsenic trichloride as
solvent, the product could be isolated after heating the reaction
mixture at 75-800 (Table II), but only intractable black solids were
obtained after refluxing (130*). In most cases (Table II), ferrocene
could be accounted for almost quantitatively.

Table II

Friedel-Crafts Reaction of Ferrocene
with Arsenic Trichloride

Yield of ferrn-
Molar ratio, Reflux Recovered cenylarsenic
ferrocene: time, ferrocene, oxide CV),
AsCl :AlCl Solvent hr. %

3:1:1 n-heptane 20 76 8) 22
3:1:1 30 62 6) 16
3:1:3 20 88 18) 6
3:1:1.5 20 76 12) 15
3:1:0.5 20 85 3) 10
3:1:1 os0 2 0b 9o 14.) 1
1:3:0.75 AsC1r- 5b 82 33)5
1:3:0.75 20 86 30) 8

a Includes ferrocinium ion converted to ferrocene,

and recorded in parentheses.
b The reaction mixture was heated at 75-80%.

Although the structure of phenylarsenic oxide has not been
established (7), ferrocenylarsenic oxide is formulated as a cyclic
dimer (V) on the basis of its chemistry. Chemical transformations
were performed giving ferrocenyldichloroarsine (VI), bis(ferrocenyl-
chloroarsenic) oxide (VII), and bis(ferroceaylhydroxyarsenic) oxide
(VIII) as indicated in the following scheme. The structure of oxide
VII was confirmed by molecular weight determination.
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Ad\ / sCryst. from C6HA or CH M1 /0%,A s

(! 4(!> Cryst. from pyridine (ý) Vii >1

I (Ac Hcl

ý1l OHHlH C

Bis(ferrocenylclloro~rsenic) oxide (VII) was obtained from ferrocenyl-

diPchloroarsine " VI) by evaporation of its solution in petroleum ether

(but not n-heptane), and could be hydrolyzed readily to oxide V.
Oxides V, VII, and VIII were readily converted to the dichloroarsine
(VI) by trituration with concentrated hydrochloric acid.

Ferrocenylarsenic oxide (V) is soluble in aqueous alkali,
as is phenylarsenic oxide (7), and is probably converted to the salt,
Va. Oxide V is regenerated on acidification. Prolonged heating of a
solution of V in aqueous alkali gives insoluble VIII very likely via
hydrolysis of the salt (Va) first formed, the equilibrium being
shifted in the direction of VIII as VIII separates from solution.

/O\, /0O, 0O

Pe O/ Te 0'- TIO AOFe '' -L 'k% HZN O

V Va VIII

Attempts to crystallize V from chloroform or benzene, or merely
heating V in ethanol produced insoluble VIII, apparently by addition
of water across the oxide bridge. Oxide VIII is practically insoluble
in all common solvents except pyridine. Attempted crystallization of
VIII from that solvent produced oxide V by removal of a molecule of
water. Freezing a solution of VIII in the same solvent, however,
caused VIII to separate) indicating that in ordinary pyridine the
following equilibrium exists, probably catalyzed by hydroxide ion
present in the solvent. H -

V _H2__ Vill

Compounds VII and VIII are the first examples of new classes
of compounds of the type (RAsCl) 2O and (MAsOH) 20, respectively. The
compounds discussed are the first known arsenic-containing ferrocene
derivatives.
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It is to be noted that the reaction of phosphorus trichlor-
ide in place of arsenic trichloride under conditions otherwise iden-
tical to the last case sunnarized in Table II, leads to a 10.5% yield
of tertiary product and 4.2% of secondary product, besides 3.6% of
primary product (1). The decreased reactivity of ferrocene in its
reaction with arsenic trichloride relative to its reactivity with
phosphorus trichloride, and relative to that of benzene in its reac-
tion with arsenic trichloride (5) indicates feeble+electrophilic
character in the intermediate species, C5H5FeC H4AsClj due to the
strongly electron-donatig ferrocenyl group (8). On the other hand,
the phenyl analog, C6HsAMCl, must be a relatively strong electrophile
since it reacts further with benzene (5). It was therefore surprising
that the reaction of ferrocene with phenyl dichloroarsine under
Friedel-Crafts conditions did not produce the ferrocenylphenylarsine.
The reason for this is unclear.

Reaction of Ferrocene with Boron Trichloride under Friedel-
Crafts Conditions.- Benzene has been reported to undergo monosubsti-
tution on boron in a reaction with boron trichloride and aluminum
metal (9). Both mono- and disubstitution are obtained, however, when
benzene reacts with boron tribromide and aluminum chloride (10). In
the case of ferrocene, mono- and l,l'-diboronic acids have been pre-
pared via the reaction of lithioferroc'enes with butyl borate (11).
However, no investigation of the behavior of ferrocene with boron
trichloride under Priedel-Crafts conditions has been reported.

The aluminum chloride-catalyzed reaction of forrocene with
boron trichloride to produce hitherto unknown di- and triferrocenyl.
derivatives of boron appeared to be feasible from two standpoints:
ferrocene is a highly reactive nucleophile; boron trichloride is a
strong electrophile by virtue of the incomplete octet of electrons on
boron. Unlike the phosphorus trichloride-aluminum chloride system,
no interaction occurs between boron trichloride and aluminum chloride
as such. The requisite electrophilic species, d 2 ., appears to form
under Friedel-Crafts conditions via a solvation step as follows (9).

ArH + BCl - ArH.BCl A ArHEl AlC+3 3 2 4

Ferrocene was expected to serve in the capacity of ArH.
We have now found that the reaction of ferrocene leads to

monosubstitution on boron, and have found no evidence to indicate
that disubstitution occurs under the conditions investigated to date.
With ferrocene, boron trichloride, and aluminum chloride in a 3:1:1
molar ratio in refluxing heptane (twenty hours), ferrocenylboronic
acid (IX) was obtained in 27% yield, arising by hydrolysis of the reac-
tion product, ferrocenyldichloroborane (C H FeC5H4BC1 2 ). The boronic
acid (IX) was dried under reduced pressure to produce ferrocenyl-
boronic anhydride trimer (x). Boronic acids, in general, are known to
give only r%.clic, trimeric anhydrides (boroxoles) on undergoing dehy-
dration (12). The trimeric structure of X was confirmed by molecular
weight determination in camphor. The anhydridc has not been reported
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previously by Russian (11) or American (13) workers in their investi-
gations of ferrocenylboronic acid prepared from lithioferrocene.

BOH dr0

in vacuo

The anhydride was converted to the boronic acid by dissolv-
ing in 95% ethanol, or by acidification of its solution in aqueous
alkali. Mulling the boronic acid in hexachlorobutadiene caused dehy-
dration to the anhydride, as determined by infrared spectrum. Mulling
the acid in mineral oil (Nujol) did not produce this effect.

Phosphorus and Arsenic-Containing Ferrocene Derivatives from
Lithioferrocenes.- Acetylation of ferrocene with excess acetyl chlor-
ide and aluminum chloride readily leads to 1,1'-diacetylferrocene (14).
Attempts to obtain ferrocene derivatives with phosphorus attached to
both cyclopentadienyl rings by Friedel-Crafts reactions, however, have
given only negative results. For example, ferrocenyldiphenylphosphine
did not react with diphenylphosphinous chloride to give the expected
biphosphine. This is attributed to formation of an interfering salt
complex between the monophosphine and aluminum chloride.

li'-Bis (diphenylphosphino)ferrocene (XI) and ferrocenyl-
diphenylphosphine (XII) have now been prepared in 14% and 30% yields,
respectively, by reaction of a mixture of mono- and dilithioferrocenes
with diphenylphosphinous chloride.

lo-L iffieiPl ( 1 P 2 k
X1 X11

Phosphine XII was shown by infrared spectrum and mixed melting point
determination to be identical to the product prepared under Friedel-
Crafts conditions (2). The biphosphine (XI) is the first ferrocene
derivative containing two atoms of phosphorus. The bis-quaternary
salt was readily obtained upon treatment of XI with excess methyl
iodide

Lithioferrocenes also have been employed in a reaction with
diphen- lchloroarsine to produce 1,1' -bis (diphenylarsino)ferrocene
(XIII) and ferrocenyldiphenylarsine (XIV), compounds not preparable by
Friedel-Crafts reactions.

?>Li (A_)%2AsCl 12 -.As (0) 2  +9-s 0

4(Li) (q)ms.4> 4>
XIII XIV
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Although isolated in loue than 10% yield, these c.,)mpounde should be
obtainable in greater yield through development of improved procedures
for working up the unusually complem reaction mixture. The biarsine
(Xn11) is the first ferrooone derivative containing two arsenic atoms.

Expriinentala'

Diferroceriyl-(substituted) Phenylphosphines (I-IV) and De-
rivatives.- The tertiary phosphines and oxides (1, 11# 111j, IV;
Table I) were prepared from the appropriately substituted phenylphos-'
phonous dichlorides (0.1 mole) by reactions with ferrocene (0.2 mole;
3T.2 go) and anhydrous aluminum chloride (0.1 mole~; 13,4 g .) in reflux-
Ing n-heptane (30 hr.), analogous to the reaction previously reported
for the preparation of diferrocenylphenylphosphine and its oxide (2).
pmMethoxyphenylphosphonous dichloride was prepared by the method of
Viout (15). The procedure described by Buchner and Lockhart (16) was
used for the preparation of p-tolylphosphonous dichioride. p-Chloro-
phenylphosphonous dichloride (distilling 121-122' at 13 mm.) was pre-
pared by a reaction modeled after this method. p-Cyanophenylphos-
phonous dichloride wa's santhesized according to the procedure outlined
by Quin avad Humphrey (17). Because of the limited solubility of the
nitrile in n-heptane, this reactant was added dropwise In the molten
state to ferrocene in n-heptazie. Only the phosphine oxide was isolated
in this case., and shown to be a hemihydrate. Amounts of ferrocene re-
covered from the reaction mixtures are listed in Table 1. Quaternary
methiodides usually were prepared from the phosphines and methyl
iodide in benzene, as previously (2). Diferrocenyl-p-methoxyphenylphos-
phirie (1) was crystallized from ethanol giving an orange powder., m,.p,
158-160* (dec.); yield 15.4 g. (30%).

Anal. Calcd. for C eP C., 63.81; HO 4.96; Fe, 21.98;
Ps 6o.ioa Found: C, 64.16; io 5.58; Fep 22.13; Ps 6.1T'.
Phosphine I oxide was obtained as orange needles from isopropyl alco-
hol., mop, 1l1l-l313; yield 8.9 go (17%).

Ana. Caleod for C2TH2 5Fe2 02 P: C, 61.87; H., 4.83; P, 5.92
Found: C, 62.39; H, 4.91; Pp 5.97.
Phosphine I methiodide not crystallizable from alcohols., was washed
with benzene; msp. T6

Anal. Calcd. for C28H28Fe2I0P: C, 51.73; H., 4.34; 1., 19.52;
.9i,17. F ound: C, 52.40; H, 4.66; 1. 19.15; P, 4.66.

Diferrocen~yl-p-tolylphosphine (11) was crystallized from ethanol
affording a yellow powder,, m~p. 165-1670 (dec.); yield 28.8 g. (59%).

Ana. Calcd. for C27HzrFe 2P: C, 65.62; Up, 5.51; Fe., 22.60;
P1 6.27. Found: C, 66.30; H., 5.50; Fe,. 22.22; P,. 6.24.
Phosphine II oxide was obtained as a yellow powder from benzene-hep-
tarie, mop. 151-1530 (dec.); yield 7.1 go (14%).

Anal. Calcd. for C H Fe2 oP: C, 63-56J. H, 5.33; PO 6.07.
Found: c, 64.36; H, 5.64;- P7 5.87

a6 Melting points are uncorrected. The analyses were performned by

Schwarzkopf Microanalytical laboratory, Woodside., N. Y.
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Phosphine II methiodide was crystallized from isopropyl alcohol
giving dark crange crystals, m.p. 121-122.

9 Anal. Cald. for C2 8 H30 Fe 2 IP. C, 52.86; H, 4.75; I, 19.95;
P, 4.87. Found: C, 53.52; H, 5.26; I, 19.14; P, 4.82.
Diferrocenyl-p-chlorophenylphosphine (III) was crystallized from etha-
nol giving a yellow powder, m.p. 166-168* (dec.); yield 16.4 g. (32%).

Anal. Calcd. for C2 6H2 2 CCFe :.C, 60.92; H, 4.33; Cl, 6.92;
P, 6.o4. Found: C, 60.97; Hp.4 ; Cl, 6.94; P, 6.00.
Phosphine III oxide was crystallized from benzene giving orange crys-
talline clusters, m.p. 162-164 (dec.); yield 11.0 g. (21%).

Anal. Calcd. for 02 6H2 2 Clye2 0P: C, 59.08; H, 4.20; Cl, 6.71;
P, ý.86. Found: 0., 59.50; H, 4.48; Cl, 6.48; P, 5.75.
Phospaine III methiodide was prepared from the phosphine in n-heptane.
Not crystallizable from alcohols, the methiodide was washed with
benzene; m.p. 173-1750.

Anal. Calcd. for C H25 ClFe 2 IP: C, 49.55; H, 3.85; Cl, 5.42;
I, 19.39. Found: C, 49-98; H, 4.05; CU, 5.29; I, 18.95.
Phosphine IV oxide hemihydrate was cry tallized from n-heptane giving
an orange powder, m.p. 207-208 (dec.;) yield 7.4 go (15%).

Anal. Calcd. for (C2TH22 Fe2N0P) 2.H2 0: C, 61.40; H, 4.39;
N, 2.65; P, 5.87. Found: C, 61.80; H, 4.73; N, 2.76; Po 5.76.

Ferrocenylarsenic Oxide -V) and Derivatives (VI-VIi) .- The
reaction of 55.8 g. (0.3 mole) of ferrocene, 18.1 g. (0.1 mole) of
arsenic trichloride, and 13.3 g. (0.1. mole) of anhydrous aluminum
chloride was performed in a total of 600 ml. of refluxing n-heptaneI (20 hr.) analogously to reactions of acid chlorides of phosphorus de-
scribed previously (2). Extraction of the reaction solids with 2N
sodium hydroxide, and acidification of the extract at 5° with concen-
trated hydrochloric acid gave 6.1 g. (22%) of ferrocenylarsenic oxide
(V) as a yellow powder, m.p. 275.5-2760 (dec.).

Anal. Calcd. for (COl_ 9AsFeO) 2: C, 43.53; H, 3.28; As, 27.14;Fe, 20.24. Found: C, 43.17; H, 3.52; As, 27.44; Fe, 19.97.
A solution of oxide V in chloroform (or benzene) was concentrated and
cooled causing bis(ferrocenylhydroxyarsenic) oxide (VIII) to separate
as a light yellow powder, m.p. 266-267* (dec.).

Anal. Calcd for C20H2 0As2Fe20 : C, 42.15; H, 3.54; As, 26.29;
Fe, 19.60. Found: C, 42.12; H, 3.4 ; As, 25.83; Fe, 18.78.
Oxide V was triturated with concentrated hydrochloric acid. Extrac-
tion with n-heptane, and evaporation of the solvent under an airSstreami gave ferrocenyldichloroarsine (VI) in 94% yield, in the form of

golden leaflets, mop. 63-64.5%. The product crystallized from n-hep-
tane as an orange powder. It hydrolyzed slowly in air, or rapidly on
trituration with water, to oxide V. Trituration of oxides VII and
ViIi with concentrated hydrochloric acid also produced the dichloro-i arsine (VI).Anal. alcd. for CloHgAsCl2Fc: o 36.30; H, 2.74; As, 22.64;

W-The compound was first dried at 110- in vacuo for three hours.
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Cl, 21.43; HO.W. 30.8. Found: C, 36.95; H, 3.02; As, 22.33; Cl,
21.43; M.W. 323 (camphor).
A solution of ferrocenyldichloroarsine (VI) in petroleum ether (b.p.
30-756) was evaporated slowly to dryness under an air stream. The
residue was stirred with petroleum ether at room temperature, and the
insoluble solid removed by filtration. Additional solid was obtained
by repetition of this procedure, employing the filtrate each time-.
The solid was crystallized from n-heptane to give bis(ferrocenyl-
chloroarsenic) oxide (VII) as a yellow powder, m.p. 118.5-120". Oxide
VII hydrolyzed slowly in air, or rapidly on trituration with water, to
oxide V.

Anal. Calcd. for COJHISAs 2Cl2 Fe 20: C, 39.59; H, 2.99; As, 24.69;
cl, 11.69; M.W. 606.8. Found: C, 40.37; H, 3.33; As, 24.Ol; Cl,
11.06; M.W. 585 (camphor), 594 (osmotically in benzene).

Ferrocenvlboronic Acid (TX) and its Anhydride (X).- The re-
action of 39.0 g. (0.21 mole) of ferrocene, 8.2 g. (0.07 mole) of
boron trichloride, and 9.3 g. (0.07 mole) of anhydrous aluminum
chloride was run in 250 ml. of refluxing n-heptane (20 hr.) analo-
gously to the reactions of acia chlorides of phosphorus described pre-
viously (2), with one notable exception. The reaction flask was in-
itially cooled to -70' while gaseous boron trichloride, previously
condensed in a dry-ice-acetone bath, weighed, then allowed to warm to
room temperature, was led intc the heptane-ferrocene-aluminum chloride
mixture. After a period of warming to room temperature with stirring,
the reaction mixture was refluxed. Extraction of the reaction solids
with 2N sodium hydroxide, and acidification of the extract at 0" with
2N sulfuric acid gave 13.2 g.(27%) of ferrocenylboronic acid (IX) as
a yellow powder, m.p. 143-145 ; lit. 143-148* (11). The boronic acid
was dried under reduced pressure for three'days over phosphorus pent-
oxide, then crystallized from n-heptane giving orange, crystalline
ferrocenylboronic anhydride trimer Mx), m.p. 263-265*.

Anal. Calcd. for (Cl0Hq 0eo) 3 : Ca 56.70; H, 4.28; B, 5.11;
M.W. 635.5. Found: C, 57.065H, 4.5]1; B, 5.31; M.W. 627 (camphor).

i, i'-Bi s diphenylphosphino).ferrocene ,,(XI) and Fer rocenyl-
diphenylphosphine LXII).- A mixture of mono- and dilithioferrocenes
was prepared by a method based on that of Rausch et al (18), using
0.6 mole of n-butyllithium and 18.6 g. (0.1 mole) of ferrocene in 500
ml. of a 1:1 mixture of tetrahydrofuran and ether, with 20 hr. of
stirring at room temperature. After dropwise addition of the lithium
reagents (2 hr. without cooling) to 122.0 g. (0.55 mole) of commer-
cially available diphenylphosphinous chloride in 500 ml. of ether, the
mixture was refluxed for 20 hr. Evaporation of solvent from the liquid
phase produced a dark red oil which yielded 7.8 g. (14%) of l,l'-bis-
(diphcnylphosphino) ferrocene (XI)) and 11.4 g. (30%) of ferrocenyldi-
phenylphosphine (XII). The biphosphine (XI) was crystallized from
ethanol giving yellow needles, m.p. 182-1840.

Anal. Calcd. for C3 4 H2 8FeP 2 : C, 73.66; H, 5.09; Fe, 10.07;
P, 11.18. Found: C, 73.90; H, 5.26; Fe, 10.50; P, 11.10.
The monophosphine (XII) was crystallized from n-heptane affording
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orange crystals., m.p. 122-1240# which caused no melting-point de-
pression on admixture with an authenti sample (2). A sample of the
biphosphine (XI) was dissolved in excess methyl iodide. The bis-
quaternary methiodide separated as an orange powder in lees than one
min., and was washed with benzene; m.p. 223-2280 (dec.).

& . Calod. for C36H3 4OeRP2 : Op 51.58; H, 4.09; 1, 30.28;
P, 7.39. Found: C, 50.R75 Hp .51; I, 30.29; P, 7.50.

i l'=-Bit-(d henlarsino) ferrocene (XIII) and Ferrocer ldi-
2henylanine i XIn).- Diphenylchloroarsene was prepared by the methodof Brker at al t19). Arsinee XZII and XIV were prepared by the re-

action of a mixture of mono- and dilithioferrocenes with diphenyl-
chloroarsine using a procedure paralleling that employed for the
synthesis of the phosphorus analogs,, XE and XII, above. The red oil
remaining after evaposetioe of solvent from the liquid phase of the
reaction mixture yielded 1.3 1. (2%) of l,l'-bis(diphenylarsino)-
ferrocene (X0II), and 1.7 g. (4%) of ferroconyldiphe•nlarsine (XIV).
The biarsine (XIII) was crystallized from n-heptane giving a yellow
powder, m.p. 145-146.5".

Anal. Calcd. for C3 H2 8A32Fe: C, 63.58; H, 4.39; As, 23.33;
Pe, 87--. Found: C, 62.83; H, 4.51; As, 23.57; Fe, 9.21.
The monoarsine (XIV) was crystallized from n-heptane affording a
yellow powder, m.p. 119.5-121.50.

Anal. Calcd. for C22Hl 9 AsFe: Cg, 63.80; H, 4.62; As, 18.09;
Pe, 13.--7; Found: C, 63.75; H, 4.91; As, 18.04; Fe, 13.49.

Infrared Spectra of the Phosphorus, Arsenic, and Boron-
Containinm Ferrocene Derivatives.- Infrared spectra were obtained
from Nujol mulls employing a Perkin-Elmer, Model 321, spectrophotometer.
All spectra, except those of the biphosphine (XI) _Ind biarsine (XII),
show the usual absorptions near 1.10 and 100C cm. characteristic of
monosubstituted ferrocenes (14). All compounds show typical ferrocene
bands in the regions. 3060-3100 cm.' 1 , 140O-1430 cm.", and 810-830
cm.-I (20). All ferrocene derivatives containing phosphorus and
arsenic absorb in the regions, 1310-1320 cm.' and 1015-1045 cm.',,
which were assigned earlier (1) to the ferrocenyl-phosphorus group.
The assignment is now extended to include the ferrocenyl-arsenic group.

Summary and Conclusions

Diferrocenyl-(substituted)phenylphosphines have been pre-
pared by reactions of p-methoxy-, p-methyl-, p-chloro-, and p-cyano-
phenylphosphonous dichlorides with ferrocene under Friedel-Crafts con-
ditions. The results show that the new process for preparing unsym-
metrical tertiary phosphines from ferrocene and aromatic phosphonous
dichlorides (ArPlOl2) is general and of wide scope.

Ferrocene has been found to react with arsenic trichloride
in the presence of anhydrous aluminum chloride to give only monosub-
stitution on arsenic under a variety of experimental conditions.
Ferrocenylarsenic oxide, formulated as a dimer, was converted to
ferrocenyldichloroarsine, and bis(ferrocenylchloroarsenic) and bis-
(ferrocenylhydroxyarsenic) oxides. These compounds are the first
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known arsenic-containing ferrocene derivatives. The latter oxides are
the first compounds of the type (MAsC1) 2 0 and (RAsOH) 2 0,.

Ferrocenylboronic acid has been prepared via the reaction
of ferrocene with boron trichloride under Friedel-Crafts conditions.
The boronic acid was converted to the previously unknown ferrocenyl-
boronic anhydride trimer.

1,1 '-Bs -(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene and ferrocenyldiphenyl-
phosphine, and their araenic analogs, have been prepared by reactions
of diphenylphosphinous chloride and diphenylchloroarsine, respectively,
with mixtures of mono- and dilithioferrocenes. The biphosphine and
biarsine are the first ferrocene derivatives containing two atoms of
phosphorus and arsenic, respectively.

The work described herein should lead to the preparation of
novel ferrocene polymers. Phosphorus, arsenic, and boron-containing
ferrocene derivatives and polyirirs are potentially useful for applica-
tions related to lubricants, plasticu, and adhesives. They should be
useful for the formation of novel molecular complexes of theoretical
and practical interest, and may show semi-conductive properties as well
as properties of biologioal significance.
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THE MECHANISM OF PREFERENTIAL ABLATION

13. STEVURDIO
U. S. AM MISILP COM44ASl

REDSTONE ARSENAL. AIABAMA

INTRODUCTION: Ablative heat shielding is a very effective
means of reducing the heat transfer rate of high speed bodies. The
ablation process is based on the principle that the heat flow into the
body can be abhorbed by the flux of material away from the body.
Because it is intended to keep the interior of the body cool, the
heating must be restricted to a thin sarface layer and, preferentially,
to the material which is to be ablated. Therefore, the heat resis-
tivity and heat capacity of the body should be as high as possible.

In liquid ablation, material may be removed by two compe-
titive loss mechanisms -- flow to the rear and evaporation. Actually
a third loss mechanism, spattering, is possible (1), but this process
will be ignored in the calculations to follow.

Because the heat of evaporation is much greater than the
heat of fusion, end because the injected vapor causes the gas bound-
ary layer to increase in thickness and thus reduces heat transfer and
shear, the amount evaporated should be as large as possible. For
subliming materials this condition would always be realized. However,
confining the selection of materials for ablation cooling to
subliming materials would unduly restrict the number of possible
candidates; most materials, many of them with otherwise meritorious
property spectra, liquefy before they evaporate and form a thin film
on the body surface. In order to keep the fluid flow in this film
to a minimum, the viscosity of the liquid should be high. The abla-
tive process is completely automatic: with increased heat input,
more material will melt and evaporate.

Because the heat conductivity of the normal insulating mate-
rials increases with the temperature, it becomes more and more diffi-
cult to provide heat shielding at very high temperatures and where
heavy cross sections of the insulating material have to be avoided
because of weight limitations. Fortunately the high heat-shielding
capabilities which ceramics, glasses, and other insulators have at
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low temperatures may be regained or even virtually improved in an
ablative cooling process. This is possible because the diffusion of
heat to the interior of the body is balanced by the convection of
heat-absorbing material to the surface, as expressed in the followipg
formula:

d ( LT~ li dT
Ty' dy N

where d = ablative loss rate, k - heat conductivitys and c - heat

oaracitv. The solution of this eguation is T - Tb + (Tw - Tb)e ecy/k

with T a wall temperature, and T - temperature in body interior. A

thickr~ess of the thermal layer e lay now be defined as

0

T -JTTb

/•: Tbdy-k()

e =Tb Ific

When a material has a thermal conductivity at room temperature of k
and at the temperature T a thermal conductivity equal to 10 ko, the0

latter high conductivity can be virtually reduced to its room temper-
ature value by making the factor ic - 10. Since the value of c
increases with temperature, only part of the effect must be contrib-
uted by ii.

The suitability of a material for effective ablation cooling
depends on a wide property spectrum in which heat capaoity,
viscosity, heats of fusion and evaporation, and heat conductivities
in the solid, liquid, and gaseous states play important roles. But
there is reason to believe that the structure of this property spec-
trum has not been thoroughly explored, and that there are physico-
chemical effects which may be mobilized to further improve ablation
performance. One area which has received little attention is the
complex of surface and interface phenomena. Wettability and surface
tension are responsible for the stability of the liquid film and its
coagulation into droplets. Since ablation is to a large extent the
transport of matter through surfaces or interfaces, the physico-
chemical constitution of these will have a great influence on abla-
tion characteristics. The constitution of a surface is most deci-
sively altered by surface-active ingredients. Ev-- an ingredient
with a low concentration in the bulk of the liqui- an have a high
concentration in the surface. Adding small amounts of a surface-
active medium to a liquid ablator will leave the bulk properties such
as viscosity and thermal conductivity practically constant, and will
only change the surface properties. Therefore its effect, being
strictly additive, is easy to estimate.

METHODS FOR IMPROVING ABIATION EFFICIENCY: Ablation effi-
ciency Aeff is defined by q

-;9-w Ae (2)
m eff
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where q is the rate of heat transfer to a nonablating body. Intro-
ducing the definitions of the constituent terms yields

A eff "c b(Tw Tb)+ L m+ c L (Ti - T ) + [C L(T i Tw)
(3)

+ + ; Pr 6)(T - Ti)

where cb and c - thermal capacities of solid and liquid, respec-
tively; L andiL V a latent heats of fusion and evaporation; c -
average swecific heat in boundary layer; Ai = mass loss by evip-
oration.

The greatest contribution to A is from the last term.
This term is multiplied by Ai/i, to indfilte that ablation effi-
ciency is decisively influenEed by the relative rates of the two
competitive processes, evaporation and the backward flow of the
liquid film. The efficiency is high when the ratio of evaporation
to flow is large. The evaporation rate or the vapor pressure of a
binary system depends on the temperature and the composition of the
surface. Binary phase systems in which the total vapor pressure is
larger than that of ideal solutions (Fig. 1) would serve this purpose,
provided that in such a system surface activity occurs. Surface
actiQity is created when the heteroDhobis between the sol,,te and thb
solvent is sufficient to force part of the solvent out ot the solu-
tion _nto the surface. The increase in vapor pressure in certain
phase systems is caused by the same heterophobia, so that it may be
asstimed that both phenomena occur in most cases simultaneously. The
rate of evaporation, and therefore the ablation efficiency, can ofter
be improved by addition of an appropriate surface-active ingredient,
and the degree of improvement possible can be calculatedi Since the
surface-active ingredient has a high concentration in the surface
and the surface layers are ablated at a faster rate than the bulk
material, the surface-active ingredient will disappear at a faster
rate than will the other constituents. Preferential ablation is
therefore caused by surface activity.

The surface-active constituent can only be effective when
its concentration in the surface is not excessively reduced by
ablative loss. The transport provisions for replenishing the surface
layer must be effective enough that a certain concentration r, which
is smaller than the equilibrium value but larger than the bulk concen-
tration, can be maintained. In a laminar layer the ingredient must
reach the surface by diffusion. This diffusion flow is influenced by
the thickness of the liquid layer and the evaporation rate, which in
turn are functions of the stream conditions. Only with a sufficien-
tly high diffusion coefficient can this type of transport be synchro-
nized to the rate of ablative loss. The diffusional transport would
be an especially important factor in improving liquid film cooling.
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Viscous ablating materials such as glasses have a low diffu-
sion coefficient, so that preferential ablation and the corresponding
improvement of ablation characteristics are difficu'- to realize by
diffusion transport alone. However, when gas bubbles are generated
during the ablation process either by degassing, boiling, or de-
composition of the substrate (fiberglass-reinforced ablation mate-
rials), the surface-active ingredient can be transported to the sur-
face by means of the gas bubbles. As bubbles rise to the surface
they collect the surface-active agent until their surface reaches
equilibrium concentration and deliver this amount to the surface of
the liquid film. If the released gas volume is large, the free
surface may reach the equilibrium concentration Ir or the surface may
even be somewhat supercharged so that back diffus~on will occur.
This transport mechanism, under the condition indicated, is inde-
pendent of film thickness and evaporation rate, and consequently
much simpler to treat mathematically than is diffusion in a laminar
laver.

II
TOTAL PRESSURE

•CURVE OF ION-109Ai.
8SOLUTION

POE$- Fig. I BINAY SYSTM

TOTAL VAPOR

CON4CENTRATION

i'Lererential ablation caused by bubble formation was ob-
served on recovered reentry nose cones (2). The component which
disappeared preferentially from the silica glass was B 0 . Boron
oxide is a competitive glass former with a different cgoidination
number and it may therefore not easily be incorporated into the
Sio network. It was not determined if all glass formers with
difterent coordination numbers exhibit surface activity when mixed
with each other. In some cases the coordination number of the solute
depends on its concentration and may, in diluted solutions, equal the
coordination number ot the solvent.

In order to calculate the degree of ablation, a value for
-- must be known, as will be discussed later. An approximate value

ac
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may be obtained by the sessile drop method. A small piece of silica-
alumina glass of known weight was heated og a graphite plate at the
estimated reentry temperature of 1700-1800 C. The glass melted and
formed a nonvetting droplet. By adding a small amount of B803 powder,
the droplet shape changed abruptly, the height of the droplut de-
creased oy a factor of four, and the glass wetted the graphite sur-
face. The surface concentration of B203 can thus be calculated from
Gibbs' law.

Thermodynamic calculation showed that B,0 3 was the only
constituent of the glass which would be chemically reduced to any
degree by graphite at the reentry temperature according to the re-
action:

B03 + C B202 + CO

The increase in wettability is probably due to this reaction. A high
wettability stabilizes the liquid film and prevents droplet formation.
The above chemical reaction is endotherm and develops gases which
initiate injection cooling. Because of the high viscosity of the
melt the reaction rates are small, and no substantial contribution to
cooling can be expected from the endothermal effect at the indicated
temperature. The addition of B203 to ablative silica glasses there-
fore serves a multitude of practical purposes, but only its effect
on surface activity will be investigated in further detail in this
paper.

Generally it may be stated that the best ablation material
for a given reentry condition may still be improved by the addition
of a surface-active agent which increases the total vapor pressure.
The degree to which this is possible depends on how large a surface
concentration of the surface active agent can be maintained despite
ablation. If the extent of preferential ablation is known, the degree
of improvement in performance can be calculated.

PREFERENTIAL ABIATION OF LAMINAR LIQUID IAYERS: When the
Bquilibrium distribution of surface-active substances is disturbed by
abiation, a concentration gradient will develop within the liquid
layer so that the impoverished surface layer is replenished by dit-
fusion. Figure 2 shows the development of a concentration gradient
from the beginning ot ablation until a nearly linear distribution is
established.

The relation between the concentration in the surface layer
r and the concentration in the bulk of the liquid c0 is expressed by00

Gibbs' law:

r Co C~(4)

0 RTi c

where o is the surface tension, T the absolute temperature, and R the
gas constant. 457
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In a small cylindrical contro I volume (Fig. 3) around the
gas-liquid surface, the mass transfer balance through the various
surfaces may be expressed by the following equation, providing the
height of the little cylinder is very small compared with its diameter:

mi~cw-PLDgc = mP + im rpe I (5)

crir' gas

aP 1 i~ pui , UFr9-alU'e9 + We' bu a

z. - pL D liquid

Fig. 3

where m. = total rate of evaporation per unit area; D = diffusion
coefficient; L = density of liquid; ' = surface concentration with
ablation; c = concentration of surface active substance just below
the surface;w is a conversion factor to transvert molar surface per-
cent into weight percent. Because fi in the range of intermolecular
distances (10- 8 cm), the value of the last term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (5) is very small and may be ignored. The assumption is now
made that c% and r' are related by Gibbs' law.

r - Cw= ea8

RTi 8 c
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This would mean that the surface "equilibrium" concentration is estab-
lished independent of the rate of ablation. This is a reasonable
assumption because the transport path from the layer immediately
below the surface to the surface layer is very short (in the Angstrom
range), and the replacement by diffusion of ablative loss is therefore
very rapid. Assuming a linear concentration gradient

dc w C0
W- . -dy

where A is the thickness of the liquid layer, Eq. (5) may be solved:
1" - - PLDco )

th RT 16 P -a

If Ai approaches zero the equilibrium distribution [o should be attain-

ed in the surface. Equation (7) satisfies this condition. It is
plausible that the equilibrium concentration r is also attained if

A tends to zero. With Eq. (4) and the assumption that L ; 1, which

is approximated in most practical cases, Eq. (7) may be expressed

r, ~ DpLr-. D L (8)

F° PLD ar
1 0

In order to evaluate this equation, mi and A must be known as a func-
tion of the external flow conditions near the stagnation point. These
relationships are known from previous investigations (1,3). In Ref.
(1) it is shown that the dimensionless liquid layer thickness is
almost independent of the stagnation temperature, with the exception
of very small temperature values which are of no practical interest
if ablation cooling is applied. A good approximation for A, for
atmospheric pressure, is

SPK\ 0.465

The corresponding value for a pressure of 4 atm is 0.350.
The factor K in the previous equation is given by the outer stream
conditions

K5 (9)
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where R - radius of curvature of nose cap., y .. , and M a Mach
c

number. The value of - is almost a constant in the atmosphere. In
PO

Ref. (4), A is given as a function of the stagnation temperature.

Equation (8) can now be evaluated if characteristic values for an
ablation material are inserted.

Now the concentration of the surface-active agent at the
free surface is known as a function of the flight conditions. The
corresponding concentration in the gas boundary layer at the liquid-
gas interface can be calculated by simple thermodynamic relationships.
Indicating the mole fraction x of the surface-active compound by the
index "1" and that of the solute by the index "2", and referring to
the gas or liquid phase by the subscripts "g" and "L" respectively,
the following relations exist at the surface:

"Xlg a (lOa)

" 2g a x2Ly 2 e h2 (lOb)
where Y and Y2 are the activity coefficients in the liquid and % and

X are defined by
L 1  (lla)
Rl T T lb

S-LVL2 I"Tb (11b)L_

The mole fractions and the surface concentrations a.'e related by the
following equations: c a

r F - --
1 RTj&as

2 RT1  bc
it follows that

2 -cw-

2 Cw
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Since c is very small we may write 1'l -c r The transversion from
W 1 2

mole fractions to surface concentration may be indicated by the
factor :

x IL

X 2L oric w[r

The mole fraction of the injected gas x at the surface is then
I g

-~1 + . 'r' (y eX + y2cwe\)
xg Xlg x2g Gfr ye% +.1ce12

0 0We form the ratio where x is the mole fraction of the injec-
Sf hr x w

ted vapor when no surface-active agent is present:

x4. cir' e + Y2 c) (12)

The mole fractions x and x° are related to A and which are the

T o r

rate of evaporation of the substance with a surface-active compound
and the rate of evaporation of the Pure substance, respectively (5):

SNo' .6 i

.9 Nu A_ (13a)j g(,j R K

f4o N0.6 mt.0

0 9 Nsc w (pikiK

Sx /Nu \ 6 0 (13b)
SN0 w• +1

& (jý) 0 3
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where Nscw is the Schmidt number at the wall; Nuw m Nueselt number

at the wall for no injection; Rw - Reynolds number at the wall; MS
is the molecular weight of the injected gas for the liquid with

surface-active additions; and M0 is the corresponding value for the
SS

pure substance. The terms -o and represent the corresponding mean

molecular weights of the injected gases and air. It is nw assumed
•0 0

that the Schmidt number is unity and p pil. We then obtain

for i

i 1 3Ip&KhRi
Vu\ w 0

(14)

Sg 8 , 0

The intention is to make d•o as small as possible by adding a

proper detergent. These possibilities shall now be investigated.
Abbreviating

and

141

"ule& -- 3
-fo
g 9

we obtain from Eqs. (14) and (12)

th 3A ' "" + Cw0Y
i 1 i 4- .0(1
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Since toi must be positive, we have a criterion for the condition

unuder which preferential ablation is possible.

(y-e° + -) ( ) ( (16)

and since all terms of the right-hand side are positive

y1ek X Xv + Cw 2  ,

A i

- pREPi[NTIAL A-LAT-N-

IIo -

-•4 ,- - - -

AIIA ATION

0.3 0.4 0.0 O 1.0 1.2 1.4
ml

Fig. 4 POSSIBILITY OF PKERIbRENTIAL ABLATION

The inequality expressed by Eq. (16) is illustrated in Fig. 4, which

also shows that the possibility of preferential ablation is almost

independent of N•/Rw. Instead of calculating the conditions which

make A i a minimum, it seems more appropriate to develop a formula

by means of which the experimenter will be able to optimize condi-
tions for a given ablation system. The surface concentration appears
as a factor in the previous formulas, but this is difficult to measure
during an ablation test. In checking experimentally the improvement
of various ablation materials by the addition of surface-active agents,
it is important to have a simple method for measuring r'. The most
convenient method is to measure the degree of preferential ablation.
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If an ablation test in a plasma jet is auddenly interrupted, for
instance, the liquid layer will solidify and may be chemically ana-
lyzed after the test. Such a chemical analysis can also be made of
recovered reentry nose cones. The degree of preferential ablation
iT may be defined as

Mlx1

TT - (17)
MHx81 + M2xg2

This is the ratio of the ablated surface-active agent to the total
material lose. Loss by flow to the back is hereby neglected. Com-
bining Eqs. (10), (11), (13) and (17) we obtain:

21 ,uW\+in (1/Ti- l/Tlb L v /R

be number m be (18)

V is determined by chemical analysis; Ti is measured in the experiment,

and mi as a function of Ti may be taken from Ref. (2); K is given by

Eq. (9); L1 and M,/A must be known; the Schmidt number may be assumed

tbeunity. The 'term (Ný ~,fraiymti lw sexpressed

by the following approximate equation (Ref. 5)

wZ w0.765 Pil (19)

The index "e" refers to values at the outside of the boundary layer.
Using Eq. (19), the expression for n becormes

M {0.765 Pe) K~ lI(T- I/Tlb)L l/R

(20)

p e may be calculated from Sutherland's formula for the stagnation

temperature, Pe is given by

p " P 1 + "Y . M2 Jy
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C

where y - •, and M - Mach number. From Eq. (20) the product ry,1
c

may now be calculated and the value inserted into Eq. (15). The
ablation system may be optimized for a given heat transfer condition

by determining the maximum value of A 0 under this condition. In

order to facilitate this procedure Eq. (20) is evaluated numerically.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show preferential ablation curves for surface-
active media of varying boiling points and heats of evaporation.
The curves have a distinct minimum around 20000F.

The results for transport by rising gas bubbles will be
published in the April issue of AIAA Journal and will therefore not
be discussed here (6).
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CONCLUSIONS: Transpiration and ablation cooling with surfac.--
active agents may decrease the rate of heat transfer substantially.

Preferential ablation may be caused by two very different
mechanisms: The surface-active agent may be transported to the
surface by diffusion, in which case preferential material loss is
only possible if the coefficient of diffusion is reasonably large; or
the surface-active agent may be transported by gas bubbles, which
transport mechanism is independent of viscosity and film thickness.

Measuring the preferential ablation rate is useful in deter-
mining experimentally whether optimal ablation conditions have been
reached.

Because the addition of a small amount of a surface-active
compound will not change the bulk properties of the liquid to any
extent, the improvement realized by use of a detergent is strictly
additive. This simplifies considerably the problems involved in
selection of materials for ablation purposes.
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GROWTH OF SELECTED
ARBOVIRUSES

IN SERUM-FREE SUSPENSION
CELL CULTURES

H.R. TRIBBLE, JR., H.J. HEARN, JR,, S.C. NAGLE, JR., and W.T. SOPER

U. S. ARMY BIOLOGICAL LABORATORIES, FORT DETRICK,
FREDERICK, MARYLAND

The maintenance of continuously cultured animal cells in

suspension cultures that could be used for growing virus ordinarily

requires the periodic addition of serum. Three major disadvantages

of employing serum for this purpose, however, are that it offers the

possibility of introducing (1) contaminating viruses or other micro-

organisms such as pleuropneumonia-like organisms, (2) antigenically

active foreign proteins, and (3) protein or metabolic substances in

undefined quantities. Information on the feasibility of serum-free

suspension cultures for the production of virus is scant, i.e., the

nutritional requirements for viral growth and the characteristics of

viral populations grown in such systems have not been defined. It is

the purpose of these studies to provide data in these areas. Vene-

zuelan equine encephalomyelitis virus was selected to study viral

growth in serum-free suspension cultures because it has been shown

to be capable of replication in a wide variety of cell lines grown

in serum-containing media and the viral growth could be assayed by

several methods. Results of growth studies on a highly fastidious

agent, yellow fever virus, will also be presented. In addition this

report will include evidence that serum-free suspension systcms are

selective for viral populations possessing widely divergent genetic

characteristics.

Two serum-free growth media were used in these experiments.

The first, presented in Table 1, consisted of lactalbumin hydrolyzate

and glutamine as nitrogen sources, vitamins, carbon sources, salts,

antibiotics, and the additives methocel, insulin, and phenol red.

This will be referred to as the LAH medium. The second consists of

amino acids (some essential and some nonessential for the growth of

these cell lines), salts, carbon sources, vitamins, antibiotics,

and the same additives as in the first medium. This will be referred

to as the NEAA medium and is shown in Table 2.

The experiments were conducted in 30-ml amounts in 100-ml
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serum bottles in a New Brunswick Gyrotory shaker at 35 C. HeLa, cat
kidney, chick embryo, and L cells were obtained from stock cultures
and grown in suspension using the LAH or the NEAA medium.

The cultures were inoculated with virus by adding 108

mouse intracerebral LD50 of an egg seed preparation of a virulent
strain of Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis (VEE) virus. A sample
was obtained imnmndiately after inoculation to determine the initial
virus-inoculum concentration prior to the addition of the cells.
The cell were then added to final concentrations of from 5 x 1;5 to
1.5 x l0 per ml and the virus cell mixture was incubated for 45
minutes on the shaker. The culture was then centrifuged, washed
once, and resuspended in fresh medium. At this time a 0-hour sample
for virus titration and a cell count was obtained. The cell con-
centrations were determined by counting cells unstained after treat-
ment with 0.57 trypan blue. The counting was performed at varying
intervala, usually 24 hours apart.

Virus titers, determined by the Reed Muench method, are
expressed as a mouse intracerebral or MICLD5 0 obtained after the
injection of 12- to 14 -g mice with 10-fold diluted samples.

Figure 1 describes the replication of VEE virus in HeLa
cultures grown in LAH, the growth of virus in the presence of 107.
calf serum, and the rate of virus inactivation in the presence of
serum-free and serum-containing media.

The initial virus inoculum in the media was 108 MICLD5 0
per ml. After an incubation of 45 minutes and one wash, virus con-
centration in the LAH, shown ae the open circles and solid line,
beginning at 0 hour, was 104.8 MICLD5 0 per ml. A maximum titer of
10 MICLD5 0 occurred in about 24 hours. By the 96th hour, the titer
had decreased about 1 log.

The closed circles and solid line represent virus titers
in the supernatant of the serum-containing medium. Starting from
106 MICLD5 0 per ml at 0 hour, it did not reach the maximum titer of
109.5 MICLD5o per ml until 72 hours postinoculation. The virus
remained at approximately the same level through 120 hours.

The broken lines represent the virus inactivation in cell-
free media. The upper line represents the serum-containing medium,
in which the virus titer did not disappear until the end of 96 hours.
The lower broken line shows results in the serum-free lactalbumin
medium, in which the virus titer completely disappeared by 72 hours.

In the first 48 hours the cells and supernatant fluids
were titrated separately. After this time the cells and fluids were
combined.
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During the periods of observation, the cell-associated
virus was found to be about 1/2 to 1 log lower than that in the
supernatant fluid. At no time was it observed to be higher in the
cells than in the fluid.

Both cultures initially contained a million cells per ml.
Lysis of all but a small portion of the cell population occurred in
the LAH by 72 hoirs. In contrast, the cell count in the serum-
containing medium remained near pre-inoculation levels until 96 hours
at which time approximately 607. of the cells were found to have been
destroyed. The delay in cell lysis, therefore, coincided with the
delay in the production of maximal titers of virus in cultures to
which serum was added. It might be added that this was a consistent
finding among all cultures to which serum was introduced. All
uninfected cultures continued to show cell multiplication during the
duration of the experiment.

The growth of VEE virus in the cat kidney cell line is
shown in Figure 2. This is a fibroblast-like cell, originally
isolated in our laboratory. The initial viral inoculation was 108
MICLD50 per ml, and aftzr the O5-minute incubation period and wash,
the 0-hour titer was 10 to 10 MICLD5 0 per ml. The virus inactiva-
tion curve presented here shows that the viral stability in lactal-
bumin and defined medium are essentially the same, with the virus
becoming undetectable in 72 hours.

Virus growth in NEAA, represented by open circles and a
solid line, and the virus growth in LAH represented by closed
circles and a solid line, resulted in maximal virus titers in 24
hours. Titers in the LAH medium were 109 MICLD5 0 per ml; those in
the NEAA medium were 108 MICLD5o per ml.

The serum-containing medium did not show a maximum titer
until 48 hours postinoculation, at which time it contained 109
MICLD5o per ml. This culture continued to be infected for an ex-
tended period of time. Observations indicated that after the 33rd
day the virus lost its ability to infect mice by the intraperitoneal
route and, in fact, immunized the mice against challenge with fully
virulent virus. This phenomenon will be described in more detail
later in this paper.

The cell population responded to the virus in the expected
manner, with complete lysis in 4 to 5 days except in the serum-con-
taining medium, in which cell multiplication continued without
abatement.

Figure 3 shows VEE virus growth in L cells in NZAA, LAHM
and serum-containing media. The usual patterns of growth were
obtained with the serum-free medium. The maximal levels of virus
was 109 MICLD5 0 per ml with LAH (closed circles) and 108 MICLDSo per
ml with the NFAA medium (triangles) in 24 hours. Virus growth in
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serum-containing medium was considerably gelayed in ,iiis cell line
and did not reach its maximum titer of 10° MICLD5 0 per ml until 4
days postinoculation.

The previous studies suggested that virus would be produced
for intervals considerably beyond the early postinoculation intervals.
For this reason, these cultures were observed daily for 16 days, re-
sulting in the disclosure of secondary peaks of viral growth at 11 to
12 days. Shortly after this time, the cultures in the LAH and the
serum-containing media underwent complete cell lysis and were termi-
nated. The culture In the NZA medium, however, continued to demon-
strate a high level of cell proliferation and a persistent production
of virus for a total of 115 days. The virus that was obtained at the
late intervals was found to vary considerably from that produced in
the same culture at the early postinoculation intervals. For ex-
ample, virus produced at the late interval was no longer lethal for
mice by the intraperitoneal route, but it was highly itmmnogenic.

Additional experiments designed to elucidate factors
associated with the chronic infection of these cultures were carried
out. Time does not permit a detailed description of the results but
they may be summarized as follows: (1) The interval of viral growth
in the infected cultures was clearly divisible into 2 phases, an
acute and a chronic, separated by a transitional phase. During the
acute phase, which lasted from I to approximately 96 hours, large
amounts of virulent virus were produced, generally in association
with the destruction of the majority of the cells. This may then be
succeeded by a relatively variable interval of transition that lasts
from the 5th to the 10th day. The interval is characterized by a
repopulation of the culture by the surviving cells, a decline in
virus production, and a complete resistance of the cells to super-
infection with virulent virus. The final or chronic phase of the
infection usually begins after the 8th or 9th day and can persist
for indefinite lengths of time unless the culture is terminated
deliberately or becomes contaminated. It is characterized by the
proliferation of cells that continue to be resistaR t to superinfec-
tion, the production of virus at levels between 10' and 10" MICLD5 0 0
and a slow but observable selection of avirulent virus particles. As
examples of this, at approximately 8 days the virus became nonlethal
for rabbits, nonlethal for mice between 2 to 3 weeks, nonlethal for
guinea pigs at 72 days, and nonlethal for hamsters at 112 days post-
inoculation when tested by the intraperitoneal route. The newly
selected avirulent population was genetically stable and highly
immunogenic.

The results of studies on the production of yellow fever
virus in serum-free cultures will be demonstrated in the final two
figures. Figure 4 shows that the growth of the virus in the chick
embryo cell line propagated in the LAH and LAH - 10% calf serum cells
resulted in maximal titers of 107 and 106.2 MICLD50 respectively,
6 to 8 days postinoculation. Some evidence of submaximal yields of
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virus appeared at the 2nd day in both media. This was more readily
apparent, however, in the culture containing LAII and calf serum. It
is noteworthy that the maximal yellow fever virus yield was not
delayed in medium with serum as it was in the case mentioned earlier
during tests with VIE virus. Whether the serum was responsible for
the tenporary decline in virus production that was found 3 to 5 days
postinoculation of the culture, however, is presently undetermined.

Figure 5 shows the results of propagating yellow fever
virus in HeLa cultures grown in LAH and NiAA. The virus was p~oluced
tu approximately the same maximal yields at 3 and 4 days of 10'& to
10 - MICLD5 0 per ml. In contrast to the results of VER virus pro-
duction. cells that supported the growth of yellow fever virus failed
to lyse or demonstrate any obvious signs of pathology.

An additional phenomenon of considerable interest was die-
closed when the virulence of virus grown in chick embryo was compared
with that of virus grown in HeLa cells. The fact that each product
assayed to approximately the same titer in mice has already been
shown. Tests with these products in monkeys, however, revealed a
wide divergence of virulence. The chick embryo cell product after
only one passage was nonlethal for monkeys when given in doses of
1000 LD5 0 by the respiratory route. It was immunogenic, however, at
doses of 10 MICLD50 and above. In contrast, between 5 and 10 HICLD50
of the HeLa cell product were sufficient to produce lethality be the
respiratory route. Infection with this preparation was almost
always associated with lethality.

In summary, the ability of animal cell suspension cultures
grown in three types of serum-free media to support the replication
of Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis (VRi) virus has been demon-
strated. The interval of viral growth in the infected cultures was
clearly divisible into 2 phases, acute and chronic, separated by a
transitional phase. During the acute phase, large amounts of viru-
lent virus were produced, generally in association wit• the destruc-
tion of the large majority of the cells. Titers of 100 and 1O u

MICLD5 0 per ml within 24 hours postinoculation were obtained in
HeLa, cat kidney, and L cells grown in either lactalbumin hydrolyzate
medium or a defined medium containing essential and/or nonessential
amino acids. Only slight individual differences in virus growth
were observed among the different cell lines grown without serum.
The addition of 10% calf serum, however, altered the replication
pattern of the virus. This was made manifest as a delay in the
attainment of the maximum titer and in the appearance of cell lysis
resulting from virus growth. The observed occurrences of a chronic
state of infection in the cultures and the step wise decline in
virulence of the chronically produced virus for various laboratory
hosts was described. Yellow fever virus replicated in HeLa and
chick embryo cell lines. Titers of approximately 107 MICLD5 0 per ml
were obtained in 3 to 4 days in both cultures. A widely differing
qualitative response was detected, however, because of the rapid
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selection of an immunogenic population in the chick embryo cells
that was nonlethal for monkeys. In contrast, HeLa cultures produced
a highly virulent population that rarely failed to infect without
causing lethality in monkeys.

Thcne data indicate that serum-free suspension systems may
provide a highly valuable tool for the growth of viruses by re-
see-chers engaged in a wide variety of disciplines. The production
of v.accines free of foreign antigenic protein, qualitative biochemi-
cal determinations of nutritional requirements and inexpensive
methods for producing viruses that are incapable of growth in con-
ventional host systems are but a few of the areas in which serum-
free suspension systems can play a highly important role.
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TABLE 1

LACTALBumIN HYDROLYZATr MEDIUM FOR SUSPENDED CELL GROWTH

COMPONENTr CONC . COMPONENT CONC.
mgaL ma/L

Nitrogen Sources: Salts:

Lactalbumin hydrolyzate 2500 NsCl 7400
L-Glutamine 300 KCI 400

NaH2PO4'H 2O 100
Vitamins: NaHCO3  300

CaCl 2 "2H 20 265
D-biotin 1.0 M8C1 2 "6H20 275
Choline.Cl 1.0
Folic Acid 1.0 Antibiotics, etc.:
Niacinamide 1.0
Ca pantothenate 2.0 Methocel 15 cps 1000
Pyridoxal.HC1 1.0 N.P.H. insulin 200 units/L
Thiamine.HC1 1.0 Streptomycin 100 mg/L
i-inositol 1.0 Penicillin 100,000 units/L
Riboflavin 0.1 Kanamycin 100 mg/L
B12  0.002 Phenol red 10 mg/L

Carbon Sources:

Glucose 1000
Sodium pyruvate 110
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TAbLE 2

CHEMICALLY DEFINED MEDIUM FOR SUSPENDED CELL GROWTH

COMPONENT CONC. COMPONENT CONC.
mg/L mg/L

Amino Acids (essential): Salts:

L-Arsinine'HC1 100 NaCI 7400
L-Cysteine HCl 75 KC 1 400
L-Histidine.HC1I 60 NaH2P0 4 •H20 100
L-lsoleucine 150 N CO 3  500
L-Leucine 300 CaCl 2 •2H 20 265
L-Lysine 300 MgC1 2 •6H 20 275
L-Methionine 60
L-Phenylalanine 120 Carbon Sources:
L-Threonine 135
L-Tryptophan 60 Glucose 1000
L-Tyrosine 120 Sodium pyruvate 110
L-Valine 150
L-Glutamine 450 Vitamins:

Amino Acids (nonessential): D-biotin 1.0
Choline.Cl 1.0

Glycine 60 Folic Acid 1.0
L-Alanine 120 Niac inamide 1.0
L-Serine 150 Ca pantothenate 2.0
L-Cystine'HC1 75 Pyridoxal•HCl1 1.0
L-Aspartic Acid 270 Thiamine•HC1 1.0
L-Glutamic Acid 315 i-inositol 1.0
L-Proline 115 Riboflavin 0.1

Antibiotics, etc.: B12 0.002

Methocel 15 cps 1000
N.P.H. insulin 200 units/L
Streptomycin 100 mg//L
Penicillin 100,000 units/L
Phenol red 10 mg/L
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THE EFFECT OF MIGRATING NEMATODE LARVAE
AS A PROVOKING FACTOR

IN VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS IN MICE

B'RYCE C. WALTON, Major, MSC
U.S. Army Medical Research Unit/Panama

Balboa Heights, Canal Zone

It is well k-own that invariably fatal infections can result
from minute quantities of certain viral agents inoculated into the
central nervous system of experimental animals, while logarithmically
increasing doses of the same agent administered by any other route
will produce no serious ill effects. Likewise, it is also well known
that a pronounced propensity for invasion of the central nervous sys-
tem is exhibited by the larvae of several species of nematode para-
sites in the somatic migration in the vertebrate host during the early
stages of their life cycle. As a consequence, it would appear that
there might be considerable justification for the suspicion that an
ordinarily benign infection with such a viral agent might result in a
fatal outcome if it should happen to coincide with the presence of a
wandering nematode which would permit its entrance into the central
nervous system. The physical breaching of the blood-brain barrier by
the larvae during a period of viremia could serve to inoculate the vi-
rus directly into ner ious tissue as effectively as a hypodermic nee-
dle.

Innes and Shoho(l) speculated on this possibility in their
review of the problem of cerebrospinal nematodiasis in horses, sheep,
and goats caused by the filariid Setaria digitata. Circumstantial
evidence Qf such occurrences is afforded by the report of Beautyman
and Woolf( 2 concerning the finding of an ascarid larva in the basal
ganglia in a case of fatal poliomyelitis. However, evidence connec-
ting such widely separated disease entities are rare, and it would be
extremely difficult to demonstrate interaction between them in nature.
Laboratory models of dual infections with migrating nematode larvae
and neuropathogenic viruses will no doubt provide the best means of

* The principles of laboratory animal care as promulgated by the

National Society for Medical Research were observed during the course
of the experimentation reported in this study.
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elucidating the basic relationships of the interaction involved in
such infections. The only experimentel evidence presently available
concerning such q provoking effect on a neurotropic vtrus is that of
Mochizuki et al.3) vho presented .data on a small number of mice
which showed a clear increase in mortality among mice inoculated sub-
cutaneously with Jupanese B encephalitis virus after a prior infec-
tion with Toxacara canisj when compared with mice receiving the virus
only. Kilham and Olivier have likewise shown that concurrent trichi-
nosis en)ices the ;athogenic effect of encephalomyocarditis virus
in rats. J

The present report is concerned with the effect of intraperito-
neal inoculation of mace witn sublethal dosages of each of three neu-
rotropic arboviruses, Eastern equine ennephalitis (EEE), Ilheus (Ilh)o
and Japanese B encephalitis (JTE), to coincide with the migration of
Trichinella spiralis larvae.

MATERIAL AND MTHCVS

Although minor variations were used in individual experiments,
they were all designed to compare results among three groupsof young
adult male CPW mice; the Dual Infection Group which received both
Trichinella and virus, the Trichinella Control Group and the Virus j
Control Group.

Trichinella spiralis

Infective larvae were obtained from laboratory infected mice
derived from a strain maintained in rats at the USPHS Communicable
Disease Center. The skinned and eviscerated carcasses of the infec-
ted mice were minced for one minute in a homogenizer and digested
in pepsin-BC. artificial gastric Juice (5) for two hours at 37()C ith
constant agitation by a magnetic stirrer. The residue vis strained
through"'two layers of gauze and the larvae allowed to settle out in
conical sedimentation glasses. They were collected with a Pasteur
pipette, washed with 0.85% saline solution, and then counted in the
trough of a bookworm -- rvae counting slide* with a stereoscopic micro-
scope to obtain the aesired number for each mouse. When the correct
number was determined, the worms were transferred with 0.2-0.3 ml.
of saline solution to individual wells of a plastic tray of the type
used for hemagglutination tests. These inocula were administered to
mice with a one cc. tuberculin syringe fitted with a 1/4 inch stub of
a shortened 19 ga. needle, over which was slipped a 1-1A/ inch length
of flexible polyvinyl plastic tubing (premature infant feeding tube,
size 5 French).** The syringe was filled separately for each inocula-
tion, and the larvae administered to the lightly anesthetized mice by
gastric intubation.

* Available from A. H. Thomas Co., Phila., Pa., Cat. #4099-A
** Available from Pharmaseal Laboratories, Glendale, Cal.
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Eastern Equine EnceRhalitis Virus

All experiments were performed with aliquots of a single pool
of 20% suckling mouse brain (SMB) suspension of the sixth mouse pas-
sage of a strain designated 3789-R6, received from the Veterinary
Diagnostic Laboratory, Ministry of Agriculture, Republic of Panaua,
and isolated from a fatal equine case in Chame, R. P. This pool had
an LD50 of 10-9 in an intracerebral titration in weanling mice.

Ilheus Virus

All experiments were with a single 20% SMB pool of Gorgas Memo-
rial Laboratory strain BTS 3875, isolated from a bird in Bocas del
Toro, Panama. This eighth mouse passage pool had a LD50 of 30-5-5
on intracerebral titration in weanling mice.

Japanese B Encephalitis Virus

This virus was strain #60E from the Virology Department of Wal-
ter Reed Army Institute of Research, and the pool used had a LDWo of
I0"8.5 when titrated intracerebrally in weanling mice.

On the sixth day following infection with Trichinella larvae.,
the mice were separated into two groups. One half received no further
inoculations and were designated Group A, or Trichinella Control
Group. One lxalf received intraperitoneal injections of 0.3 ml. of the
appropriate virus suspension and were designated Group B or Dual In-
fection Group. An equal number of noninfected mice also were similar-
ly inoculated with the same virus suspension to serve as the Virus
Control Group, and were designated Group C.

The three groups were observed for a period of twenty days after
inoculation of virus, and whenever possible, brains were secured imme-
diately after death and frozen for subsequent intracerebral inocula-
tion into other mice to verify presence of virus. In a few instances
paralyzed, obviously moribund, mice were sacrificed.

In experiment #10 mechanical puncture of the brain was substitu-
ted for Trichinella infection to verify the effect of a rupture of the
blood-brain barrier in the presence of circulating virus. An inoculum
of 0.3 ml. of a 10-5 dilution of EEE was adm .iistered intraperitoneal-
ly to 20 mice as in the preceding experiments. On the following day
these were separated into two groups, 10 received no further man".pula-
tions, while 10 were anesthetized with ether and a sterile steel pin
was inserted through the lateral aspect of the skull between the ear
and eye to penetrate the brain to a depth of about 1/4 inch. Ten nor-
mal mice were subjected to the same procedure to serve as non-infected
controls.

For attempts to demonstrate the presence of Ilheus virus in Tri-

c.,nella larvae recovered from mice from the Dual Infection Group in
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Experiment #7j, two mice dead on dy 8 were taken inmediately after
death and the larvae recovered by digestion of skeletal muscle as
previously described. The larvae were washed three times in sterile
saline and then triturated in cold 0.89% saline solution containing
10% normal horse serum using a Ten Broeck tissue grinder. This homo-
genate was then inoculated intracerebrally in 0.03 ml. volumes into
each of 7 hairless suckling mice. The same procedure was employed
with two mice which survived dual infections in experiment #4 using
MME virus, which were sacrificed 28 days following virus inoculation.

RESUS

Only four deaths occurred among the 115 mice receiving Trichi-
nella. However# it should be pointed out that the two deaths record-
ed in Group A of experiment #6 appeared to be due to an intestinal
infection unrelated to trichinosis.

The synergistic effect of dual nematode-virus infections was
apparent in every experiment, as illustrated by Table 1. However,
distinct differences in the level of expression of this synergism
were observed between two of the agents used. The differences in the
number of deaths in the dual Infection Group. as opposed to the Virus
Control Group, were quite dramatic with BEE) while with Ilheus inocu-
lation, the differences were much smaller. In the single experiment
with TBE, the effect appeared to be intermediate.

In the two EEE experiments, #1 and #2, in which the i.p. virus
inoculum approached the LD~o level, only one of thirty mice survived
(97% mortality) in the Dua2 Infection Group, as opposed to ten of the
thirty (33% mortality) in the Virus Control Group. Hcwever, when the
dosage was decreased to anproximately the CLM level for the Virus Con-
trol Group in Experiment 94, a corresponding reduction in percentage
of mortality in the Dual Infection Group did not occur and the dif-
ference between the number of deaths in the two groups was most pro-
nounced at this level. A parallel resUlt is also illustrated by the
virus titration experiment summarized in Table 2. A further reduction
of the amount of virus inoculated resulted in no deaths in the Dual
Infection Group.

There was a distinct variation in the temporal distribution of
deaths between the Virus Control and the Dual Infection groups in the
experiments using EEE virus (Fig. 1). With virus alones deaths oc-
curred between days 3 and 9, with the greatest number occurring on
davy 7. With the dual infection, the peak number was on day ii. and
occurrences were spread over the period from daY 3 to day 15. How-
ever, it must be noted that verification of viral death was not obtasx-
ed in the case of the mouse dead on day 15.

A completely different relationship is apparent in the case of
Ilheus virus (Fig. 2) in spite of the small numbers involved. Dis-
tribution in the two groups is essentially the same in regard to
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length of the period during which deaths were observed, and the peak
occurrence.

In experiment #10, wherein the brains of the mice were pene-
trated by a sterile pin one day after inoculation of the EEE virus,
the results were comparable in every way to those of the experiments
using Trichinella infection (Table 3). Four of ten died, while no
deaths occurred among the mice receiving the virus alone, nor in the
non-infected control group. Furthermore, the time of death coincided
with those observed in the dual infectionsp occurring on days 4 to 6
after virus inoculation.

Attempts to demonstrate virus within the larvae recovered from
mice with dual infection with trichinosis; and both EEE virus and Il-
heus virus, resulted in negative findings. None of the suckling mice
inoculated intracerebrally with worm homogenates developed any signs
of illness.

DISCUSSION

These dataj which demonstrate a pronounced synergistic effect
of Trichinella spiralis infection with peripheral inoculation of
arboviruses, also shed a little light on the possible underlying
basic mechanism of that synergism. Infections with ME virus are
diphasic, with p'reliminary multiplication in non-neural tissues, and
a secozdary phase in which the virus invades the CNS and multiplies
there. O- It is possible that the unsuitability of non-neural tissue
of older mice for virus multiplicationk7) is altered to afford a more
suitable milieu through changes brought about by the invasion of Tri-
chinella larvae, as appears to happen in the case of concurrent in-
fections with this nematode and,(ecephalomyocarditis virus in rats
reported by Kilham and Olivier. (4 If the synergistic effect was due
to increase of virus multiplication in the visceral phase with a
resultant "spilling over" into the CNSj it should be expected that the
period until death should be at least as long as for those mice in
the Virus Control Group which received lethal intraperitoneal doses.
However, this proved not to be the case. Deaths occurred earlier in
the Dual Infection Group, which correspond exactly to the time of
death in mice inoculated intracerebrally, and indicates an early
entry of virus into the CNS.

The underlying mechanism is also possibly more complex than
the possible interpretation that the Trichinella merely represent a
biological equivalent of the sterile pin of experiment #10 and only
cause a straightforward physical penetration of the tissue which
separates circulating virus from susceptible nervous tissue. Virus
transport into nervous tissue by means of an intestinal tract filled
with virus-cont ing body fluids would seem to be a possibility.
Syverton et al.M J reported that in dual infections with guinea pigs,
lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus could survive long periods in
Trichinella larvae and be transmitted by them. Although similar
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success was not encountered in attempts to recover virus from larvae
in this study, the possibilities were not fully explored and this
aspect would bear further investigation.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Young mice given a combined infection with Trichinella spiralis
and a neuropathogenic arbovirus extraneurally showed a much higher
mortality rate than mice given either agent separately. Distinct
differences in the degree of this synergism were apparent with dif-
ferent viral agents. being very pronounced with MM, and quite mini-
mal with Ilheus. It would appear that this synergistic effect of dual
infection was not due to increased viral multiplication in visceral
tissues in the initial phase of the disease caused by stress-induced
changes in the host, but that it was due to early initiation of the
neural phase of the disease by the introduction of virus into the
central nervous system by the migrating larvae. as indicated by the
time of death.
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Table 1.

Mortality in mice inoculated intraperitoneally
with less than LD5 of arbovirus, with and

without prio• infection with 300
Trichinella spiralis larvae.

1culum . 2. 3. 4.
_Group- MM 10-4 _10-4 _ 10-5 En 10-6 E-E 10- 6

A. 0/15 0115 0*
Trichinella 1/15

B.1*
Both 15/15 11+115 9/10 6/10 13/15

C.

Virus 5115 5115 0l10 1/10 0115

oculum 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.
Group u, ME 10-7 JBE 10-4 11h 10- 2  Ilh 10-2 ILh 10-2

A. 0/10 1/20 * 0115 2/15 0/10Trichinella,

B. O/lO 8/20 *4/I5 4/15 3110
Both

V.u 0/10 1/20 1115 1115 1/10

Numerator denotes number of deaths, denominator number of mice tested.
istimated 200 Trichinella larvae

*400 Trichinella larvae
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i

Table 2.

Effect of administration of 300 Trichinella larvae 6 days
prior to intraperitoneal titration of EEE virus in adult mice.

VIRUS WITH WITHOUT

DILUTION TRICHINELIA TRICHINELIA

10-4 ---- 3/10

lo-5 9/10 0/10

10-6 6/lo 1/10

lo/7 i/ao 0olo

No Virus 0/10 ----

Table 3.

Effect of mechanical puncture of brain of mice one
day after intraperitoneal inoculation of EEE virus.

Puncture
only 0/I0

Virus & 4/10
Puncture

Virus 0/i0
only /

Numerator denotes number of deaths, denomihator number of mice tested.
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Fig. 1

Distribution in time of deaths among mice from
intraperitoneal inoculation of EEE virus with, and
without, prior infection with Trichingllaj2iaL

30
0

25 I' _ EEE only

N ,li
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j Fig. 2

Distribution in time of deaths among mice from
intraperitoneal inoculation of Ilheus virus with, and
without, prior infection with Trichinella spiralis

3025 * ZIheus only
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15 and Ilheus
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DESIGN AND REACTION JIECHANISM
OF SHORT-LIVED AIJYIATING AGENTS

CHARLES E.VWILIANSON, JACOB I.MILLER, SAMUEL SASS AND BENJAMIN ITTN
CHEMICAL RESEARCH DIVISION, U.S. ARMY CHEMICAL

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPKNT LABORATORIES,
EDGEWOOD ARSENAL, MARYLAND

The importa e of the alkylating agents in the study of
basic life oehanim Is reflected In the many recent publications in
this area. Exerting a wide spectrum of biological activityS these
compounds are capable of producing radiation type symptomsS chrome-
somal aberrations, mutations, and carcinogenic as well as cancer
chemotherapeutic effects (1).

In vitro experiments indicate that the primary process
Initiatingjcefl r damage is the inactivation of deoxyribonucleic
acid (tNA)(1). With proper understanding, it should be possible to
design alkylating agents that would exert their effects almost ex-
elusively in vital areas. Such compounda, would be expected to be
extremely effective as chemical warfare agents because of the mall
doses required for the inactivation of DNA. Conversely, alkylating
agents might be designed so that this tic reaction with DNA occurs
only in non-vital tissue as, 'foe' example, in malignant tumor tissue.
Thus, short lived alkylating agents may find application in intra-
arterial cancer chemotherapy. Such agents would exert their activity
within the tumors but degrade rapidly to non-toxic products in the
short time required to pass through the capillary bed and return to
the lunge and heart. Upon arrival at the sensitive bone marrow areas
only an insignificant quantity of active agent would remain.

In spite of the many studies, the basic mechanisms of
chemical reactions of the alkylating agents are only vaguely under-
stood. The current investigation was undertaken in an effort to
better define the chemical actions of these compounds as they relate
to the above areas of interest.

Approximately thirty new aliphatic sulfur mustards of wide-
ly varying structures were designed, synthesised (2,3), and their re-
activities in aqueous media were determined. By utilization and
analysis of Taft's linear free-energy relationships (4), the paran.
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setrm controlling the reactivity of the mustards became apparent.
These parameters have boen formulated into a mathematical equation
that can be used to aid in the design of sulfur mustards with pre-
dictable reactivities in aqueous media as measured by their half
lives, which varied from fractions of a second to periods longer than
five hcurs.

I. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Factors Influencing the Reactivity of Sulfur Mustards

The active species of sulfur mustards I is attributed to a
highly reactive 3-umbered ethylene sulfonium ion IT (Eq.l)(5) which
reacts very rapidly with water as well as with other nucleophilic re-
agents, such as thiosulfate, amines, proteins, thiols and nucleic
acids (6). The rates of these reactions are all essentially identi-
cal and depend only upon the rate of formation of the ethylene sul.-
fonium ion II. Because of the extremely rapid reaction between II
and nucleophilic substances, the identity of the nucleophile is un-
important from a kinetic viewpoint. The rate of ethylene sulfonium
ion formation (the rate controlling step) of a particular sulfur
wwtard thus defines its rate of reaction with all nucleophilic re-
agents. In accordance with eq. 1, these reactions exhibit first
order kinetics.

CH RC SR+R3
Slow (gel 2 1A2Vr 5 ~ 2CHO ~

RSCH CH Cl R + C eq.l

I II where T = nucleophilic

reagent

Although the sulfoniua ion reacts extremely rapidly, it is
stable enough to exhibit selectivity toward the reacting species.
Keen coaetition for IT is observed in aqueous solutions containing
small quantities of cellular constituents, such as DNA and sulfhydryl
containing compounds (6).

A systematic study of the faators influencing the hydroly-
sis rates would, therefore, be indicative of the factors influencing
the reactivity of mustards in aqueous media with all nucleophiles. In
this study, the rates of cyclization of the stards were determined
by measurement of their hydrolysis rates.

The hbydrolysis data were obtained by the h-(W'-nitro.
benAL)pyridIne procedure (7), pH 7.4, 37°, which measured the rate
of cleavage of the carton to halogen bord. In those instances where
the reaction rates were very rapid at 3709 the rates were obtained at
lower temperatures and extrapolated to 370 by means of the Arrhenium
equation. The data are recorded in table 1 for the monofunctional
notards and in table 2 for the bifunctional mustards. These data
Indicate that the following two factors influence the rate of
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cyclizations (1) the nature of the substituent group R and (2) the
type of leaving group X.

TABLE 1
HydroZysis Rates of Monofuncticcal 0u3.tur Mustardsm,

RSCH2 CH2 CI(PH 7.49 370)

Experimental Theoretical

tj k

S-No. R min. win. log

166 CR3 (CH2 )3- o.11 6.08 -0.130(a) 0.380 0.326

161 (H3)2 O.1Z04 4.977 -0.190(a) 0.293 0.478
136 CH3CR2CH2- 0.24 5.035 -0.15(a) 0.298 0.289
152 c2HPc(o)(cH2 )4- o.02 4.966 0.292
165 CH3CH2- 0.17 3.972 -.0100(a) 0.195 0.251
154 (CH3 )3C- 0.19 3.622 -0.300(a) 0.155 0.753
153 C3H" 0.22 3.221 0.00 (a) 0.104 0.00

124 8%C(CH2 )2 - 0.24A 2.92h 0.062

140 C2H1OC(O)(CH2 )3- 0.49 1.409 O.091(b) -0.255 -0.228
1 )HcCH 2- 0.66 i.o5h 0.198(b) -0.381 -0.,497
6 49OCCH2- 0.79 0.875 -0,A62

156 C6H5CH2- o.81 o.859 0.215(a) -0.470 -0.540
151 NC(CH2 )3 - 1.00 0.692 0.166(b) -0.564 -0.417
171 CH9HC(O)(CH2 )2- 1.03 0.673 0.2514(b) -0,576 -0.638
103 C2H5O(O)(CH2)2- 1.09 0.634 0.2514(b) -0.602 -0.638

f1.7 H2NC(O)CH2- 11.0 0.0496 0.71 (d) -1.709 -1.782
100 C2R50C(O)OH2- 15.6 .0.15 0.71 (c) -1.758 -1.782

1h6 NCCH2- 308 0.00224 1.30 (a)

(a) Values fram ref. 4. (b) Derived a 1/2.8 x or for substitumt
with one less methylene group (4). (c) 1/2.8 x e for COOCH3 (4).
(d) 0-o value of 0.71 was assigned for the group -CH200NHR. This
value best fits the data considered in this paper (2).
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TABlE 2
Fodroysis Rates of Bifunctional Sulfur Mustards,

XCH2CH2S(CH2) C0NHCH°2CR2 CO°(c 2 )nscn 2cH2X

(pH 7.4, 370)

Experimntal Theoretical

t k
S-No. l n min. sea. in* log ok *0

146 01 1 17.1 0.01405 0.71 -1.797 -1*782
112 Cl 2 1.21 72.6 0.573 0.254 -0.646 -.0.638
150 Cl 3 o..8 34.6 1.200 0.091 -0.325 -0.228
163 Cl 4 0.23 13.7 3.034 -.0031(a) 0.078 0.078

176 Br 1 0.28 16.6 2.506 0.71 -1.913 -1.889
179 Br 2 0.013 0.78 53.15 (b) 0.254 -0.600 -0.676
180 Br 3 0.0056 0.33 125.14 (b) 0.091 -0.253 -0.242
182 Br 4 0.003 0.18 228.51l (b) -0.031 0.045 0.082

172 I 1 0.73 43.9 0.946 0.71 -1.986 -1,995
169 I 2 0.046 2.75 15.081(c) 0.254 -0.749 -0.714
173 I 3 0.018 0.99 42.016(c) 0.091 -0.231 .0.256

(a) Assigned value (2).
(b) Extrapolated from rate at 3.5 utilising Ea value for S-176.
(a) Extrapolated from rate at 3,50 utilizing Ea value for S-172.

(1). Effect of Substituent Group R

Analysis of the data reveals that the reaction rate is
dependent upon both the electron-withdrawing power of R and the
prccimity of R to the sulfur atom. As R becues more effective in
its electron-withdrawing capability, the carbon to chlorine bond
becoes more stable toward hydrolysis (Table 3). Introduction of
umtbylene groups between the sulfur atom and the polar substituent
group decreases the effect of the latter due to the inductive inwx-
lating properties of metbylene groups. Thus, the influence of the
electron-withdrawing carbethwoy and nitrile groups on the reaction
rates is markedly reduced when these groups are separated from the
sulfur aton by two or more methylene units (Table W.
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The Effect of Electr•no-Withdraing Substituent (R)
on the Hydrolysis Rates (C-Cl Bond) of Mon.functional

Mustards (ClC 2CH2SR)# PH 7*.1 370

S-No, R ti, mine ka M.n"1

136 -CH2CH2CH3  0.14 5.o3

3.53 -CR3  0.22 3.221
156 -CH2C6R5 0.81 o.e89
100 C0OC 5•.6 O.O443

1146 -CH2CN 308 0&00224~

TABLE 14
The Effect of Prmdvdty of Electron-Withdrawing Sub-
stituent (R) to the Sulfur Atam on the Hydrolysis Rates
(C-C1 Bond) of Monofunctional Mustards (ClCH2CH2S(CH2)nR),

pH 7e4h 370

S-No. a R 49 mint. k, mW 1

100 1 =M0C 2Ho 15.6 o.0143
1143 2 C 2  1.09 0.634

1240 3 0-COOC2 'I 0.49 1.409

152 14 -COOC 2H5 0.4 4.966

1146 1 -c 308 0.0022h
151 3 -CN 1.00 0.692

Consistent with eq.1, the rate of f ration of the sulfani.
um ion II Is directly dependent upon the relative basicity of the
sulfur atcm, which in turn, in Influenced by the polar nature of
nearby substituents. Thus, the presence of an adjacent electron.
withdrawing group would be expected to decrease the basicity of the
sulfur atom and cancomitantly retard the rate of formtion of II.
Conversely, both the basicity of the sulfur atom and the rate of for-
mation of II will be increased by adjacent electron-releasing sub-
stituents. The interposition of methylene units between the eleotron
releasing or withdrawing substituent and the sulfur atom should
mininze both effects.

One might expect that sterio factors would also influence
these reaction rates. As R beceo bulkier, the rate of oycllsation
should decrease correspondingly. A series of comouads designed to
test this kepothesis were prepared and their hydrolysis rates were
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wasured (Table 5)* The rates were foud not to be in the empeted
order if polar effects alone are considered and one might conclude
that sterio hindrance is responsible for the retarded rate is the
bulky tertiary butyl wastard (S-154), However, a cosprehensive
analysis of the data, as discussed later in this report, revealed
that sterio considerations in the aliphatic ustards are of minor
signifioance.

TAKLE
Sterie Consideration. as Related to the Hydro4yss Rates (C-Cl Bond)

of Nonofunotional Mastards (ClCH2CH2SR), pH 7.*, 370

S-Nc., R imiek il

3.3 -OH3  e 0.22 3.221

165 "4M2CK3 I JA 0.17 4.972
161 .-CH(C1 3)2 Ia. 6977

15 0.19 3.622

(2). Effect of the Leavi Haloen Function

One weoud logically predict that the substitution of the
chlorine atomu of the 2-chloroethyl sulfurpimustards (eq. 1) by a
better leaving function (e.tg., Br or I would result in the more
rapid formation of 1I and subsequent rapid hydrolysis. A comparison
of the observed kinetic data of structurally related chloro-, bromo-,
and iodo-mustards (Table 2) reveals that the broc-mustards hydroly-se
about three time more rapidly than the corresponding iodo-mustards
and abou$ ine hundred times faster than the corresponding chloro-
muetardet. In fact, the shortest live# mustard of the bromo series,
S-182, has a half life of but 0.2 second.

B. Quantitative Correlation

Taft (4) has quantitatively ?orrelated the hydrolysis rates
of a series of aliphatic esters (RCOOR ) with their structures by
modifying the Hammett equation. We have successfully used these
relationships to correlate structure with the hydrolysis rates of the

(a)
Neither the quality of the bromine atom as a laaving group nor

it. electron-withdrawing power can explain the greater reactivity of
the bromo-mustards as compared with the iodo-mustards. However, this
anomaly is not unprecedented. It has been observed by Rose (8) that
the broncethyl nitrogen mustards hydrolyze more rapidly than the
corresponding iodoethyl nitrogen mustards.
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aliphatic sulfur mustards. Only polar and sterno factors were con-
sidered since the mustards were so designed that resonance effects
were minimal. Under these conditions, the Taft equation takes the
following form (eq.2),

k* *
log IF a Be e: q* 2

wheres ko is the hydrolysis rate of reference compound C1CH2 CH2SCH3

k is the rate of hydrolysis of the compound containing a
substituent R in ClCH2 CH2SR

3 , a constant, assesses the polar effect of substituent R

ED, a constant, assesses the sterio effect of substituent R

/ is a constant describing the susceptibility of the reaction
to polar effects

Jis a constant describing the susceptibility of the reaction
to sternc effects.

rn the mustard series, eq. 2 attributes the relabive
reaction rates to the sum of polar and sterio effects of the sub-
stituent group (R) attached to the sulfur atom. A large negative7/0
value indicates that the eyolization process (eq. 1) is very de-
pendent upon polar factors while a large positive q indicates that
steria effects are important. The data reported in the previous
section indicated qualitatively that polar effects were the prominent
factors governing the reaction rates. Accordingly, as a first ap
proximation in the quantitative treatments the termas of tht Taft
equation was neglected and a graphic plot of log k versus a- was
prepared for the monofunctional mustards (Fig 1).

The linearity Observed in Fig. I confirms the strong
dependence of the reaction rate on polar factors. Only two compounds
(S-146 and S-154) deviate significantly. Compound S-146
(CCR2 CHI2 SCH2 CN) reacts at a rate somewhat faster than predicted by
polar considerations alone. Since its first-order hydrolysis is so
Very slow, a complementary SN2 reaction at the carbon-to-chlorine
bond might produce a hybrid rate constant. The deviation of the
tertiary butyl mustard S-154 from the linear plot cannot be readily
explained. The steric constant (El) for the tertiary butyl group
(-1,5), although large, is of the same magnitude expected for several
other compounds in this series (e.g., S-100S, S-1l?, S-3-3 and S-171).
!oweverp S-154 is the only member exhibiting such a markedly retarded
rate. It would, therefore, appear unlikely that this retarded rate
is due solely to sterno hindrance. An alternate explanation was
sought.

It is generally recognized that alpha hydrogen atcm
adjacent to an unsaturated system produce an electronic stabilization
beyond that expected from a purely inductive effect. This phenome-
non, hyperconjugation, possibly plays a role in the mustards contain-
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ing varying mabere of alpha hydrogen atoms. Although usually asso-
ciated with the pi orbitals of aromatio, other unsaturated systems
and carbonyl containing compoundst hyperconjugation my also be w8so-
diated with the 3d orbitals of the sulfur atom. Both expansion of
the sulfur atom's valency electron shell and stabilisation by
resonance into the 3d orbitals are well documented (9,10). Such
hyperconjugation may occur in accordance with eq. 3.

H2CSCH2CH2 Cl *H 2 C s % 2CH2 Cl eq. 3
H T

In conformance with the Baker-Nathan effect (11), an alpha
hydrogen in the substituent group R of the mustard should impart
added electron density to the sulfur atom and result in an increase
in the reaction rate. Additional alpha hydrogens should intensify
this effect. Such deviations are observed in these studies and may
be attributed to hyperconjugation (Fig. 2). Compound S-154, which
contains no alpha hydrogens, and S-161, which contains one alpha
hydrogen atom, both fall outside the 95% confidence limits in the
present treatment. The deviation is most pronounced with S-154.

In view of the agreement between the reaction rate and
polar effects for most of the mustards, the steric susceptibility
constant, Jin eq. 2,must be small and the termE 5 may properly be
disregarded. For the determination of the susceptibility constant
for polar effects (,o*) on3ly monofunetional mustards that contained

two alpha hydrogens were considered (Fig. 3). Variations due to
possible hyperconjugation effects are therefore not introduced. Since
it is believed that S-146 hydrolyzes simultaneously by both SNl and
SN2 mechanisms, this conpound also was not included in the determi-
nation of /o. A/00 vslue of -2.51 was obtained as the slope of the
plot of log k versus a- (Fig. 3).

The reaction rate of the monofunctional mustard containing
a methyl substituent (S-153) would normally be the reference standard
from which log ko is obtained. However, it contains three alpha
hydrogen atoms. For this reason a hypothetical log ko derived from
Fig. 3 at the point where e- is equal to sero was considered to be
more accurate. This log ko value (0,404) was uced in subsequent
calculations.

Fig. 3 can be used to predict the reaction rates of
2-chloroethyl sulfur mustards. Deviations above the theoretical line
are due to rate-accelerating effectsq whereas deviations below the
line result from steric or other retarding effects.

Employing the/0* and log ko values obtained from Fig. 3

the Taft equation, log k/ko 0 O*, can be applied to the reaction
of sulfur mustards with nucleophilic reagents. The agreement shown
in table 1 demonstrates the validity of this quantitative treatment.
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Taft (h) has demonstrated that the effect of introduoing a
methylene grep between a polar substituent and the reaction center
reduces the.r value of the substituent by a factor of 1/2.8. Thusp
th2 influence of n methylene groups would result in a new value,
e/(2.8)3 . At sine sufficiently large number of methylene goups
(i.e., at a point where the electron-withdrawing groul no longer
exerts an influer-ce), one would expect the sign of r to change
from positive to a negative value. Since the term O-*/(2.8)n can
never be less than zere, no matter how large is np this relationship
fails at sawe value of n. In the mustards; this occurs when a equals
4, as in the case of S-152. Here, the hydrolysis rate is faster than
predicted and is the same as S-136 (n-propyl mustard)p which has no
electron-withdrawing group.

Fr= Fig. 3, q values can be assigned to those sub-
stituents which do not fit the linear plot because of failure of this
relationship. Such an assignment for S-152 is shown in Table 6.
Included in the table are two mustards containing the carboxylate ion
(S-6 and S-124), jor which there are no previously recorded values.
The literature 0- value for the unionised carbWc1 group (4.) is not
applicable to its conjugate base.

The present quantitative treatment applils to bifunctional
as well as monofunctional mustards. Log ko and /0 values were
obtained for the structurally related bifunctional chlouo-, bramo-,
and lodo- sulfur mustards (Fig. 4j, Table 7)o Table 7 illustrates
the dependence of log ko upon the nature of the leaving halogen.
The deviation of /o* is small.

TABLE 6

Assignment of New Polar Substituent Constants for RSCH2 CH2 Cl

CoMpound R " for R

S-152 -CH2 CH2 CH2CH2COOC2H5 -0.116

s-6 -CH2COo 0 +o.184
s-12h ®2H2000 -0*025

TABLE 7

Taft Constants For Bifunctional Halo-Sulfur Mustards
XCI 2 CH2S (CH2 ) nCON7{CH 2 CH2 NHCO (C12 )nSC'12C'12X

X., log ko

C1 -2.51 0.1101
Br -2.66 2.321

I -2.81 1.962
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In aqueous buffered media or in other biological systems
such as blood# the life of aliphatic sufur mustards depends upon
the rate of ethylene slafoniim ion formation. A kinetic study of
this rate controlling step has led to a more anprehensive under-
standing of the reaction mechanism of these alkylating agents.

The major factors influencing their reactivity with
nucleophilic reagents, as measured by their hydrolysis rates, have
been shoam to bet (1) the inductive polar effects of the substituent
adjacent to the sulfur atom and (2) the nature of the leaving halogen
function on the carbon atom beta to the sulfur atom. Spatial con-
siderations (steror hindrance) are of minor significance. The
concept of hypercon,ugation has been useful in the explanation of a
number of seemingly anomalous results.

Based on the quantitative treatment cf the kinetic data,
the Taft equation has been simplified. In this form, the equation
can be used to design mustards of predictable reactivities. As part
of this investigation, cepounds have been synthesised possessing
half lives at pH 7.4, 370 as short as 0.2 second to longer than 5
hours*

With the very short lived alkylating agents, the time that
is required for transport to, and penetration of, the cellular
membranes becomes a critical factor in determining the quantity of
alkylating agent available for toxic reactions at either the cell
surface or the intra-nuclear DNA. Thus, the short-lived mustardo
should be valuable in the study of cytotoxic mechanisms as related
to cancer chemotherapy and chemical warfare.
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The existence of a true dark conductivity in organic mteri-
ala has been widely questioned. Although recent invest igations have
clarified to some extent the mehmai8s of the photoconduction, up
until nov no proof has been offered that real conduction through the
bulk occurs in the dark. In general experimentally the conductivi-
ties or organic@ ilarease exponentially with l/T vwhih in typical
behavior for intrinsic semioonductors, and has resulted In the
"organic semiconductors." 3omever, activation energies calculated
from these curves, together vith the low eonductivities, if ordinar
band models are saaused, lead to unrealistically high mobilities
vhich are not confirmed by photoconductivity ma. urements. Further
more, the dark covductivity exhIibits a "sluggish" behavior with
voltage and tenerature changes. Thus, the dark conductivity In
usually ascribed to the effect of dielectric relaxation, blocking
contacts, and impurity sad surface effects.

In the present paper, ye describe systematic dark conducti-
vity masurements on a monmeric organic crestal. The mnterial
chosen was ferrocene which, because of itsejelatively lov roao
teQerature resistivity of the order of 104 oha ea and Its simple
structure$ appears to be very suitable as a model substance for
dark conductivity investigationse. From the masurements performed,
including voltage probing along the sazple, long t L" observations,
and masurement of resistivity with guard ringt, it is established
that the dark conductivity exists and cannot be explained se due to
contact effects, dielectric relaxation or surface conduction. De-
pendencee of the conductivity on inurity content and crystal
direction are difficult to determine and are discussed. Therm-
electric pover data shoh that the Seebeok effect is as large as
1.2 WV/der and that eles are son mobile than electron.

821Ae I ahovs ansis of the propertie of ferroeee. Also
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known as dicyclopentadienyllron, ferrocene is an organo-metallic
compound consisting of two five-aembered rings with an iron atom
"sandwiched" between them. It melts at 173-174"C, and is stable in
air and water. Ferrocene forn orange colored crystals in two
shapes, needles and diamond-shaped plates whose faces are the (o10)
and (001) planes. The crystal. are diebroic with the differences in
absorption with directions of the plane of polarization of the radi-
ation occuring when the incident radiation is perpendicular to the
(110) face. When the crystal is observed in plane polarized white
light it color changes from brovnish-red to bright yellow as the
plane of polarization is rotated.

All samples used in the naessurments were single crystals
of ferrocene grow in one of four ways: (1) by slow evaporation of
a saturated benzene solution, (2) from the melt in an enclosed glass
tube (Briden method), (3) from the vapor phase in the presence of
a temperature gradient (sublimtion) and, (4) from the melt within
the enclosed zone refiner tube. The crystals were cut to the desired
shape with a razor b.ade, polished by rubbing them on a benzene
soruked paper, and finally rinsed in benzene to obtain clean shiny
surfaces.

The nature of silver, finely powdered carboa, and copper
iodide contacts to ferrocene was investigated by measuring the volt-
age drop between one end of the crystal and two different points
along the sample. Slide 2 shows, in the upper left corner. a diagram
of the sable arrangement. Thu end contacts were made by painting a
suspension of the desired nmterial on the ferrocene. Center probes
were mde in two ways, by melting fine wires into the crystal and bi
painting on contacts. Typical sample dimnsionts were 3 x 4 x 8 -3 .
A Cary vibrating-reed electrometer model 31 was used to masure the
voltage between the end and the center contact. The graph shown
the electrometer reading in volts at various time after 3 volts
have been applied along the length of the crystal. It is seen thelt
after a short time, i.e., five minutes, the electrometer reading is
low, increases as the time increases, and finally after 90 minuiEs
has reached equilibrium at a point on the ideal curve. Thus, if a
sufficiently long time is allowed after initially applying the volt-
age, ferrocene shows a linear voltage drop along its length like an
ordinary resistor. There is no evidence of the end contacts influ-
encig the results, partilularly there appear to be no blocking
contacts. The long time needed for the electrometer reading to
become constant is what would be expected for a circuit with a high
resistance., i.e., there is a long time constant due to the high
realstanec -f the ferrocene. These data were obtained using silver
painted end contacts and center probes made by melting copper wires
into the crystal. The same behavior vas observed with end contacts
of aquadag and copper iodide., with silver paint center probes, and
also applied voltages of 1.5 V and 10 V.
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j Slide 3 shows the experimental arrangement for measuring
the resistivity and the thermoelectric power or ferrocene as a
function of temperature. Essentially the same apparatus was used
for both measurements with minor changes indicated in the circled
portion of the figure. Part (a) shows the arrangement for the
resistivity measurementes The sample was placed series with a
battery and a known resistor of either lO or lO ohms, depending
on the resistance of the sample. The voltage drop across the known
resistor was measured vith the Cary vibrating-reed electromter.
Thus, the current in the circuit and the resistance of the ferrocene
sample are determined. It was observed that ten minutes between
readings was a sufficient time to eliminate any dielectric relaxation
effects. Resistivity measuremnts were also made using a guard ring
attached to the top of the sample to minimize any surface conduction
that may be present. It van found that the use of the guard ring
in the circuit produced a negligible effect in the resistivity.

In order to obtain stable readings of the electrometer, it
was necessary to shield the entire input circuit. The sample mount
and electrometer head were enclosed in an alumina box which vas
grounded to the electrometer case. The ambient temperature was con-
trolled by a small dc electric heater placed outside the aluminum
box., but arranged in such a way na to heat only a small portion of
the shield which was insulated therally, but not electrically from
the nain shield. The temperature vas measured by mans of a chromel-
alumel thermocouple attached to the block on which the sample rested.
Since all leads introduced into the shield box produced considerable
static pickup in the electrometer, the wire leads for the thermo-
couples were disconnected at the box during the voltage measuremnts.

Part (b) shows the arrangement for the measurement of the
thermoelectric power. Both the known resistor and the battery were
removed and the guard ring was not used. A copper block with a
thermocouple embedded in it was the top contact to the sample. The
top of the copper block was painted black and was heated by means of
a strong microscope light focused on the block through a hole in the
shield. In this way the temperature difference necessary for obtain-
ing the thermoelectric power was generated.

The resistivity is found, like that of an intrinsic semi-
conductor, to follow an exponential dependence on temperature. Slide
4 shows the logarithm of the resistivity as a function of lO00/T for
five different ferrocene samples. For each sample the resulting
graph is a straight line. From the slope of this line is calculated
an "activation energy." It is noticed that whereas the room tempera-
ture resistivities of the samples vary from 102 to 1014 ohm cm, the
"activation energy" varies only slightly.

Similar curves were obtained for 27 samples which included
crysta3 grown by each of the four methods previously outlined.
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Slide 5 shows the distribution of these samples by resistivity in
part (a), and by "activation energy" in part (b). It Is seen that
the spread in resistivity is large extending, at room temperature,
over thrq orders of wnitude. Although more samples fall in the
6.4 z lO= - 2 . 5 6 x lOL0 block than in any other, there are enough
samples in each block throughout the range to indicate that this is
not a normal scattering due to nom systmtic error. The spread in
resistivitioe cannot be correlated vith impurities or crystal direc-
tion. It is possible, however, that crystal imperfections not
detectable by the eye are responsible. On the other hand, the
scattering in activation energy for the same samples appears to be
mmll. The average E for the 27 samples measured was 0.89 eV.

Resistivity measurements made both parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the (OO1) direction were also found to scatter through the
same ranges as obtained for the undetermined directions. Thus, any
anisotropy with crystal direction is probably slight. The role of
impurities is more difficult to determine. Although material ob-
tained from different positions along the zone refined tube gave a
wide scattering in resistivities, encompassing the entire range of
resistivities obtained, the nature of any impurities present, whether
they ae removed by the zone refining, and if they are present in
crystals grown by the other three methods is not known.

The thermoelectric power was measured on crystals about
0.5 c 2 and about 0.4 = thick, grown by two methods, (1) fr o
benzene solution and, (2) by sublimation. Contacts were silver or
copper iOdide. MNasurements were mde between room temperature and
80*C with temperature differences usually between 8 and 322% Slide
6 shows the thermoelectric power (Seebeck coefficient) in millivolts
per degree as a function of temperature for various samples. The
effect is positive. Average values are about 1.2 xV/degree at room
temperature and increase slightly with increasing temperature. There
are no noticeable differences between the values for silver and
copper iodide contacts. Likewise, there appeb? to be no differences
between values for crystals grown frm benzene solution and those
grown by sublimation. The amount of scattering in the thermoelectric
poaer for various samples is approxiinteU .20 percent and is con-
siderably smaller than the usual scattering in electrical properties
of organic crystals. It is likely that some scattering my have been
caused by tiny cracks In the samples.

An a result of experiments which included voltage probing
along the crystal, long time observations, and resistivity measure-
ments using guard rings, it in concluded that contact and surface
effects and dielectric relaxation effects have a negligible effect
on the conductivity of ferrocene crystals providing sufficient time
is allowed for the misasurements. A true dark conductivity exuits
in ferrocene which at room temperature yries fren sample to sample
over three orders of magnitude from lo- to 10"1 ohi- 1 cam' with
no apparent dependence on impurities or crystal direction!, increases
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exponentially vith l/T as the temperature increases, and yields with
only small scattering of these data, and average "activation energy"
of 0.89 eV. The thermoelectric power is about 1.2 mV/deore., and
is positive indicating a higher mobility of positive rather than
negative charges.

On the basis of its exponential dependence on reciprocal
temperature., the conduction may be thought of as "intrinsic." The
spread in conductivities, however, cannot be attributed to systematic
error, impurities or anistropy due to crystal direction. Instead
it is proposed that another mechanism, crystal imperfections, is
responsible for the vide range of conductivities and to some extent
influences the temperature dependence of the conductivity. Since
Imperfections occur in crystals as a result of cutting, polishing,
and heat treatment, it is likely that such imperfections were intro-
duced into our samples during their growth and preparation. It
appears that future experiments to discover the kinds and numbers of
imperfections present in molecular crystals, together with how they
influence the conductivity will be necessary for the determination
of the conduction mechanism in organics. It may be that the idea
of "intrinsic conduction" will have to be redefined for molecular
conductors.
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